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Abstract 

Infrastructure investment must not only respond to society’s immediate needs, but also to 

societal and environmental challenges including population growth, climate change, 

increased urbanisation, resource constraints and issues related to equity and economic 

participation. Sustainability considerations are increasingly important in the design, 

construction and operation of infrastructure and following widespread application of 

sustainability rating tools for building infrastructure, similar industry-based tools for civil 

infrastructure have emerged.  

While there has been substantive research on the building sustainability rating tools and 

some analysis of civil infrastructure tools design and use, the research lacked a broad based 

analysis of the civil infrastructure rating tools. Conclusions from rating tool analysis has 

often failed to take into account ‘real world’ use and its flow-on effects. Actual experience of 

those specifying and using the tools was often missing. This thesis aims to fill gaps in the 

research on the civil infrastructure tools with a particular focus on identifying how these 

tools are being used in practice and on proposing new tools and methods to improve that use.  

The thesis adopts a multi-method, international scale research approach, which examines 

multiple aspects of rating tool design and use, the context in which the tools develop and 

operate, and tool links with the evolving sustainability agenda. The CEEQUAL, Envision, 

Infrastructure Sustainability and Greenroads rating tools were examined and compared to 

provide insight into tool coverage, application and bias. Analysis of 119 case studies from 

rated infrastructure projects and 63 interviews with infrastructure owners and tool users in 

Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and North America provided substantive 

findings on outcomes from tool use, factors affecting outcomes and wider influence of the 

tools. 

The research resulted in development of a context map and three models, which provide 

conceptual frameworks and practical tools for infrastructure owners, sustainability advisors 

and other industry professionals to develop strategies for using the rating tools to address the 

challenges of sustainability and infrastructure. For academic researchers the thesis 

demonstrates a holistic approach to rating tool research and contextualises the tools as 

“processes of change” at the individual, organisational and industry level.   
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1 

1. Introduction  

1.1 Sustainability 

The Rio Earth Summit in 1992 marked a new period of awareness of the environmental 

challenges humankind is facing and in the 1990s sustainability found its way into the public 

discourse whether within the business arena, civil society or in public policy and debate. 

Since that time there has been a broad range of responses across sectors; strong in developed 

countries such as the United Kingdom (UK) and Denmark, growing in the North America 

and Australasia, and in the 2010s emerging strongly in developing countries such as China 

and India. During this period media coverage on climate change, peak oil, resource scarcity, 

environmental degradation, food security and issues of social and economic inequality also 

increased and public and political awareness began to rise. In response to growing concern of 

global sustainability issues there has been a stronger call for accountability and action with 

regard to environmental, social and economic performance of governments and businesses. 

The narrow focus on quarterly financial performance of business and on short political cycles 

was challenged and a need to consider whole of life costs and benefits of investment and 

development was advocated more widely. The boundary for accountability had also shifted 

beyond the individual, product or single entity with a focus on supply chain at one end, and 

end users, consumers and citizens at the other. 

Sustainability-related initiatives have been established across a range of businesses, industries 

and professions. New roles e.g. sustainability advisors and managers, have emerged in 

businesses, local authorities and other organisations, including those involved in 

infrastructure management (Pearce et al. 2010, Schäfer 2012). Sustainability reporting, 

environmental management systems, sustainable procurement policies, corporate social 

responsibility programmes have emerged within organisational policies and practices. 

Guidelines, standards, eco-labels, certification programmes and assessment frameworks have 

been established across a range of products, services and industries. 

Throughout these developments there continued to be on-going debate and discussion on the 

focus and reach of sustainability (Berardi 2013, Boyle et al. 2013). The Brundtland definition 

of sustainable development is the common starting point for early 21st century discussions on 

sustainability. “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present 
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without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland 

1987). This definition highlights particularly the concepts of human needs, environmental 

limitations and intergenerational considerations. Sustainability initiatives and research often 

referred to the three pillars (social, environmental and economic) and used these to 

operationalise sustainability action and assessment. While useful in terms of unpacking 

sustainability, these pillars can lead the user to lose sight of the whole as illustrated by 

Neumayer’s distinction of weak and strong sustainability (2003). A weak sustainability frame 

accepts trade-offs between the three pillars or capitals whereas strong sustainability regards 

environmental capital as the foundation for social and economic capital and is not 

substitutable. Neumayer also argued strong sustainability calls for the physical preservation 

of natural capital that is regarded as non-substitutable. With regard to whether weak 

sustainability approaches had value, he suggested proponents of strong sustainability “would 

regard achieving weak sustainability as an important first, but insufficient, step into the right 

direction,” and they would see weak sustainability as “a far cry from what is needed for 

sustainable development” (Neumayer 2003, p. 24). 

However, despite the varying debates and challenges of how sustainability is defined and 

assessed, there is no denying many aspects of our world are under scrutiny in terms of how 

they respond to current and forecast environmental and social challenges. The world of 

infrastructure planning, investment and development is no different. Sustainability is now 

part of the picture. 

1.2 Sustainability and Infrastructure 

Infrastructure systems, most often the public works of a country, state, region or city, provide 

the basic physical structures needed for the operation of a society and facilitate access to 

goods and services (Boyle et al. 2010, Meyboom 2009). Civil infrastructure development 

includes roads, railways, bridges, wastewater and water treatment plants, stormwater 

management, waste management systems, telecommunications and power generation 

facilities (Vaillancourt et al. 2012). In addition to delivering on society’s current needs, 

infrastructure investment and development must respond to major issues facing society, 

including population growth, climate change, increased urbanisation, food security and issues 

related to equity, health, economic participation and resilience (Boyle et al. 2013, FIDIC 

2009). Decisions made today on infrastructure design and development have a significant 

effect on how our cities and systems will meet society’s needs in the future. 
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As well as playing an important role in meeting society’s needs for a sustainable future, the 

development and refurbishment of infrastructure has its own sustainability impacts. 

Infrastructure design, construction and operations use physical and human resources, impact 

on the environment by producing greenhouse gases and other pollutants, and affect the social 

and physical context within which infrastructure is placed (Berardi 2013, Mulligan 2011, 

Willetts et al. 2010b). Müller et al. (2013) found that the globalisation of Western 

infrastructure using current technologies would result in approximately 350 Gt CO2 from 

materials production—about 35−60% of the remaining carbon budget available until 2050 if 

the global temperature increase is to be limited to 2 °C. In the UK alone the built 

environment contributes nearly 50% of all carbon emissions, 33% of landfill waste and 

consumes 13% of raw material and 50% of water (Willetts et al. 2010b).  

According to the International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC)’s State of the 

World Infrastructure Report (2009), global expenditure on infrastructure spending and 

maintenance was estimated to be around 2% of global GDP each year, estimated at around 

US$1 trillion for 2009 (the majority in the developed world, acknowledging world population 

growth is predominantly in the developing world). The same report suggested global 

expenditure in infrastructure could reach a cumulative US$41 trillion by 2030 given the level 

of under-investment in infrastructure repair, maintenance and modernisation in previous 

years. This investment and associated development activity has had and will continue to have 

flow-on effects in terms of environmental, social and economic impacts. As infrastructure 

owners, designers, constructors and operators become more conscious of sustainability issues 

through international developments, regulatory action, industry forums, education, pressure 

groups, societal expectations and changes in funder requirements, there is a growing desire 

by a number of players to deliver infrastructure that takes sustainability issues and 

performance into consideration (Fenner et al. 2006, Pearce & Vanegas 2002a, Vanegas 

2003). In the light of this growing awareness and demand, sustainability assessments, 

decision support frameworks, and sustainability rating systems and tools for infrastructure 

have emerged. It is the potential of such rating systems and tools to enhance the ability of 

infrastructure owners, policy makers and project delivery teams to contribute to improved 

sustainability outcomes, which is the focus of this research. 

Of course the development of sustainable cities and communities will require more than 

rating tools. Integrated systems-based responses are needed which recognise the complexity 

and interrelatedness of the political, social, economic and environmental systems that 
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underpin our very existence (Boyle et al. 2013, O'Connor 2006). A combination of exemplar 

projects, regulations and standards, policies and programmes, innovative technologies and 

approaches, and forward thinking education will be required. In the context of these 

challenges and required responses, the potential of sustainability rating systems can seem 

limited with their focus mainly at the individual project level. To some degree they aim to 

address the challenges of sustainability ‘one project at a time’. However their use is growing 

in the marketplace and a better understanding of the contribution they make and the 

opportunity they present will help industry and researchers apply and develop them to best 

advantage. 

1.3 The Sustainability Rating Tools – brief introduction  

1.3.1 Short history 

The use of sustainability rating tools in the built environment (commercial, public facilities 

and residential) began in the 1990s and 2000s. BREEAM (UK) was launched in 1990, LEED 

(USA) in 2000, and Green Star (Australia and New Zealand) launched in 2003 and 2007 

respectively (Griffiths 2014). Over time neighbourhood and community tools were also 

produced e.g. BREEAM Communities, LEED-ND, CASBEE for Urban Development 

(Berardi 2013, Reith & Orova 2015).   

In the early 2000s research highlighted a lack of similar tools for civil infrastructure 

(Dasgupta & Tam 2005, Georgoulias et al. 2010, Poveda & Lipsett 2011b). In 2003 the 

CEEQUAL infrastructure rating tool was launched in the UK with a strong focus on 

environmental management. Later developments included CEEQUAL for International 

Projects and CEEQUAL for Term Contracts. In 2012, CEEQUAL launched Version 5 which 

completed the scheme’s transition from environmental assessment and awards to a 

sustainability assessment and awards scheme. Around this time there was a flurry of activity 

elsewhere with Greenroads and Envision launched in the United States (USA) and the 

Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) tool launched in Australia (Griffiths 2014). These four tools 

are described in more detail in Section 2.5. 

These four rating systems are by no means the only infrastructure sustainability rating tools in 

use or considered within the literature. Transport authorities have developed their own tools 

e.g. GreenLites (New York State Department of Transport), Invest (VicRoads, Melbourne 

Australia), Invest (US Department of Transport Federal Highway Administration), and 
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STARS (Portland Bureau of Transport), and other tools include SUSOP (McLellan & Corder 

2013) which focused on early identification of sustainability risks and opportunities, Wa-Pa-

Su (Poveda & Lipsett 2011a) which focused on oil sands and heavy oil projects; and various 

other bespoke tools such as the Transport for New South Wales Sustainable Design 

Guidelines. Poveda and Lipsett (2011b) identified 73 sustainability assessment methods, tools 

and procedures related to the construction industry including a number of rating tools and 

Guthrie and Konaris examined 19 rating and certification tools in the FIDIC State of the 

World Report on Sustainable Infrastructure (2012). Anderson (2012) identified 26 tools for 

measuring aspects of sustainability during the life cycle of road projects. 

1.3.2 Rating tool use and function 

The rating tools can be used formally by registering a project with the tool owner and then 

seeking certification in recognition of the performance level achieved. The use of the tools 

may be initiated by the infrastructure owner (e.g. roading agency or territorial authority) or by 

members of the project design or construction team (Johansson 2011). The rating tools guide 

assessment of an individual infrastructure project (or asset) against a range of sustainability 

criteria, covering to some extent the three pillars of sustainability as well as project 

management and governance. They are designed to be used by infrastructure developers, 

designers and constructors, often assisted by a sustainability advisor (Scanlon & Davis 2011). 

Most sustainability rating tools assess performance against defined categories (e.g. resource 

use, ecology, people and place), and within each category a set of associated criteria (Figure 

1). Individual criteria are allocated weighted points (or scores) depending on relative impact 

and the achieved level of performance. The tools are designed to provide both guidance in 

sustainability practices and performance and a framework for assessing that performance 

(Anderson 2012, Clevenger et al. 2013, Poveda & Lipsett 2011b). 
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Figure 1. Generic rating tool design 

 

An overall project score is calculated and an achievement level determined e.g. Bronze, 

Silver or Gold (nomenclature differs with different schemes). Some systems rely solely on 

self-assessment, whereas others (including CEEQUAL, Envision, Greenroads and IS) have 

the option of third-party verification and certification. These third-party verified tools 

generally required a higher level of evidence and a more rigorous audit process (Guthrie & 

Konaris 2012). The rating tool is usually part of a wider scheme, which includes the tool 

itself, associated technical and usage guidance, training and support and where relevant 

category specific calculators (e.g. LCA, carbon, ecology). Within this document the term 

rating tool generally refers to the rating tool itself and the scheme within which it functions. 

1.4 The Genesis of the Research 

This research had its genesis in New Zealand around 2013 when sustainability rating tool 

performance levels started to be specified in client requirements for local civil infrastructure 

projects. While these requirements signalled an active step by infrastructure owners to change 

something about how infrastructure was delivered, following similar moves in the building 

sector, they also raised questions of value and usefulness. My personal experience as a 

sustainability practitioner working in the infrastructure industry at the time was a mixed 
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response from peers and colleagues to the requirement to apply these tools. While seen 

positively by some, mainly sustainability and environmental specialists, there was also strong 

resistance, challenges about the value added, and often a search for minimum compliance or 

indeed non-compliance as an option. 

The questioning of others challenged me to question. Can rating tool use actually deliver 

better sustainability outcomes? What did infrastructure owners want to achieve? From the 

perspective of those tasked with the implementing rating tools, was it enough to comply with 

tool requirements or was it also important to engage more fully with project delivery teams? 

To deliver real value in terms of sustainability, did rating tool use need to connect with the 

wider context of sustainability and infrastructure systems? It was these initial questions which 

began the inquiry behind this research.  

Throughout the research these questions deepened to consider the wider influence of the 

rating tools, how they fit within the problem domain of sustainable infrastructure and the 

steps industry players and tool developers can take to use such tools to move the industry 

towards sustainability. Given that these tools were being actively used within the industry, 

what became increasingly important was to assess the essence of the tools: how and why the 

tools were being used, what they were able to achieve and not achieve, and what 

circumstances or behaviours supported positive outcomes from their use. 

1.5 Research Purpose and Objectives 

The overarching purpose of the research is to evaluate the ability of market-based 

infrastructure sustainability rating tools to improve sustainability outcomes for civil 

infrastructure development and identify the mechanisms by which the tools are employed to 

facilitate future improvement. 

And the specific research objectives, designed to achieve that purpose, are: 

 Understand and assess how the infrastructure sustainability rating tools can and do 

contribute: where and in what form; considering the tools themselves, their application 

and the role of tool users; 

 Recognise and examine the limitations of the tools in contributing to sustainable 

outcomes;  

 Recognise the evolution towards sustainability and examine how the tools develop in 

conjunction with the evolution of thinking;  
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 Develop a model/s that show how to enhance rating tool use at the tool, application and 

user levels; and show where and how the tools’ contribution could continue to push the 

development of sustainable infrastructure forward. 

The research pathways identified to address the thesis purpose and objectives were:  

 Mapping the tools within the wider built environment context and within civil 

infrastructure development stages; 

 Analysing the extent to which the infrastructure sustainability rating tools address 

identified sustainability markers for civil infrastructure development; 

 Examining the tool development process and identifying how the rating tools evolve and 

incorporate new learning; 

 Analysing and comparing the selected infrastructure sustainability rating tools and 

identifying characteristics, biases and opportunities for improvement; 

 Examining real-life tool use to determine level of uptake, where and how used, outcomes 

achieved, value gained and lessons learned in terms of success factors and barriers. Wider 

influence and flow-on effects of tool use were also to be examined. 

This research identifies what these tools do and don’t deliver in terms of improving 

sustainability outcomes and whether they have the ability to help infrastructure owners and 

delivery teams to act from a strong sustainability perspective. The research considers 

questions of uptake and use of the rating tools, recognising that to be effective any enabling 

framework needs to consider practical application. The models resulting from the research 

provide infrastructure owners with a roadmap for strategic leadership in sustainability 

infrastructure delivery, project teams with a management framework to drive improved 

sustainability outcomes at the project and programme levels, and policy makers with a map 

and comparison framework for positioning infrastructure sustainability rating tools and their 

contribution to strategy and policy focused on delivering sustainable infrastructure. The 

research and the resulting models are also of value to tool developers, adding knowledge on 

strategic application of the rating tools, highlighting opportunities for tool enhancement, and 

contributing to future tool development. 

1.6 Research Contribution  

This research focused on civil infrastructure sustainability rating tools being used by industry 

today. The literature on these market-based tools was limited, particularly with regard to the 
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actual outcomes achieved through tool use, the experiences of tool use in the field and the 

potential flow-on effects of their use beyond the single project. This research has provided a 

comprehensive exploration of the territory in which the tools operate and produced a suite of 

models to enhance rating tool use and contribute to a sustainability ‘step change’ within the 

infrastructure industry. A typical PhD researcher may have looked at this problem from the 

perspective of developing a new improved rating tool, but, following the literature review and 

as the research progressed, it became clear it was not the tools that were the main issue here, 

but rather the understanding of how the tools fit into the problem domain. This research 

contributed to theory and to practice by: 

 Identifying how infrastructure sustainability rating tools for civil infrastructure are 

actually being used;  

 Proposing new models and methods to improve tool use; 

 Developing a more holistic approach to rating tool research that examined the tools from 

multiple perspectives; and 

 Contextualising the tools as ‘processes of change’ at the individual, organisational and 

industry level. 

By moving beyond simply understanding and improving the rating tools, to focusing on 

understanding and affecting the world they are trying to fix, the research has enhanced the 

value of all tools in the process.  

1.7 Scope of the Research 

The research investigated the civil infrastructure sustainability rating tools, and in particular 

the third-party verified tools functioning in the marketplace. The rationale for focusing on the 

market-based tools was they were actively in use and their use within the infrastructure 

industry was growing (Griffiths et al. 2018), providing the opportunity to research user 

experience and for the research findings to contribute to direct benefits within the user 

community. Vertical infrastructure (buildings) sustainability rating tools were not a focus of 

the research, although the literature review referenced research related to the building rating 

tools and community assessment frameworks to provide context and to identify issues and 

challenges related to sustainability assessment and rating systems generally. The tools 

selected for detailed analysis and as a focus for the field-based research were: 
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 CEEQUAL: as it had been in the market the longest, was used widely in the UK and 

Ireland and had directly influenced the development of other tools, in particular Envision 

and Infrastructure Sustainability; 

 Envision: as it was used in the USA and was strongly supported by engineering industry 

bodies in North America. Envision also covered the planning phase of the infrastructure 

life cycle; 

 Greenroads: as it was a tool which focused on a specific (roading) infrastructure type and 

was used in the USA and New Zealand; 

 Infrastructure Sustainability: as it was developed and used in Australia, was being piloted 

in New Zealand and was piloting an operations phase rating. 

As most of the experience of rating tool use was in the UK / Ireland, North America and 

Australia / New Zealand, inputs from users and tools developers in these locations were 

identified as important from a research perspective. To that end the scope of the research is 

clearly placed in developed and English-speaking countries. 

The rating tools used in this research address aspects of sustainability that relate to various 

life cycle stages of an infrastructure asset, with the main focus for CEEQUAL, Greenroads 

and Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) on the design and construction phases and for Envision 

on planning and design. During the research period IS also piloted and then released an 

operations phase tool which is used to inform sustainability issues related to asset operations 

and management. While rating tool use across all infrastructure phases was referenced in the 

research, there was a bias towards design and construction as this was where most formal use 

had occurred to date.  

The wider context of sustainability and infrastructure was examined for framing purposes and 

to understand potential limitations and challenges with the rating tools, and to allow for the 

investigation of opportunities for research impact on a big picture scale. As the infrastructure 

rating tool use and development was emergent in nature, outcomes from the research had the 

potential to identify tangible ways for the tools to contribute to longer term sustainability 

outcomes for infrastructure. 

1.8 Structure of the Document  

This thesis is structured in three parts with the detailed structure illustrated in Figure 2. Part I 

reports the introduction to the research (this chapter), and the findings of the research 
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literature review (Chapter 2). Part II reports the methodology for the research (Chapter 3), 

which builds on the findings of Part I and integrates insights gathered during the literature 

review. The first three (of four) research phases are reported in Part II and consist of: Phase 1. 

Mapping the context of the rating tools and examining where they fit in the bigger context of 

infrastructure and sustainable development (Chapter 4); Phase 2. Analysing rating tool design 

and application through investigating rating tool development, examining rating tool design 

and content through a comparative tool review (Chapter 5), and analysing tool application 

and performance results (Chapter 6); and Phase 3. Analysing and investigating rating tool use 

through analysis of documented case studies (Chapter 7), analysis of interviews with tool 

users and infrastructure owners (Chapter 8 and 9), and deeper analysis of tool use findings 

(Chapter 10). Part III reports on Phase 4. Producing the model (Chapter 11), and provides a 

strategic review and discussion of the research (Chapter 12) and final conclusions (Chapter 

13). This final part revisits the research objectives, discusses the scientific and societal 

outcomes of the research, articulates the contribution this research has made and provides 

suggestions for further research. 
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Figure 2. Thesis Structure 
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2. Literature Review  

The literature review covers topics relevant to the research purpose and objectives, starting 

with the wider context of sustainability and infrastructure and the readiness of the 

infrastructure industry to respond to sustainability issues. The review then focuses on aspects 

important to the specifics of the rating tools: sustainability at the project and asset level; 

sustainability assessment criteria for civil infrastructure; detail on the four tools examined in 

the research; and findings from the literature on the design and use of the civil infrastructure 

rating tools. Finally research relevant to analysing the rating tool use data and developing the 

new models is presented, including concepts of behaviour change, diffusion of ideas, 

complexity and systems, and sustainability maturity models. At the end of each section 

implications for the thesis research are summarised and at the end of the chapter the 

knowledge gaps to be explored are presented. 

2.1 Sustainability and Infrastructure – wider context; issues; challenges 

2.1.1 Infrastructure challenges and their impact on addressing sustainability 

The infrastructure sustainability rating tools are used by infrastructure players operating 

within a complex environment and their potential and contribution need to be considered in 

this context.  

The infrastructure development and delivery system involves multiple players, multiple 

decision points, multiple supply chains and a wide range of stakeholders across all phases 

(Ainger & Fenner 2014, Vanegas 2003, Yang & Lim 2008). The challenges of sustainability 

with its multiple aspects and stakeholders and its temporal and spatial dimensions, adds 

complexity to an already complex environment. 

Infrastructure involves significant investment and as such attracts significant industry and 

political attention. In recent years baseline assessments of infrastructure at global and local 

levels have been published and infrastructure report cards which score the level of service of 

existing assets and record infrastructure development progress have been introduced. In 2013 

the American Society of Civil Engineers scored the state of US infrastructure as a D+, a 

slight improvement over the D of 2009 (ASCE 2013). A similar report card for Canada 

(2012) rated a significant amount of municipal infrastructure between “fair” and “very poor”. 
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In Australia an assessment of “only just adequate” was indicated in the 2010 infrastructure 

report card (Shaw et al. 2012). These assessments reflected FIDIC’s 2009 State of the World 

Report which highlighted issues including the ageing and deterioration of legacy 

infrastructure, under-investment in terms of maintenance of existing systems and building of 

new systems, the growing needs of developing countries particularly as urbanisation 

accelerates, affordability and funding, resilience and sustainability. 

Decisions related to infrastructure play out over the long term – investment or lack thereof 

today has ramifications for future generations. Legacy systems often operate within 

circumstances radically different from those for which they were designed. A lack of action 

today could mean future decision-makers and communities may find themselves “locked-in”. 

From a sustainability perspective this can result in poorly planned, resource-hungry, carbon 

emitting infrastructure which places untenable demands on society and the environment 

(Corvellec et al. 2013, Harvey et al. 2013). 

Further issues emerge from the interactions and interfaces between related infrastructure 

assets. Water infrastructure requires power for pumping stations and ventilation. 

Transportation systems require fuel to power vehicles and energy to drive signalling systems 

(Rinaldi et al. 2001). It is the collective and integrated operations of infrastructure that allows 

cities and towns and their communities to function. Therefore, as a number of studies 

suggest, to improve sustainability outcomes for communities over the long term it is 

important to acknowledge these interfaces and interdependencies and consider infrastructure 

as part of a system (Kennedy et al. 2011, Sahely et al. 2005, Vaillancourt et al. 2012). 

Berardi, in his review of community level sustainability assessment tools, suggested “urban 

areas are the lowest level where problems can be meaningfully resolved in an integrated, 

holistic and sustainable way” (Berardi 2013, p. 1577). These aspects of integration and 

connection raise questions of the value of project level rating tools, the degree to which they 

acknowledge the wider context within which a project functions and indeed the potential of 

such tools to contribute beyond the single project within a defined urban or regional area. 

2.1.2 Developments in sustainable design and thinking 

In addition to the challenges of the infrastructure system and the multiple levels and players 

involved, new developments and technologies related to sustainability and infrastructure are 

increasingly part of the picture. Hybrid, electric and other alternative fuel vehicle use is 
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increasing, and public transportation investment and use is also on the rise (APTA 2014). In 

some cities and countries the data shows indications of a decline in car ownership (Sivak 

2013). In the energy space there is growth in the use of renewables (e.g. photovoltaics; 

biomass; geothermal energy) as well as system changes that reduce the need for energy 

(energy efficiency programmes; new models for purchasing energy). For both energy and 

water infrastructure there is increased consideration given to distributed systems as well as 

use of smart grids and smart metering systems (Boyle et al. 2013, WBCSD 2014). 

Green infrastructure, which utilises or recreates infrastructure services inherent in natural 

systems, e.g. rain gardens, swales, green roofs, is increasingly part of the urban landscape 

(Vaillancourt et al. 2012, WBCSD 2014). At a more holistic level researchers are rethinking 

how to meet the needs of cities in the future by considering how cities can function as fully 

integrated sustainable systems (Boyle et al. 2010, Kennedy et al. 2011). Such developments 

illustrate sustainability interventions are not just about addressing eco-efficiency and 

pollution prevention but also accommodating new technologies and new thinking and 

delivering resilient and sustainable cities and communities. Sustainable infrastructure systems 

and tools need to accommodate and potentially drive these changes and advances. A focus on 

sustainability cannot just be about “doing things better” it must also be about “doing better 

things” (Boyle et al. 2013, Fenner et al. 2006). Bateson suggested a deeper level of “seeing 

things differently” is required for transformation to a true sustainability paradigm (Sterling 

2003). 

Many of the themes outlined above were reflected by Boyle and others (2010) at a gathering 

held to explore research needs of sustainable infrastructure in the urban environment. Two 

main research directions identified by this group were a better understanding of sustainable 

systems and the development of specific aspects of sustainable systems (see Table 1). There 

was an acceptance of short-term incremental changes to current systems but also a call for 

“path-changing” developments. 

Table 1. Identified Research Streams for Sustainable Infrastructure (Boyle et al. 2010, pp. 4838-4839). 

1. Better understand sustainable systems  
Fundamentals of sustainable infrastructure systems 

Dynamics and functions of human systems 

Nature and dynamics of sustainable systems 

Roles, limits and interrelationships among environmental, social, technological, institutional and economic 

systems  

Increasing complexity of human societies 

2. Develop sustainable infrastructure systems 
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Developing infrastructure that addresses global warming, in both reducing global warming and addressing 

changing climatic conditions 

Developing sustainable materials, techniques, and technologies for construction of sustainable infrastructure 

Designing and managing integrated, resilient, infrastructure for large, high density populations 

2.1.3 Mapping the territory of sustainable infrastructure – global, industry and 

project 

Research on sustainability considerations in infrastructure design and development grew 

significantly in the 2000s on the back of a high level of activity on sustainability in the built 

environment. In the 1990s there was much written on the application of sustainability 

principles and practices to buildings (especially public and commercial buildings) and it was 

during this time that the building rating tools developed. In a parametric review completed by 

Pearce and Vanegas (2002b), they analysed a selection of documents including general 

references, models and frameworks, heuristic and guidelines, assessment and evaluation tools 

and resource guides from this period. They concluded the ‘first generation models, evaluation 

tools and assessment methods’, as they referred to them, operationalised sustainability in the 

built environment to some degree, but without clear alignment to one another and to general 

sustainability theory. Based on the sustainability variables (e.g. energy, toxicity, stakeholder 

partnerships, affordability) referenced in relevant literature, they found different implicit 

theories of sustainability were being addressed. These authors also found some variables of 

significance, e.g. acid rain, were hardly addressed at all. The concept of sustainability scope 

and what is included and not included under the label of sustainability is investigated in the 

analysis of the rating tools. 

A clear understanding of sustainable infrastructure is still evolving as the definitions and 

explanations in Table 2 illustrate. As Gagnon et al. (2012) suggested “For the time being, the 

operationalisation of sustainable development in various sectors of activity requires to settle 

for an acceptable, yet incomplete and imperfect, definition or representation” (p. 50). 

Table 2. Defining Sustainable Infrastructure 

Definitions / Descriptions Source 

“Rather than being one of many competing objectives, sustainable infrastructure 

is an underlying philosophy which should guide decision-making throughout 

projects for meeting the wider objectives of durability and performance.” 

FIDIC  

(Guthrie & Konaris 2012, 

p. 1) 

“Sustainability was defined in the civil engineering context as follows: 

Sustainability is a characteristic of a system that reflects its capacity to support 

natural laws and human values.”   

(Anderson 2012, p. 4) 
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Definitions / Descriptions Source 

“A sustainable highway should satisfy the functional requirements of societal 

development and economic growth while reducing negative impacts on the 

environment and consumption of natural resources. The sustainability of a 

highway should be considered throughout the project lifecycle – from conception 

through construction.” 

Federal Highways 

Administration (Armstrong 

et al. 2013, p. 4) 

“The main purpose of sustainable construction is to apply the principles of 

sustainable development: conserving present resources for the benefit of future 

generations to the construction sector (Kibert, 2007).” 

(Willetts et al. 2010b, p. 

144) 

 

“The key to achieving sustainable infrastructure is by creating systems that not 

only address material demands now, but can continue to meet the demands of use 

for future generations. In this way, sustainability has proven to be more of a mind-

set, and is, therefore, exceedingly difficult to define in a concrete manner.” 

(Georgoulias et al. 2010, p. 

382) 

 

“Sustainable infrastructure can be defined as ‘infrastructure in harmony with the 

continuation of economic and environmental sustainability’” 

UN Economic and Social 

Commission for Asia and 

the Pacific 

(Yang & Lim 2008, p. 4) 

 

Vanegas (2003) presented a roadmap for how the infrastructure industry and infrastructure 

systems need to develop from a sustainability perspective. At a global level Vanegas 

incorporated the need to address issues such as resource depletion, environmental 

degradation, and accumulation of pollutants; the development and utilisation of technologies, 

systems and processes; access and use of renewable and non-renewable resources; and 

consideration of the wider multi-dimensional context and intra and intergenerational 

satisfaction of human needs and aspirations – resulting in a gradual change towards 

sustainability. At the industry level Vanegas suggested sustainable facilities, sustainable civil 

infrastructure and sustainable technologies need to work together in a collaborative push-pull 

manner, taking into consideration the full life cycles of development from planning through 

to end of service life in the case of facilities and civil infrastructure. 

Within the sustainable infrastructure research there is also guidance for practitioners – an 

attempt to encourage, educate and inform; to close the gap between the vision and current 

practice. These works, as illustrated by FIDIC’s State of World Report 2012: Sustainable 

Infrastructure (Guthrie & Konaris), the book “Sustainable Infrastructure: Principles into 

Practice” (Ainger & Fenner 2014) and an earlier article “Widening Engineering Horizon: 

addressing the complexity of sustainable development” (Fenner et al. 2006), focused on what 

could be done on the ground. They highlighted the intervention points within industry and 

across the life cycle of infrastructure assets and provided references to heuristics, frameworks 
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and tools to guide decision-making and individual practice. Yang and Lim (2008) suggested 

three levels of understanding by industry participants on what sustainability means for civil 

infrastructure ranging from specific project initiatives through to high level quality of life, 

human equity and intergenerational issues. Mukherjee and Muga (2010) further suggested 

that, to adequately address complex, interdisciplinary sustainability problems, individuals 

must learn to operate in a new integrated paradigm. Their study concluded that the main 

challenges to adoption of sustainable practices in the infrastructure industry are “the lack of a 

shared paradigm to further a systems approach to sustainable methods and the inability to 

consider the adaptive forces that decision-makers are subject to when considering alternative 

design and construction method” (Mukherjee & Muga 2010, p. 213).  

2.1.4 Relating back to the tools 

The rating tools were developed, to a large degree, to provide that practical list of actions for 

infrastructure owners, designers and constructors to follow and hence operationalise the high 

level vision and address sustainability challenges in practical ways. It is important to consider 

whether the rating tools only address sustainability at the project level or whether they can 

have a wider effect to shift the system within which infrastructure sits. As Boyle et al. (2013) 

suggested it can be useful “to start with information and tasks that are very accessible, and 

then progressively offer opportunities for the users’ interactions to become deeper, for the 

types of knowledge and interpretation challenges to become more complex, for collective 

insights and outcomes to emerge” (p. 187). In their evaluation of the use of a regional 

sustainability assessment tool, AIRS, Wallis et al. (2010) found the collaborative use of their 

tool with local stakeholders delivered at a technical level and also as a means of social 

learning. This research focuses on where the tools can contribute and whether they can and 

do move the agenda forward beyond the single project. 

2.1.5 Implication for the research 

The research on sustainability and infrastructure provided inputs for the sustainability 

markers and mapping of the infrastructure delivery system, and informed the interview 

questions. Key considerations were the complex nature of infrastructure, with its multiple 

players, decision points, supply chains and stakeholders; the long term impacts of 

infrastructure decisions presenting risks of lock-in; the interconnected nature of infrastructure 

systems and the asset level focus of the rating tools; sustainability impacts and opportunities 
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across the infrastructure life cycle; and the on-going advances in sustainability knowledge 

and technologies. 

2.2 Readiness of Industry and Individual Engineers 

2.2.1 The challenge for and response of the infrastructure industry 

Willetts et al.’s study (2011), mainly in the UK and USA, found that while sustainability is 

acknowledged as important to engineering firms, this sector was behind other sectors such as 

mining, oil and gas and financial services in terms of sustainability performance and 

reporting. The study identified a need for firms to widen the range of sustainability issues 

considered and increase their focus on transparency and accountability. In an Eastern USA 

study, Pearce et al. (2010) analysed the adoption of project sustainability practices and 

corporate sustainability practices by construction firms. They concluded “generally, the 

industry seems to be experimenting with sustainable practices on some, if not all, capital 

projects” (p. 129). While the data supported a perception of change, it was also clear there 

was a wide variety of practice. 

Multiple sustainable infrastructure studies have proposed engineers need to focus more on 

designing and building sustainable communities – integrating sustainable development 

principles, asking relevant questions, undertaking sustainability assessments, particularly 

during the planning and design phases of development. As noted earlier, Fenner et al. (2006) 

suggested the need for engineers to “widen their horizon” if they were to contribute to 

sustainable development. They proposed a framework that challenged engineers to think 

outside the traditional factors of time, cost and quality, recognising a need to keep the holistic 

and systemic nature of sustainable development in focus. Gagnon et al. (2012) provided more 

specific guidance on sustainable engineering, which they defined as “the integration of 

sustainability issues in the various activities with engineering practice” (p. 50). In an attempt 

to translate the higher level concepts into action for design engineers they recommended the 

addition of sustainability design processes at each stage of the project life cycle and proposed 

an assessment framework which determined the level of sustainability attainment (“shades of 

sustainability”) in a design project. Their framework covered the structure of the design 

process, the range of sustainability issues considered, the relevance of the indicators guiding 

design, the accuracy of the tools used to evaluate indicators, the potential improvements 
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expected from the alternatives assessed when compared with conventional solutions, and how 

sustainability was reflected in decision-making.  

Vaillancourt et al. (2012), in their study on integrated decision-making, recommended the 

role of the engineers must change: “Civil engineers have the technical capability of solving 

municipal problems; however, their roles in society need to change from technicians to agents 

which promote sustainability, specifically sustainable infrastructure” (p. 3189). They 

challenged the agency of civil engineers to lead change in sustainability due to the 

departmental fragmentation and specialisation of the engineering practice, suggesting a 

redesign to a more integrated approach was needed. Boz and El-adaway (2013) presented a 

further challenge highlighting a growing disconnect between the players involved in 

infrastructure delivery and the client / community objectives. They suggested, to deliver 

sustainability outcomes, there needed to be a stronger level of alignment between the 

customer (the infrastructure owner) and the constructor than often exists. They reinforced 

while there was a desire and need for sustainable development within the infrastructure 

industry, many of the tools and methods were narrowly focused and failed to place the micro 

within the holistic context.  

Sahely et al. (2005) suggested "the conflicting goals faced by managers and engineers in the 

development and management of infrastructure are at the heart of why defining and 

implementing a sustainability strategy for such systems is difficult" (p. 74). Similarly Willetts 

et al. (2010b) concluded engineers in their current roles were often not well positioned to 

maximise their impact on sustainability matters and they needed to increase their knowledge 

of sustainable development and adapt according. Indeed, Scanlon and Davis’s study (2011) 

on the role of sustainability advisors on infrastructure projects, highlighted a level of 

resistance by delivery teams to sustainability, concluding that not only did sustainability 

advisors need to bring technical expertise but an important aspect of their role was to 

facilitate understanding of sustainability through building relationships and being embedded 

in the project team. 

These various studies highlight a range of issues and barriers for engineers and the 

infrastructure industry in understanding and responding to the challenges of sustainable 

development, and reflect findings from two studies (Table 3) in the green building industry: 

one undertaken in the USA (Ahn et al. 2013) and the other in Singapore (Hwang & Ng 2013). 
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Table 3. Barriers / Challenges of Sustainable Design and Construction 

Barriers (Ahn et al)  Challenges (Hwang & Ng)  
First cost premium of sustainable design and 

construction 

Requirement for long payback periods from 

implementing sustainable practices and technologies 

Tendency to maintain current practices 

Limited sustainable knowledge and understanding 

from subcontractors  

Recovery of long-term savings not reflected in service 

fee structure  

High cost for sustainable materials and products 

Lack of integrated work environment among all 

stakeholders 

Limited sustainable knowledge and understanding 

from contractors 

The longer time required during the pre-

construction process 

Difficulty in the selection of subcontractors who 

provide green construction services 

Uncertainty with green materials and equipment 

The high cost of green materials and equipment 

Increased meetings and coordination required with 

green consultants and engineers 

More frequent alterations and variations with the 

design during the construction process 

Difficulty in comprehending the green 

specifications in the contract details 

Unforeseen circumstances in executing green 

projects 

Planning of non-traditional construction sequences 

Planning of different construction techniques 

Lack of awareness from clients (Owner/Developer) 

Conflict with public policy and/or regulations  

Unfamiliarity of sustainable materials and products  

Lack of knowledge and understanding from design 

professionals  

Limited supply of sustainable materials and products 

Concerning warranties and risks on non-standard 

sustainable materials and methods 

Extension of project schedules 

 

The research presented in this section indicates sustainability is on the agenda for engineering 

firms, but the industry’s understanding of the sustainability agenda is in its early stages and 

still developing. There are challenges and barriers (many similar to green construction in 

buildings) and in examining the use of sustainability infrastructure tools it is important to 

recognise these challenges, consider what is required to use such tools effectively and 

identify what they provide and what else might be needed. 

2.2.2 Implication for the research 

The research on industry readiness informed the mapping of the infrastructure delivery 

system and the interview questions regarding drivers, benefits and barriers. Some of the 

considerations highlighted by this research were reflected in the discussions on uptake and 

aspects of the final model. Key considerations were the role of engineers in addressing 

sustainability in infrastructure and the need for them to widen their horizons; evidence of the 

infrastructure industry being behind other sectors in responding to the sustainability agenda; 
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recognition of current constraints and conflicting goals which inhibit those responsible for 

infrastructure development from responding to sustainability challenges; the need to integrate 

sustainability into design and to consider the holistic context within which the infrastructure 

project exists. 

2.3 Sustainability at the Project and Asset Level 

2.3.1 Project phases and timing 

While Vanegas, Kennedy, Boyle and others have mapped the territory and provided the 

bigger picture of sustainability and how it relates to infrastructure, other strands of the 

literature focused on sustainability at the asset level and particularly at the civil engineering 

project level. Multiple studies (Ainger & Fenner 2014, Guthrie & Konaris 2012, Vanegas 

2003) indicated decisions related to sustainability outcomes span (or should span) the life 

cycle of infrastructure development, starting with the identification of societal needs or 

problems and covering all future stages through to eventual deconstruction and 

decommissioning (Figure 3). 

  
Figure 3. Infrastructure project / asset life cycle stages (adapted from Guthrie & Konaris 2012, p.7) 

 

The FIDIC State of the World Report 2012 (Guthrie & Konaris) outlined the types of 

sustainability decisions across the life cycle of a project and recommended a decision-making 

hierarchy be applied at the appropriate stages in the infrastructure development from 

Identification of need 

Solution development / feasibility 

Options development / planning 

Value management 

Final design 

Tendering 

Construction 

Operations & maintenance 

End of life 
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conceptual sustainability decisions through inherent, strategic, tactical, operational and finally 

end of life decisions. Vanegas (2003) presented similar themes, suggesting strategic, tactical 

and operational levels of action within a project, and within the operational level he 

suggested “the key to implementation is to (i) apply an integrated approach to project 

definition and (ii) apply an integrated approach to project design” (p. 5369). Project stages 

with their multiple decisions points and levels of action are driven and delivered by a range of 

players and under a variety of procurement and delivery methods. In some cases 

sustainability decisions and actions are driven by legislation, while in other cases actions are 

in response to environmental or social risk management, identified cost savings (particularly 

whole of life), community and stakeholder pressure, reputation management or future 

proofing (Willetts et al. 2010b). The sustainable infrastructure frameworks, guidelines, 

principles and tools presented in the research literature were aimed at enabling relevant 

players to act at their particular stage of the project life cycle. 

The timing of sustainability decisions is important and the earlier decisions are made in the 

project life cycle, the greater potential for achieving sustainability outcomes (Armstrong et al. 

2013, Gagnon et al. 2012, McLellan & Corder 2013). The FIDIC Report (Guthrie & Konaris 

2012, p. 3) suggested “unless sustainability is prioritised from the outset, decision-makers are 

already very limited at later stages in making choices that will have a profound effect on the 

sustainability of the project”. Similarly McLellan and Corder (2013) found early 

identification of sustainability risks and opportunities during the feasibility and planning 

stages of mining projects, provided project teams with wider scope to mitigate risks and to 

cost effectively realise identified opportunities. Berardi (2013) questioned the value of the 

‘static’ assessment and highlighted the limits in carrying out assessments at the end of design 

or construction without confirming that the actions taken had the desired future effect. 

2.3.2 Integration and project management 

MacAskill and Guthrie (2013) addressed the challenge of sustainability integration in 

projects, and proposed that expanding a project’s risk management framework to incorporate 

environmental and social risks (and opportunities) may be a better way to address 

sustainability rather than with specialist sustainability tools. They suggested by bringing 

sustainability issues into established infrastructure project processes a higher level of uptake 

and action may be achieved. Armstrong et al. (2013) however reinforced the need for an 

integrated approach, but rather than do without rating tools, they suggested sustainability 
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measures and performance goals should sit within a well-managed sustainability plan with a 

clear vision and a good understanding of the project context. 

Howard Liddell’s concept of the “green baton” (Wu & Low 2010) suggested that not only 

does the potential for gains diminish as the project progresses but there is a special 

vulnerability at the point where the project moves from one stage to the next.  

2.3.3 Implication for the research 

The research on sustainability at the project and asset level informed the analysis framework 

for the tools and the case studies, particularly around project phasing and decision points 

related to sustainability. The issues raised in the integration and project management 

literature informed the interview questions for the tool users and to a lesser degree the 

questions for infrastructure owners. Key considerations were the life cycle of infrastructure 

development and the intervention points and decisions related to sustainability at each phase; 

the importance of early consideration of sustainability to deliver the greatest impacts; the 

static nature of sustainability assessments and the need to monitor operational performance; 

and the challenge of integrating sustainability into project delivery and transitioning 

requirements from one phase to the next. 

2.4 Sustainability Assessment and Criteria 

2.4.1 Emerging focus on civil infrastructure 

Early literature on the use of rating tools to assess sustainability in physical infrastructure 

focused on the building rating tools such as BREEAM and LEED. In the 2000s research 

started to identify that, while the building rating tools had developed in use and 

sophistication, similar tools were lacking in the civil infrastructure space (Dasgupta & Tam 

2005, Georgoulias et al. 2010). Further studies presented or investigated frameworks and 

tools for assessing sustainability aspects of infrastructure development, either to understand 

what currently exists and identify gaps or provide a point of departure for research (Pearce & 

Vanegas 2002b, Poveda & Lipsett 2011b), or to position the tools for practitioners (Ainger & 

Fenner 2014, Gagnon et al. 2012, Guthrie & Konaris 2012). Some studies focused on 

assessment of an infrastructure asset or system, for example Sahely et al. (2005) who 

developed sustainability criteria for urban water infrastructure. They focused on the 

engineering practitioner, highlighting the need for “practical tools to measure and enhance 
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urban sustainability, especially through the design and management of infrastructure” (p. 72). 

As noted earlier, Sahely’s study also identified a number of conflicting goals for 

infrastructure managers and engineers (financial vs technical; short-term vs long-term; 

network vs project) along with the added challenge of dealing with the potential trade-offs 

presented by sustainability issues. Their resulting framework aimed to take a holistic 

approach by assessing social, environmental, economic and engineering criteria associated 

with water infrastructure operations and by monitoring and measuring progress towards 

sustainability over time. 

Some studies focused on decision support tools for preferred sustainability alternatives. 

Dasgupta and Tam (2005) produced a multi-criteria decision-support tool to help select the 

most favourable infrastructure solution from a sustainability point of view. They highlighted 

that civil infrastructure presented new challenges compared with a single building – civil 

infrastructure assets were often part of a much wider system or network, could have multiple 

purposes and affect a wider selection of stakeholders. Their framework considered 

sustainability across the project life cycle, using a multi-layered and multi-staged approach to 

identify the best option, starting with mandatory indicators (regulatory and project-specific) 

and then judgement indicators (environmental and technical). The multi-staged and multi-

layered approach aimed to address difficulties they identified with indicators: “the lack of 

linkages between indicators, the difficulty in assessing and often quantifying indicators, the 

inability of indicators to capture environmental diversity, and the variation in indicator 

importance depending on the CIS [civil infrastructure system] under consideration” (p. 32). 

Dasgupta and Tam’s study recommended using weightings for different indicators, 

developing baseline data and creating indicators for particular infrastructure types.  

Ugwu et al. (2006) developed an indicator set to assist designers on infrastructure projects. 

Their aim was to “guide designers and other stakeholders to translate strategic macro-level 

sustainability objectives into practical action as part of the infrastructure delivery processes at 

the micro level” (p. 240). This study also challenged design engineers’ ability to use 

sustainability assessment tools effectively, and suggested in order for designers to use such 

tools in practical situations an understanding of the relationships and interactions between 

indicators was required. As part of their research Ugwu and Haupt (2005) tested the indicator 

set with stakeholders in Hong Kong and South Africa and noted a difference in ranking of 

indicators between the two countries, with a stronger focus on social and economic issues in 
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South Africa. They recommended tool designers consider differences at the project and the 

country level and reflect these differences in “generic but flexible decision support tools”. 

Shen et al. (2011) developed assessment indicators and tested them on a case study with 

multiple transport solutions e.g. light rail, city loop etc. As with other sustainability studies 

the triple bottom line (TBL) of environment, economic and social was used as an organising 

framework for indicator selection. The indicators were sourced initially from project 

feasibility studies, prioritised by experts and validated using fuzzy set theory. While this was 

a limited study (tested on only one case study and missing some important indicators e.g. 

emissions), it demonstrated an interest in practical sustainability tools for infrastructure 

across geographies, in this case China. As with the Dasgupta and Tam study this framework 

focused on high level options assessment and decision support rather than detailed project 

design and implementation. Fernández-Sanchez and Rodriguez-Lopez (2010) similarly 

developed a TBL indicator set for linear infrastructure projects in Spain. 

Georgoulias et al’s work (2010) raised a number of rating tool issues raised in other studies: 

the challenge of spatial and temporal boundary setting; the importance of social sustainability 

as it relates to the economy and the built environment, and the coverage, or not, of social 

issues in existing rating systems. Poveda and Lipsett (2011a) developed a framework to 

assess sustainability in industrial oil sands and heavy oil projects. The framework combined a 

rating system structure, an integrated sustainability assessment methodology which assessed 

continuous improvement, and a process which facilitated indicator selection, metrics design 

and the calculation of weightings and performance factors. Instead of a generic tool, this 

framework was customised for each project and focused on improvement over time. Poveda 

suggested indicators were selected through engaging with stakeholders and reviewing 

different sources in the project or organisational context. Issues discussed in Poveda's work 

reflected findings in the studies summarised above: the use of weightings, stakeholder 

engagement in the indicator selection and project assessments, the issue of environmental 

criteria being better defined than social or economic criteria, and the need for a tool to evolve 

with the developing understanding of sustainability.  

Sustainability in roadway projects was examined in a number of studies by Anderson, 

Muench, Söderlund and others at the University of Washington. These studies, which started 

with Söderlund in 2007, resulted in the release of the Greenroads rating system in 2011. In 

2012 Anderson published an extensive study, covering the assessment of 120 roadway 
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projects using the Greenroads framework (Anderson 2012). Anderson presented the case for 

a third-party performance based scheme in the USA by demonstrating marketplace and 

political readiness, highlighting issues with piecemeal approaches and demonstrating the 

potential applicability of the tool to a wide range of roadway projects. Anderson suggested 

“the opportunity for sustainable design and construction in transportation has already been 

paved by wide acceptance of more sustainable practices in [the] green building industry” 

(Anderson 2012, p. 14). Statistical analysis of the project results identified five qualitative 

properties that were significant to Greenroads performance: a sustainability emphasis or 

mandate on the project; alternative contracting (e.g. Alliancing); pavement type; location and 

budget, thus suggesting identifiable conditions which can impact a project’s sustainability 

performance. 

In a more limited study, Tsai and Chang (2012) developed criteria for assessing sustainability 

on highway projects, with a particular focus on bridging the gap between theoretical 

knowledge and frameworks of sustainability, and current design practice. To this end their 

organising framework focused on 14 disciplines within highway design e.g. geometrics and 

alignments; retaining walls; drainage etc., and they proposed 60 sustainable items across 

these disciplines. Reflecting the practical focus of their work, Tsai and Chang also covered 

issues related to implementation e.g. the importance of guidelines for indicator use and the 

time needed by the project team to examine the various sustainability aspects. As with a 

number of other studies the stakeholders consulted for indicator selection by Tsai and Chang 

were from within the design and construction industry. The researchers raised the valid 

question of whether the items selected would have been different if they had interviewed 

motorists (i.e. the users of the infrastructure), the community or others. Berardi (2013) 

proposed the involvement of stakeholders as one way of making assessment schemes context-

relevant and recommended the integration of expert-led and citizen-led indicators and 

assessment criteria. Poveda (2011a) and Boyle et al. (2013) also identified stakeholders as 

important contributors and participants in sustainability assessments and action planning. 

Some common findings which emerged from the above studies on sustainability assessment 

for infrastructure were: 

 The proliferation and use of the green building rating tools set the scene for the 

development of frameworks and rating tools for other infrastructure;  
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 The need for practical tools which translate the higher level concepts of sustainability for 

engineers and other users – while recognising the dangers of reductionism and a lack of 

the bigger context; 

 Knowledge and understanding of the complexity of the systems level, project level and 

activity level are important in delivering sustainable development;  

 Infrastructure delivery teams face conflicting goals – while studies provided practical 

tools and frameworks to ease the consideration of sustainability these conflicts still exist 

and tools alone are unlikely to achieve much without the right conditions; 

 There is not just one tool or framework required – there are different needs at different 

stages of infrastructure development; it is important to understand what any one 

framework was aiming to achieve; how it fits within the bigger context; and what its 

limitations are.  

And a number of the studies highlighted issues to consider when developing and analysing 

sustainability infrastructure assessment frameworks: 

 Different sustainability factors had different effects and these varied with infrastructure 

type, context, geography and project phase; some studies used weightings to address these 

issues while others took a staged approach in addressing various aspects; 

 Generally assessment frameworks gave more emphasis to environmental indicators and 

considerations than to social and economic factors; this was recognised as a weakness; 

 Studies challenged whether the needs and priorities of infrastructure users, communities 

and the public at large were adequately addressed within sustainability assessment tools; 

 Frameworks varied in whether they address generic or specific infrastructure types and 

challenges were identified with both approaches; 

 Studies suggested sustainability issues differed in importance across geographical and 

socio-political contexts, especially between developed and developing countries; 

 Sustainability issues occurred at the systems, project and activity level and challenged the 

efficacy of project-based frameworks to adequately address all three levels; 

 The understanding of sustainability is still evolving and to be effective sustainability 

frameworks and tools need to accommodate new and evolving thinking. 
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2.4.2 Fundamental challenges to tool design 

Much of what is discussed and presented above focused on the detail of sustainability 

assessment framework design and use. This brief section reconnects with earlier observations 

on the wider context and systems nature of sustainability and challenges whether 

sustainability assessment frameworks and tools really do assess sustainability. 

Pope et al. (2004) in their study on sustainability assessment observed that many tools and 

frameworks measure performance in terms of distance towards sustainability by 

incrementally reducing or mitigating impacts, or setting targets to deliver on certain TBL 

goals. They challenged these approaches and suggested “sustainability assessment can be 

defined as a process to determine whether or not a particular proposal, initiative or activity is, 

or is not, sustainable… Instead of asking: Are we heading in the right direction? The 

alternative process allows us to ask: Are we there?” (p. 607). They concluded bottom-up 

approaches (often with TBL as a starting point) ran the risk of ignoring the holistic and 

systemic nature of sustainability. Instead of measuring the “distance towards” sustainability, 

attention needed to move to assessing the “distance from”. In a later study Pope and others 

examined approaches to sustainability assessment follow-up (Morrison-Saunders et al. 2014) 

concluding follow-up which focused on “contribution to sustainability” was really the only 

way to take into account fundamental aspects of sustainability such as intergenerational 

equity and changes in conditions of the system as a whole. 

Hurley (2009) similarly challenged the efficacy of sustainable assessment tools in addressing 

the fundamental issues of sustainability. In his study of assessment tools used in residential 

developments, Hurley raised useful questions about the connection between assessment 

frameworks and the fundamentals of sustainable development with a particular focus on the 

inter and intra generational principles. He suggested “assessment tools, if accepted without 

critical attention, will fall well short of producing the end outcomes we should expect of 

something labelled sustainable” (p. 11) and they could run the risk of “diverting and 

distracting attention from the more substantial transformation required, and deferring the 

development and implementation of more effective assessment, governance and policy 

frameworks” (p. 11). Hurley did not deny the need for practical tools for developers, but he 

did call for greater transparency and deeper understanding of what such tools do and do not 

deliver. Bryce et al. (2017, p. 112) also highlighted the issue of transparency related to 

sustainability assessments and performance reporting, noting “defining the ‘total system’ 
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considered in a broader sustainability assessment is an important step …but in some 

pavement sustainability rating tools, this step is missing, leaving the impression that the 

system is defined by the indicators or metrics, rather than the other way around. Limitations 

are not acknowledged and assumptions are not considered or declared.” 

While these studies did not directly assess the infrastructure sustainability rating tools under 

consideration, the issues they raise are important. It would be inappropriate to assess the 

rating systems and their value and potential without addressing these more fundamental 

questions.  

2.4.3 Implication for the research 

The research on assessment and criteria informed the analysis of the tools and to some degree 

the case study analysis. Aspects related to capability were considered in the interview 

questions for users and infrastructure owners. Key considerations were the identification of 

assessment criteria and approaches to framework design; different tool approaches to 

assessment; the use of generic or specific assessment tools and the pros and cons of each; the 

use of weightings to reflect various sustainability impacts, different geographies and 

stakeholder interests. The capability of design engineers to effectively use and interpret such 

assessment frameworks was also raised. 

2.5 Detailed Overview of the Market-based Rating Tools 

The detailed description of the four rating schemes covers establishment, ownership, 

geography, infrastructure types and life cycle stages, and an overview of training provided 

and the costs of use. This section also covers the sustainability boundaries the rating schemes 

operate in, and how the schemes defined sustainability and described their purpose and 

objectives. Examining the tool boundaries helped to identify constraints as well as 

opportunities for enhancement. Table 4 provides a snapshot of the schemes’ establishment. 

Table 4. Establishment Information on Rating Tools 

 CEEQUAL Envision Greenroads Infrastructure 

Sustainability  
First version of rating 

tool released 

2003 2012 2011 2012 

Country of origin UK/Ireland USA USA Australia 

Organisational owner CEEQUAL Ltd Institute for 

Sustainable 

Infrastructure 

Greenroads 

International  

(formerly Greenroads 

Foundation) 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Council of 

Australia 

First project awarded September 2003 July 2014 February 2012 April 2013 

Sources: Rating tool websites 
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2.5.1 History and ownership status 

The rating schemes developed out of a mixture of industry and academic interest (Table 5) 

and usually involved pilot trials of an early version of the tool followed by a formal release to 

market within a particular geography - CEEQUAL in the UK and Ireland, Envision and 

Greenroads in North America and Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) in Australia. The 

organisations operating the schemes were not-for-profit and membership-based and had 

formal and informal relationships within the infrastructure sector. 

Table 5. Rating tool history, ownership status and partners (as at June 2015) 

 History Ownership Status and Partners  

CEEQUAL 

(from 

CEEQUAL 

Introductory 

Booklet; 

website; and 

Scheme 

Description) 

CEEQUAL was developed between 1999 

and 2003 by a team led by the Institution 

of Civil Engineers. Following industry 

consultation and trialling, the Scheme 

(version 2) was launched in September 

2003. The first version of the CEEQUAL 

scheme was designed for UK projects. The 

scheme extended to the Republic of 

Ireland with Version 4. 

CEEQUAL Ltd was owned by a group of 

14 organisations and operated on a not-

for-profit basis. The ownership group 

included the Institution of Civil 

Engineers, the Association for 

Consultancy and Engineering, the Civil 

Engineering Contractors Association and 

the Chartered Institution of Water and 

Environmental Management. 

Envision 

 

(ISI website and 

Envision 

Manual 2.0) 

Envision was the product of a joint 

collaboration between the Zofnass 

Program for Sustainable Infrastructure at 

the Harvard University Graduate School of 

Design and the Institute for Sustainable 

Infrastructure (ISI). ISI was established 

February 2011. 

ISI was a not-for-profit education and 

research organisation. It was founded by 

the American Public Works Association, 

the American Council of Engineering 

Companies and the American Society of 

Civil Engineers.  

Greenroads 

(Greenroads 

V1.5 Manual, 

pg 10), and 

(Greenroads 

website) 

Greenroads started as a research project at 

the University of Washington in 2007. The 

first versions were developed jointly by the 

University of Washington (UW) and 

CH2M HILL. Work on subsequent 

versions was managed through UW with 

CH2M HILL and other industry groups 

and consultants. The Greenroads 

Foundation was established in 2010. 

The Greenroads Foundation was a non-

profit, third-party corporation.  

Partner organisations were listed as the 

University of Washington Civil & 

Environmental Engineering Department, 

Washington State Transportation 

Improvement Board, American Public 

Works Association and the Institute of 

Transportation Engineers. 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

 

(ISCA website) 

In February 2008 the Australian Green 

Infrastructure Council (AGIC) was 

launched. Pilot trials of the rating tool 

commenced in 2011 and the tool was 

launched in 2012 across Australia. AGIC 

changed to the Infrastructure Sustainability 

Council of Australia (ISCA) in December 

2012. 

ISCA was a not-for-profit industry 

council. Industry partners were listed as 

the Asset Management Council, Consult 

Australia, the Green Building Council of 

Australia, Infrastructure Partnerships 

Australia, the Institute of Public Works 

Engineering Australasia and Roads 

Australia. 

2.5.2 Sustainability boundaries 

As noted earlier, sustainability and how it was applied to infrastructure is not precisely 

defined and what is included and not included under the umbrella of sustainability, the 

sustainability scope, was not always clear. The definitions used by the rating schemes are 

outlined in Table 6. CEEQUAL, Envision and IS specifically referred to the three pillars of 
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economic, social and environment performance and both Greenroads and Envision used the 

language of systems and referenced the notion of system conditions. 

Table 6. Sustainability definitions used by the tools 

CEEQUAL CEEQUAL uses “the three-pillar model of sustainable development – which seeks to 

achieve economic, social and environmental success at the same time”. (CEEQUAL Ltd 

2012, p. 3) 

Envision “A set of environmental, economic, and social conditions in which all of society has the 

capacity and opportunity to maintain and improve its quality of life indefinitely without 

degrading the quantity, quality, or availability of natural resources and ecosystems.” 

(Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 2015b, p. 159) 

Greenroads “Sustainability is a characteristic of a system that reflects its capacity to support natural 

laws and human values.”  (Muench et al. 2011, p. 17) 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

“Infrastructure sustainability can be defined as infrastructure that is designed, constructed 

and operated to optimise environmental, social and economic outcomes over the long 

term.” (ISCA 2013, p. 9) 

 

The purpose and objectives for the four rating schemes (and to some extent the scheme 

owners) are outlined in Table 7. Overall the purpose and objectives of the schemes were 

similar and included intentions to optimise and/or achieve high levels of performance across 

the triple bottom line over long term, a focus on performance which was beyond compliance 

and regulatory requirements, and a sense of challenging the ‘business as usual’ approach to 

infrastructure development through improvement and innovation. The schemes aimed to 

support project teams and stakeholders by providing a framework which aided decision-

making and provided a common language and a level of rigour in addressing sustainability. 

Along with an intention to reward and recognise project teams for their efforts to improve 

sustainability performance was a broader aim to promote sustainability within industry. One 

noted difference in terms of objectives was the focus of Envision on resilience. 

Table 7. Purpose and objectives of the four rating schemes 

Purpose 
CEEQUAL “Provides a rigorous and comprehensive sustainability rating system for project and 

contract teams, celebrating the commitment – and demonstration – of the civil 

engineering industry to achieving high environmental, economic and social performance. 

CEEQUAL rewards project and contract teams in which clients, designers and contractors 

go beyond the legal, environmental and social minima to achieve distinctive 

environmental and social performance in their work.” (CEEQUAL Ltd 2012, p. 3) 

Envision “To foster a dramatic and necessary improvement in the performance and resiliency of 

our physical infrastructure across the full spectrum of sustainability.” (Institute for 

Sustainable Infrastructure 2015a) 

Greenroads 

 

“Seeks to recognize and reward roadway projects that exceed public expectations for 

environmental, economic and social performance.” (Muench et al. 2011, p. 8) 

 A holistic way of considering roadway sustainability; 
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 A defined and quantitative means to assess roadway sustainability; 

 A tool for decision-makers, agencies, consultants and contractors that enables 

informed design and construction decisions regarding sustainability.  

(Greenroads website) 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

“To promote infrastructure sustainability - defined as infrastructure that is designed, 

constructed and operated to optimise environmental, social and economic outcomes over 

the long term.” (ISCA 2013, p. 9) 

Objectives 
CEEQUAL  To create a climate of sustainability awareness – and of continuous improvement – in 

the profession and industry; 

 To promote the importance of setting and delivering a sustainability-driven strategy 

for the project or contract being assessed; 

 To promote improved sustainability performance in project or contract specification, 

design and construction; 

 To recognise and promote the attainment of high economic, environmental and social 

performance in civil engineering, infrastructure, landscaping and the public realm 

works. (CEEQUAL Ltd 2012) 

Envision “To help owners, communities, constructors, designers, and others to create cost-

effective, more resource-efficient and adaptable long-term infrastructure investments. 

 Supporting more sustainable choices in infrastructure development; 

 Providing a flexible framework of criteria and performance objectives to aid local 

decision makers and help project teams identify sustainable approaches during 

planning, design, construction, and operation;  

 Guiding owners, communities, and designers in collaborating to make more informed 

decisions about the sustainability of infrastructure.  

(Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 2015a, Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 

2015b) 

Greenroads  Define basic roadway sustainability attributes; 

 Provide greater participation in roadway sustainability; 

 Provide better evaluation of sustainability trade-offs; 

 Provide a means for sustainability assessment; 

 Confer market recognition for sustainability efforts.  

(Greenroads International) 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

 Provide a common national language for sustainability in infrastructure; 

 Provide a vehicle for consistent application and evaluation of sustainability in 

tendering processes; 

 Help in scoping whole-of-life sustainability risks for projects and assets, enabling 

smarter solutions that reduce risks and costs; 

 Foster resource efficiency and waste reduction, reducing costs; 

 Foster innovation and continuous improvement in the sustainability outcomes from 

infrastructure 

 Build an organisation’s credentials and reputation in its approach to sustainability in 

infrastructure. 

(ISCA 2013) 
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Exclusions related to rating tool sustainability boundaries have been identified in the analysis 

throughout this chapter and included the coverage of life cycle phases, types of infrastructure 

and geographies. These exclusions were part of the original tool design and, as noted in 

Chapter 5, aspects currently absent from tools may be included in future developments, with 

some of these already planned. The focus of the tools was primarily on individual 

infrastructure projects and assets, however the purpose and objectives presented above do not 

exclude broader reach across the industry and infrastructure systems more generally. 

2.5.3 Infrastructure types and project size 

The research literature showed differing opinions about the value of generic or specific 

assessment schemes for infrastructure sustainability with a number of studies focused on 

developing indicator sets for specific infrastructure types e.g. oil sand and heavy oil projects 

(Poveda & Lipsett 2011a), highway projects (Tsai & Chang 2012). CEEQUAL, Envision and 

IS were designed for use on all civil infrastructure types i.e. generic, while Greenroads was 

designed for use on roadway and bridge projects i.e. specific. The case study analysis 

(Chapter 7) showed that, despite the generic potential of the first three tools, there were 

particular infrastructure types where use of the tools was more evident. CEEQUAL Version 5 

for Project Assessment included changes in the assessment questions and guidance to allow 

easier use of the tool for marine and offshore projects (CEEQUAL Ltd 2013b), suggesting 

generic tools can benefit from fine tuning to accommodate certain types of infrastructure. 

Greenroads, a specific tool, was designed for use on roadway projects, and as a result the 

credits within the tool and the user guidance were focused on sustainable practices and 

technologies related to roadways, e.g. use of warm mix asphalt, implementation of Intelligent 

Transport Systems. The four schemes were promoted as applicable to infrastructure projects 

of all sizes. 

2.5.4 Life cycle stages 

The four rating schemes collectively included ratings from the planning stage through to 

operations and maintenance (Table 8), showing such tools can potentially cover all life cycle 

stages. Some of the schemes covered multiple stages within one certification e.g. Greenroads 

had one award covering design and construction and Envision had one award covering 

planning and design. IS offered separate awards for design, construction and operations, and 
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CEEQUAL offered six awards for Projects (Whole Team, Whole Team with an Interim 

Client & Design Award, Client & Design, Design Only, Design & Build and Construction 

Only). 

Table 8. Tool coverage of project life cycle and number of rating types (as at June 2015) 
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In 2011 CEEQUAL added a Term Contracts award (CEEQUAL Ltd), more suited to asset 

managers, which extended coverage to maintenance contracts and multiple new small works 

contracts. The release of Version 5 of the project scheme provided an optional strategy 

module which extended coverage into the planning phase. The strategy module assessed 

whether the new or refurbished asset enhanced the community’s ability to achieve more-

sustainable living (CEEQUAL Ltd 2013b). Envision came to market with two project tools, a 

non-rated self-assessment checklist and a rating tool. The self-assessment checklist (a series 

of Yes/No questions) was intended for use “early in project planning when specific 

performance data necessary for an in-depth assessment is still unknown.” (Institute for 

Sustainable Infrastructure 2015b, p. 7). The rating tool focused on the planning and design 

phases of a project and included questions on the project context (e.g. improved community 

quality of life; improved infrastructure integration) and the project design (e.g. use of 

materials; climate change risk assessment). The intention to develop ratings for construction 

and operations was signalled in the Envision Manual (Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 

2015b, p. 7). The Greenroads rating system focused on the design and construction phases of 

a project as noted in the Greenroads Manual (Muench et al. 2011). The manual signalled a 

long term goal for Greenroads (p. 13) “to be able to develop project specific credits that help 

roadway projects support and interconnect with many of the network level decisions for 
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sustainability at any owner agency” and acknowledged shortcomings and exclusions related 

to transportation planning, upstream supply chain, credits specific to structures, operations 

and maintenance aspects and pathway and trail projects. Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) 

came to market with the design and as built rating tools ready for use and the operations 

rating in its pilot phase. In the Infrastructure Sustainability Update (ISCA 2015) the use of the 

IS rating during the planning phase of a project was signalled, with the intention to provide 

guidance for initiation and development and procurement. The IS operational rating tool (in 

its pilot phase as at June 2015) was designed to assess and improve the sustainability 

performance of an infrastructure asset in operation. While the other tools did not offer an 

operations rating, they addressed this life cycle phase to some degree within their existing 

ratings. For example:  

 CEEQUAL: Question 2.4.5, “Have specific targets been set during the concept and 

design process for the environmental and social performance of the project during 

operation or once in use; and is there a monitoring programme in place for the operational 

phase?” Question 3.4.8, “Have the proposals for mitigation of all potential effects for the 

operational stage been implemented in full as far as can be expected at the end of 

construction?” 

 Envision: Credit QL2.2 focused on minimising noise and vibration generated during 

construction and operation of the completed project; LD3.1 focused on a plan for long-

term monitoring and maintenance; 

 Greenroads: PR-10 required a site maintenance plan which focused on maintaining the 

environmental quality and aesthetics of the roadway project during use; MR-6 focused on 

reducing lifetime energy consumption of lighting systems for roadways. 

Similarly while none of the tools had a rating for decommissioning or deconstruction (Shaw 

et al. 2012), end of life issues were addressed within the existing ratings. For example: 

 CEEQUAL: Question 1.1.6 provided guidance on a Project Resources Strategy which 

included “sustainability considerations at the end of the useful life – for example design 

for reuse and recycling at end of life”; 8.3.1 awarded points if the project resource plan 

“considers design for deconstruction and flexibility”; Question 8.3.8 awarded points when 

“components or pre-fabricated units used can be easily separately on 

disassembly/deconstruction into material types suitable for recycling”;  
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 Envision: RA1.7 encouraged future recycling, upcycling, and reuse by designing for ease 

and efficiency in disassembly or deconstruction at the end of a project’s useful life’; 

 Greenroads: CC-8 Design for Disassembly was added as a custom credit under V1.5;  

 Infrastructure Sustainability: Was-3 encouraged design and planning for deconstruction, 

disassembly and adaptability.  

The analysis demonstrated clear differences within the rating schemes in terms of the project 

life cycle stages covered. From a user perspective, each scheme had its own limits, but the 

differences also presented the opportunity to draw on other tools to inform questions and 

decisions related to sustainability across the full life cycle. The tools continue to evolve as 

described in Chapter 5. 

2.5.5 Training and guidance 

Section 2.2 highlighted challenges in engaging with the infrastructure industry and the 

engineering profession in the sustainability agenda, and sustainability rating schemes can 

provide much needed practical tools and guidance frameworks. All four schemes provided 

technical guidance manuals and a variety of training for accredited assessors and other 

practitioners. CEEQUAL, Envision and IS also trained verifiers to undertake the award 

verification process. Analysis showed Envision trained more accredited professionals than 

the other schemes (5,000 in November 2016, Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure) 

demonstrating a strong focus on building industry capability beyond certified projects. 

2.5.6 Tool-related charges 

All schemes were available free of charge, to some extent, with online access to the rating 

framework and/or guidance manuals and other resources. Project fees were charged for 

formal assessment and third-party verification and certification (Table 9), and generally 

covered a project registration fee, support and training and verification and certification costs 

– calculated on the capital value of the rated project. As at June 2015, the minimum fees for 

CEEQUAL, Envision and Greenroads were £3,955 (US$5,695), US$4,000 and US$4,995 

respectively making participation affordable even for smaller projects. The IS scheme 

initially had a minimum fee of AU$40,000 (US$30,400) for projects up to AU$10 million, 

but changed this to a negotiated fee in April 2015.  
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Table 9. Rating Scheme Fees for Certification (as at June 2015) 

 Levels Fees for verification and certification* 

CEEQUAL 
(Sourced from Fee 

schedule for 

UK/Ireland; 

international fees 

slightly higher) 

Registration Fee No separate registration fee 

Minimum fee for Whole Team Award 

(projects up to £1 million) 

£3,955 

Projects between £1 million and £499 

million contract value 

Rise non-linearly to £24,820 

Projects between £500 million and £1 

billion contract value 

Rises non-linearly from £30,580 to £39,700 

Over £1 billion  Fee negotiated with CEEQUAL 

Envision 
(Sourced from 

Envision fact 

sheet; domestic 

pricing) 

Registration Fee  US$1,000 

Minimum verification fee (projects up to 

US$2 million) 

US$3,000 

Projects between US$2 million - $250 

million contract value. 

Rise non-linearly to US$33,000 

Over US$250 million Fee negotiated with ISI 

Greenroads 
(Sourced from 

2014 Pricing 

Schedule; 

domestic pricing) 

Registration Fee US$495 

Assessment fees and certification plans 

(may not apply to all projects) 

Additional charges between US$1,000 - 

US$7,500 

Minimum certification fee (projects up 

to US$3 million) 

US$3,500 

Projects between US$3 million - $10 

million contract value. 

US$4,500 

Projects between US$10 million - 

US$500 million. 

Rise non-linearly to US$79,500 

Over US$500 million Fee negotiated with Greenroads 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 
(Sourced from 

Online pricing 

schedule; 

domestic pricing) 

Projects of contract value AU$1 million 

- $10 million 

Fee negotiated with ISCA  

(change from earlier approach) 

Projects with contract value of AU$10 

million - $50 million (design and as 

built rating) 

AU$53,600 

(includes registration, support and verification) 

Projects with contract value from 

AU$50 million to $5 billion (design and 

as built rating) 

Fees rise non-linearly to AU$110,000 

(includes registration, support and verification) 

Over AU$5 billion -  Fee negotiated with ISCA 

*All schemes have discounted fees for members 

2.5.7 Implications for the research 

Rating tool details in this section helped inform the tool content and performance analysis, 

the case study analysis, and the preparation for and interpretation of the aspects of the tool 

user interviews. It also provided background information for the rating tool comparison 

model. 
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2.6 Rating Tools in the Research 

Sections 2.1 to 2.4 provided a background to research on sustainability and infrastructure and 

sustainability assessments. This next section focuses on the academic research on market-

based infrastructure sustainability rating systems specifically. There is relatively little 

research published on these systems and tools (Scanlon 2011), particularly with regard to 

critical analysis of outcomes and experiences related to field use. The relevant literature to 

date is outlined under the headings below: 

 The role of rating systems and their strengths and weaknesses; 

 The value of the tools: across a range of projects or focused on a specific need; 

 How the tools might address known gaps or weaknesses e.g. social sustainability; 

 Experience of tool use;  

 The adequacy of the rating tools in addressing the full spectra of sustainability. 

There were more studies of the building rating schemes than the civil infrastructure schemes 

and some of the research below was drawn from these. While some findings from the 

building rating systems research are transferable to the infrastructure tools there needs to be 

caution in transferring the lessons in their entirety. The drivers for building rating tool use are 

often quite different (clearer commercial benefits), civil infrastructure assets are more often 

owned by the public sector and civil infrastructure often operates within a more complex 

system. 

2.6.1 The role of rating systems and their strengths and weaknesses 

The 2012 FIDIC State of the World Report (Guthrie & Konaris) described infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools as: “intended to assess, rate and award a planned or existing 

development, depending on its performance against relevant sustainability criteria” (p. 17). 

The strengths and weaknesses of infrastructure sustainability rating tools (Table 10) were 

identified in a number of studies (Ainger & Fenner 2014, Guthrie & Konaris 2012, Muench, 

Scarsella et al. 2012). These factors signal the appeal of rating tools as well as the challenges 

often identified with their use. As suggested by Pearce and Vanegas (2002b) in regard to the 

building rating tools, the “real world utility” of the rating tools may in fact be one of the 

reasons these tools continued to develop, despite their limitations. 
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Table 10. Sustainability Rating Tools - strengths and weaknesses 

Strengths 
Multi-dimensional and criteria-based, providing a common metric and language; 

Mechanism for setting a third-party verified evidence-based standard;  

Encourage infrastructure owners and project teams to strive for higher levels of sustainability performance; 

Potentially lead to adoption of green practices into regulation and planning mechanisms, and minimum 

standards; 

Make sustainability measurable and manageable; 

Allow for clear communication of sustainability goals, efforts and achievement; 

Flexible framework allowing for innovation in design and construction solutions. 

Weaknesses 
Simplification of a complex situation through a single rating ‘score’ with potential loss of visibility of 

underlying drivers; 

Do not capture the entire scope of sustainable infrastructure actions, in particular social and economic 

issues; 

Seeking to minimise ‘unsustainability’ rather than create something sustainable; 

Difficult to cover the full range of infrastructure projects – which differ in scale, character and location;  

Checklist approach does little to promote an integrated design strategy; 

Tendency to ‘points chase’ through mandatory requirements and rating thresholds; and can guide rather 

than be guided by design; 

Less suitable for using with stakeholders in decision-making about infrastructure options. 

 

Fenner and Ryce (2008), in their comparative study of two building rating systems, identified 

some practical issues with rating systems which could affect ease of implementation and final 

project outcomes: 

 The use of prescriptive indicators e.g. bio-diesel use, rather than performance based 

indicators for credit achievement can leave little room for flexible responses; 

 The non-applicability of credits for a particular project and how that is dealt with in the 

rating system; 

 The allocation of credits and points to discrete activities and impact areas, potentially 

discouraging a more holistic assessment; 

 Limited ability to account for variations in environmental conditions e.g. urban or rural; 

climatic differences; 

 Limited ability to adapt the rating system to recognise differences in infrastructure type, 

size, design and community needs; 

 The difference at times between credit intent and credit specifications; 

 Perceived complexity of the assessment process: balancing the need to apply technical 

rigour with the need for accessibility and practicality; 

 The difference in knowledge, capability and approach of those applying the tools, which 

can potentially lead to different outcomes. 
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In their work on using risk management approaches to address sustainability in engineering 

projects, MacAskill and Guthrie (2013) suggested “it can be difficult to translate the good 

intentions of such tools into tangible project value” (p. 181) and that as “infrastructure 

projects are so widely different in character, scale and location that unified systems of 

assessment and scoring can be inapplicable in some settings” (p. 182). Other studies focused 

more on specifics of rating tool design and how these influenced behaviours and decision-

making. For example: 

 Matisoff et al. (2014) found LEED certifications cluster just above the threshold for level 

cut-off, suggesting rating tool users will increase “green” practices and hence 

performance to get the marketing benefits of achieving a higher rating; 

 Shealy and Klotz (2014) explored the area of choice and how the specific design of a 

rating tool can influence the options a user will pursue. They suggested, by changing 

some of the default options within the Envision rating tool, the tool developer could 

influence the choices users make and lead to a higher sustainability performance rating as 

a result. 

While decision making theory and methods were not the focus of this research, these studies 

reinforced the need for regular review and development of the rating schemes, ensuring the 

objectives of the scheme were not unintentionally obstructed through quirks in tool design. 

2.6.2 Potential outcomes of the tool use 

Muench and others undertook a number of studies which investigated the use of the 

Greenroads rating systems. One such study exploring sustainability practices on seven 

Federal Lands Highway (FLH) Program projects (Muench, Armstrong et al. 2012) found: 

 Sustainability features self-identified by projects did not always qualify for Greenroads 

credits, suggesting some obvious project features may not always have the largest impact 

on sustainability and there may be room for improvement in the tool. This result was 

similar to a more extensive study by Muench and Anderson analysing over 100 projects 

(2013); 

 Each project could have achieved another 5 to 15 Greenroads points for relatively little 

additional effort;  
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 The most common Greenroads credits achieved were environmental review process, 

pollution prevention plan, quality control plan, site vegetation plan, context sensitive 

solutions, pavement management system, earthwork balance, and regional materials; 

 The access and equity theme credits typically scored the highest, whereas construction 

activities scored the lowest. This result was similar in the study by Muench and Anderson 

referenced above; 

 Greenroads helped identify how well the FLH priorities were being implemented at the 

project delivery level; 

 Greenroads provided a mechanism to measure performance against a number of Federal 

Highways Administration sustainability values and those of its strategic partners, 

identifying both existing practices and the opportunity to improve practices with some or 

significant additional effort.  

A similar study in the UK using CEEQUAL to retrospectively assess performance of three 

highway projects (Willetts et al. 2010a) found: 

 Projects that set out with no environmental ambitions scored fairly poorly under 

CEEQUAL, as it focused on beyond compliance behaviour and best practice. This result 

was similar to the Greenroads study by Muench and Anderson referenced above, where 

those projects with strong sustainability objectives did better that those without; 

 Issues with which project teams were familiar, such as ecology and biodiversity, were 

well integrated into their designs and similarly areas where the team members were not so 

familiar such as carbon and energy and material use scored poorly; 

 Design teams could influence the construction process through better specification and 

ownership of the impacts created in the construction process as well as during operation. 

Willetts et al. (2010a, p. 149) concluded “Although CEEQUAL does not provide the 

complete solution to ensuring that designs will be sustainable (because it does not fully 

consider all aspects of economic and social issues), it provides a useful starting point to 

improving the environmental credentials of the design team”.  As Bartke and Schwarze 

(2015) noted, there may be no perfect tool, and the best tool may in fact be the “second best” 

tool from a scientific perspective; one which achieved the trade-off required between 

adequately addressing sustainability principles and providing a scheme or framework 

understood by and accessible to practitioners. 

There were a number of other case studies in the literature demonstrating actual and potential 

use of the new infrastructure sustainability rating tools (Bosco & Buckingham 2013, 
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Shivakumar et al. 2014, Sousa & Way 2013). These studies demonstrated how the tools were 

used on individual projects highlighting areas of performance, opportunity and usage. These 

case studies often examined the potential of such tools from a practitioner’s perspective 

rather than critically analysed use or value of such tools.  

2.6.3 Addressing known gaps and weaknesses  

Valdes-Vasquez and Klotz (2013) analysed the broad arena of social sustainability indicators 

for construction projects, an aspect highlighted in multiple studies as not adequately covered 

in rating systems. They developed practical guidance on social sustainability which outlined 

six themes and associated processes (Table 11) for planners, designers, tools developers and 

others involved to the construction industry to consider. While some of the processes 

specifically focused on buildings, this framework could help address an identified gap in the 

infrastructure tools. 

Table 11. Social sustainability considerations (Valdes-Vasquez & Klotz 2013) 

Regions Themes  Processes  
Approach Stakeholder 

engagement 

Engage the final and temporary users 

Involve the community 

Use partnering strategies 

Establish a stakeholder engagement plan 

Document lessons learned 

Project 

considerations 

Use an integrated delivery method 

Form a diverse and integrated design team 

Create a project team with a sustainability focus 

Establish zero harm and zero accidents targets 

Assessment  Health impact 

assessment 

Use previous post-occupancy evaluation studies 

Evaluate the security and connectivity of the final and temporary users 

Include a social life cycle of products/materials 

Social impact 

assessment 

Infrastructure needs 

Culture 

New social classes 

Population changes 

Zoning decisions 

Access to public transportation 

Others … 

Desired 

Results 

Sustainable 

outcomes 

Safety and Health 

Security 

Pride in ownership 

Productivity 

Transparency 

Equity 

Follow-up 

plans for: 

Safety and health 

Transparency 

Productivity 

Security 

Education 

Infrastructure needs 

Post-occupancy evaluation 
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Pearce and Kleiner (2013) looked at how well building rating systems addressed health and 

safety issues in particular and indeed whether such rating systems encouraged the use of 

practices or technologies that were less safe than conventional approaches. Generally they 

found, while all rating systems addressed health and safety to some degree, they did not 

adequately cover the topic in terms of comprehensive health and safety management and best 

practice delivery. Alam and Kumar (2013) undertook a study which assessed how well 

infrastructure rating systems, including IS, Envision, CEEQUAL and Greenroads, covered 

what they defined as high environmental impact areas for road projects based on life cycle 

assessment work. Their findings suggested road specific aspects were not covered well by the 

generic schemes such as CEEQUAL and IS, and even the road specific schemes did not cover 

all whole of life aspects of road performance adequately. 

2.6.4 Experience of real-life tool use 

Much of the research on the infrastructure rating tools looked at the ‘potential use’ i.e. a 

retrospective assessment of a project or a review of sustainability opportunity on a project. 

There was much less critical analysis on the actual use of the tools on projects even with 

regard to CEEQUAL which has been in use for over 10 years. A study by Johansson (2011) 

investigated two high profile projects which used CEEQUAL as well as other sustainability 

tools to support their sustainability objectives. The two projects investigated were a road 

project with Olympic Park, a development for the London 2012 Olympic Games and the 

Crossrail programme, a large railway project in London. Both of these projects were known 

for their stated commitments to sustainability, although the drivers for using CEEQUAL were 

slightly different. According to Johansson the Crossrail programme used the rating system to 

benchmark sustainability performance between discrete projects within their programme and 

with other projects, while Olympic Park used the rating system to validate what they were 

doing and to get external endorsement for their sustainability performance. The study focused 

on interviews with team members (client, design and construction representatives) from both 

projects. The benefits experienced by the various interviewees are categorised in Table 12. 

Table 12. Benefits experienced from using CEEQUAL (Johansson 2011) 

Benefits Combined Clients Designers Constructors 
Gives the project a structure to work with 

sustainable development 

1 3 1 3 

Recognition for all the good sustainable 

development work 

2 2 2= 2 

Benchmark the projects sustainability 

performance 

3 1 3 1 
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Benefits Combined Clients Designers Constructors 
Enhancing the projects sustainability 

performance 

4 4 2= 4 

Win bids 5 - 4 5 

 

The main challenges experienced by the interviewees in using CEEQUAL related to: 

 Developing an understanding in the project team of sustainability and the rating system 

and making sustainability performance a priority;  

 Coordinating the assessment of the system across a large, complex project; 

 Dealing with resistance to CEEQUAL; by some because it is a third-party assessment and 

by others due to a perception of extra work and effort. 

The interviewees generally perceived that the use of the framework enhanced collaboration, 

enabled the environmental agenda to be discussed and made social issues more tangible. The 

study also emphasised the need to understand what sustainability means to the client and 

other stakeholders to ensure other issues or measures not covered by the rating system are 

identified and addressed. Johansson’s study, though limited, provides useful insights into the 

actual use of rating tools in the project environment. Analysis of a larger sample of projects 

which have applied the rating tools would add to this initial work in terms of better 

understanding project characteristics, outcomes achieved and success factors and barriers. A 

study by Scanlon (2011) investigated project governance aspects related to sustainability 

implementation using two cases studies – the Sydney Metro Authority (SMA) in Australia 

and the London 2012 Olympic Delivery Authority‘s transport division (ODAT) in the UK. 

2.6.5 The adequacy of the rating tools in fully addressing sustainability 

In this section the studies reviewed moved beyond the project level and asked bigger 

questions focused on how well the tools addressed the full spectrum of sustainability and how 

such tools contributed to the challenge of market transformation. Veeravigrom, Muench and 

others (2015) cast a critical eye over the rating tools in a study on “sustainability scope (the 

breadth of sustainability addressed and prioritization within)”. The study developed a 

comprehensive sustainability outcome framework for roadway projects based on the 

Sustainable Society Index (SSI) and assessed how well the market based tools, including 

Greenroads, Envision, CEEQUAL and IS, covered the topics within that framework. The 

study found significant gaps across all three dimensions of the sustainability agenda for all of 

the tools – with the most significant gaps in social and economic dimensions (Table 13). 
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Table 13. Sustainability Scope Assessment (S. Muench, email 19/9/2014) 

SSI Dimension Coverage by the rating tools studied 
Environment 50 - 60% 

Human 25 - 30% 

Economic 10 - 15% 

 

Veeravigrom et al. found there was some way to go before the rating tools comprehensively 

covered the outcomes required to achieve sustainability and that “rating systems must 

continue to be updated if they are to drive users towards an as yet unarticulated desired end-

state”. The study also observed that the rating systems assessed all had their genesis in 

developed countries and, as noted elsewhere (Diaz-Sarachaga et al. 2017, Sev 2011, Ugwu & 

Haupt 2005), they may not reflect the priorities of other countries and economies. Fenner and 

Ryce (2008) also looked at the bigger picture in their comparison of two building rating 

systems in the UK and Canada. While their focus was on the building rating tools, their 

recommendations echoed issues highlighted elsewhere in the research: the need for a greater 

focus on the end users by designers; better feedback loops to the design and construction 

industry post-construction allowing improvements based on asset performance; encouraging 

the development of tools that look beyond the single asset and recognise flows between 

infrastructure types and within communities; a reorientation of rating systems to assess 

distance from the end-state of sustainability as opposed to the current bottom-up approach; 

and the development of next generation tools that reward new thinking, new solutions and 

more collaborative ways of working. These studies highlight the importance of on-going 

development of rating tools as industry capability and understanding of what is needed to 

deliver a sustainable society grows. 

2.6.6 Implication for the research 

The rating tools research informed the analysis of the tools and the case studies, as well as the 

interview questions for users and infrastructure owners. The research on how the tools 

addressed the full spectrum of sustainability also informed the development of the 

sustainability markers. Key elements were the limited research to date especially with regard 

to actual use; the perceived purpose and objectives of rating tools; the strengths and 

weaknesses of the tools; how the tools address certain gaps and where these are being 

addressed in current versions and planned tool developments; the coverage of the full 

spectrum of sustainability, especially beyond the project boundaries and the ability of rating 

tools to integrate new thinking and developments. 
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2.7 Concepts related to Change, Diffusion of Ideas and Complexity 

The infrastructure sustainability rating tools are designed as a mechanism for the various 

players in the infrastructure development system, to prescribe, encourage, measure and 

promote sustainability practices and outcomes for civil infrastructure. These tools aim to 

deliver new information and practices into the civil infrastructure industry, an industry which 

has some way to go in understanding and addressing the challenges of sustainable 

development. In examining the ability of market-based infrastructure sustainability rating 

tools to improve sustainability outcomes for civil infrastructure development, an 

understanding of concepts related to bringing about change within a complex environment, 

spreading new ideas and embedding change in organisations is needed. While it is important 

the rating tools adequately address sustainability issues and performance relevant to civil 

infrastructure and they evolve to accommodate new knowledge related to sustainable 

infrastructure systems, they may also have a role in creating a culture oriented to a new way 

of doing things. 

2.7.1 Identity, culture and new behaviours 

Niki Harré, in her book “Psychology for a Better World” (2011), introduced concepts related 

to how humans behave in the world and how new ideas and actions responding to 

sustainability issues can be encouraged and adopted. Harré emphasised the importance of 

identity, culture and social norms, and the importance of inspiring people to get involved, to 

become part of a community. Modelling the behaviours of others is fundamental to human 

learning and a sense of identity. According to Harré, people are inclined “to reproduce what 

they see as ‘normal’ in any given situation” (p. 41) and therefore the more sustainable choices 

and behaviours and their associated rewards are made visible and normalised, the more likely 

they are to be repeated. How people see themselves in the world, their identity, is reflected in 

how they act, who they connect with, how they feel and think about themselves and how they 

see others. Harré suggested however, that the modelling of sustainable actions on its own was 

not enough, and it was important the model’s goal was achieved and the end result fit with 

our desired self-image. Identities are held in place by other compatible identities and 

therefore role models, whether individuals, communities or organisations, are key to building 

a sustainability culture. The impact of role models was highlighted in a rating tool-related 

study (Harris et al. 2016) where project teams exposed to examples of best practice projects 

achieved a better Envision score on their designed project than those in the control group. 
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The study identified that engineers make decisions in reference to others in their community, 

and the provision of credible high performance examples encouraged them to consider 

sustainable design options more seriously, thus reinforcing the importance of modelling and 

how it aligns with identity.  

Harré’s emphasis on the role of like-minded communities in driving sustainability action 

reflected Lave and Wenger’s seminal work on learning as a social activity (1991) and the 

importance of communities of practice in acquiring new knowledge and skills and in 

developing a depth of practice. Communities of practice are characterised by a sense of joint 

enterprise, an energy for learning, mutual engagement focused on advancing practice, and the 

existence of shared resources – tools, methods, case studies and stories – which support 

action and on-going learning.  

2.7.2 Moving through change – useful constructs  

Stages and processes of change  

In her work on leadership and fossil fuel divestment, Abrash Walton (2016) explored 

behaviour change processes as related to sustainability, specifically pro-environmental, 

actions. Walton drew on Prochaska and DiClemente’s Transtheoretical Model of Behaviour 

Change (TTM) to examine the behaviours of leaders in fossil fuel divestment, and the 

environment within which those behaviours occurred. Prochaska and DiClemente’s work 

(1992) was initially developed in the health sector in the area of addiction and continues to be 

used widely in that arena. It has also been used, as noted by Walton, in a number of studies 

examining pro-environmental behaviours, including investigations into electric vehicle use 

(Langbroek et al. 2017), sustainable transportation behaviours (Fu et al. 2012, Redding et al. 

2015), climate change films as contributors to change (Howell 2014), and the role of 

sustainability-focused events (Mair & Laing 2013). 

The TTM model (Prochaska, J. O. & DiClemente 1992, Prochaska, J. O. et al. 1992) 

comprised four major constructs: Stages of readiness to engage in the new behaviour; 

Decisional balance inventory; Self efficacy and Processes of Changes. The two constructs, 

stages of readiness and processes of change, were used to consider the role of the rating tools 

in bringing about change in the uptake of sustainability practices within the infrastructure 

industry. The TTM ‘stages of readiness’ construct suggests there are five recognisable stages 
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associated with any particular change of behaviour, and an individual moves through these 

stages when replacing old behaviours with new behaviours. The five stages are: 

1. Pre-contemplation – no intention to engage in the new behaviour (e.g. unaware or 

resistant); 

2. Contemplation – seriously considering engagement in the new behaviour but not yet 

taking steps to do so; 

3. Preparation – actively preparing to engage in the new behaviour and taking small steps; 

4. Action – engaging in the new behaviour; modifying old behaviours and making 

significant overt efforts to change; 

5. Maintenance – continuing the new behaviour for a period; stabilising the change. 

Each stage was seen as important to the durability of the new behaviour i.e. a rush to action 

without contemplation or preparation is unlikely to result in enduring change.  

The TTM ‘processes of change’ construct outlined ten processes, five experiential and five 

behavioural, which support progression to a new way of behaving (Table 14). While the 

stages of readiness suggested when shifts in attitudes, intentions and behaviours occur, the 

processes of change suggested how these shifts occur, suggesting systems and structures for 

change creation. The processes of change have been found to be predictors or indicators that 

change is occurring and provide guidance on interventions to those wanting to support or 

drive change – whether self-driven or by others. Prochaska et al’s work (1992) also identified 

a strong connection between the stages of changes and the processes of change. The 

experiential behaviours e.g. consciousness raising, dramatic relief and reevaluations, are 

emphasised during the early stages of change, while the behavioural processes of change e.g. 

reinforcement management and helping relationships, are emphasised at the later stages of 

change. 

Table 14. Transtheoretical Model of Behaviour Change - Processes of Change  

(Prochaska, J. O. et al. 1992, Prochaska, J. M. et al. 2001) 

Experiential Processes of Change 
Consciousness raising Increasing awareness via information, education, and personal feedback about a 

problem behaviour and potential solution. 

Dramatic relief Experiencing negative and positive emotions regarding the behaviour / change; 

feeling fear, anxiety, or worry about failure to change, or feeling inspiration and hope 

about successful change. 

Environmental 

reevaluation 

Assessing impact on others of your behaviour and possible change. 

Self-reevaluation Realizing that the behavioural change is important to one’s personal identity, 

happiness, success and/or values. 

Social liberation Empowering individuals to change behaviour through providing choices and 
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resources; societal support for the behaviour; realizing that social norms are changing 

to support the new behaviour. 

Behavioural Processes of Change 
Self-liberation Making a firm commitment to act; believing in one’s ability to change and making 

commitments and recommitments to act. 

Helping relationships Seeking and using social support to make and sustain change; interacting with people 

who are supportive of the new behaviour. 

Counter conditioning Substituting new behaviour ways of acting, speaking and thinking for the old 

behaviours. 

Reinforcement 

management 

Increasing rewards for new behaviours – self and by others; decreasing rewards for 

old behaviours. 

Stimulus control Restructuring the environment by introducing reminders and cues to engage in the 

new behaviours; remove reminders and cues for the old behaviours. 

 

2.7.3 Levels of maturity / maturity models 

Sustainability initiatives, such as use of rating tools to improve outcomes for infrastructure, 

often require individuals or champions to drive initial use (Abrash Walton 2016, Rogers 

2002, Westley et al. 2011), but if that use is to be sustained then change needs to occur at the 

level of the organisation. Similar to the TTM stages of change which represent individual 

development in adopting new behaviours, the capability maturity model presents 

organisational stages in adopting new thinking, technologies and behaviours in various areas 

including sustainability and infrastructure management. The maturity model, defined by 

Klimko (2001) as a conceptual framework that describes the development of an entity over 

time, was first developed in 1993 and since then has been widely adopted and applied by 

researchers and practitioners (Correia et al. 2017). Maturity models offer a simple view 

(Klimko 2001) of how an entity or network of entities moves through levels of maturity in 

their understanding and implementation of a particular capability or practice, or collection of 

capabilities and practices. The defined levels of maturity in such models progress from ad 

hoc and reactive to optimising and proactive (Bititci et al. 2015) and the characteristics of 

effective processes are defined at each level of development (Okongwu et al. 2013). Some 

models included an ‘unaware’ first level where there is little or no knowledge of the 

capability or practice (Kurnia et al. 2014, Okongwu et al. 2013, Reefke et al. 2014). Maturity 

models provide a road map for building organisational capability and also a basis for 

comparison and benchmarking. 

Correia et al. (2017) investigated the use of maturity models to illustrate how sustainability 

concerns were addressed throughout supply chains, identifying examples of use at the 

process, company and network levels. In the sustainability field, maturity models have been 

used to illustrate different stages of development for a range of capabilities and practices 
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including eco-design (Pigosso et al. 2013), sustainable supply network capabilities of multi-

nationals (Srai et al. 2013), sustainability in global IT outsourcing (Babin & Nicholson 2011) 

and more generally sustainable business or enterprise excellence (Baumgartner & Ebner 

2010, Cagnin et al. 2005, Reefke et al. 2014). Maturity models have also been applied in the 

infrastructure management arena to illustrate organisational development towards a strategic 

asset management approach over time, with a growing focus on value and performance, and a 

diminishing focus on cost and compliance (IBM Global Business Services 2007). Maturity 

models in the sustainability space are a mechanism to enable decision makers to evaluate 

their organisational efforts regarding sustainability, highlighting their position on the various 

dimensions of sustainability and guiding improved sustainability (Correia et al. 2017). 

As noted earlier, sustainability knowledge is still growing, sustainable technologies 

developing, and the understanding of sustainable systems and the interactions between 

components constantly evolving. To this end Cagnin et al. in their work on business 

sustainability (2005), made the point that in the sustainability area at least maturity model 

levels should not be static but must evolve, with the evolution of sustainability knowledge 

and systems. What at one point in time was considered the top level of maturity, may later be 

seen as entry level. 

Maturity models, as with many frameworks or tools, have limited value unless they can 

inform decision-making and action. In reviewing multiple maturity model studies, Correia et 

al. (2017) identified the need for increased attention to maturity model application and 

validation and not just development, finding few model developers explored the steps and 

practices needed to progress from one maturity level to the next. They suggested 

collaboration with practitioners working in the maturity model’s area of concern as a valuable 

input to these two processes. In acknowledging the need for attention on how to move 

between levels, Reefke et al. (2014) included a learning cycle in their sustainable supply 

chain maturity (SSCM) model (Figure 4), suggesting that progress from one level to the next 

involved a continuous cycle of reflection and action. 
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Figure 4. Maturity model learning process (Reefke et al. 2014) 

2.7.4 Spreading new ideas or innovations 

A further relevant concept to change creation and innovation (such as the uptake of 

sustainability practices) is diffusion, how ideas spread. Rogers posited four main elements in 

the diffusion of new ideas or innovations: the innovation itself, communication channels, 

time, and a social system (1962). In later work Rogers (2002) examined the challenges of 

spreading what he labelled preventive ideas or innovations which had long-term benefits 

rather than immediate, often a characteristic of sustainable practices and choices. Rogers 

proposed that diffusion was “essentially a social process through which people talking to 

people spread an innovation” (Rogers 2002, p. 990), reinforcing the concepts highlighted 

earlier of modelling and social norms. To speed up diffusion in such circumstances, Rogers 

identified five strategies, which show similarities to a number of Prochaska’s processes of 

change. Rogers emphasised the importance of stressing the positive advantages of change, of 

using champions and role models and of changing social norms, and he also highlights the 

value of peer support, education and active peer networks.  

Geels’ multi-level model (2004) placed the diffusion of innovations more strongly within the 

sociotechnical context of the innovation. The three levels within Geels’ model are the niche 

innovations (e.g. new technologies, behaviours), the existing sociotechnical systems or 

regime (established industry, culture, policy, science, user preference, technology) and the 

sociotechnical landscape (broader political, economic, demographic trends). Developments in 
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the landscape, e.g. political change, put pressure onto the existing systems and create a 

‘window of opportunity’ for niche innovations to take hold. As with the TTM, Geels 

highlighted the non-linear nature of change and transition, identifying transition as the 

“interplay of multiple developments”. Geels applied his work within the sustainability agenda 

to examine the adoption of low carbon technologies (2012) and at a deeper level the 

decarbonisation of the economy (Geels et al. 2017). He stressed the interaction between 

technical innovations and sociotechnical systems, and proposed that transitions to new ways 

of working “go beyond the adoption of new technologies and include investment in new 

infrastructures, establishment of new markets, development of new social preferences, and 

adjustment of user practices” (Geels et al. 2017, p. 1242). 

2.7.5 Complexity theory - an organic, adaptive system of relationships 

Infrastructure development and the challenges of sustainability coexist within a complex 

multi-faceted environment. In the last twenty years or so, complexity theory has emerged in 

the natural and social sciences and provided insights which aid understanding of how such 

complex systems function and how they deal with and respond to change. Complexity theory 

suggests the world is more like an organism than a machine (Innes & Booher 2000), and is 

defined by the networks of relationships among multiple components rather than the 

individual components themselves (Bak & Chen 1991, Capra 2007). Complex systems, like 

organisms, are growing, evolving and adapting and are in a constant state of feedback and 

adjustment (Capra 2007), exhibiting a type of distributed intelligence (Innes & Booher 2000), 

rather than a system operating in a mechanistic and linear way. Such complex systems cannot 

be managed by single actions or even complicated suites of action, as there is too much 

happening at any point in time, too many components and too much feedback and adaptation. 

Complexity theory proposes that distributed and often uncoordinated changes can allow the 

system to adapt and learn, as long as feedback occurs and there is capacity to respond (Innes 

& Booher 2000). This view of the world emphasises the power of small changes or 

interventions, as these may collectively with other actions and at the right time deliver 

necessary outcomes which allow for on-going survival and growth. Complexity theory 

suggests the players aiming to bring about change within the system, need to recognise they 

cannot control exactly how social and natural systems will respond to a particular 

intervention (Harré 2011), and that they will need to watch and learn, work with others, and 

continue to adapt (Westley et al. 2011). Westley at el. highlight that individual champions 
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have an important role in complex systems as they work to connect people and networks, and 

sustain dialogue on new ideas and concepts until learning is embedded into policy at the 

institutional level. 

2.7.6 Implication for the research 

The research on change, diffusion and complexity informed interpretation of research results 

and the final model development. The aspects related to culture, identity and individual 

change and development contributed to the deeper analysis of the interviews with users and 

infrastructure owners, and assisted thinking on the role of the tool as a process of change. The 

aspects related to complexity theory and adaptive systems, diffusion, stages of readiness for 

change and maturity models informed the final model development. 

2.8 Summary and identification of knowledge gaps 

The literature review examined the territory within which the civil infrastructure rating tools 

exist and operate, and a number of questions about the rating tools themselves and their 

purpose, function, value and use were raised. Background information on the tools was also 

presented and literature related to change, spreading of ideas and systems was also examined 

to support analysis of results and findings. The specific knowledge gaps identified in the 

literature and addressed within this thesis were:  

 Much rating tool analysis had focused on the building rating tools – there was no broad-

spectrum comparative analysis of the civil infrastructure rating tools;  

 Conclusions and recommendations from rating tool analysis often failed to take into 

account the ‘real world’ use of the tools or to acknowledge the process of tool 

development;   

 Examination of actual use of infrastructure sustainability rating tools was limited – in 

terms of levels of uptake, infrastructure type, geography, project size etc.; 

 Research related to the outcomes from rating tool use often examined potential rather 

than actual experience; 

 Real world experiences of those specifying and using the tools were often missing – 

limiting the opportunity to identify value and to improve use in practical ways;  

 The flow-on effects of rating tool use were not well articulated at the individual, 

organisational or industry levels. 
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Part II: Researching Rating Tool Design and Use: Method, 

Analysis and Findings 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The knowledge gaps identified in Chapter 2 cover multiple aspects related to the civil 

infrastructure rating tools in terms of their positioning in the problem domain of sustainability 

and infrastructure, an understanding of tool design and coverage, real world application and 

use of the tools and an investigation of the flow-on effects of tool use.  To this end a multi-

method research approach was selected using a combination of quantitative and qualitative 

methods. The use of quantitative and qualitative methods (including gap analyses, case study 

content analysis, indicator assessments and semi-structured interviews) reflected the 

emergent nature of the rating tools for civil infrastructure and the system context within 

which such tools exist. The various research strands pursued resulted in a range of findings 

which contributed to a map of the rating tool context and three supporting models intended to 

enhance infrastructure sustainability rating tool use and improve sustainability outcomes for 

civil infrastructure.  

The research was undertaken in four phases (Figure 5), with each phase informing later 

phases. The investigation of the tools within the wider sustainability context and the detailed 

tool analysis informed the case study content analysis and the tool developer, user and 

infrastructure owner interview questions. The findings from the first three phases informed 

the final phase of model development. In this chapter each research phase is described and 

the methods used outlined, along with validation approaches, limitations and key 

assumptions. 
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Figure 5. Research methodology overview 

 

The research focused on the market-based infrastructure sustainability rating systems and 

tools, specifically examining data related to CEEQUAL, Greenroads, IS and Envision, and 

investigated their development, design and use within the context of the significant 

challenges of sustainability and infrastructure. While the four rating tools selected for the 

research (Table 15) were not the only tools available in the infrastructure and sustainability 

space (see Section 1.3.1), these tools were selected for this research as: 

 They were growing in use in the infrastructure market; 

 Case studies and other information related to these tools were publicly available; and 

 They were used across a range of project life cycle stages and in a number of 

geographies. 

Table 15 also notes the tool versions used in the gap analysis in Phase 1 and the detailed tool 

design and application analysis in Phase 2. These versions were used in all comparative 

analysis aspects of the research to provide consistency. In some cases, aspects of newer 

versions were referenced to highlight changes in a particular tool, e.g. Greenroads addition of 

climate risk assessment credits in Version 2.  
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Table 15. Rating tools and versions used in analysis 

Scheme Version Rating tool type used in analysis 
CEEQUAL  5.1 Project tool 

Greenroads  1.5 Roadways project tool 

Envision  2.0 Planning & Design project tool 

Infrastructure Sustainability  1.0 Design & As Built project tool 

3.2 Rationale for Research Approach 

Qualitative research is defined by Strauss and Corbin (1990, p. 17) as “any kind of research 

that produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other means of 

quantification” and includes findings derived from data from observations, interactions and 

materials such as documents and web-based information. As noted in Section 2.1, the 

intersecting domains of infrastructure development and sustainability are complex, multi-

layered and multi-disciplinary, with many aspects related to infrastructure sustainability 

underexplored (Scanlon 2011). In qualitative research the researcher can build a complex and 

holistic picture, analyse words and report detailed views of research participants (Creswell 

1998). Some commentators have suggested, in relation to complex phenomena, qualitative 

methodologies are needed to complement the use of more traditional quantitative research 

methods which have dominated construction-related research (Phelps & Horman 2009). This 

research applied both quantitative and qualitative methods to explore the broad territory of 

rating tools and adequately address the research objectives. 

Golafshani suggested qualitative researchers should conceptualise reliability and validity as 

“trustworthiness, rigour and quality” and that triangulation is used to eliminate bias and 

increase truthfulness of their conclusions (Golafshani 2003, p. 604). Data triangulation, “a 

validity procedure where researchers search for convergence among multiple and different 

sources of information to form themes or categories in a study” (Creswell & Miller 2000, p. 

126), is applied in this thesis through the use of multiple approaches in investigating the 

rating tools e.g. tool analysis, case studies and interviews, and through use of appropriate 

samples in the various research phases e.g. the four rating tools, 119 case studies and 63 

interviews. Member-checking validation was also applied for some activities, where the 

researcher took “data and interpretations back to the participants in the study so that they can 

confirm the credibility of the information and narrative account” (Creswell & Miller 2000, p. 

127), e.g. review of transcripts by interviewees, the validation workshop and interviews for 

validating the proposed models. Further details on validation are provided in relevant 

sections. 
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3.3 Phase 1 – Mapping the Context and Markers for Sustainable 

Infrastructure 

 

Phase 1 contributed to the research objectives by examining the rating tools in the context of 

the wider infrastructure system and the sustainability challenges which infrastructure must 

ultimately respond to. The analysis and results of this phase, presented in Chapter 4, 

addressed: 

 The civil infrastructure context and key players involved in its development; 

 Where the rating tools fit within that context and their potential to address sustainability 

outcomes; 

 The extent to which the tools address issues identified as important to sustainability and 

infrastructure. 

3.3.1 Infrastructure system context and delivery stages and players 

The investigation of the rating tool context drew on two existing frameworks: Vanegas 

(2003) for the system within which civil infrastructure functions; the Green Construction 

Board (HM Treasury, 2013) for the players and layers in the infrastructure value chain. The 

discussion in this analysis focused on the implications of the broader context on the rating 

tools in terms of potential reach and the tools’ ability to respond to and affect the system in 

which they reside. 

3.3.2 Gap analysis against the sustainability outcomes markers  

A gap analysis was undertaken to assess how the rating tools addressed issues important for 

sustainability and infrastructure and to identify current limits and potential opportunities. The 

gap analysis used a similar method to the approach used by Veeravigrom et al. (2015) in their 

sustainability scope study on roadway rating tools, and drew on existing published indices to 

develop two marker sets deemed appropriate and adequate for the purpose of the assessment 

– one at the city level and one at the global level. The term ‘marker’ is used here rather than 

indicator to avoid confusion with the rating tool indicators, referenced extensively in 

Chapters 5 and 6. The two marker sets comprised: 
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 City Level markers: A combined marker set drawn from analysis of six sustainable city 

indices (Centre for Economics and Business Research 2015, Economist Intelligence Unit 

2011, IESE 2014, Manuel 2014, SCI 2012, STAR Communities 2014) represented 

outcomes at the city or local community level; 

 Global Level markers: The 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

and their 169 targets, signed by 193 member states in September 2015, represented 

outcomes at the global and the national level (United Nations 2015). 

The city indices were used to create a marker set for the sustainability scope of the civil 

infrastructure rating tools, given that current projections suggest at least 70% of the world’s 

populations will reside in cities by 2050, cities currently account for more than 70% of the 

global GDP, roughly 70% of the world’s primary energy is consumed by cities and 60-80% 

of the global greenhouse gas emission are emitted from them, and economic inequality which 

has increased significantly in the last 30 years has been found to be the strongest in large 

cities (Guenther & Al-Shawaf 2015). It was assumed all cities would move towards a 

sustainability framework eventually and the rating tools would need to contribute to the 

requirements of those cities. The city level markers were developed by reviewing all 

indicators from the six sustainable cities indices and developing a master set of indicators 

which were then grouped into sustainability categories and sub-categories (the markers). The 

gap analysis reviewed the indicators from the four rating tools against the city level markers, 

and highlighted gaps between them. 

The SDGs were used as a secondary marker set to assess the sustainability scope of the rating 

tools. These goals and their associated targets focus on achieving positive economic, social 

and environmental outcomes at a global scale and are interlinked in nature. Collectively the 

SDGs aim to drive an agenda which profoundly improves the lives of all and transforms our 

world for the better (United Nations 2015, Preamble). While SDG 9 (Build resilient 

infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation) and 

SDG 11 (Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable) are 

specifically focused on infrastructure and the urban environment, all of the SDGs are 

connected directly or indirectly to the development and functioning of civil infrastructure, 

e.g. water sanitation (SDG 8), action on climate change (SDG 13), gender equality (SDG 5) 

and poverty alleviation (SDG 1). The gap analysis reviewed the indicators from the four 

rating tools against the global level markers, i.e. the169 SDG targets, and highlighted gaps 

between them.  
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In the two gap analysis exercises the tools were assessed collectively rather than individually 

and to that end if one of the four tools addressed a marker with its indicators (question sets 

for CEEQUAL; credits for Envision, Greenroads and Infrastructure Sustainability) then the 

marker was considered as addressed by the rating tools. Appendix F shows the detailed 

results from the sustainability scope review. 

3.4 Phase 2 – Analysing Rating Tool Design and Application 

 

Phase 2 contributed to the research objectives by building an understanding of the tool 

development process to examine how they changed in line with evolving sustainability 

knowledge, and by analysing the tools in-depth to identify common characteristics and 

differences, tool biases and opportunities for improvement. The analysis and results of this 

phase, presented in Chapters 5 – 6, addressed: 

 The rating tool development process and timeframes, and immediate and longer term 

development plans; 

 The rating tool design and coverage – what they covered and what they did not; 

 How the tools compared with one another in design and application. 

3.4.1 Examining tool development 

The tool development analysis provided data on progress of the tools over time and how they 

might expand to assess broader aspects of sustainability and to incorporate new thinking and 

technologies. The first step was to map tool development to date using publically available 

information on the rating tool websites and in the rating tool technical manuals. The second 

step was to undertake interviews with tool developers to investigate actual and planned 

development including plans for the future. A draft question set was developed and tested 

with two sustainability professionals familiar with the rating tools and tool developers. See 

Appendix A for the final interview questions. Representatives (technical directors or 

executive directors) from the four rating tool organisations were approached and all agreed to 

be interviewed confidentially (see Section 3.7 on Ethical Protection of Participants). One 

interview was undertaken face-to-face and the other three via Skype audio or video. Interview 
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transcripts were checked by the interviewees. The interview data analysis started at the 

interview itself and included reading interview notes, reading and re-reading transcripts, 

coding using the NVIVO qualitative research analysis software and then reviewing and 

reflecting on emerging findings.  

3.4.2 Detailed analysis of the rating tools 

The detailed analysis of the rating tools provided data on where and in what form the tools 

contribute to sustainability outcomes and examined tool bias and limitations. The analysis 

identified what each tool covered (at least on paper) and how each of the tools was applied. 

An analysis framework was developed (Figure 6) drawing on existing comparative 

frameworks including Reith and Orova’s GIIS (general, index, indicator-based sustainability 

evaluation method) methodology (2015) and approaches used by Sev (2011), Curz (2012), 

Fenner & Ryce (2008). General tool information is provided in Chapter 2. Specific details for 

the methods used in individual aspects of the index and indicator analysis are provided in 

Chapter 5. Listings of the credits and questions sets for each of the four tools are provided in 

Appendix B. 

 
Figure 6. Framework for detailed analysis of the rating tools 

 

Tool related data inputs for the index, indicators, issues and sustainability performance 

analyses were sourced mainly from the rating tool websites (CEEQUAL Ltd, Greenroads 

International, Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure, ISCA) and technical manuals for the 
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tool versions analysed (CEEQUAL Ltd 2013b, Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 2015b, 

ISCA 2013, Muench et al. 2011).  

3.4.3 Sustainability performance – tool assessment of practices and projects 

While the preceding tool analysis steps focused on tool content and coverage, the 

sustainability performance analysis focused on tool application investigating how the rating 

tools recognised sustainability performance, and examining similarities and differences in 

application and results across the tools. The sustainability performance analysis used two 

approaches: 1. Comparative sustainability practice scoring; and 2. Applying the four tools to 

a common project to demonstrate how performance levels were achieved, calculated and 

presented. Use of these two approaches allowed for validation of results. 

The practice scoring comparison identified seven scenarios and assessed and compared how 

each of the tools would have scored the scenarios. The scenario topics and details were 

selected to include practices covering environmental, social and economic aspects which 

might be implemented on a civil infrastructure project. The scores for the seven combined 

practices were also combined to demonstrate how the tools might assess a single project 

implementing a combination of sustainability practices. 

Table 16. Sustainability performance scenarios and related sustainability aspect 

Scenario Sustainability Aspect 

1. Sustainability Management Management & Governance 

2. Waste Minimisation Environmental 

3. Local Employment Economic 

4. Climate Change Risk Environmental / Economic 

5. Historical / heritage Social 

6. Urban Design Social 

7. Greenhouse Gas Emissions  Environmental 

 

For each scenario the related credits from each tool were identified and scores calculated 

using rating tool technical manuals and calculators. The scores were normalised for 

comparative purposes by converting the practice credit scores into percentages of the total 

credit scores, similar to the approach used in Reith and Orova’s indicator analysis for 
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neighbourhood rating tools (2015). A number of assumptions were made in the credit scoring 

to facilitate comparison between the tools:  

 The original weightings for each tool apply (CEEQUAL – UK/Ireland; Envision and 

Greenroads – USA; Infrastructure Sustainability – Australia); 

 No credits were scoped out (deemed not applicable) for any tool; 

 For CEEQUAL, the optional Project Strategy module was not included; 

 For Greenroads, Project Requirements were counted as 11 pts and Custom Credits 

counted as 10 points for the purposes of Total Points and percentage calculations; 

 For Envision and Infrastructure Sustainability, the Innovation points were included in 

Total Project Points. 

The whole project analysis selected a completed highway infrastructure project and assessed 

how each rating tool would score its performance, using a back-analysing approach similar to 

earlier rating tool case study research (Shuster 2013, Willetts et al. 2010a). Yin defined such 

case study research as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon 

within its real-life context especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context 

are not clearly evident” (Yin 1981, p. 98). Applying case study research methods to the 

sustainability performance analysis was suitable because an infrastructure project is indeed a 

contemporary phenomenon situated within a real-life, connected context. The Newmarket 

Viaduct Replacement Project from New Zealand (“the Project”), described in Table 17, was 

selected for the whole project analysis as, although the Project did not use a sustainability 

rating tool, its Landscape & Urban Design Framework (Northern Gateway Alliance 2008) 

indicated sustainability-related objectives which should result in the types of environmental, 

social and economic performance measured by the rating tools. The Project was assessed 

using the four rating tools, and the resulting ratings and performance compared. The 

information assessed drew on publically available sources, an interview with the Newmarket 

Viaduct Design Manager (J. Varndell, personal communications, 2015) and knowledge of the 

assessor (the PhD author) who had worked on the Project during design and construction. 

The assessor was accredited in the Greenroads and Infrastructure Sustainability schemes, and 

had work experience on large highway infrastructure projects. Although the assessments were 

undertaken by a qualified professional, these were not undertaken as true rating tool 

assessments in that they were not registered with the rating organisations or subject to 

external verification. However, the rating tool methodology was applied as rigorously as 
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possible to achieve an accurate assessment result and to allow robust comparison of rating 

results.  

Table 17. Description of the Newmarket Viaduct Replacement Project 

Project Element Description 

Project type State Highway viaduct replacement project 

Physical 

description 

The viaduct is 720 meters long and 20 meters high at its tallest point. Construction 

involved 468 precast segments. A gantry crane was used for deconstruction and 

construction. The state highway on the viaduct kept operating during the 

deconstruction and construction stages. 

Project rationale Seismic strengthening and improved safety and noise reduction. Easing congestion. 

Owner New Zealand Transport Agency 

Capital value NZD $250 million (USD $183 million) 

Country New Zealand 

Project location Newmarket, Auckland – urban environment; busy retail centre with schools and 

housing nearby; over 160,000 vehicles per day travelled on the viaduct. 

Timeframe 2008 - 2012 

Procurement 

method 

Alliance contract  

(a relationship contracting approach where the client, designer and constructor work 

as one team to deliver the project; alliance approaches are used for large, complex, 

high risk projects; and the commercial model includes risk and reward sharing). 

 

The first step of the back-analysing process was to identify which credits were applicable 

given the project context, and which, if any, should be scoped out (and not counted in the 

project score). This scoping out exercise resulted in a reduced project-specific baseline for the 

three generic tools (Greenroads had no scoping out process). Once the baseline was 

established for each tool, the Project’s practices and performance were assessed against credit 

requirements and performance levels, the credit, category and total scores were calculated, 

and the award level e.g. Silver or Gold, was determined. Tool-specific spreadsheets or online 

tools and the relevant technical manuals (CEEQUAL Ltd 2013b, Institute for Sustainable 

Infrastructure 2015b, ISCA 2013, Muench et al. 2011) were used to complete the 

assessments. The Project features, practices and outputs rewarded in the four assessments, 

100 in total, were tabulated and cross-checked to ensure a consistent and transparent 

approach in applying each of the tools (an analysis table excerpt is provided in Appendix C). 

When comparing the results from the four assessments, a normalising process similar to that 

used for the scenario analysis described in Section 3.4 was applied to the rating scores. 
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There may be some limitation associated with using a single assessor, as the rating tool use is 

not an exact science, and consistency between assessors, while aimed for, cannot be 

guaranteed (Fenner & Ryce 2008). Assessor experience, access to project information and an 

understanding of the infrastructure type as well as the rigour of credit assessment are all 

contributing factors in the assessment. While completing the assessments on one project only 

is a limitation, and assessments of further projects would add robustness to the conclusions 

from the project performance analysis, the scenario analysis also compared sustainability 

performance measurement across the four tools and demonstrated a number of similar results. 

3.5 Phase 3 – Analysing and Investigating Rating Tool Use 

 

Phase 3 contributed to the research objectives by building an understanding of how the tools 

were used in practice and gathering evidence of real-life rating tool application from tool 

users and infrastructure owners. The analysis and results of this phase, presented in Chapters 

7 - 10, addressed: 

 The level and nature of rating tools use: number of projects; types of infrastructure; the 

agencies / organisations involved; levels of achievement attained; sustainability outcomes 

achieved; 

 Experience in using the tools including: benefits and value for infrastructure owners and 

tool users; improvements in sustainability outcomes; the drivers for tool use; and lessons 

regarding what encourages and hinders positive outcomes; 

 The flow-on effects of rating tool use: influence of the tools on individuals and 

organisations; and evidence of industry-wide impacts. 

 

As reported in the literature review, the use of the infrastructure tools has had limited focus in 

the research. Phase 3 aimed to address that gap through the analysis of 119 case studies (a 

mainly quantitative study) and the completion and analysis of 63 interviews with experienced 

tool users and infrastructure owners (a mainly qualitative study). 
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3.5.1 Case study analysis 

The analysis framework (Figure 7) for the case studies was developed after completion of 

Phases 1 and 2 and an initial assessment of available case studies, to ensure key elements for 

investigation were identified. This ensured available case studies could provide sufficient 

data for investigation. Case study analysis and results are presented in Chapter 7. 

 
Figure 7. Case study analysis framework 

 

In Step 1 uptake of the four rating tools was assessed by analysing the number of certified 

and registered projects and associated infrastructure spend, with data sourced from rating tool 

websites and related publications, e.g. project press releases, and comparing these against 

overall infrastructure spend to provide an indication of uptake and use. 

In Steps 2 through 4, 119 publically available case studies of certified projects (128 ratings in 

total) were analysed in detail, providing data from about 75% of all projects certified under 

the four tools over the period of 1
st
 January 2013 to 31

st
 March 2016 (and around 30% of all 
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projects certified since 2003). The 119 case studies included 78 CEEQUAL projects, 10 

Envision projects, 18 Greenroads projects and 13 IS projects. The analysis focused on case 

studies from 2013 onwards reflecting a period of broader uptake of the rating tools across a 

wider global geography and a period of similar maturity of concepts. By 2013 the three newer 

tools had all certified their first projects and CEEQUAL Version 5, with a new focus on 

project strategy, had been launched. The International Federation of Consulting Engineers 

(FIDIC), representing the infrastructure industry on a global scale, had published its State of 

the World Report on Sustainable Infrastructure (2012), demonstrating emergent thought 

leadership at that time. Steps 2 and 3 analysed the case study data in order to draw 

conclusions about the characteristics of projects being certified with the rating tools e.g. size, 

geography, infrastructure type etc. 

The level of case study detail, especially narrative describing sustainability outcomes and 

user perceptions, varied. The CEEQUAL case studies included some projects with minimal 

information as well as comprehensive case studies with quantitative and qualitative data on 

project outcomes. The Envision case studies were all similar in coverage, providing key 

project information, identifying Envision categories where the highest points were gained and 

outlining specific sustainability initiatives and outcomes. The Greenroads case studies 

provided a project scorecard including scores for each Greenroads category, and often but not 

always included information on initiatives and outcomes. The IS case studies also varied in 

the level of detail provided, with the more comprehensive examples providing scores for each 

category and quantitative data on measurable sustainability outcomes. This variability 

affected the data analysed in Step 4, and hence the sustainability outcome and user 

perceptions results provided an indication of the outcomes achieved by certified projects 

rather than exact numbers.  

In Step 4 quantitative sustainability outcomes were identified in the case studies, e.g. carbon 

emissions saved, trees planted, habitat created or local people employed. For each case study, 

the quantitative outcomes were recorded under sustainability-related categories and a count 

was made, allowing a level of comparison between projects and tools, and specific outcomes 

were collated to illustrate the level of achievements made. In addition to the quantitative 

measures the case studies were examined to identify narrative descriptions of outcomes or 

initiatives which would result in improved outcomes e.g. measures taken to preserve, enhance 

and/or restore habitat, or measures taken to improve outcomes for non-motorised users. These 

outcomes were categorised using the same sustainability-related categories as above, and the 
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number of qualitative outcomes recorded. Finally in Step 4 descriptions of the benefits of 

ratings tool use were identified in the case study narrative and these descriptions were coded 

into themes, using the NVIVO qualitative research analysis software. A sample of the 

codebook used for the NVIVO case study analysis is provided in Appendix D. To provide 

additional insight into the extent of outcomes achieved on certified projects, as opposed to 

only considering averages, four case study projects (one from each rating tool) were 

presented as exemplars. Rating tool outcomes and benefits were examined further in the 

interviews with users and infrastructure owners, adding to the case study findings. 

3.5.2 Interviews – with tool users and infrastructure owners 

The evidence for this research phase was collected using semi-structured interviews with 63 

research participants involved with projects or programmes of work using the four rating 

tools. In a semi-structured interview, the interviewer focuses questions on a limited number 

of points and manages any wider ranging discussion to get the required information on those 

points (Smith 1972). The interviews were guided by a mix of open, yes/no and rated 

questions – with one question set designed for infrastructure owners and one designed for 

tool users (see Appendix E). The mix of questions allowed for quantitative and qualitative 

responses covering the motivations for and the experience of use of the rating tools, the direct 

and indirect outcomes and influence of the rating tools and broader questions about 

infrastructure projects and organisations and their contribution to sustainable development. A 

final open question invited research participants to provide additional information on the 

rating tools or emphasise points discussed during the interview. A draft question set was 

developed and tested with two sustainability professionals familiar with rating tool use. The 

interview plan was designed to include perspectives of a variety of stakeholders across 

different geographies and hence to capture the collective experiences and attitudes of those 

involved with rated infrastructure projects. The system within which sustainability rating 

tools operate is complex and changing, and qualitative research approaches including 

interviews, as noted by Glaser and Strauss (1966), are a valid way of exploring such social 

structures. Similar use of interviews in the sustainability and infrastructure field includes 

Wallis et al. (2010) who used interviews to elicit views on their regional sustainability 

assessment tool, Pearce et al. (2010) who used interviews to explore sustainability practices 

in the construction industry and Häkkinen and Belloni (2011) who used interviews to 

examine barriers and drivers for sustainable building. Scanlon and Johansson undertook 
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interviews to investigate outcomes related to infrastructure sustainability rating tool use 

(Johansson 2011, Scanlon 2011). 

The interviews, which included participants from Australia, New Zealand, UK, Scandinavia, 

USA and Canada, were conducted by the researcher (and thesis author) either face-to-face 

(usually in the participant’s workplace), via Skype video or Skype audio. The interview time 

averaged around an hour and ranged from 30 minutes to one and a half hours in duration. The 

interviews took place over a seven month period (August 2016 and February 2017) due to 

practicalities related to geography and researcher travel. Most interviews were with one 

research participant only, however, in three cases (one in the UK and two in the USA) two 

people participated in the same interview and their responses were noted separately. 

3.5.3 Interviewee selection protocol and process 

The number and types of interviewees for the research was determined through a selection 

protocol. The selection protocol was designed to incorporate individuals who represented the 

two participant groups and had knowledge and experience which would help address the 

research questions and objectives. A pool of potential interview participants was identified 

through the researcher’s professional network in the sustainability and infrastructure industry, 

including contacts in Australia, New Zealand, the UK and the USA, and through assistance 

from the infrastructure sustainability rating tool organisations via research invitations in e-

newsletters and more direct email invitations. Once initial contact was made and a general 

willingness to participate expressed, detailed information on the research was provided, 

consent to participate gained and interviews arranged and undertaken. 

For the infrastructure owners the selection protocol included that potential interview 

participants i) worked for organisations responsible for the development and management of 

infrastructure assets; ii) were in roles involved in specifying sustainability requirements on 

projects, including rating tool use; and iii) had been involved with at least one project (but 

often more) which had certified or was close to certifying using one of the infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools. For the tool users the selection protocol included that potential 

interview participants i) worked for organisations involved in the planning, design and/or 

construction of infrastructure projects; and ii) within those projects had some responsibility 

for rating tool implementation – as a tool assessor or sustainability advisor, or as the project 

manager or project engineer, or on large multi-phase projects, as the Sustainability Manager 
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for the programme of work; and iii) had been involved with at least one project (but often 

more) which had certified or was close to certifying using one of the infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools. Due to the significance of the CEEQUAL experience (in terms of 

number of projects and longevity of use) the samples for both interview types included a 

proportionately higher number of CEEQUAL interview participants. 

Of the 63 research participants (Table 18), 17 were infrastructure owners and 46 project-level 

tool users. In all but one case (where a participant had used both CEEQUAL and Envision), 

the participants had certification experience with only one of the rating tools included in the 

research. Some participants were aware of the other tools and some had used bespoke 

sustainability assessment frameworks or tools developed by their own or a client 

organisation. Some participants had used or had been exposed to sustainable building rating 

tools such as BREEAM, LEED and Green Star. In one case the interview participants had 

experience of CEEQUAL and the recently released BREEAM Infrastructure pilot tool. 

Names of research participants quoted in this thesis have been excluded for privacy reasons, 

but a coding system identifying the type of interviewee – infrastructure owner (xIyy) or tool 

user (xUyy) – is provided to ensure the quotes are identifiable in the context of the 

discussion. See Section 3.7 on Ethical Protection of Participants. 

The infrastructure owners included employees from nine transport authorities, five local 

government organisations, two airports and one urban development agency and they rated 

their organisations, on average, as giving strong consideration to sustainability in their 

infrastructure development strategy (mean of 4.1 out of 5; median of 4.3). The tool users 

included 17 employees from construction firms, 22 employees from design firms, five 

employees from project-specific organisations and three self-employed in small consultancy 

firms. 

Table 18. Characteristics of Research Participants (n = 63). 

Role of Participants 
Geographic spread 

of participants 

Rating tool used by 

participants 

Tool use experience 

level of participants 
Infrastructure owners  

× 17 

Experienced tool users 

× 46 

UK × 28 

USA × 16 

Australia × 15 

New Zealand × 2 

Canada × 1 

Scandinavia× 1 

CEEQUAL × 28 

Envision × 8 

Greenroads × 10 

Infrastructure Sustainability 

× 17 

Super users × 6 

High × 15 

Medium × 17 

Low × 25 

 

In terms of project experience with the rating tools, the research participants had been 

involved with more than 480 rated projects, 312 of which had been certified and 170 of 
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which were registered to go through the certification process. This research sample 

represented about 58% of the estimated certified and registered projects for the four tools as 

at December 2016. The project spread across the tools was 326 CEEQUAL projects, 37 

Envision projects, 32 Greenroads projects and 82 Infrastructure Sustainability projects – 

reflecting both the number of research participants and the age of the tools. These numbers 

did not include the non-certified use of the tools, which was particularly significant in one 

case with a participant involved with ‘non-certified’ ratings of around 150 infrastructure 

projects. Experience covered infrastructure projects across the spectrum in terms of size, 

ranging from relatively small projects of US$500,000 to multi-billion dollar projects. At an 

individual level, some participants had been involved with a small number of rated projects 

while others had been involved with 10 or more ratings across multiple projects. A number of 

the very experienced users were qualified verifiers and had verified rated projects worked on 

by others. To assist with analysis of responses, as well as classifying participants by tool and 

organisation type, they were also classified by experience level: low, medium, high and super 

users. All super users were from the pool of CEEQUAL participants. 

3.5.4 Interview evidence analysis 

The interview evidence analysis started at the interview itself and included reading interview 

notes, reading and re-reading transcripts, listening to interview recordings, coding and 

recoding and graphically representing using the NVIVO software and then reviewing and 

reflecting on emerging findings. Miles and Huberman (1984) suggested qualitative data 

analysis consists of three concurrent flows of activity: data reduction, data display and 

conclusion drawing and verification and the analysis of the interviews followed these three 

activities. The first set of interviews (16 in all) were recorded and transcribed by the 

researcher, and the rest were recorded by the researcher and then transcribed by a third party 

and edited by the researcher. The post-interview analysis of the transcripts involved a detailed 

search for and coding to underlying themes, with care taken not to eliminate information 

based on the quantity of coded references alone. Aspects such as user experience were also 

taken into account. The broad areas addressed in the interview question sets provided an 

initial analysis framework from which the detailed transcript analysis followed, however, the 

subsequent analysis was not constrained to those initial categories. The process was to a large 

degree inductive, with various themes outside of the initial framework emerging through the 

numerous transcript readings, coding processes and running of various queries e.g. looking at 
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responses from different interviewee types. The constant comparative model of analysing and 

coding the transcript material, examined by Boeije (2002) and drawn from earlier work by 

Glaser and Strauss (1966), was the basis of the categorising process and involved a constant 

cycle of comparison and reflection, through which the findings and conclusions emerged. A 

sample of the codebook used for the NVIVO tool use interview analysis is provided in 

Appendix J. 

3.6 Phase 4 – Producing the Model  

  

Phase 4, the final phase, contributed to the research objectives by drawing together the 

insights and findings from Phases 1 to 3 and developing models (a context map, a tool 

comparison model, a project use model and a maturity model) that enhance rating tool use at 

the tool, application and user levels and support improved delivery of sustainability outcomes 

for civil infrastructure. The final models and the validation process applied are presented in 

Chapter 11. 

The development of the models drew on the findings from Phases 1- 3 of the research, the 

associated literature and the researcher’s own industry experience (over 30 years in the 

private sector, including significant experience in sustainability and infrastructure). 

Reflections and insights were captured during the research process and fed into the model 

development as outlined below and illustrated in Figure 8: 

 Key questions and themes identified during the Literature Review were considered when 

reviewing the research phase results and identifying model inputs; 

 A written log was kept of ideas and questions that emerged directly from the research 

activities and analysis, and from discussions with interested colleagues and peers and 

industry stakeholders; 

 The findings from all research phases were reviewed and key aspects to be addressed by 

the models were identified and captured in mind maps; 

 The mind maps were further reviewed to identify areas that challenged initial thinking 

and expectations, or suggested potential for next generation tools. 
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Figure 8. Model Development Process 

 

Key elements emerged through this reflective and creative process, and these elements were 

mapped and grouped into what emerged as four distinct and interacting realms. The four 

realms present the ecosystem where the rating tools and the new models work together to 

improve sustainability outcomes for civil infrastructure development. 

3.7 Ethical Protection of Participants  

The research protocol for the interviews of the tool developers (in Phase 2) and the 

infrastructure owners and tool users (Phase 3) was approved by the University Of Auckland 

Human Participants Ethics Committee on 25 / 08 / 2015, Reference Number 015026. The 

protocol ensured the research participants were well informed of the research purpose and 

methodology and that anonymity in all aspects of collecting, presenting and discussing the 

interview data would be maintained. To safeguard participants’ privacy and to preserve 

confidentiality, a common codifying method was used to assign a unique identifier (2 letters 

and 2 digits) to each interviewee. This approach allowed narrative excerpts from specific 

study participants to be presented in an anonymous fashion. In cases in which a participant 

employed the use of proper nouns during the interview, the specific information was 

modified to anonymise it when reporting unattributed quotes. In addition to the University Of 

Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee approval, informed consent from each 
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participant was sought and obtained prior to conducting an interview with that person. A 

professional transcription service was contracted to transcribe 47 of the 63 interviews. That 

service was formally committed to, and had procedures for, maintaining the confidentiality of 

all data. 

3.8 Limitations 

Tool coverage – developed and developing countries: The research focused on the use of 

infrastructure sustainability tools in the developed world – where the tools in question 

originate. The research is clear there are significant differences between priorities for 

developed and developing countries and while some of the research outcomes will be 

applicable across geographies, this is acknowledged as a limitation.  

Limited due to length of time of infrastructure projects; and confidentiality issues 

related to project data: As noted in the literature, the life cycle of infrastructure 

development is multi-phased, and often reaches over many years. Ideally research related to 

tool use and sustainability outcomes would be observed and measured over time, however the 

years involved in infrastructure development made such investigations impossible within the 

research time constraints. Case studies and interviews were identified as complementary 

forms of data collection for analysis of tool use and data validation, and an interview coding 

protocol ensuring anonymity to encourage openness and transparency was deemed 

favourable. 
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4. System Context and Sustainable Outcomes Markers 

4.1 Introduction 

Infrastructure is a complex system with multiple players which can have lasting effects 

reaching out over generations. Focusing on the infrastructure asset level, the main territory of 

the rating tools, is just one part of the puzzle and is likely to have its limitations. The research 

presented in this chapter investigated in a structured way where the rating tools fit in the 

wider societal and industry context, and the extent to which the tools covered what is 

considered important in terms of sustainability and infrastructure. The intention was to place 

the tools in context, to identify the gaps and limitations highlighted through a ‘big picture’ 

analysis and at the same time be cognisant of the potential reach of the tools, especially as 

sustainability knowledge evolves. The analysis approach in examining the context and 

undertaking the gap analysis are outlined in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3). 

4.2 Rating Tool Context – system and players 

4.2.1 Civil infrastructure in its system context 

In his ‘Roadmap for built environment sustainability’, Vanegas (2003) illustrated where the 

built environment fits within human and natural systems and within a wider time and space 

continuum (Figure 9). Civil infrastructure, the target of infrastructure sustainability rating 

tools such as CEEQUAL, is a component of the built environment and, beyond that, the 

wider system. Additional frameworks and rating schemes exist to promote, measure or assess 

sustainability for other individual components of the system, e.g. LEED or BREEAM for 

buildings and the Global Reporting Initiative for businesses (GRI 2016), and for combined 

components of the system e.g. indices for sustainable cities such as the Sustainable Cities 

Index (Centre for Economics and Business Research 2015). 
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Figure 9. Elements, context, and spatial and temporal scales of sustainability and infrastructure  

(Source: Vanegas, 2003, p. 5365) 

 

While the civil infrastructure rating tools are targeted at individual projects and assets, their 

potential impact is not limited to within the boundary of civil infrastructure projects due to 

the connections between civil infrastructure and its value chain. Figure 9 illustrates the 

connections between components of the physical system along with connections to other 

influencing systems, economic, political etc., as well as the spatial and temporal scales that 

are in play. Examination of the wider system suggests rating tool use has the potential for 

flow-on effects beyond the individual project or asset, as the following examples illustrate: 

 If tool use results in increased use of recycled and low carbon materials on projects, there 

is a direct effect on the resource base and the industrial base; 

 If tool use results in enhanced protection or restoration of habitat, there is a direct effect 

on the natural environment, which can then affect other system elements including 

people.  

 If tool use results in improved involvement of stakeholders in decision making related to 

infrastructure, there can be a direct effect on individuals and communities e.g. reduced 

negative impacts from noise, improved urban design, or better public spaces;  

 If tool use results in increased use of low carbon materials and technologies or better 

heritage practices or ecological enhancement, then designers and constructors from rated 
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projects are exposed to new technologies and new thinking, which can influence the 

choices and decisions they make – on future projects or more broadly on organisational 

policies and practices.  

These potential direct and indirect effects and influences were examined and tested in later 

phases of the research. Direct outcomes from individual projects were analysed in the case 

studies and investigated in the interviews with tool users, and the effects and influences 

beyond the individual projects were investigated in the interviews with infrastructure owners 

and tool users. The nature of the ‘beyond the individual project’ impacts was analysed in 

some detail in Chapter 10. 

If infrastructure sustainability rating tool use is widespread (and that use results in positive 

outcomes not likely to have been achieved otherwise) then the system as a whole will be 

positively affected by the tools over time. What can start as a new practice advocated by a 

small number of champions or a fringe group can become an important contributor to shifting 

the norm within a whole community (Geels 2012, Harré 2011). The infrastructure rating tools 

may not be focused on assessing the infrastructure system as a whole, but their owners do 

have ambitions to create significant change in the sustainability performance of civil 

infrastructure (see Sections 2.5 and 5.3). It is important to identify and recognise the 

connections between civil infrastructure and the wider system context (Boyle et al. 2010), so 

that the tools can respond to the characteristics and complexities of the system, adapt to 

system changes and developments and help create the shift towards infrastructure systems 

which support a sustainable society.  

4.2.2 Civil infrastructure - a system with multiple players 

To be effective in bringing about change the rating tools must address not just the physical 

nature of the infrastructure system but also the social nature of that system. As Harré 

observed (2011, p. 7), “the best action is not ‘best’ in terms of having the most dramatic 

effect on the physical world, it is ‘best’ in terms of having the most dramatic effect on the 

social world. A green building is no better or worse a solution than an awareness raising 

campaign or a new government policy, they are all part of the same collective enterprise.” 

When applied to the system within which the rating tools exist (multiple players, life cycle 

stages and supply chains, and the interdependencies of infrastructure) complexity theory 

would indicate actions in one part of the system are likely to have flow-on effects in other 
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parts of the system (Innes & Booher 2000). Influencing the development and management of 

infrastructure is not the focus of one or two players, but rather a web of interacting players, as 

illustrated in Figure 10. During asset development, in addition to those directly involved in 

the development project (owners, designers, contractors, sub-contractors, sub-consultants, 

suppliers), there are a number of other decision-makers and advisors including planners, 

lawyers, financiers and insurers; and a number of important influencers including researchers, 

educators, trainers, professional organisations, community organisations and trade 

associations. Some of these players will be directly involved in applying the rating tool on the 

project, while others will specify or guide tool use. Some players will decide on project 

sustainability priorities, while others may be driving particular agendas or responses. 

 
Figure 10. Infrastructure stakeholder network and value chain (Source: Green Construction Board, from 

HM Treasury, p. 16) 

 

During infrastructure use the focus moves to operations and maintenance and long term asset 

management. Besides customers and users, the players here are the asset operators, investors, 

policy makers and regulators, and asset owners. The separation between the development and 

use phases is not hard and fast however, with many players from the in use phase having an 

interest in infrastructure development and being key stakeholders during this phase. 
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4.2.3 Rating tool context - key findings 

This section examined the macro context in which the rating tools function. On the one hand, 

the complexity of the system and the multiple players can highlight potential limitations of 

the rating tools – a simplistic approach to a complex and changing environment. On the other 

hand, the reach of infrastructure and the players involved present an opportunity for the 

outcomes and ideas implicit in the tools to impact on a bigger audience including delivery 

teams and suppliers, management, and policy and governance levels. There are direct project 

effects from tool use which multiply as the number of projects applying the tools grows, and 

then potential beyond-project effects and influences which could permeate upwards, 

outwards and forward into the future.  

Compared with building rating tools, where the focus is at the individual building level and 

the value delivered to associated tenants, the infrastructure rating tools may have greater 

potential to drive better, more sustainable public infrastructure systems and networks by 

educating and influencing infrastructure owners, their policies and practices, by upgrading 

the knowledge of and encouraging innovation in the engineering industry and by increasing 

public awareness of and demand for more sustainable infrastructure.  

4.3 Gap Analysis against City Level and Global Level Markers 

While the investigation above identified the potential influence of the infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools, the value of that influence depends on how well the tools cover 

what is considered important. If the rating tools are to accomplish more than eco-efficiency in 

the construction and operations of infrastructure assets, then linking them more explicitly to 

the outcomes needed for a sustainable society is crucial.  A review of rating tool indicator 

coverage including the spread across the triple bottom line and the focus of the indicators in 

and beyond the project can be found in Chapter 5. However, the research presented in this 

section assessed the extent to which the rating tools covered aspects important to the system 

context of sustainability and infrastructure in order to identify where gaps exist and where the 

opportunities to extend the tools’ sustainability scope lie.  

4.3.1 Marker Set Development – City and Global 

The first step was to identify sustainability outcome markers which could be used as a 

benchmark or reference to measure the rating tools against (see method in Chapter 3). Two 

markers sets, drawing on existing frameworks, were developed: 
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 City Level: A combined marker set drawn from analysis of six sustainable cities indices 

(Centre for Economics and Business Research 2015, IESE 2014, SCI 2012, Economist 

Intelligence Unit 2011, Manuel 2014, STAR Communities 2014) represented outcomes at 

the city or local community level; 

 Global Level: The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) represented 

outcomes at the national and global level (United Nations 2015). 

The city level marker set developed from cross-matching the indicators from the six 

sustainable cities indices is shown in Table 19. These markers were used to assess the extent 

to which the infrastructure sustainability rating tools cover areas identified as important to the 

development of sustainable cities and communities.  

Table 19. City Level Markers 

Theme Markers 

Economy, Employment & 

Education 

Literacy; education; skills development 

Economically active; employment rate 

Income levels; inequality; living wage 

GDP overall; per capita 

Ease of / cost of doing business 

Business innovation; entrepreneurial 

Logistics; commute / travel times 

Green economy; green jobs 

Health, Well-being & Access to 

Services 

Life expectancy; general health; active living 

Work-life balance; leisure 

Access to housing; affordability 

Mobility; PT; multi-modal 

Improved drinking water; access 

Sanitation; wastewater; access  

Poverty alleviation 

Social services especially for the vulnerable 

Community & Resilience 

Social and cultural diversity 

Safety and security 

Quality public spaces 

Air quality; particulates 

Art and culture; development and access 

Cultural and natural heritage preservation 

Natural hazards; preparedness and resilience 

User satisfaction with infrastructure 

Land use, Natural Resources & 

Pollution 

Productive land; food 

Green spaces 

Natural resource protection; ecosystems; no invasive species 

Water quality 
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Theme Markers 

Preserving non-renewables / virgin materials 

Complete neighbourhood; compact city (density; connected) 

Ambient noise; noise pollution 

Ambient light; light pollution 

Resource Use & GHG 

Emissions 

Energy use / reduction; efficiency 

Renewable energy use 

GHG emissions; reductions 

Waste management; divert from landfill 

Recycling; recovery 

Water efficiency 

Governance, Ethics & 

Participation 

Rule of law; civil & human rights 

Public / civic participation 

Gender equality  

Public Finance; Reserves 

Environmental policy; action plan 

Environmental justice 

Connected to global cities 

 

While the city marker set raised the focus from the project to the city level, the integrated and 

intergenerational aspects of what it means to deliver sustainability outcomes for society were 

not well covered in this set. To that end the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) were used as a secondary marker set to assess the sustainability scope of the 

rating tools against. These goals (Table 20) and their 169 targets focus on achieving positive 

economic, social and environmental outcomes at a national and global scale, and are 

interlinked and integrated in nature. Together the city and global marker sets provided a 

benchmark for analysing the sustainability scope of the rating tools. 

Table 20. Global Level Markers / SDGs (United Nations 2015) 

UN SDG Description No. of targets 

SDG 1 End poverty in all its forms everywhere 7 

SDG 2 

End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote 

sustainable agriculture 8 

SDG 3 Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages 13 

SDG 4 

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning 

opportunities for all 10 

SDG 5 Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls 9 

SDG 6 Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all 8 

SDG 7 Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all 5 

SDG 8 

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and 

productive employment and decent work for all 12 
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UN SDG Description No. of targets 

SDG 9 

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable 

industrialization and foster innovation 8 

SDG 10 Reduce inequality within and among countries 10 

SDG 11 Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable 10 

SDG 12 Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns 11 

SDG 13 Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 5 

SDG 14 

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for 

sustainable development 10 

SDG 15 

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, 

sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land 

degradation and halt biodiversity loss 12 

SDG 16 

Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide 

access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive 

institutions at all levels 12 

SDG 17 

Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership 

for sustainable development 19 

4.3.2 City level marker analysis 

The analysis against the city marker set (Figure 11) showed that rating tool indicators covered 

resource use and greenhouse gas emissions, land use and natural resources and community 

and resilience aspects well. However aspects related to governance and participation, 

economic activity and education, and health and access to social services were covered less 

well. Overall the rating tool indicators covered, to some degree, 62% of the sustainable city 

markers. 

 
Figure 11. City level markers addressed by the rating tools 

4.3.3 Global level marker analysis 

The analysis against the global marker set (Table 21) showed the rating tool credits cover 

outcomes related to inclusive, safe and resilient cities (SDG 11) the best, followed by the 

goals related to consumption and production, energy, climate change, water and resilient 
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infrastructure and sustainable industrialisation. Overall the rating tool indicators covered, at 

least to some degree, 17% of the global markers. 

Table 21. Global Level Markers addressed by the Rating Tools 

UN Sustainable Development Goals 
Rating Tool 

coverage 

SDG 1 End poverty in all its forms everywhere 0% 

SDG 2 

End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable 

agriculture 0% 

SDG 3 Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages 8% 

SDG 4 

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning 

opportunities for all 10% 

SDG 5 Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls 0% 

SDG 6 Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all 38% 

SDG 7 Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all 40% 

SDG 8 

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 

employment and decent work for all 17% 

SDG 9 

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization 

and foster innovation 38% 

SDG 10 Reduce inequality within and among countries 0% 

SDG 11 Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable 60% 

SDG 12 Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns 45% 

SDG 13 Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 40% 

SDG 14 

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable 

development 10% 

SDG 15 

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably 

manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and 

halt biodiversity loss 17% 

SDG 16 

Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide 

access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at 

all levels 8% 

SDG 17 

Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for 

sustainable development 0% 

4.3.4 Combined marker set analysis 

The combined results of the analysis are shown in Figure 12 which can be read in both 

directions. From top to bottom the coverage of sustainability in the rating tools connects to 

the sustainability markers at the city and the global levels. From bottom to top, the spread of 

factors considered important to developing a sustainable world for human society at a 

national and global level is reflected at the city level and at the infrastructure asset level. 

Analysis showed the rating tool indicators linked directly to about 62% of the sustainable city 

markers and 17% of the global / national markers. The colour coding reflects the categories 

covered by the tools and where they are linked at the city and global / national levels. The 

black text in the city and global marker sets are markers (or categories of markers) not 

covered by the rating tools, at least not directly. The city categories most strongly covered in 
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the rating tools are Resource use & GHG Emissions, Community & Resilience, and Land 

use, Natural Resources & Pollution. The UN SDGs most strongly covered in the rating tools 

are 11. Sustainable Cities and Communities and 12. Responsible Consumption and 

Production. The numeric results with each SDG, e.g. 5 / 11 for SDG 12, are the number of 

targets within that goal covered by the rating tool indicators. While SDGs 9, 6 and 7, all 

directly related to infrastructure, were covered to some extent by the rating tools the limited 

coverage highlighted gaps related to: access to affordable services; focus on sustainable 

infrastructure solutions; integrated approaches to infrastructure; infrastructure funding; and 

building capability in developing countries. Even areas such as employment and terrestrial 

ecosystems had low coverage across the rating tools. At the city level similar gaps were 

apparent in terms of sustainability markers related to Economy, Employment & Education 

and Health, Well-being & Access to Services and areas such as social and cultural diversity, 

productive land and food, gender equality, and connected and compact communities. 

The rating tool design tended to reward sustainability performance within the boundary of an 

asset’s construction or operations, rather than performance associated with the main purpose 

of the infrastructure asset. For example, improvement in water quality was rewarded under 

the rating tools in terms of management of run-off or other discharges to water, but ratings 

tools did not in the main award points to a project if the core purpose of the asset was to 

improve access to clean drinking water or improve sanitation for a community (key 

sustainability markers at city and global levels). Envision’s Quality of Life category gave 

some recognition to the purpose of a project and the CEEQUAL Project Strategy module 

(new in Version 5.1) started to assess the question of sustainability at a more societal level, 

however the major focus of the rating tools missed many areas highlighted as important at the 

city and national levels because of the limited focus on the asset’s end-purpose. Similarly 

transport projects which provided better access to social services or employment 

opportunities for vulnerable communities (key sustainability markers at the city and national 

levels) were not substantially differentiated from transport projects with other purposes even 

if they provided access routes to coal mines or placed a higher burden on vulnerable 

communities. 
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Colour key for asset level / tool indicators (used to show where evident at city & global levels)  

Blue: Management & governance 

Gold: People & community 

Purple: Climate & risk 

Green: Natural world  

Crimson: Physical resources & materials 
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Infrastructure Sustainability Rating Tools (100%)  

Project strategy / Project management; 

Leadership; Project requirements; 

Management & governance 

People & communities; People & place; 

Quality of life; Access & equity; Historic 

environment; Transport 

Climate & risk; climate change adaptation 

Ecology & biodiversity; Natural world; Land use & 

landscape; Environment & water; Emissions, 

pollution & waste; Water environment. 

Physical resources; Resource allocation; Materials 

& resources; Using resources; Pavement 

technologies; Construction activities 
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Sustainable Cities Indices (62%) 

Economy, Employment & Education (38%)  

Literacy; education; skills development 

Economically active; employment rate 

Income levels; inequality; living wage 

GDP overall; per capita 

Ease of / cost of doing business 

Business innovation; entrepreneurial 

Logistics; commute / travel times 

Green economy; green jobs 

Health, Well-being & Access to Services (25%)  

Life expectancy; general health; active living 

Work-life balance; leisure 

Access to housing; affordability 

Mobility; PT; multi-modal 

Improved drinking water; access 

Sanitation; wastewater; access  

Poverty alleviation 

Social services esp. for the vulnerable 

Community & Resilience (88%) 

Social and cultural diversity 

Safety and security 

Quality public spaces 

Air quality; particulates 

Art and culture; development and access 

Cultural and natural heritage preservation 

Natural hazards; preparedness and resilience 

User satisfaction with infrastructure 

Land use, Natural Resources & Pollution (88%) 

Productive land; food 

Green spaces 

Natural resource protection; ecosystems; no 

invasive species 

Water quality 

Preserving non-renewables / virgin materials 

Complete neighbourhood; compact city  

Ambient noise; noise pollution 

Ambient light; light pollution 

Resource Use & GHG Emissions (100%) 

Energy use / reduction; efficiency 

Renewable energy use 

Greenhouse gas emissions; reductions 

Waste management; divert from landfill 

Recycling; recovery 

Water efficiency 

Governance, Ethics & Participation (43%) 

Rule of law; civil & human rights 

Public / civic participation 

Gender equality  

Public Finance; Reserves 

Environmental policy; action plan 

Environmental justice 

Connected to global cities 
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 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (17%) 

1. No Poverty; 0/7 2. Zero Hunger; 0/8 3. Good Health & Well-

being for People; 1/13 

4. Quality Education 

1/10 

5. Gender Equality 

 0/9 

6. Clean Water & Sanitation 

3/8 

7. Affordable & Clean Energy; 

2/5 

8. Decent work & Economic 

Growth; 2/12 

9. Industry, Innovation & 

Infrastructure; 3/8 

10. Reduced Inequalities; 0/10 11. Sustainable Cities & 

Communities; 6/10 

12. Responsible 

Consumption & Production; 

5/11 

13. Climate Action; 2/5 14. Life Below Water; 1/10 15. Life on Land; 2/12 

16. Peace, Justice & Strong 

Institutions; 1/12 

17. Partnerships for the Goals  

0/19 

 

Figure 12. Assessment of rating tools against City and Global markers 
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4.3.5 Rating tools against the markers - key findings 

The marker analysis identified significant gaps between the sustainability scope of the 

infrastructure rating tools and aspects important to sustainability, infrastructure and society, 

and hence identified an opportunity to extend and develop the tools, and also highlighted a 

need for caution. As Boyle et al. suggest, such tools can “start with information and tasks that 

are very accessible, and then progressively offer opportunities for the users’ interactions to 

become deeper, for the types of knowledge and interpretation challenges to become more 

complex, for collective insights and outcomes to emerge” (Boyle et al. 2013, p. 187). At the 

same time there is a need to be wary of what gets labelled sustainable (Hurley 2009, Pope et 

al. 2004) in the infrastructure space and a need for transparency in reporting the actual 

outcomes connected to rating tool awards and certificates. 

4.4 Summary of Research Findings and Insights presented in this Chapter 

This chapter placed the rating tools in the big picture firstly by examining how civil 

infrastructure contributes to human and natural world systems, by recognising the multiple 

players associated with infrastructure development and use, and finally by assessing how well 

the tools addressed goals and issues identified as important to sustainability on a community 

and global scale. The purpose of the big picture analysis was to ensure the conclusions about 

the rating tools considered the need for them to respond to an evolutionary progression 

towards sustainability. The key findings from this chapter are: 

 The reach of the infrastructure rating tools can be significant in terms of the size and scale 

of civil infrastructure projects, their supply chain and their stakeholders, and of the 

impacts of civil infrastructure on how humans live their lives; 

 The rating tools contribute to the goals and challenges seen as important to the 

development of sustainable cities and communities, but gaps exist in what the tools 

address especially in aspects related to social and economic outcomes; 

 The rating tool assessment criteria focus more on individual project and asset impacts 

than on what the finished project or operating asset contributes to the community; 

 Rating tool coverage of factors society has defined as important to developing a 

sustainable world is limited, including coverage of areas directly related to infrastructure 

delivery. 

 

And the following insights were suggested: 
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 Rating tools would do well to link more explicitly to the system context within which 

they function if they are to be meaningful beyond the isolated asset and evolve as 

society’s response to the magnitude and urgency of the sustainability agenda evolves; 

 An explicit and consistent approach to mapping rating tools against the principles of 

sustainability and coverage of sustainability development markers would provide 

stakeholders with a more transparent picture of current gaps and future development 

needs of the tools. 

Having established the context of the infrastructure and sustainability and investigated how 

the rating tools fit within that context, in the next chapter the focus of the research narrows in 

on the development, design and content of the four rating tools in detail. 
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5. Analysis of Rating Tools – development, design and content 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter moves from the wider context within which the rating tools exist to a focus on 

the tools themselves. Having set the tools in context, in terms of the infrastructure system and 

sustainable development, this chapter provides data on the tool development process and a 

forensic analysis of the tools themselves. Rating tool research which investigates the internal 

design and workings of the tools, tends to analyse them at a particular point in time (Curz et 

al. 2012, Reith & Orova 2015, Veeravigrom et al. 2015). There is a danger therefore that the 

tools are seen as static with a particular design and range of features, gaps and issues. The 

tool development analysis, which provides further context for the tool analysis to follow, 

includes mapping of historic development and tool developer interviews. The tool design and 

content analysis compared and contrasted the selected infrastructure sustainability rating tools 

and identified common characteristics, tool biases and improvement opportunities with a 

particular focus on how the tools respond to issues raised in the literature. The analysis 

framework and method details are outlined in Chapter 3 and Figure 6. 

5.2 Rating Tool Design - summary 

A detailed description of the infrastructure sustainability rating tools examined within this 

research is presented in Section 2.5. Collectively the four tools cover all types of civil 

infrastructure assets, and infrastructure project life cycle phases from planning through to 

operations. Individual tools have their own specific biases, as illustrated in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13. Life cycle phases and infrastructure types covered – from the rating tool analysis 

 

5.3 Rating Tool Development Investigation 

5.3.1 Development patterns 

Figure 14 shows the development of the rating schemes and tools in terms of new version 

releases, the release of new tool types and the timing of first certified projects in a particular 

geography, from 2003 to 2015. In the twelve years since CEEQUAL was launched and the 

first projects certified, there had been three full version upgrades of CEEQUAL for Projects, 

the Term Contracts and International Projects versions were released and the first projects 

were certified in the UK, Republic of Ireland, Sweden and Hong Kong. A weighting exercise 

for Hong Kong was also undertaken, and in 2013 an International Manual with Hong Kong 

weighted scores was released. Greenroads released its first significant version upgrade 

(Version 2) in July 2015 and had at that time certified projects in the USA and Canada and 

completed pilot projects in New Zealand, South Africa, Taiwan and the United Arab 

Emirates. In 2015 Envision and IS were still on the first released versions of their project 

tool. By 2015 the Infrastructure Council of Australia had registered its first New Zealand 

projects and its first pilot projects for the Operations tool. It had also completed scoping 

studies for the development of Economic and Workforce Themes for the IS rating tool, 

planned for inclusion in a future version of the Infrastructure Sustainability tool.
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*Signifies first version available for certification 

Figure 14. Tool development timeline and milestones 
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Tool developers were realistic in the development and release of the tools for use, 

recognising not all aspects important to sustainability and infrastructure could be addressed in 

initial versions of their tool. The Envision scheme for example signalled that the first release 

covered planning and design, and the longer term aim was “a family of tools covering all 

phases of a project’s life cycle: planning, design, construction, operation, and deconstruction” 

(Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 2015b, p. 7). Greenroads stated: “Greenroads will 

change in the future as more information is gathered and new industry standard 

practices/rules are developed. This means new credits could be added, old ones removed, 

point values changed and certification levels adjusted and more” (Muench et al. 2011, p. 11). 

A similar sentiment was reflected in the IS manual section on “Updating the IS Rating Tool” 

(ISCA 2013). The data in Table 22, which outlines the changes included in CEEQUAL 

Version 5 and Greenroads Version 2, demonstrate how the tools evolved with the release of 

new versions to expand the sustainability scope of a rating tool or to incorporate new 

technology or thinking. 

Table 22. Rating tool version change examples 

CEEQUAL – Version 4 to Version 5  

(CEEQUAL Ltd 2013b, p. 1) 

Greenroads – Version 1.5 to Version 2  

(Greenroads International 2015b) 

 Re-organised and rebalanced - from 12 to 9 

categories; 

 New weighting exercise and rescoring across all 

questions; 

 Added optional Project Strategy theme which 

looks at the wider sustainability context and 

contribution of a project; 

 Better designed to accommodate marine / seabed 

and offshore projects. 

 Added a new category (Utilities & Controls) and 

renamed and reorganised other categories; 

 Removed specificity to pavements; 

 Increased focus on social impacts and 

community involvement (credits and project 

requirements); 

 New construction activity and environmental 

credits e.g. land use, contamination, labour, 

preferred alignment; 

 Expanded focus from roads to surface 

transportation. 

 

5.3.2 Development process and plans 

The interviews with representatives of the tool owners (and developers) provided information 

on the development process, future plans and the long term goal of the rating tools (see 

interview questions in Appendix A). These interviews confirmed development of the tools 

was ongoing with new versions being released every four to six years and planned for a 

number of years ahead, e.g. in 2015 tool developers were planning for new versions to be 

released in 2017 and 2018. Minor updates were released during these ‘between versions’ 

intervals to address identified corrections or to incorporate minor changes. In some cases 

supporting tools, e.g. guidelines for infrastructure investors or a performance dashboard, had 
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been released or were planned. The interview research identified a number of factors which 

influenced the focus of rating tool development: 

 An overall drive for continuous improvement; 

 Feedback on usability and credit achievability from people on projects; 

 Quantitative data gathered from tool use on certified projects, i.e. credits gained and 

outcomes achieved; 

 Keeping pace with end-users and the industry; 

 Response to the changing understanding of sustainability; 

 Research related to sustainability issues and solutions related to infrastructure; 

 Changes in regulation or industry focus relevant to the geographies the tools operate in; 

 Expanding coverage of aspects of an infrastructure project’s life cycle. 

Areas identified by the tools developers for future development included: 

 Tools for project stages not yet covered in the rating scheme: including operations and 

maintenance for rated projects and for existing assets, addressing planning and early 

design better, and addressing sustainability in asset management; 

 Better assessment and coverage of social, ethical and economic concerns; 

 Streamlining tools to help users complete the assessment more efficiently, and free up 

time to focus on driving outcomes rather than just rating performance; 

 Improved approaches for programmes of works; 

 Improved approaches for reporting on performance across a portfolio of projects or an 

infrastructure network;  

 Addressing materiality and project priorities better. 

Some of the areas for future tool development addressed weaknesses identified in the 

Literature Review (Table 10), such as limited coverage of social and economic issues and of 

some infrastructure life cycle phases. While the tool developer interviews indicated future 

plans for all tools, with new versions recently released or planned, the ultimate goal for rating 

tools as articulated by the developers suggested the tools were seen as a transitional 

intervention on the pathway to better infrastructure, rather than an end in themselves. The 

ultimate goal, as illustrated below in excerpts from the interviewee responses to Question 12, 

was seen as the integration of the sustainability practices and outcomes (driven by the tools) 
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into standard practice and a desire to use the data emerging from tool use to influence the 

organisations and industry involved in infrastructure development.  

The rating tool helps to build data on a project and then at the organisational and industry 

level. Ultimately leads to “big data” and the insights that can then provide. 

Ideally the existence of these tools (as we have seen with buildings) can raise the bar across 

the board. Would like to imagine a future when we don’t need rating tools anymore because 

we will be building better. And rating tools a way to help shorten the timeline to get there. 

Hopefully will achieve the ultimate goal of doing something more sustainable overall. 

Contributing to a healthier planet. 

A Holy Grail would be when all we consider important from a sustainability perspective is 

embedded into project methodology. Wouldn’t need a separate rating tool. 

(Source: Quotes from Tool Developer Interviews) 

5.4 Index Review – overall design 

The research presented in this section provides an overview and comparison of the workings 

of each scheme by examining the rating schemes in terms of spatial and temporal boundaries, 

themes and categories, the scoring system used and how the difference performance levels or 

awards were allocated. 

5.4.1 Spatial and temporal boundaries 

All four rating schemes focused at the asset level and the physical boundary of any evaluated 

project is agreed between the project team and the certifying body. As noted above, the four 

schemes assessed performance of capital projects (new build or refurbishment), with IS also 

assessing operating assets and CEEQUAL assessing maintenance and small works projects. 

For capital projects the final assessment is static with the assessment taking place at the end 

of the design and/or construction stage depending on the scheme used and the award type 

applied for. CEEQUAL, Envision and IS did not require assessment of the operating asset to 

retain certification, while Greenroads required some reporting during operations for retention 

of the award over time. IS’s pilot operations rating required revalidation every five years 

(ISCA). 
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The project ratings, while usually completed during design or construction, reached across 

the life cycle of the asset, forward to operations and decommissioning, backward to materials 

sourcing, manufacture and supply. Some credits within the tools reached beyond the physical 

boundary of the evaluated project e.g. CEEQUAL 9.1.1. Relationship to the transport 

network, Envision QL1.1 Improve community quality of life, Greenroads AE-3 Context 

sensitive solutions and IS Urb-1 Site and context analysis.  The detailed indicator analysis 

below showed each of the tools included indicators which considered the wider infrastructure 

system with Envision having the highest percentage of the indicators and CEEQUAL having 

the highest number. 

The research has explored how adequately rating schemes function across geographical 

boundaries – at the local level when considering urban or rural settings or different physical 

or socio-economic environments and at the global level when considering application in 

different countries (Diaz-Sarachaga et al. 2017, Fenner & Ryce 2008, Poveda & Lipsett 

2011b). To accommodate differences at a local level e.g. urban / rural or different biophysical 

environments, all four schemes allowed some flexibility around the credits selected by the 

project team, with the detail of how this flexibility applies varying with each tool. The rating 

schemes relied on the infrastructure owner, the project team and the verifying body to scope 

out (or not select in the case of Greenroads) non-applicable credits and identify those credits 

of particular focus or priority for the project. Sustainability aspects not covered by the rating 

tool but identified by those involved in the project, may be recognised through innovation or 

custom credits in Envision, Greenroads and IS or addressed outside of the rating process. In 

2016 the IS scheme introduced a materiality assessment process which allowed users to 

weight credits base on the project context (ISCA 2016). 

All the schemes originated in developed countries (UK, USA and Australia) and expansion of 

use was mainly in developed countries (the Republic of Ireland, Canada, New Zealand, Hong 

Kong and Sweden). CEEQUAL, for example, started in the UK and then extended tool use to 

the Republic of Ireland. In more recent years an international version of CEEQUAL was 

developed and has been used in Hong Kong and Sweden (see Chapter 7). In these new 

geographies a local weighting exercise recalibrated the allocated points against the current 

questions (or credits) to better reflect “the cultural values and environmental and social 

conditions in the locality of the project” (CEEQUAL Ltd 2012). ISCA released an 

international version of the Infrastructure Sustainability tool in September 2017 (ISCA 

website, accessed 5/4/2018). In October 2013, Greenroads concluded “projects in Canada and 
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New Zealand should be able to meet the standards presented in the Greenroads Manual v1.5 

with minimal to no extra effort to demonstrate compliance” (Greenroads Foundation 2013). 

The question of transferability of such tools designed for developed countries across the 

developing countries has been examined in studies of building and infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools (Diaz-Sarachaga et al. 2017, Ugwu & Haupt 2005) which found 

that social and economic needs, significant in developing countries, were underrepresented 

and underweighted by current tools. 

5.4.2 Themes and criteria 

The four rating tools followed a similar design, with each tool covering a range of 

sustainability categories or themes and within each category, credits which focus on specific 

performance areas. In this section the overall design of each tool is analysed and presented: 

the categories covered, the weightings assigned to each, the number of sub-categories, credits 

and points within each category and how performance levels within each credit are assigned. 

A comparative discussion and its implications follows. 

 
Figure 15. CEEQUAL - categories and their weightings (developed from tool analysis) 

 

CEEQUAL Version 5 had nine categories (Figure 15), 48 sub-categories and 179 

credits/questions sets, 72 of which were identified as mandatory i.e. could not be scoped out 

and affected a project score if not achieved. The maximum score was 5000 points. Each 

question set (equivalent to credits in the other tools) had a series of questions usually 
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addressing increased levels of performance. The Project Strategy category, introduced with 

Version 5, was optional, but once selected had a number of mandatory questions. CEEQUAL 

dealt with transport as a specific category acknowledging that all infrastructure projects have 

an impact on transport and the transport network; transport sub-categories included basic 

principles, operational transport, construction transport and minimising workforce travel. 

This approach was different from the three other tools. The CEEQUAL weightings shown in 

Figure 15 apply to the UK/Republic of Ireland. 

 
Figure 16. Envision - categories and their weightings (developed from tool analysis) 

 

Envision Version 2 had five categories (Figure 16), 14 sub-categories and 60 

credits/questions areas, including five innovation or exceed requirement credits – one for 

each category. No credits were identified as mandatory but when submitting for verification 

any omitted credits needed to be justified. The maximum score including the 36 bonus points 

for innovation or exceeding requirements was 845. Each Envision credit could have up to 

five performance levels: improved, enhanced, superior, conserving and restorative, with 

conserving defined as no negative impacts and restorative as contributing to the restoration of 

resources, ecological, economic, and social systems. The restorative performance level for 

the noise and vibration credit, for example, was described as “The project is designed to 

reduce ambient noise in the area. As a result of the project, noise levels in the community 

have been substantially reduced below previous levels, and at least to affected community 

noise objectives. Specifications set for noise and vibration during construction take into 

account community needs.” (Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 2015b). A total of 30 out 

of the 60 credits had a restorative level. The planning focus of the Envision rating tool was 

reflected across most categories but particularly in the Quality of Life and the Leadership 

categories as well as in the resilience aspects of the Climate and Risk category. The Envision 

weightings shown in Figure 16 apply to the USA and Canada. 
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Figure 17. Greenroads - categories and their weightings (developed from tool analysis) 

 

Greenroads Version 1.5 had seven categories (Figure 17) including the custom credits 

category and 48 credits/questions areas plus nine registered custom credits. The eleven 

Project Requirements were mandatory and needed to be completed. All other credits were to 

be considered as part of the assessment phase, however there was no formal scoping out 

exercise. The maximum score was 118 with 1-5 points per credit depending on the impact of 

credit outcomes and the project performance. Custom credits allowed for sustainability 

initiatives or performance improvements which fit within the scope of Greenroads and 

contribute to environmental and social benefits, but were not included in the current credit 

set. New versions of the tool were likely to absorb custom credits into the master set. For 

example with the release of Greenroads Version 2 in July 2015 CC-5: Electric Vehicle 

Infrastructure was revised and integrated into the new Utilities and Controls category as UC-

3: Electric Vehicle Infrastructure (Greenroads International 2015a). The Greenroads 

weightings shown in Figure 17 apply internationally. 
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Figure 18. Infrastructure Sustainability - categories and weighting (developed from tool analysis) 

 

Infrastructure Sustainability Version 1.0 had six categories including Innovation (Figure 18), 

15 sub-categories and 52 credits/questions areas. When using the tool for verification and 

possible certification, a scoping exercise was completed and non-applicable credits could be 

scoped out. The maximum score was 105. Each IS credit could have up to three performance 

levels: commended, excellent and leading. The IS weightings shown in Figure 18 apply to 

Australia. 
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Figure 19. The rating tools compared - categories and their weightings (developed from tool analysis) 

 

The four rating tools were similar in general design and workings and shared a number of 

categories. As illustrated in Figure 19, all tools include management and governance aspects 

(light blue), physical resources (bronze), ecology and the natural world (green), and people 

and communities (orange), with these aspects often covered across a number of categories. 

Climate adaptation and risk, a separate category for Envision, was covered as part of 

management and governance for CEEQUAL and IS. CEEQUAL’s Transport category had 

some overlap in other tools, but also contained some unique aspects. The custom credits and 

innovation categories (magenta) were separated out for Greenroads and IS but included in 

each category for Envision and hence not obvious in the comparison above. While it may be 

tempting to directly compare particular themes and their weightings across the tools, as per 

the examples provided in Table 23, the geographical weightings, the detail of where 

individual credits resided (e.g. the Pavement technologies and Construction activities 

categories in Greenroads both include credits related to physical resources), the differences in 

performance levels and the infrastructure type and life cycle stage covered by the tools 

suggest any such comparison must be undertaken with caution. 
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Table 23. Comparison of credits within categories 

Rating tool Physical resources 

categories 

Weighting 

within tool 

Management 

categories 

Weighting 

within tool 

CEEQUAL 
Physical resources – use 

and management 
24.3% Project management 10.9% 

Envision Resource allocation 22.5% Leadership 15% 

Greenroads Materials and resources 19.5% Project requirements 8.5% 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 
Using resources 23.3% 

Management & 

governance 
19.5% 

5.4.3 Scoring system and performance award levels 

The scoring systems and award levels adopted for formal certification by the rating tools are 

summarised in Table 24, with CEEQUAL, Envision and Greenroads each having four award 

levels and IS three. As the schemes focused on beyond compliance practices and performance 

the minimum award thresholds were relatively low with CEEQUAL, Envision and IS not 

dissimilar: 26% of points for CEEQUAL, 20% for Envision and about 24% for IS. 

Greenroads required all Project Requirements plus 30% of the Voluntary Credits for a bronze 

achievement, suggesting it may have a higher minimum award threshold, although this was 

not assessed in detail.  

Table 24. Rating tool approaches to scoring performance 

 

Rating Tool Scoring Approach Award Levels 
CEEQUAL 

(CEEQUAL Ltd 

2012) 

Project score is calculated as a 

percentage of all points within the 

scope agreed with the verifier in an 

initial scoping exercise. 

Pass: 26-40% applicable points 

Good: 41-60% applicable points 

Very Good: 61-75% applicable points 

Excellent: >75% applicable points 

Envision 

(Institute for 

Sustainable 

Infrastructure 2015b) 

Project score is calculated as a 

percentage of all applicable points 

within the scope agreed with the 

verifier. 

Bronze: 20-29% applicable points 

Silver: 30-39% applicable points 

Gold: 40-49% applicable points 

Platinum: >50% applicable points 

Greenroads 

(Muench et al. 2011) 

Project score is calculated as the total 

number of voluntary and custom credit 

points.  

Project Requirements (PR) are 

mandatory. 

Bronze: 30-39% voluntary credits points  

Silver: 40-49% voluntary credits points 

Gold: 50-59% voluntary credits points 

Evergreen: >60% voluntary credits points 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

(ISCA 2013) 

Project score is calculated based on 

credits and performance levels 

achieved.   

If any credits are scoped out (the 

initial scoping exercise) the points per 

credit and level are recalculated to 

make a total of 105. 

Commended: 25-49 points 

Excellent: 50-74 points 

Leading: 75-105 points 
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As illustrated in Figure 20 the top-level thresholds appeared similar for CEEQUAL (greater 

than 75%), IS (75 points and above) and Greenroads (Project Requirements plus greater than 

60% Voluntary Credits). Envision on the other hand awarded its top level of Platinum for 

50% and over. This analysis reinforced that direct comparisons between tool awards and 

ratings must be handled with caution however, given the differences in credit details, total 

number of points, performance levels and weightings. 

 
Figure 20. The rating tools - award levels and their related % score (developed from tool analysis) 

Note: CEEQUAL, Envision and IS percentages apply to the credits identified within scope and Greenroads percentages 

apply to all VC points (no credits are scoped out).  

It is unlikely the rating scheme designers considered the maximum score to be achievable due 

to potential trade-offs between credits, affordability of initiatives and the differences in 

project context. CEEQUAL noted, for example: “It is highly unlikely that a 100% score can 

be achieved due to conflicting environmental or social issues and criteria in the Assessment” 

(CEEQUAL Ltd 2013a, p. 8), and similarly Greenroads: “It is likely that no project will be 

able to achieve all of the Voluntary Credits” (Muench et al. 2011, p. 12). The top 

performance levels for Envision were ambitious especially at the Restorative level and it was 

unlikely these levels be achieved across multiple credits by a single project. As with the green 

building schemes, as new versions of the infrastructure tools were released, the thresholds for 

performance and award levels were likely to be higher, with credit requirements reflecting 

changes in regulatory minimum requirements and new performance baselines (illustrated in 

Chapter 5). 

Overall the tools cover similar sustainability categories and themes. While there are 

differences between the rating tools in terms of points assigned and weightings given, the use 
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of points and weightings is a practical way of bringing multiple and different criteria together 

within an assessment scheme. These observed differences do however raise questions of 

transparency, the management of complexity and the recognition of an integrated approach.  

5.5 Indicators – detailed tool content review 

The research presented here took the examination of the infrastructure sustainability rating 

tools one step further by focusing on the tools at the indicator level, examining the subject 

matter and reach of the indicators and the nature of those indicators. The ‘indicators’ in this 

analysis refers to the questions in CEEQUAL, the credits in Envision and IS, and the Project 

Requirements and Voluntary and Custom credits in Greenroads. These indicators measured 

and rewarded not just quantitative or prescribed outcomes but also the implementation of 

plans, practices and technologies that could lead to or enable improved performance from an 

economic, environmental and/or social perspective. This analysis followed similar 

approaches taken by Curz (2012), Reith and Orova (2015) and Shaw et al. (2012), and 

examined the rating tools in relation to one another through a comparative review.  

5.5.1 Rating tool coverage - sustainability topics 

The topic analysis (see Appendix G for analysis table sample) investigated sustainability 

topic coverage for each tool in detail by mapping categories, sub-categories and credits from 

the four tools in relation to one another. The aim was to analyse what was covered and not 

covered in the tools and to identify and comment on any differences. CEEQUAL was used as 

the baseline, as it had the most categories and subcategories of the four tools (and 179 

indicators in total) and had been in use the longest (since 2003). Where topics were covered 

by other tools but not in CEEQUAL this was noted. Analysis focused at the indicator level 

with limited analysis of the performance level requirements within the indicators as these can 

vary significantly between tools and were difficult to compare. The analysis results are 

presented by tool and then key findings and conclusions briefly presented. 

CEEQUAL 

Most indicator topics covered by CEEQUAL were covered by Envision and IS in a general 

sense, and by Greenroads in relation to roadway projects. Differences of note were:  

 Transport – CEEQUAL dealt with Transport as a separate topic, whether the project was 

transport related or not. Credits 9.1-9.4 assessed how infrastructure projects interfaced to 
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the transport system and the decisions that infrastructure owners made to support this 

interface; 

 Innovation – CEEQUAL did not allocate specific credits for innovations, unlike the three 

other rating schemes, although it did reference innovation within some of its credits; 

 Project role – CEEQUAL targeted its questions at particular players within the project 

team (e.g. client, designer, constructor or whole team) and often included separate 

requirements for the different project phases. While the other tools covered activities 

occurring in different project phases the specific focus on roles is unique to CEEQUAL; 

 Marine projects – CEEQUAL Version 5 made specific mention of seabed and marine 

projects within the Water credits.  Other generic tools, Envision and IS, have not make 

this type of distinction. 

Envision 

Most indicator topics covered by Envision were also covered by the other tools in a general 

sense. Differences of note were: 

 Planning – Envision’s focus on the planning phase of a project resulted in a number of 

aspects not addressed by the others tools e.g. QL1.2 Stimulate sustainable growth and 

development; LD2.2. Improve infrastructure integration; LD3.2 Address conflicting 

regulations and policies; 

 Risk and resilience – as well as climate risk which was addressed by CEEQUAL and IS, 

Envision covered other types of risks e.g. siting a project on hazardous terrain (NW1.6) 

and questions of resilience such as earthquakes and resource scarcity (CR2.2 – CR2.5); 

 Construction phase – while a number of Envision credits would influence the construction 

phase there were no specific measures for construction phase practices or performance 

such as community satisfaction or energy use during construction; 

 Environmental or social performance in contracts – there was no credit for specifying 

environmental or social performance in contracts as in CEEQUAL, although the Envision 

Manual suggested contract specifications could be used to achieve performance in a 

number of areas. 

Greenroads 

Most topics covered by Greenroads were covered by the other tools in a generic sense, and a 

number of topics covered by the other tools were not covered in Greenroads. Differences 

were: 
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 Road-specific credits – some credits within the Greenroads scheme had no real equivalent 

in the other schemes e.g. PR-9 Pavement management system; EW-4 Stormwater cost 

analysis; AE-4 Traffic emissions reduction (specifically congestion pricing); 

 Quality management – Greenroads included two credits which focus on quality 

management (PR-4 Quality Control Plan; CA-1 Quality Management Systems). This 

topic was not covered by the other three tools; 

 Greenroads did not cover the final project’s contribution to sustainable living / quality of 

life, which was specifically addressed by CEEQUAL and Envision; 

 Climate change risk and adaptation – this was not addressed as a specific credit; 

 Stakeholders – there was a limited focus on stakeholders in the Greenroads credits. The 

Greenroads tool did acknowledge the role of stakeholders in making decisions related to 

sustainability (Muench et al. 2011, p. 21), but did not address it with specific credits; 

 Environmental or social performance in contracts – there was no specific credit for 

specifying environmental or social performance in contracts, however, as with Envision, 

the guidance manual suggested this approach could be used to achieve sustainability 

outcomes in a number of areas; 

 Land use – there were no specific credits on land use or site selection; 

 Contamination and remediation – there was no specific credit for contamination.  

However contamination and remediation was referenced in PR-1 Environmental Review 

Process, PR-6 Waste Management Plan, MR-3 Earthworks balance and EW-6 Habitat 

restoration; 

 Flood risk – there was no specific credit for flood risk. But flood risk was referenced in 

PR-8 Low-impact development, EW-2 Runoff flow control and PT-2 Permeable 

pavement; 

 Heritage – heritage was addressed in AE-9 Cultural Outreach, but the focus limited in 

comparison to the other tools; 

 Energy and Carbon on site – the relevant credit (CA-4) focused on the use of biofuels 

rather than reductions generally and workforce travel planning was not included; 

 Water use on site – there was no specific credit for recycling water or use of non-potable 

water, with the relevant credit (CA-7) focusing on water use tracking. 

Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) 

There was no sustainability topic covered by IS that was not covered by the other tools and IS 

had similar indicator coverage to CEEQUAL. One difference of note was IS did not cover the 
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final project’s contribution to sustainable living / quality of life, which was specifically 

addressed by CEEQUAL and Envision. 

Key findings / conclusions 

The four rating tools had more similarities than differences in terms of the topics covered at 

the indicator level, and where differences existed these were often addressed in future 

versions of the tools (as highlighted in Chapter 5), e.g. a number of gaps identified in 

Greenroads Version 1.5 were addressed in Version 2 (released in July 2015). Differences in 

tool coverage were mainly associated with the life cycle stages addressed by the tools and the 

generic versus specific distinction. The focus on completed project outcome as addressed by 

CEEQUAL and Envision raised the important question of how the tools assess whether 

infrastructure projects were contributing to “doing the right thing” as well as doing things 

right. 

5.5.2 Rating tool coverage – systems focus and triple bottom line 

The analysis in this section considered tool indicator coverage across two further dimensions: 

1) the extent to which the tool indicators (and therefore potential sustainability impact) 

extended their reach beyond the project to the wider system, and 2) the extent of coverage 

across the triple bottom line. Definitions applied in the analysis are shown in Table 25 and 

Table 27. A summary of the analysis results are presented below, with detailed results in 

Appendix H.  

Table 25. Definitions for systems coverage for indicator analysis 

Term used Definition 
Individual element* Focus is on an individual feature or element within the project. Narrow focus rather 

than whole of project or systems focus (as described). 
Systems within* Systems-based measurement is on the scale of whole [infrastructure] systems, not 

individual features. Systems-based measurement accounts for interactions and 

synergies among subsystems that comprise the system as a whole as well as between 

and among the human stakeholders who interact with them.  Within the boundary of 

the project. 
Systems without* Where the indicator goes beyond the project boundary with a focus on interfaces with 

the wider society and environment. Examples are: transport network considerations; 

contribution to sustainable living / community liveability; contribution to industry 

learning and development. 

*Definitions adapted from Pearce and Kleiner (2013) 

 

Pearce and Kleiner (2013) suggested a focus by rating tools on the system rather than on an 

individual project elements reflected a more sophisticated approach to sustainability 

assessment. The systems coverage analysis results (Table 26) showed the degree to which the 
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infrastructure rating tool indicators focused on individual elements of design or construction 

e.g. the use of a specific material or introduction of a particular technology, on the project as 

a whole e.g. energy use or community engagement, or beyond the project to the wider 

system. 

Table 26. Systems coverage - weighted results 

  Individual System within System without 

CEEQUAL 

No. of indicators 18.6 121 39.4 

Percentage 10% 68% 22% 

Envision 

No. of indicators 0 38.6 16.4 

Percentage 0% 70% 30% 

Greenroads 

No. of indicators 13.6 33.2 10.3 

Percentage 24% 58% 18% 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

No. of indicators 0 45.3 5.7 

Percentage 0% 89% 11% 

Note: Envision and IS totals excluded innovation credits as they were hard to classify; Greenroads totals included defined custom credits. 

The research identified tool indicators across the four tools focused predominantly at the 

whole project (system within) level, with IS being highest by percentage (89%) and 

CEEQUAL by number of indicators (121). Greenroads had a higher percentage of individual 

element indicators (24%), likely due to its specific roadway focus. In terms of number 

CEEQUAL has the most indicators (39.4) which focus beyond the project and Envision has 

the highest percentage (30%). 

As indicated in the literature review (Boyle et al. 2013, Kennedy et al. 2011, Vaillancourt et 

al. 2012) and explored in Chapter 4, the important challenges of sustainability and 

infrastructure related to the infrastructure system and the interconnectedness of different 

components rather than the design and construction of individual assets. All four schemes 

acknowledged they operated at the project level and focused at particular life cycle stages. 

The above analysis indicated that all schemes did extend with some credits beyond the 

immediate project boundary, with Envision and CEEQUAL highlighting more coverage was 

possible through a strong focus at the planning phase of projects, or by introducing credits 

that required tool users to ask the beyond project boundary questions. 
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Table 27. Definitions for triple bottom line (TBL) coverage analysis 

Term used Definition 
Economic** Economic indicators relate to the economic impacts (and aspects) of a development, 

which include aspects such as the economic value of the infrastructure and the impact 

on economic well-being or development. 

Environment** Environmental indicators relate to the environmental impacts (and aspects) of a 

development.  These include the use of resources and the production of waste, odours, 

noise and harmful emissions to land, water and air. 

Social** Social indicators relate to the social impacts (and aspects) of a development, which 

include effects on such things as cultural value and aspects related to the satisfaction, 

equity and health of the users. 

Other 

management** 

These indicators do not specifically address economic, environmental and/or social 

aspects. They related to management processes which create an enabling environment 

for sustainability action. E.g. A quality control plan; ISO9001 certification. 

**Definitions adapted from Reith and Orova (2015) 

 

The triple bottom line analysis (see Table 28 and Figure 21) assessed the extent to which the 

tool indicators addressed environmental, economic and/or social aspects of a project’s 

performance. This analysis was similar to that completed by Curz (2012) on roading 

infrastructure tools and Reith and Orova (2015) on neighbourhood rating tools. Where 

indicators had an impact in two or more areas they were counted as such, e.g. noise and 

vibration were counted as environmental and social indicators; waste reduction was counted 

as economic and environmental. All tool indicators were included in the analysis: 

performance improvement indicators (e.g. increased local employment; reduced greenhouse 

gas emissions; habitat restoration; safer users) as well as those focused on processes, plans 

and initiatives that supported environmental, economic and/or social improvements. This 

analysis provided an indication of where the tools encouraged project teams to invest time 

and effort in terms of sustainability, and where they therefore influenced a team’s 

understanding of sustainability and the balance of sustainability outcomes achieved. 

Table 28. TBL coverage analysis results (weighted) 

  Economic Environmental Social Eco/Env/Soc 

CEEQUAL 
No. of indicators 66.9 145.2 82.9 21.3 

Percentage 37% 81% 46% 12% 

Envision 
No. of indicators 32.9 44.7 29.5 12.9 

Percentage 60% 81% 54% 23% 

Greenroads 
No. of indicators 18.5 48.0 19.7 2.8 

Percentage 32% 84% 35% 5% 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

No. of indicators 26.4 42.4 25.9 12.4 

Percentage 52% 83% 51% 24% 
Note: Envision and IS totals excluded innovation credits as these are hard to classify; Greenroads totals included defined custom credits. 
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Figure 21. Rating tool TBL coverage – from indicator analysis 

 

Environmental aspects were highly represented in all tools, between 81 – 84%, as was 

generally observed in the research (Curz et al. 2012, Veeravigrom et al. 2015, Reith & Orova 

2015). Coverage of social aspects had more variation with the highest in Envision (54%) and 

lowest in Greenroads (35%), and IS and CEEQUAL with 51% and 46% respectively. Social 

aspects were most often present in indicators which also addressed environmental and/or 

economic aspects. Coverage of economic aspects varied and as with social aspects, these 

were most often present in indicators which also addressed other TBL aspects. Envision had 

relatively high coverage with 60% of indicators including economic aspects, and IS with just 

over 50%. 

5.5.3 Nature of rating tool indicators 

The indicator type analysis investigated how the rating tools guided the user, rather than what 

sustainability topics they cover. While some tools provided strong guidance on how to 

achieve certain outcomes through use of mainly prescriptive indicators, others defined the 

required outcomes using performance-based indicators and targets and expect users to 

determine how to get there (see definitions in Table 29). Detailed analysis results are in 

Appendix H. 

Table 29. Definitions for the nature of indicators analysis 

Term used Definition 
Prescriptive* These indicators measure implementation of a recommended practice. Prescriptive 

approaches allow easy interpretation of what is required to achieve a point, and 

straightforward verification of the action (did you do it or not?). E.g. use recycled 

water; develop a management plan; complete a stakeholder survey. 
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Term used Definition 
Prescriptive with 

targets 

A prescriptive indicator with specific targets, e.g. % of operational energy needs met 

by installing on-site renewables. 
Performance* Rather than specify a best practice or technology, performance-based indicators 

measure whether or not the solution meets or exceeds a threshold on some 

performance continuum representing the problem that a best practice is meant to 

address, e.g. overall reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. 
*Definitions adapted from Pearce & Kleiner (2013) 

 

Table 30. Indicator types analysis results (non-weighted) 

  Prescriptive 
Prescriptive with 

targets 
Performance 

CEEQUAL 
No. of indicators 160 19 19 

Percentage 89%  11% 

Envision 
No. of indicators 42 9 13 

Percentage 76%  24% 

Greenroads 
No. of indicators 55.5 19.5 1.5 

Percentage 97%  3% 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

No. of indicators 34 9 17 

Percentage 67%  33% 
Note: Envision and IS totals excluded innovation credits as these were hard to classify; Greenroads totals included defined custom credits. 

The analysis found a mix of prescriptive and performance indicators with some bias shown 

across the tools (Table 30). All four tools showed a predominance of prescriptive indicators 

reflecting their objective to provide practical guidance frameworks for improving 

sustainability performance. CEEQUAL was the most prescriptive in terms of number of 

indicators (160), and Greenroads in terms of percentage (97%). The IS tool had the highest 

percentage of performance-based indicators (33%) indicating a preference to set performance 

targets and allow project teams to identify how to achieve them. All performance indicators 

and some prescriptive indicators used measureable targets. Overall CEEQUAL and 

Greenroads leant towards a more prescriptive and guided approach and IS leant towards a 

performance-based approach, with Envision somewhere in between.  

5.5.4 Detailed tool content review - key findings 

Table 31. High level summary of tool design and content analysis  

CEEQUAL Envision Greenroads Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Step-by-step; incremental 

rewards 

Broad coverage of topics 

More prescriptive and 

process focus than 

performance-based 

Planning and design 

focus 

Strong on context and 

community  

Includes resilience and 

restorative actions 

Specific to roadway 

projects 

Less balanced across the 

triple bottom line 

Strongly prescriptive; 

outcome focused 

More balanced across 

triple bottom line 

Focus on performance-

based measures; less 

prescriptive 
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The research identified similarities and differences in terms of the design, content and 

functioning of the four rating tools (see Table 31 for summary). CEEQUAL had more 

categories and sub-categories than the other tools and covered a wide range of sustainability 

topics including some topics and approaches not covered by others, perhaps reflecting the 

length of time the tool had been in use. CEEQUAL focused more on environmental aspects 

of performance than economic and social, but did include indicators across the triple bottom 

line. It was more prescriptive than performance focused and used a step-by-step approach to 

rewarding performance. With the introduction of the Project Strategy category in Version 5, 

CEEQUAL introduced a focus on where the rated project fits in the wider system and how it 

contributes to sustainable living. Envision covered a similar range of topics as CEEQUAL 

and IS with additional areas related to resilience and planning. Overall Envision had a 

stronger focus on the system (infrastructure and community) within which a project operated 

and showed a greater level of balance across economic, environmental and social aspects. 

With its five performance levels, Envision sometimes took an issue further than the other 

tools by rewarding restorative action within and beyond the boundary of the project. Envision 

had a strong focus on outcomes, especially at its higher levels of performance. With the 

Envision tool focused at the planning and design phases of the project, specific measures and 

incentives for the construction phase were missing. The Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) tool 

had similar subject matter coverage to CEEQUAL and Envision but missed the holistic view 

of the project in the wider system. IS’s balance across the triple bottom line was greater than 

CEEQUAL and Greenroads but, as with all the tools, there was a predominant focus on 

environmental aspects. IS put a stronger focus on performance-based measures than the other 

tools, but still rewarded steps towards outcomes in a number of credits. Greenroads differed 

in a number of areas when compared to the other tools, due to its specific focus on roadways 

and its clear boundary at the level of the project. Some sustainability topics covered by the 

three generic tools were not as well covered by Greenroads and it was the least balanced 

across the triple bottom line. Greenroads was the most prescriptive of all the tools with a 

strong focus on specific outcomes. 

Each tool clearly had its own biases which illustrated differences in design and focus as well 

as particular strengths and weaknesses. What is clear from the analysis is that collectively the 

tools are able to address a wide and growing range of sustainability topics, encourage 

sustainability performance, quantitative targets and more sustainable practices, and 
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incorporate aspects which recognise the wider systems within which infrastructure projects 

exist. 

5.6 Additional Discussion and Findings 

This section discussed two further aspects identified as important to the objectives of the 

research – the extent to which tool design encouraged innovation and the adoption of new 

thinking and technologies, and how the tools addressed transparency in terms of what gets 

defined and reported as a sustainable project. 

5.6.1 Incorporating new thinking / technologies 

A particular focus of the research was to identify how the rating tools evolve and incorporate 

new learning. The tool analysis showed the four schemes incorporated new thinking and new 

technologies in a number of ways: through releasing new versions of the tool, using 

performance-based rather than prescriptive indicators and allocating specific points for 

innovation. A new tool version could incorporate new thinking and technologies by 

introducing new credits or updating existing ones, addressing further life cycle aspects, 

adding new categories or redesigning the scheme. The use of performance-based rather than 

prescriptive indicators could incorporate new thinking and technologies by encouraging 

project teams to achieve targets in a variety of ways e.g. using a new technology or 

redesigning an asset to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Those tools with more 

performance-based indicators, i.e. Envision and IS, were better placed in this regard. Another 

approach to incorporating new thinking and technologies was the use of ‘innovation’ credits. 

Envision, Greenroads and IS allocated credits for the use of new technologies or thinking not 

covered by the current version of the tool: IS had a separate category for innovation; 

Greenroads allowed for Custom Credits which included innovations; and Envision had bonus 

points within each category for innovation or exceeding specified performance thresholds. 

CEEQUAL did not allocate separate innovation points, but has some questions on innovation 

within particular categories (e.g. 3.1.2 Innovative solutions for nuisance mitigation) and 

sometimes references innovative approaches within the question set (e.g. 4.1.4 references the 

use of innovative technologies for remediation).  
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5.6.2 Transparency  

Transparency has been identified as an important principle in sustainability measurement and 

assessment (Pintér et al. 2012). Hurley (2009) called for greater transparency and a deeper 

understanding of what sustainability assessment schemes deliver. Others highlighted the 

danger of rating tool scores masking underlying sustainability issues or low levels of 

performance in material sustainability areas (Ainger & Fenner 2014, Bryce et al. 2017). The 

researcher found data and information about the rating schemes and their use was openly 

available via websites and associated online resources. From this perspective there was a high 

level of transparency on tool design and content. However without some analysis, it can be 

challenging for infrastructure owners and tool users to know how comprehensively the rating 

tools cover sustainability issues of importance to infrastructure assets and systems generally, 

or to a particular project or network context in particular. Transparency of project results 

varied amongst schemes, with all four including some level of reporting for certified projects 

on their websites (explored further in Chapter 7).  

5.7 Summary of Research Findings and Insights presented in this Chapter 

This chapter provided information and insights on the development of the rating tools drawn 

from publically available information on tool websites and in technical manuals, and from 

interviews with representatives of the CEEQUAL, Envision, Greenroads and Infrastructure 

Sustainability organisations. The chapter also presented results on the internal design and 

detailed content of the four infrastructure sustainability rating tools by undertaking a 

comparative review, which included a comparison of themes and criteria, and a detailed 

analysis of tool indicators. Particular attention was paid to how tools incorporated innovation 

and addressed transparency. The key findings from this chapter are: 

 The rating tools evolve and change over time with new versions released to market every 

4 – 6 years; 

 Multiple factors influenced tool development including an evolving understanding of 

sustainability, developments in sustainability-related technologies and solutions, 

performance data and user feedback from projects using the tools, industry issues and 

thinking, and political and regulatory context; 

 Tool development moved with the industry and at the same time aimed to raise the bar. 

Future plans for tool development showed an awareness of known weaknesses in the 
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tools e.g. extended coverage across project life cycle stages, increased coverage of social 

and economic issues, greater focus in materiality; 

 Tool owners recognised the ultimate goal of the rating tools as creating a change in how 

sustainability challenges and requirements were addressed by the infrastructure industry. 

The tools were seen as a transition vehicle to keep raising the bar and to catalyse change; 

 The four rating tools were similar in general design and workings and covered a number 

of common sustainability categories. While bias existed in each tool, the rating tools 

collectively cover all types of civil infrastructure assets and projects, and asset life cycle 

phases from planning through to operations. 

And the following insights were suggested: 

 Tools biases illustrated differences in design and focus as well as particular strengths and 

weaknesses, and reinforced greater transparency in tool content and coverage (what’s 

included as well as what is not included from a sustainability viewpoint) would enhance 

their usability and credibility. There is currently no internationally accepted standard for 

benchmarking the infrastructure sustainability rating tools in terms of their coverage of 

relevant issues and impact areas, for identifying known gaps and limitations and for 

tracking progress towards more comprehensive sustainability coverage; 

 This forensic analysis of the tools showed that collectively the tools are able to address a 

wide and growing range of sustainability topics, encourage sustainability performance, 

quantitative targets and more sustainable practices, and incorporate aspects which 

recognise the wider systems within which infrastructure projects exist. 

The tool development analysis highlighted the evolving nature of the rating tools, and 

emphasised the opportunity to improve and extend tool coverage as knowledge and 

technologies evolved. The detailed examination of the tool content provided insight into 

similarities, differences and biases and identified further opportunities to enhance tool 

coverage and use. In the next chapter the focus moves to analysis of tool application and 

project performance. 
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6. Analysis of the Rating Tools - performance assessment 

6.1 Introduction  

In this chapter the focus of the research moves from rating tool content and design to 

infrastructure project performance when applying the tools. This adds a further dimension to 

the investigation into how the rating tools can contribute. The research looked firstly at how 

selected sustainability practices and results were guided, assessed and rewarded by the four 

rating tools, and secondly at how the practices and outcomes of a completed infrastructure 

project were assessed and rewarded (see detailed method in Chapter 3).  The objective of this 

aspect of the research was to analyse how the rating tools recognise project performance, to 

identify similarities and differences in application and results, and to consider the impacts the 

results of this analysis would have on the use of the rating tools to deliver improved 

sustainability outcomes. 

6.2 Performance – credit-based scenarios 

The scenario analysis examined how sustainability practices and outcomes achieved on 

infrastructure projects were assessed by the rating tools. Scenarios 1 – 6 analysed results for a 

specific practice or outcome related to one sustainability aspect, and Scenario 7 analysed 

results for a range of practices and outcomes related to a particular sustainability concern. 

Finally the results of the seven scenarios were combined to provide initial insight into project 

level performance and award thresholds. For detail on the tool credits matching each scenario 

see Appendix I. 

6.2.1 Scenario 1 - Sustainability management 

Practices: Sustainability policy and management plan developed and signed off by the 

management team.  Regular audits undertaken against the plan. 
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Figure 22. Sustainability Management scenario – % points achieved by rating tool 

 

Rating scores for this scenario ranged from 1.6 – 4% (Figure 22). This scenario was scored 

similarly by the three generic tools – CEEQUAL, Envision and IS. Greenroads did not 

reward the development of a project sustainability policy and management plan per se, but 

did give points for an accredited Environmental Management Plan. The scenario scored full 

points for the applicable credits in CEEQUAL and Envision but could have scored further 

points in the IS credits for use of an accredited IS professional, for external reporting and for 

community participation in the management review process. 

6.2.2 Scenario 2 – Waste minimisation 

Practices: Waste management plan has been developed. 95% of construction waste was 

diverted from landfill (excluding hazardous waste) through minimisation and reuse. 

 
Figure 23. Waste minimisation scenario - % points achieved by rating tool 
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Rating scores for this scenario ranged from 1.3 – 5.43% (Figure 23). Scored credits focused 

on waste management planning, target setting, and levels of materials reused on site and of 

waste diverted from landfill. Greenroads rewarded the highest score for the scenario although 

the Pavement Reuse credit applied on brownfield projects only. IS required auditing of waste 

management, tracking, handling and disposal to achieve full points. 

6.2.3 Scenario 3 - Local employment 

Practices: 70% of the workforce during the construction phase of the project is local. 10% 

come from unskilled or disadvantaged groups. 

 
Figure 24. Local Employment scenario - % points achieved by rating tool 

 

Rating scores for this scenario ranged from 0 – 2% (Figure 24) with a range of approaches 

across the tools. Envision was the only tool which specifically rewarded the practices 

outlined with additional points available for initiatives which delivered long term outcomes. 

CEEQUAL rewarded use of local firms and IS rewarded the scenario under Community 

Health and Well-being, provided local employment was a priority issue. Greenroads had no 

credit covering this scenario in Version 1.5 but introduced points for skills development and 

employment in Version 2. 

6.2.4 Scenario 4 - Climate change risk / adaptation 

Practices: A climate change risk assessment is completed and all high risks for the project 

are mitigated. 
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Figure 25. Climate change risk scenario - % points achieved by rating tool 

 

Rating scores for this scenario ranged from 0 – 3.67% (Figure 25). Envision and IS similarly 

rewarded development of a climate risk assessment and specified adaptation measures. IS 

awarded further points for the optimisation of scale and timing of measures considered and 

elimination of high priority residual climate risks. CEEQUAL rewarded the development of a 

risk assessment and adaptation strategy. Greenroads did not reward climate change risk 

assessment and adaptation in Version 1.5 but this changed in Version 2. All tools included 

credits which rewarded practices related to flood risk (not counted in this analysis). 

6.2.5 Scenario 5 – Historical / Heritage 

Practices: A baseline heritage assessment is completed. There is a significant but dilapidated 

historical building on the project site which is relocated, made safe and secured for future 

restoration. An expert is involved in assessment and decision-making. The project team works 

with the local community during the process. A story about the building is published. 
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Figure 26. Historical scenario - % points achieved by rating tool 

 

Rating scores for this scenario ranges from 0.8 – 4.8% (Figure 26). CEEQUAL, Envision and 

IS rewarded baselines studies, stakeholder and expert involvement and subsequent responses 

related to heritage assets. Greenroads rewarded this scenario to some extent in AE-9 Cultural 

Outreach, although to achieve full points a specified expenditure was required. 

6.2.6 Scenario 6 - Urban design 

Practices: The design team works with the local community to reflect cultural heritage in the 

project. This results in visual design aspects which reflect local history and stories. 

 
Figure 27. Urban Design scenario - % points achieved by rating tool 

 

Rating scores for this scenario ranged from 0 – 1.6% (Figure 27). As with some of the other 

scenarios, further points could be earned for these practices from more generic areas related 
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to community involvement. IS credits specifically target urban design, while CEEQUAL and 

Envision focus more broadly on landscape, visual and local character. Greenroads has related 

credits for Context Sensitive Solutions, Scenic Views and Cultural Outreach, but none of 

these specifically reward the scenario as described. 

6.2.7 Scenario 7 - Greenhouse gas emissions 

Practices: Greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) reduction across the project life cycle. 

 Energy / design and materials selection: 30% GHG reduction achieved to final 

project design through reductions in material use and selection of low carbon 

materials e.g. fly ash in cement, and transportation of materials.  

 Energy / construction: Biodiesel used in some construction plant and 25% reduction 

in predicted energy use on site. 

 Energy / operations: LED lights with predicted saving of 40% GHG emissions over 

10 years. 

Assumptions: No renewable energy sources installed for the project and grid electricity is 

from non-renewable sources. Brownfield site and no land clearance. 20% of total materials 

from recycled products and 60% of materials from within an 80 km radius of project. No 

project-related GHG reductions from pedestrians, cyclists, public transport or disassembly. 

 
Figure 28. Greenhouse Gas Emissions scenario - % points achieved by rating tool 

 

Scenario 7 differed from the previous scenarios by focusing on an overall impact area 

(greenhouse gas emissions) and a wider range of related practices and outcomes. Rating 
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scores for this scenario ranged from 4.4% – 11.4% (Figure 28). All four rating tools rewarded 

practices and outcomes which addressed greenhouse gas emission measurement, management 

and reduction in terms of embodied emissions, construction activities and operations-related 

emissions. There was some difference in approach between Greenroads and the generic tools 

with more specific practices being rewarded by Greenroads e.g. use of biofuel and LED 

lighting, and more overarching approaches being rewarded by CEEQUAL, Envision and IS. 

6.2.8 Combined scenario results 

As a way of illustrating how differences in performance scoring could affect a final project 

rating, the results from the seven scenarios were combined (Figure 29). The same project 

practices and levels of performance resulted in different percentage scores across the four 

tools. 

 
Figure 29. Sustainability practice performance scenarios combined 

 

These combined practices would gain a Commended rating with the Infrastructure 

Sustainability tool (Figure 30). For the other three tools additional effort would be required to 

cross the award threshold with Envision being about 2.1% (or 18 points) away from Bronze. 

For Greenroads, in addition to the scenario practices, a further nine Project Requirements 

(PRs) would need to be completed to gain a Bronze rating, with only two PRs covered within 

the scenarios. 
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Figure 30. Combined scenarios points mapped against tool award levels 

6.2.9 Credit-based scenarios - key findings 

The scenario analysis illustrated similarities and difference between the tools in terms of how 

sustainability performance was rewarded. For some tools specific and prescribed practices 

were required to gain points (as identified in Chapter 5), while for others specified 

performance thresholds were required. In some scenarios both approaches were evident in the 

one tool. CEEQUAL rewarded practices incrementally with points allocated at each step, 

whereas Envision and IS bundled a number of practices into each specified performance 

level. Greenroads, as observed earlier, tended to be more prescriptive in terms of credits and 

credit requirements, and in three out of the seven scenarios that resulted in a nil score. IS 

awarded the highest or second highest comparative score for all seven scenarios. Other 

factors which influenced the differences in percentage results included the difference in total 

possible points i.e. CEEQUAL (5000), Envision (845), Greenroads (118) and IS (105), topics 

covered in some tools not covered by others e.g. the Transport section in CEEQUAL and the 

resilience aspects of Envision, and the differences in the credit performance levels between 

the tools, especially Envision’s restorative level.  
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6.3 Performance – whole project assessment 

 
Figure 31. Newmarket Viaduct Replacement Project (image courtesy of the NZ Transport Agency) 

 

In this section the results of rating tool assessments of a New Zealand-based case study 

project, the Newmarket Viaduct Replacement Project (Figure 31 and Table 32), are 

presented. This whole project analysis examined how each of the tools would assess the 

sustainability performance of the Newmarket Viaduct Replacement Project (“the Project”), 

thus adding to the results from scenario analysis above. The analysis methodology and a 

detailed description of the Project are provided in Chapter 3, and a sample of the detailed 

analysis table is provided in Appendix C.  

Table 32. Newmarket Viaduct Replacement Project - overview 

Project Element Description 

Project type State Highway viaduct replacement project 

Project owner New Zealand Transport Agency 

Project location Newmarket, Auckland, New Zealand – busy urban centre; over 160,000 vehicles 

per day travelled on the viaduct. 

Project rationale Seismic strengthening and improved safety and noise reduction. Easing congestion. 
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The assessments of the Project are presented by individual tool first, followed by a 

comparison of the results from all four tools. The individual assessments include a number of 

components aimed at illustrating and comparing how the tools assess the sustainability of a 

project: 

1. Summary of category scores for the Project, including which credits were scoped out, 

and which areas scored zero points; 

2. A chart showing the rating tool scores achieved by the Project and the gap between 

the Project score and the top possible score (result gap); 

3. The Award Level achieved e.g. Very Good, Silver or Leading, and information on 

how close the project assessment came to the next possible Award Level. 

The assessments also include two lists of additional practices suggested by the rating tool 

framework, which if implemented could have increased the rating score. These lists illustrate 

how rating tool assessment could potentially drive further project action in terms of 

sustainability practices. The first list describes relatively easy-to-implement practices, which 

could drive small sustainability wins. The second list describes more advanced or challenging 

actions, which demand a higher level of project engagement and/or investment to implement. 

6.3.1 CEEQUAL 

CEEQUAL awarded the highest level of points to the Project. As Figure 32 illustrates, 

CEEQUAL awarded between 74% and 100% of applicable points in all categories except 

Physical Resources, where it awarded 39%. Three question sets were fully scoped out and 

fourteen partially scoped out. Three applicable questions sets in the Physical Resources 

category scored no points. 
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Figure 32. Assessed project scores using CEEQUAL 

 

The relatively high overall score reflected the design of CEEQUAL which has more 

categories, sub-categories and detailed question sets plus topics not covered by the other 

tools. Analysis on tool indicators (Chapter 5), showed CEEQUAL was more prescriptive than 

performance focused and had the lowest percentage of quantitative targets. CEEQUAL 

assessed the Project near the top of its Very Good range - 52 points below Excellent, the 

award level achieved by about 70 percent of CEEQUAL certified projects (see case study 

results in Chapter 7). Some relatively low cost practices which would extend performance of 

the Project over the Excellent threshold include: 

 Consideration of advanced works for landscaping (31 pts); 

 Assessment of surplus material and practices to limit waste (23 pts); 

 Focus on selection and maintenance of construction plant (9 pts); 

 Review of renewable and/or low carbon energy opportunities (6 pts); 

 Review of opportunities for low-VOC (volatile organic compound) materials and 

specified reductions (up to 12 pts); 

 Extending the life cycle assessment (LCA) beyond carbon for key construction materials 

(+17 pts); or to a full LCA across all project stages (+45 pts). 

In addition to driving increased performance in areas already focused on by a project, such 

tools can help a project team extend their sustainability radar to areas not previously 

considered. Potential sustainability gaps for the Project highlighted by the CEEQUAL 

assessment were: 
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 Sustainable procurement policies and practices e.g. requiring social and environmental 

credentials; monitoring performance of sub-contractors; local employment targets; 

 Responsible and local sourcing of materials, reuse of materials, and use of recycled 

materials; 

 Construction water use – measuring, reducing and monitoring; reuse and non-potable 

sources e.g. rainwater; 

 Designing for reduced operational energy consumption e.g. LED lighting. 

6.3.2 Envision 

 
Figure 33. Assessed project scores using Envision 

 

The Envision assessment awarded 306 out of a possible 679 points (Figure 33), with the 

Project earning between 19% and 65% of applicable points across the five Envision 

categories. Eight credits were scoped out and thirteen of the applicable credits scored no 

points (five from Climate and Risk, four from Resource Allocation, two from Leadership and 

one each from Quality of Life and Natural World) identifying a number of potential areas for 

improved performance. Due to Envision’s focus on the planning and design project phases 

some construction practices rewarded by other tools were not rewarded under Envision. 

Envision assessed the Project in the middle of the Gold range - 33.5 points below Platinum, a 

gap which could be closed by adopting, for example, the following practices: 

 A comprehensive climate impact assessment plan (15 pts); 

 Elimination of fertilisers and pesticides and/or use of composting and integrated pest 

management (7 pts); 
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 Enhanced stakeholder processes (5 pts); plus 

 Minor points from lighting (1 pt), basic efforts in sustainable procurement (1 pt), an 

additional ecosystem service maintained or enhanced (3 pts), and minor effort on local 

skills (1 pt). 

New opportunities suggested by the Envision tool often went beyond areas identified by the 

other tools, extending to restorative and resilience actions: 

 Consideration of restorative actions e.g. rehabilitation of community assets and 

reinvigoration of communities; restoration of existing community assets in the natural or 

built environment that would improve economic growth and development capacity; 

 A stronger programme on local skills / employment including specific targets; 

 Exploration and implementation of by-product synergies with nearby facilities; 

 Stronger supplier evaluation practices; 

 Operational energy focus including LED lighting; 

 Longer term work on future resource constraints, vulnerabilities and climate adaptability. 

6.3.3 Greenroads 

 
Figure 34. Assessed project scores using Greenroads 

 

The Greenroads assessment awarded 59 out of a possible 129 points to the Project. As Figure 

34 illustrates, Greenroads awarded between 13% and 57% of possible scores across the 

voluntary credit categories, with Environment and Water being the highest and Materials and 

Resources being the lowest. Out of the 18 non-scoring voluntary credits, at least five were 
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assessed as not applicable to the Project. The remaining 13 non-scoring credits comprised 

four from Materials and Resources, three from Access and Equity, three from Construction 

Activities, two from Pavement Technologies and one from Environment and Water. In at 

least one case (Cultural Outreach) the Project had associated practices which were rewarded 

by other tools, but did not meet the specific Greenroads requirements (as per Scenario 5 

above). Conversely some roadway-specific practices rewarded by Greenroads were not as 

clearly rewarded by the other tools e.g. Intelligent Transportation Systems, use of long-life 

and permeable pavements. Some sustainability areas proposed by the Greenroads framework 

e.g. dark skies policy, improvements for transit and high occupancy vehicles, congestion 

pricing, improved freight access and implementing electric vehicle infrastructure, were likely 

to be more applicable to a longer roadway project or indeed through a broader policy change 

across a transport network, than on the viaduct-related case study. Greenroads awarded the 

Project in the middle of the Silver range – six points below Gold. On paper there were some 

relatively low cost opportunities to move the Project to Gold: 

 Construction water use tracking (2 pts); 

 Expanding the carbon footprint to a streamlined LCA (2 pts); 

 Review of VOC use and meeting specified reductions (up to 2 pts); 

 Disassembly manual and percent of materials planned for disassembly (up to 5 pts). 

In addition to these relatively low cost actions, the Greenroads framework presented further 

opportunities to increase the Project performance in the materials and energy areas: 

 Increased use of recycled and regional materials; 

 Biofuels for construction plant and achieving Tier 4 emissions standards (air quality); 

 Extending design life of pavement to 40 years (up to 5 pts); 

 LED lighting (up to 5 pts).  

It is worth noting, that as no projects to date have been certified by Greenroads at Gold or 

Evergreen (see Chapter 5), these levels of performance may be more difficult to achieve than 

these results suggest.  
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6.3.4 Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) 

 
Figure 35. Assessed project scores using Infrastructure Sustainability 

 

The IS assessment awarded 53 out of a possible 105 points to the Project practices and 

outcomes. As Figure 35 illustrates, this result consisted of between 21% and 85% of the 

applicable points across the five IS themes (excluding Innovation). Four credits were scoped 

out of the assessment and nine of the applicable credits scored no points - five from Using 

Resources, two from Emissions, Pollution and Waste, and one each from Management and 

Governance and Innovation. Full points were allocated in the assessment for all credits in the 

Urban and Landscape Design and the Heritage categories. The Project was assessed at the 

bottom of the Excellent range – nearly 22 points below Leading. Low effort and low cost 

opportunities suggested by the IS tool to improve the Project’s sustainability performance 

include:  

 Independent review of the project’s sustainability performance; 

 Broaden inspections and audits from environmental to sustainability; 

 Extend management reporting and review; 

 Suppliers to provide sustainability policies and information; 

 Investigate three renewable energy options; 

 Monitor and model water use, demonstrate 5 - 20% reduction; implement three reduction 

opportunities; 

 Implement opportunities to replace potable water with non-potable; 

 Use at least one eco-label product; 

 Set vibration goals and achieve no major exceedances or damage; 
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 Demonstrate achievement of light spill specifications; 

 External auditing of waste management plan and waste facilities used; 

 Deconstruction plan with required targets for disassembly met; 

 Hold a stakeholder workshop showing their input to stakeholder engagement strategy. 

However, collectively these actions would provide less than half the points required to reach 

a Leading rating. Additional opportunity areas identified under IS to extend the Project’s 

sustainability thinking and impacts were: 

 More sophisticated decision-making processes to consider sustainability; 

 Extended sustainable procurement systems and implementation – formalised 

commitments; audited and verified supplier evaluation; supplier targets which are 

monitored, managed and rewarded; 

 A more comprehensive climate change risk assessment and response to an expanded level 

of risks; 

 Stretch targets, implemented opportunities, greenhouse gas emissions reductions across 

the project life cycle;  

 Maximising ecology points; 

 Engagement with stakeholders and the community to the ‘collaborate’ level. 

6.3.5 Results summary 

Table 33. Project assessment scores and award level rating 

 Project  points 

Normalized 

Score  

(% of total) 

Assessed  

award level 

Points range of 

assessed award level 

CEEQUAL 2613 / 3553 73% Very Good 60% - 74.9% 

Envision 306 / 679 45% Gold 40% - 49% 

Greenroads 48 / 108 44% Silver 
43 – 53 voluntary 

credit points 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 
53.3 / 105 51% Excellent 50 – 74.9 points 

 

Table 33 shows high level results from the four rating tool assessments for the Newmarket 

Viaduct Replacement Project. These results show the same project with the same practices 

and features gained between 44 percent and 73 percent of possible points under the four tools 

and was assessed at the top of the Very Good rating for CEEQUAL, the middle of Gold for 

Envision and Silver for Greenroads, and near the bottom of Excellent for the Infrastructure 
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Sustainability tool. Figure 36 shows the spread of points achieved across sustainability 

categories – translated for comparison purposes as Management, People and Community, 

Natural World, Resources and other. While the Project gained points in similar areas across 

the tools, the allocation of points across categories differs e.g. natural world aspects represent 

19 percent of the points gained for Envision and 30 percent for CEEQUAL. 

 
Figure 36. Project scores across rating tool sustainability categories 

6.3.6 Whole project assessment - key findings 

The performance analysis identified that the rating tools assess and reward project 

performance differently, and hence it is important to avoid straight comparisons of rating tool 

results. A Gold rating under one scheme is not equivalent to Gold under another. Even when 

project ratings appeared similar, the practices and performance demonstrated and rewarded 

can be quite different. Similarly practices and performance levels rewarded using one tool 

might not be equally rewarded by another tool. In addition to the challenges of interpretation 

and communication of ratings, the analysis process and results indicated the tools may be 

working to different standards of sustainability performance.  

Greenroads had an obvious bias for roadway projects and applied a relatively prescriptive 

approach. The areas identified to further extend sustainability performance were fairly 

constrained and focused mainly within the physical project boundary e.g. LED lighting or 

biofuels use, or on policy level decisions such as congestion pricing. Envision showed a bias 

towards contextual and community questions reflecting its focus on the planning and design 

phases, although it also covered practical actions such as energy use and materials reduction. 
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The focus on restorative actions in the higher levels of performance could push the tool user 

to consider opportunities beyond the project boundary, often delving into broader needs of a 

community. Envision’s focus on resilience and risk also encouraged consideration of longer 

term implications of resource use and infrastructure development, a focus missing from the 

other tools. CEEQUAL rewarded incremental behaviours more than the other tools, which is 

likely to suit project teams unfamiliar with sustainability concepts and approaches. 

CEEQUAL was lighter on rewarding measured outcomes and on driving actions beyond the 

project boundary, although its new Project Strategy module started to address the wider 

sustainability context for infrastructure assets. Infrastructure Sustainability’s higher 

performance levels often involved monitoring and reporting as well as internal or external 

audits as a way of demonstrating sustainability performance, reflecting a bias towards 

management systems. Similar to Envision, IS had a focus on stakeholder and community 

involvement in sustainability actions and decisions, signalled earlier as important in 

achieving sustainable outcomes (Berardi 2013, Boyle et al. 2013).  

6.4 Summary of Research Findings and Insights presented in this Chapter 

This chapter examined the way the four rating tools assessed and rewarded sustainability 

practices first at the individual practice level, and then at the project level. The analysis 

results provided insight into tool similarities and differences, illustrating some findings 

highlighted in the indicator analysis (Chapter 5). They also raised questions for infrastructure 

owners and tool user about tool bias, labelling and communication of sustainability 

achievements and the validity or not of rating comparisons. The key findings from this 

chapter are: 

 The rating tools can differ in how they assess sustainability performance both at the 

practice level and at the project level; 

 Undertaking a rating tool assessment provides sustainability advisors and project teams 

with identified opportunities to extend sustainability practices and improve project 

performance.  

And the following insights were suggested: 

 It is important for infrastructure owners and sustainability advisors considering the use of 

sustainability rating tools to be aware of the focus and bias of the tools available to them; 
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 While there are practical drivers for choosing a specific rating tool (geography or 

infrastructure type), other rating tools can be a valuable additional resource for policy 

makers and tool users e.g. Envision provides guidance for those seeking to push the 

boundaries in terms of restorative actions, resilience and longer term thinking; 

 Care must be taken in interpretation, communication and promotion of the sustainability 

rating tool results and the sense that any one rated project is more or less sustainable than 

another; 

 When reporting on project performance, infrastructure owners and project teams would 

do well to include sustainability outcomes achieved along with the rating tool award level 

of Silver or Gold, thus increasing transparency and providing valuable information for 

future benchmarking and business case development; 

 Tools users need to be wary of focusing on practices that easily gain rating tool points at 

the expense of practices of most importance within the project context;  

 Tool developers would do well to understand where their rating tools fit, any blind spots 

or biases they have, and what other tools offer to inform or enhance future design and 

performance. 

In the next chapter the focus of the research moves from desktop analysis of tool design and 

content, to examine actual tool use. 
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7. Case Study Analysis – project characteristics and outcomes 

7.1 Introduction 

Previous chapters have analysed the rating tools ‘on paper’ in terms of what they offer, how 

they compare, what categories they explore and how they assess projects. The scenarios work 

and the project assessment using the four tools compared how the tools assess project 

practices and outcomes, and highlighted similarities, differences and bias. In this chapter the 

research focus moves from tool content and design to the use of the tools in practice and 

presents analysis of 119 documented case studies. While the detailed analysis of rating tool 

design and content can help identify bias, shortfalls and new development opportunities, there 

is potentially much to learn from investigating the practical application of sustainability 

rating tools (Griffiths et al. 2018). The case study analysis investigated how, where and by 

whom the four rating tools were used, what types of projects they were used on, how projects 

performed in terms of achievement level and the specific sustainability areas they focused on. 

The second part of the research on actual use, covered in Chapters 8 and 9, consists of 

interviews with infrastructure owners who have prescribed or supported tool use and tool 

users who have applied the tools at the project level. 

The case study analysis went beyond single project case studies and examination of 

individual tool use and brought together a significant body of data across the four rating tools. 

The case study analysis examined the level of use since 2003 (when CEEQUAL started 

certifying projects) to provide a sense of overall tool coverage, and then examined in detail 

projects from 2013 to early 2016 to assess the realities of tool use, covering: 

 General information on use of the rating tools to date in terms of project numbers, project 

types, geography and other characteristics; 

 Performance information in terms of the level of performance achieved across projects 

and the areas where achievement is gained; 

 Sustainability outcomes (quantitative and qualitative) from tool use; 

 The benefits of tool use as reported by users and infrastructure owners. 

The method used is outlined in detail in Chapter 3 and summarised in Figure 7. All projects 

certified by Envision, Greenroads and IS in the time period investigated were documented as 
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case studies on the respective websites and about 64% of projects certified under CEEQUAL 

were documented as case studies on the CEEQUAL website. 

7.2 Level of Rating Tool Use – 2003 to early 2016 

 

Figure 37. Rating tool certified projects – 2003 to early 2016 

 

Documented case studies for the four rating tools (Figure 37) showed a growing use of third 

party certified infrastructure sustainability ratings since 2003. As at 31 March 2016, over 415 

projects had been formally certified using the four rating tools, and there were about 340 

further projects registered for certification (data sourced from rating tool websites and email 

correspondence with tool developers). Annual growth of certified projects was about 51% 

when averaging across the four schemes. Table 34 provides further detail on tool use in terms 

of certified projects, registered projects and estimated capital value of rated projects. Since 

2003 the CEEQUAL scheme has certified an average of 27.7 projects per year, including 

certifications for final and interim awards. Since their launch in the early 2010s, Envision, 

Greenroads and Infrastructure Sustainability have certified an average of 3, 7.5 and 4.7 

projects per year respectively, and further registered projects show a forward pipeline of 

projects for all tools. 
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Table 34. Tool use data (2003 - 31 March 2016) 

 CEEQUAL Envision Greenroads Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Certified ratings on projects >260 (final) 

100 (interim) 
10 31 14 

Further registered projects 250 30 21 37 

Certified ratings per year 

(average) 
27.7 3 7.5 4.7 

Estimated capital value of 

certified projects (billion) 
US$18.7 US$1.0 US$1.9 US$3.0 

Estimated capital value of 

registered projects* (billion) 
US$17.3 US$3.1 US$1.3 US$31.2 

*IS capital value figures for registered projects from website; others estimated based on average value of certified projects 

The combined capital value of projects certified under the four tools to early 2016 was 

estimated at US$24.6 billion. To put this in context, a recent McKinsey report (2013) 

estimated global infrastructure spend per annum at US$2 trillion. In the years from 2013 to 

2015, the combined rating tool coverage for certified projects was estimated at 0.29% of 

global infrastructure spend during that time. Looking more specifically at the country level, 

an assessment of 2014 data showed CEEQUAL certified projects represented an estimated 

11.8% of the UK and Ireland’s infrastructure spend for that year, Envision and Greenroads 

certified projects combined represented an estimated 0.26% of the USA and Canada’s 

infrastructure spend and IS certified projects represented an estimated 7.3% of Australia’s 

infrastructure spend (Table 35). 

Table 35. Percentage of country level infrastructure spend (2014 data) 

2014 projects and spend CEEQUAL Envision Greenroads 
Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Countries represented UK / Ireland USA/Canada USA/Canada Australia 

Estimated capital value of certified 

projects (million) 
US$1,869 US$182 US$986 US$1,419 

% coverage of certified projects to overall 

infrastructure spend* 
11.77% 0.04% 0.22% 7.34% 

*Source: For UK, Ireland, Canada and Australia - stats.oecd.org; For USA - Congressional Budget Office. 

The use of infrastructure rating tools has grown since they entered the market geographies 

and if CEEQUAL use is an indicator for the more recently introduced tools, then that growth 

will continue to rise. Indeed figures provided by the tool developers in April 2018 is evidence 

of that: Envision, 42 certified projects, Greenroads, 46 certified projects and IS, 47 certified 

projects. The analysis identified while coverage of the tools in terms of global infrastructure 

spend is low, in some geographies the rating tool coverage and hence likely industry profile is 

of note. 
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7.3 Characteristics of Certified Projects 

Step 2 of the case study analysis identified characteristics of projects certified using the rating 

tools including infrastructure owner / client type, infrastructure type, geography and size. 

Greater understanding of where and how the tools are being applied can provide data on 

where knowledge and practice related to infrastructure sustainability is growing, where 

exemplar projects are likely to exist (and not exist) and also identified potential gaps and 

opportunities for future research. 

7.3.1 Asset owners / client type 

The case studies indicated asset owners involved in rating and certifying projects ranged from 

local government, transport authorities and government agencies and departments at the top 

end (by number of projects) to individual asset operators and private sector developers at the 

lower end (Figure 38). The 119 case study projects were certified on behalf of 76 asset 

owners, with 21 organisations certifying multiple projects. The highest occurrence of 

certified projects for one organisation was eight rail authority projects, demonstrating a 

degree of repeated tool use within infrastructure networks. 

 
Figure 38. Case study projects by asset owner / client type 

 

The 78 CEEQUAL projects were certified on behalf of 45 asset owners, with 16 of them 

certifying multiple projects. The 18 Greenroads projects were certified on behalf of 13 asset 

owners, the 13 IS projects on behalf of 8 asset owners and the 10 Envision projects on behalf 

of 10 different organisations. By its nature public infrastructure tends to be owned and 
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operated by public agencies and these results reflect that. As the sustainable city indices and 

the UN Sustainable Development Goals used in Chapter 4 demonstrate, a growing number of 

city and governments are making commitments and setting targets to improve their 

sustainability performance. From an infrastructure perspective the rating tools are a way of 

driving progress on those agendas. Motivators for rating tool use are broadly analysed later in 

this chapter and examined more specifically in the infrastructure owner interviews in  

Chapter 8. 

7.3.2 Projects by infrastructure type 

The case study analysis showed the rating tools were applied across multiple infrastructure 

types (Figure 39), with the majority of projects being transport-related and two-thirds (48) of 

those being roadway projects. For CEEQUAL, Greenroads and Infrastructure Sustainability 

transport-related projects represented the majority of certified projects, while for Envision 

most were water-related (June 2017 data showed a continued dominance of water projects for 

Envision, but also an increased representation of transport-related projects). Many projects 

included water aspects, e.g. water efficiency, treatment of stormwater or impacts on water 

bodies, but only 11% of the 119 certified projects were specific to water supply or treatment. 

While the dominance of transport-related projects was expected for Greenroads, for the 

generic rating tools which are promoted as being applicable for all civil infrastructure, these 

results showed limited use with some infrastructure types. 

 
Figure 39. Case study projects by infrastructure type 
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The research did not investigate in depth why transport-related projects were so dominant in 

terms of those seeking certification under the rating tools; however this finding is likely to be 

influenced by the focus of infrastructure investment (McKinsey Global Institute 2013), the 

perceived sustainability impacts of particular infrastructure projects and the levels of 

stakeholder interest associated with publicly visible transportation projects. These results 

suggest that from an asset owner perspective there are more available case studies, examples 

of sustainability initiatives and benchmarks of performance for road and rail projects than for 

other infrastructure types. It is likely development of the generic tools (CEEQUAL, Envision 

and IS), which draw on learning from their certified projects and user community, would 

reflect some bias from the infrastructure types they rate most. 

7.3.3 Projects by geography and locality 

The case study analysis showed the four rating tools were used in three main geographies, the 

UK and Ireland, the USA and Australia (Figure 40), with two-thirds of the projects in urban 

locations. In the main, the research showed the rating tools tended to establish a strong base 

of certified projects in their home geographies with some limited geographical expansion 

despite efforts to accommodate and promote rating tool use further afield. CEEQUAL, for 

example, released an international version of its project tool in 2011 (CEEQUAL Ltd 2013b), 

and Greenroads piloted its tool in New Zealand, South Africa and the Middle East 

(Greenroads International website, accessed 2016). Significant areas in Europe, Central and 

South America, Africa, Russia, Asia and the Middle East showed limited or no use across the 

four tools. 

 
Figure 40. Case study projects by country 
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Almost half of CEEQUAL projects were located in England, with another 40% spread across 

Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland and the Falklands. The remainder 

were in Sweden (8%) and Hong Kong (4%). Two-thirds of all certified projects were in urban 

locations (Figure 41) with CEEQUAL having the highest percentage of rural projects, with a 

45:32 split of urban to rural. These numbers reflect investments in infrastructure to service 

growing urban populations (Guenther & Al-Shawaf 2015). Just over two-thirds of Envision 

projects were urban and the rest rural, with eight projects located in the USA and two in 

Canada. All 18 certified Greenroads projects were in urban locations, with 17 projects in the 

USA and one in Canada. The majority of IS projects were located in Australia (85%) with the 

rest in New Zealand, and over three-quarters were in urban areas. 

 
Figure 41. Case study projects by location type 

 

The infrastructure rating tools are designed to drive beyond compliance practices in terms of 

the sustainability issues they address and, as the regulatory environment and sustainability 

context can differ from country to country, a tool initially designed for use in one geography 

will require work to reflect the new context within which it is being applied. For those 

considering use of such tools in developing countries, studies of both building and 

infrastructure sustainability rating tools (Diaz-Sarachaga et al. 2017, Ugwu & Haupt 2005) 

highlighted that social and economic needs, significant in developing countries, were 

underrepresented and underweighted by current tools. 
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7.3.4 Projects by size 

The project size analysis examined the project size range for each tool, using project capital 

value as a proxy, and identified bias towards small, medium or larger projects. Capital values 

were known for all Envision, Greenroads and IS certified projects and for 65 out of the 78 

CEEQUAL projects. Project size ranged from US$100,000 to around US$960 million, with 

both the smallest and the largest being Greenroads projects (Figure 42).  Just considering 

roads and highways alone, the tools were used on a range of project sizes with CEEQUAL, 

Greenroads and IS case studies all including roadway projects of less than US$5 million and 

greater than US$400 million. However while all the tools have certified projects across of a 

range of sizes, the results seem to indicate some size preference, whether by the tools users in 

terms of priority of projects or effort required, or by tool developers through tool design, 

pricing or marketing focus. Greenroads has been used on a greater number of small, local 

projects and IS has been used on a greater number of large projects. 

 
Figure 42. Case study projects by size (using capital value US$M) 

 

The largest CEEQUAL project by capital value was £600 million (US$864 million), an urban  

railway bridge and station refurbishment, the next largest £500 million, a metro station 

redevelopment, and the smallest project £0.8 million, a household waste recycling centre with 
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a further eleven projects under the £2 million mark. The average size project was £66.1 

million and the median £15.1 million signalling both the ability to apply the tool across a 

wide range of project sizes and a bias towards small and medium size projects. Envision’s 

largest project was a wind farm with a capital value of US$500 million, the next largest was a 

wastewater treatment plant at US$150 million, and the smallest project, a stream restoration 

project at US$1.6 million. The average size project was US$103 million and the median size 

US$51.6 million, signalling the ability to apply the tool across a wide range of project sizes 

and a bias towards small to medium size projects. Greenroads largest project had a capital 

value of US$957.6 million, with the second largest at US$496.3 million and the smallest, a 

raingarden project, at US$0.1 million. The average size project was US$85 million and the 

median US$5.6 million signalling that overall Greenroads has a bias towards smaller projects. 

IS’s largest certified project by capital value was AU$1,150 million (US$874 million), a 

metro station and tunnel project, the next largest at AU$1,000 million, a major highway, and 

the smallest project at AU$6 million, a wastewater treatment plant upgrade. The average size 

project was AU$327 million and the median AU$227 million signalling a bias towards larger 

projects compared with the other tools. 

7.3.5 Characteristics of Certified Projects – key findings 

The case study analysis provided ‘real-life’ information on projects being certified with the 

infrastructure sustainability tools. The analysis identified the types of projects which use the 

tools, suggesting some bias at the individual tool level, and potential challenges as well as 

opportunities in applying the tools across the civil infrastructure industry e.g. outside of 

transport and water projects, with private sector asset owners, on all project sizes, in 

developing countries. The tools appeared heavily biased within the context of their 

geographical origins and the prevailing legislative and policy environment, and a dominance 

of particular tools within a geographical area can therefore be expected. 

While comparisons between tools are interesting from a research perspective highlighting 

different approaches and potential gaps and opportunities, from a user perspective there may 

be limited practical tool selection options, depending on where the infrastructure and its 

supporting organisations and partners are located e.g. CEEQUAL currently dominates the 

UK market and the Infrastructure Sustainability tool the Australian market.  
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7.4 Performance Information from Certified Projects 

Earlier analysis (Chapter 5) examined the performance levels available in each tool. Step 3 of 

the case study research investigated how actual projects performed against these levels, and 

what the ratings and award levels reveal about the tool similarities and differences. The 

analysis of the case study projects examined award types sought, e.g. Design or As Built, 

performance levels gained and where detail was available, the sustainability categories 

addressed. As identified in Chapter 5 there are differences in how the tools function in terms 

of award types, performance levels and sustainability categories and, while the results are 

presented in a similar way across the four tools to assist understanding, it is important to not 

take direct comparisons too far. Individual tool results are presented first, followed by 

combined results. 

7.4.1 CEEQUAL 

 
Figure 43. CEEQUAL projects by award types and performance 

 

Figure 43 shows the award types the CEEQUAL projects were certified under and the 

performance levels achieved. The majority of projects (53%) certified under the Whole 

Project Award, which covered design and construction phases and including the client, 

designer and contractor. Twenty percent had certified under the Construction Only Award 

and 15% under the Interim Client and Design Award (likely to recertify post-construction 

under Whole Project). The focus on rewarding performance of different players during 
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project delivery was unique to CEEQUAL, as illustrated particularly with uptake of the 

Construction Only Award. 

Seventy-two percent of the CEEQUAL projects achieved the top performance level of 

Excellent, 22% Very Good and 6% Good. Actual scores were available for the projects 

achieving Excellent and these ranged from 75.5% at the lower end through to 98.3% at the 

top end with a median of 83.2%. These results showed a spread of performance in the 

Excellent range with a slight tendency to the lower end, but by no means a bunching about 

the cut-off point, as identified by Matisoff et al. in relation to the building rating tools (2014). 

The reporting of the score achieved with the Excellent rating provided a level of 

comparability, and potentially competition, between projects. Scores were not reported for 

the Good and Very Good ratings. 

7.4.2 Envision 

 
Figure 44. Envision projects by award type and performance 

 

Envision had only one award type (Figure 44), which covered the planning and design phases 

of an infrastructure project. In terms of performance, 60% of certified projects achieved the 

top level of Platinum, 20% Gold and 20% Silver. The Platinum level ranged from 50 – 100% 

of the potential project score, and as the scores were not published in the award 

announcement, it was hard to distinguish performance between Envision projects at the top 

end. The Institute of Sustainable Infrastructure’s analysis of seven of the Envision case 

studies (2015c) showed on average projects addressed all five categories with the highest 
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number of credits achieved in the Leadership category and the lowest in the Resource 

Allocation category (Figure 45). 

 
Figure 45. Envision - points by category (average) 

7.4.3 Greenroads 

Greenroads had one award type only which covered the design and construction phases, and 

project were rated as individual projects or as multiple projects in a composite rating. In 

terms of performance levels, 23% of certified projects achieved Silver and 77% Bronze 

(Figure 46). No projects achieved the top levels of Gold or Evergreen. 

 
Figure 46. Greenroads projects by award type and performance 
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Greenroads published a performance scorecard for each certified project, allowing for 

analysis of overall performance and performance across various sustainability categories. 

Project scores ranged from 32 at the lower end (Bronze = 32-42 pts) through to 46 at the top 

end (Silver = 43-53 pts) with a median of 35. In terms of category scores (Figure 47) the 

highest scores were achieved in the Access and Equity category and the lowest scores were in 

the Pavement Technologies category. These results demonstrated positive performance for 

certified projects but also showed most projects undergoing certification were some way from 

what the Greenroads Foundation identified as sustainable. 

 
Figure 47. Greenroads – project scores by category & maximum category score 

7.4.4 Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) 

Figure 48 shows the award types the IS projects were certified under and the performance 

levels achieved. IS had three award types, which covered the design and the construction 

phases of the project, and the operations of an infrastructure asset. Most projects (50%) were 

rated under the Design award, followed by As Built (36%) and the Operations Pilot award 

(14%). In terms of performance levels 14% of IS certified projects achieved Leading, 43% 

achieved Excellent and 43% achieved Commended. Actual scores were available for 71% of 

the rated projects and these ranged from 32 out of 105 at the lower end and 83 at the top end 

with a median of 56. Eight case studies (57%) provided more detail on category scores and 

these suggested that Materials, Management and Discharges to Land, Air and Water were the 

top three scoring categories respectively with Stakeholders, Ecology and Procurement the 

lowest scoring. 
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Figure 48. IS projects by award type and performance 

7.4.5 Combined and comparative analysis 

Figure 49 draws together the performance levels for 128 ratings from the 119 case study 

project spread across the four tools. While there are challenges with comparing performance 

across the tools, as noted in Chapter 6, the analysis showed the following: 

 There was a spread of project performance across award levels with half of all rated 

projects achieving the top level and the rest spread relatively evenly across the 2nd and 

3rd levels; 

 With CEEQUAL and Envision most projects certified gained the top level of performance 

and there were no projects in the bottom level; 

 IS showed a balanced spread across its three award levels with an equal number of 

awards at the 2nd and 3rd (bottom) levels and a smaller percentage at the top level; 

 The difference with Greenroads was notable with most projects achieving Bronze 

(bottom) level and no projects achieving the top Gold and Evergreen levels. 
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Figure 49. Case study projects award levels – all four tools 

 

Analysis of the performance reporting against individual sustainability categories did not 

identify any particular trends across the tools, but it illustrated inconsistencies in performance 

reporting between and within tools. The performance reporting also illustrated that tool 

developers are collating a valuable database of project level data for further analysis. Such 

information could help identify knowledge gaps and training needs and highlight best 

practice areas where target performance levels could be increased. 

7.4.6 Performance Information from Certified Projects – key findings 

Differences in project award levels achieved across the four tools highlighted the need for 

caution in specifying target award levels, in setting performance expectations, and in 

comparing rated projects especially across infrastructure types or between tools. This analysis 

reinforced once again (see Chapter 6) the need for transparency in what gets reported about 

the outcomes of certified projects. To really understand a project’s sustainability performance 

more needs to be reported and communicated than just a Gold or Excellent Award. Greater 

levels of transparency and more consistent approaches to reporting across the tools would 

better support an industry gaining experience in what sustainability means, what best practice 

looks like, and in how it is progressing on the challenges it needs to address. 
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7.5 Sustainability Outcomes from Certified Projects 

In Step 4 the focus of the analysis turned from rating levels and categories scores to actual 

outcomes achieved and benefits experienced from using the infrastructure sustainability 

rating tools. The research identified and analysed the specific outcomes referenced in the case 

studies – examining quantitative and descriptive statements and benefits articulated by tool 

users. The analysis calculated the number of outcomes identified in the case studies and 

examined those outcomes across sustainability categories. The objective was to look beyond 

the rating badge e.g. Silver or Gold, and identify in a meaningful way the magnitude and 

range sustainability outcomes achieved by applying the rating tools. The case study narrative 

was analysed using the NVIVO software (see sample of the codebook in the Appendix D). In 

addition to the summarised analysis the outcomes from four case studies are presented in full. 

7.5.1 Sustainability outcomes in case studies – the numbers 

Figure 50 shows the level and spread of sustainability outcomes, quantitative and non-

quantitative, reported within the case studies. While the number of quantifiable outcomes, 

e.g. tonnes of waste, reported was low on average (median of 2 per project), the narrative in 

the case studies more often described improved outcomes and/or initiatives which would 

result in improved outcomes (median of 8.5 per project). The case studies reported more 

qualitative outcomes than quantitative, even though each tool had a number of areas where 

quantitative results could be expected (Chapter 5): for CEEQUAL 38 out of 179 indicators 

(21%) required or suggested a measurable outcome, for Envision 22 out of 55 (40%), for 

Greenroads 21 out of 57 indicators (37%) and for IS 26 out of 51 indicators (51%). 

 

Figure 50. Statistics on quantitative and qualitative outcomes reported per case study 
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7.5.2 Sustainability outcomes in case studies – specific areas 

The analysis of the sustainability outcomes reported in the case studies provided an indication 

of the measurable improvements or advancements achieved by projects certifying under the 

tools (Figure 51). The highest number of reported outcomes (quantitative and qualitative) 

were related to Physical Resources, followed by People and Communities, and Ecology and 

Natural World. The more narrowly focused categories (Management and Governance, 

Climate and Risk, Transport and Innovation) were reported on in the case studies less 

frequently. 

 
Figure 51. Sustainability outcomes reported in 119 case studies - by sustainability category 

 

The 11 Management and Governance quantitative outcomes were procurement related and 

focused on local procurement (percentage of regionally supplied materials or percentage of 

local spend by value) and responsible procurement (percentage of timber from sustainable 

sources). The 97 Management and Governance coded qualitative outcomes related to a wider 

range of activities and initiatives focused on baseline studies, policies and management 

systems, decision-making processes, training and learning, integration and collaboration as 

well as procurement processes. 

The 27 People and Communities quantitative outcomes included satisfaction results or 

numbers of complaints, health and safety statistics, local employment outcomes such as 

percent of employees from the local area, and upskilling or training outcomes related to jobs 
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for local unemployed or youth, and apprenticeships or work experience schemes. The 301 

People and Communities qualitative outcomes related to activities and initiatives focused on 

safety, accessibility, minimising disruption, stakeholder communication and engagement, 

working with local communities including volunteering and school initiatives, workforce and 

skills development, economic development including use of local suppliers, enhanced quality 

of life, urban design, and archaeology and historical aspects. 

The 173 Physical Resources quantitative outcomes covered materials use and reductions, top 

soil, energy, water and fuel use, use of LEDs, pavement design life and end of life outcomes. 

Forty-one outcomes related to reuse of surplus materials, case studies reported either volumes 

or percent reuse including 18 projects which reused 100% of excavated materials and 12 

projects which collectively reused over 2.8 million cubic metres of surplus site materials.  

Twenty-two projects reported outcomes related to use of recycled or green imported materials 

including 16 projects purchasing between 14 – 54% recycled content materials, 6 projects 

which collectively used 542 kilotonnes of imported recycled content material and one project 

which replaced 10,000 tonnes of asphalt with 17,000 used tyres. Ten projects stored and 

reused 100% of topsoil on site and 17 projects installed LED lighting. In terms of waste 

management, 12 projects diverted 90% or more of their waste from landfill and six projects 

together diverted more than 741 kilotonnes. Thirteen projects reported avoided truck 

movements through a combination of using onsite materials and alternative transport, and 

four projects used either biodiesel or hybrid vehicles on site. In terms of electricity savings, 

four projects reported operational savings and three reported construction savings. Water 

savings, either construction related or operational, were reported on 11 projects either through 

efficiency measures or use of non-potable water, with three projects reducing potable water 

use by 100%. Eight projects were built to provide renewable energy with a combined 

generation capacity of 180MWh. Three projects reported pavement design lives of 40 years 

or more, providing an improved whole of life solution, and five projects reported between 75 

– 90% recyclability of components at end of life. The 320 Physical Resources qualitative 

outcomes related to activities and initiatives focused on materials reduction, selection and 

transportation, recycled content, eco-label products, whole of life design, prefabrication, 

energy and water efficiency and savings, rainwater harvesting, alternative energy and fuel 

use, waste management and minimisation, reuse and recycling, and demolition planning. 

The 56 Ecology and Natural World outcomes reported were mainly planting and 

revegetation, habitat and species protection and water quality and pollution prevention data. 
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Nine projects collectively planted 150,584 trees or shrubs, four projects revegetated and 

created habitat in 8,543 square metres. Six projects together installed over 300 bat or birds 

boxes and animal crossings, a further three projects reported percentage increases in 

ecological value or habitat protection and five others reported habitat areas established. Three 

projects reported on percentage reduction in impervious areas and another three on 

percentage use of disturbed land. A number of projects reported revegetation or other 

ecological actions related to off-setting biodiversity impacts e.g. one project revegetated 420 

hectares and another achieved 1:1 habitat replacement. These offsetting initiatives tend not to 

be rewarded by the rating schemes unless they go beyond compliance requirements. The 227 

Ecology and Natural World qualitative outcomes related to activities and initiatives focused 

on habitat protection and creation, species protection and minimising disturbance, 

biodiversity, landscaping, pollution prevention, vegetation and planting, green infrastructure, 

land use, monitoring programmes, stormwater treatment options, water quality and 

restoration. 

The 24 Climate and Risk quantitative outcomes reported were mainly reductions in 

greenhouse gas emissions with a further three projects reporting on levels of climate change 

risks addressed. Emission reduction outcomes included 13 projects which collectively 

reduced emissions by 236,675 tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e), eight projects 

which reported percentage reductions of construction or life cycle emissions ranging from 16 

– 95%, two projects which reduced operational emissions by 550 and 80,000 tCO2e per 

annum respectively and one project which offset 900,000 tCO2e construction and operational 

emissions to be carbon neutral. The 90 Climate and Risk qualitative outcomes related to 

activities and initiatives focused on climate risk assessment and adaptation measures, carbon 

management and reduction, and natural hazard avoidance or adaptation. 

The five Transport quantitative outcomes were a mix of cycleways and pedestrian facilities 

and included 11 kilometres of cycleways and 3,588 square metres of pedestrian facilities. 

Seven projects provided quantitative information on Innovation savings related to 

sustainability initiatives ranging from US$700,000 for Cold-in-Place Recycling (CIR) 

implementation to US$2,714M savings due to various design changes (reduced materials; 

less noise /energy; reduced waste; reuse of materials etc.). The qualitative Transport 

outcomes related to activities and initiatives focused on multi-modal transport and interfaces, 

increased and improved public transport, reduced congestion, use of alternative fuels, reduced 
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need for transport and travel, workforce travel planning, off-road transport for construction 

materials, and cycling and pedestrian facilities and accessibility. 

7.5.3 Outcome results – exemplar projects in terms of performance and reporting 

The above sustainability outcomes results were not the complete story of what was achieved 

across the 119 projects, due to the variability of case study documentation. In some cases top 

scoring projects reported minimal outcomes information in their case study. Harris et al. 

(2016) found exposure to exemplar project practices when using a sustainability rating tool 

can lead to 30% increase in sustainability outcomes achieved, and indeed withholding 

information can negatively affect outcomes. In this section one case study project per rating 

tool is presented to further illustrate the outcomes that have been achieved and to demonstrate 

the value of comprehensive reporting alongside the rating badge. These four exemplar 

projects were selected as they scored well (in the top levels for the specific tool) and the 

project outcomes achieved were well documented. Outcomes are presented in the 

sustainability categories used above with quantitative outcomes highlighted in pink and 

coded qualitative outcomes in blue.  

Table 36. Exemplar Project – CEEQUAL  

(from case study analysis; source data (CEEQUAL Ltd 2014)) 

Project A34 Alderley Edge and Nether Alderley Bypass 

Year 2013 

Features Transport (roadway); England; Rural 

Award Level Excellent 

Outcomes 12 quantitative; 24 qualitative 

People & 

Communities 
Customer sat results: Average 90% 

Safety stats: No reportable incidents (350,000 man hours) 

Local employment: 83% of works carried out by local sub-contractors 

A safer environment for people to live and work in 

Allows greater freedom of movement for pedestrians, in particular vulnerable road users 

Choosing low noise surfacing material to minimise invasive noise pollution 

Construction of landscape mounds to shield the local community from additional noise and air 

pollution 

Enhanced the quality of life of those who live in, work or visit the area  

Contributed to an efficient economy and to support sustainable economic growth and 

regeneration  

Improved the efficiency, quality and longevity of the local transport network 

Help sustain local businesses and stimulate growth by improving access to and the attraction 

of local facilities 

Improved access to the AstraZeneca site at Alderley Park  a regionally strategic site with over 

5,000 employees and a multi-million pound investment programme for further development 

Improved air quality in the village 

Improved social activity by creating a more people friendly environment in the village centre 

Reduced noise levels along the A34 

http://www.ceequal.com/awards_160.html
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Project A34 Alderley Edge and Nether Alderley Bypass 

83% of the construction works were carried out by local subcontractors based within a 40 mile 

radius of the site. This greatly reduced the scheme’s carbon footprint, while also helping to 

sustain the local economy. 

Physical 

resources 
Recycled materials procured: 126,000 tonnes recycled content materials 

Diverted from landfill: 475,000 tonnes waste diverted 

Reuse of surplus materials: 150,000 cubic metres 

Avoided truck movements: 17,000 trips avoided 

Constructing the road within three cuttings resulted in over 150,000 m3 of surplus material, 

requiring disposal offsite to landfill. Instead, the team designed landscape mounds to absorb 

this excess material.  

Reusing this material on site avoided 17,000 wagon movements on local roads. This 

substantially reduced the project’s carbon footprint, disruption to the local community and 

resulted in a £1.8 million cost saving. Over 800 tonnes of carbon emissions were saved 

through reuse of material.  In addition to the 150,000 cubic metres of surplus material reused 

in landscape mounds, the team developed further strategies to achieve their ambitious target of 

zero offsite disposal for the whole project. 

Early on in the design stage, the team identified that precasting many of the project's 

structures would offer an enhanced end product, improve safety, reduce inefficiencies and 

provide greater cost programme certainty. Consequently, over 70 culverts and headwalls have 

been precast on the project. In addition, prestressed beams and fabricated steel footbridge deck 

were also manufactured offsite. 

Following visits to the footbridge manufacturer, the design was amended to allow painting 

work to be completed more efficiently 

The project team engaged with Envirolink Northwest to procure 126,000 tonnes of recycled 

materials for use on site. This represents the single highest tonnage of recycled materials used 

on any scheme that Envirolink have monitored or been involved in. Recycled materials used 

on the project include:  

• 120,000 tonnes of recycled capping  

• 12,000 metres of concrete and plastic pipes  

• 100% recycled plastic Envirokerbs 

This included reusing:  

• All topsoil on site, totalling 130,000 tonnes  

• 2,000 tonnes of road planings  

• 7,500 tonnes of material from an adjacent contractor  

• All site clearance material from an area of over 26 hectares 

To improve resource efficiency and minimise offsite disposal, the team developed strategies to 

reuse excavated peat and deal with the large volumes of wet material generated on the project. 

We implemented the following measures to manage the additional wet material:  

• Around 28,000 cubic metres of peat was excavated during the driest period of weather. The 

majority was combined with a mixture of class 2 and 4 material and buried in the landscape 

area to avoid removal offsite. Around 8,000 cubic metres was laid out to dry, then mixed with 

topsoil and spread over areas of the site requiring most planting. This further enhanced the 

nutrient value of the soil  

• Dried areas using lime stabilisation  

• Dried wet unsuitable material out in situ by forming sumps and ditches adjacent to the 

material to allow the water to run out and reduce the moisture content  

• Mixed wet cohesive material with drier, class 2 and 4 material to create an enhanced quality 

material for use in landscape areas 

Ecology & 

natural world 
Planting - trees & shrubs: 50,000 trees & bushes 

Habitat / species protection: 10,000 metres fencing; 5 new freshwater ponds 

Extensive landscaping and habitat creation, including grasslands, wildflower meadows and 

conifer plantations 

http://www.ceequal.com/awards_160.html
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Project A34 Alderley Edge and Nether Alderley Bypass 

The design has incorporated extensive habitat creation. Throughout construction, the team 

implemented measures to protect local wildlife and enhance existing habitats. Landscape areas 

have been designed to replicate natural features and ensure that habitat creation exceeds what 

was removed to accommodate the works. This has included:  

• Planting 50,000 new trees and bushes, far exceeding the numbers lost to the scheme  

• Constructing a new badger sett and relocating an existing sett  

• Creating five new freshwater ponds for nature conservation and to protect endangered great 

crested newts  

• Planting new grassland areas and wildflower meadows  

• Installing precast mammal ledges within culverts  

• Erecting 10,000 metres of newt fencing  

• Installing new bird boxes  

• Introducing flood attenuation and ecological enhancement plans 

Climate & 

risk  
CO2 savings: 800 tonnes saved 

Over 800 tonnes of carbon emissions were saved through reuse of material 

83% of the construction works were carried out by local subcontractors based within a 40 mile 

radius of the site. This greatly reduced the scheme’s carbon footprint. 

Transport Cycleways / walk ways: 11 kilometres cycleways 

Allows greater freedom of movement for pedestrians, in particular vulnerable road users 

Improved facilities for cyclists, with 11,000 metres of new cycle lanes constructed as part of 

the works;  

Reduced congestion, air pollution, noise and nuisance caused by through traffic on the A34 

Innovation Innovation savings: £3,000,000 

 

Table 37. Exemplar project – Envision 

(from case study analysis; source data (Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 2014)) 

Project Sun Valley Watershed  

Year 2014 

Features Water / Public Realm; USA; Urban 

Award Level Platinum 

Outcomes 0 quantitative; 19 qualitative 

Management 

& governance 

A long-term monitoring and maintenance plan was also implemented effectively to maintain 

the viability and function of the project. 

Los Angeles County provided leadership and coordination in developing the Sun Valley 

Watershed Management Plan. The implementation of the management plan is dependent on 

strong partnerships and collaborations between various agencies, environmental groups, 

political offices, and the community. 

People & 

communities 

Components were developed and designed based on key stakeholder involvement. In some 

instances, the community had direct input in the project design such as choosing the 

recreational amenities in the park. 

Eliminates local street flooding during moderate storm events, which enhances public safety 

and health 

Extensive outreach, purchasing a landfill site, incorporating sustainable design, and 

improving community living 

Includes storm water quality improvement measures such as wetlands and trash exclusion 

devices, and will provide the community with access to much needed public space for social 

interaction and recreation. 

The project included the transformation of an inert landfill to a flood control detention basin, 

wetland, and park that greatly benefits the local community at many levels 

The transformation of a landfill to the functional wetlands and park will substantially 

improve community liveability. Dust and pollutants that are created from the unloading of 

waste material will cease to exist. Haul traffic of diesel trucks which is used to service the 

landfill site will be eliminated, and the air quality will improve as a result. 

Physical Native plants are used throughout the project to minimize irrigation usage. A recycled water 

http://www.ceequal.com/awards_160.html
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Project Sun Valley Watershed  
resources line is proposed to help irrigate the Rory M. Shaw Wetlands Park 

It also retains stormwater in a manner that fulfils local water needs 

Ecology & 

natural world 

Best management practices are stipulated and implemented during construction to prevent 

surface runoff from the site. A detailed hazardous material removal plan was developed to 

contain, handle, and remove contaminated material safely from the project site. 

Includes storm water quality improvement measures such as wetlands and trash exclusion 

devices, and will provide the community with access to much needed public space for social 

interaction and recreation. 

Reduces storm water pollution all at the same time, 

Promotes water conservation by capturing, treating, and infiltrating stormwater to local 

aquifers to protect fresh water availability for the region. Native plants are used throughout 

the project to minimize irrigation usage. 

The main scope of the work: restoration of floodplain functions and the management of 

stormwater. The construction of detention basins and wetlands will store and treat 

stormwater respectively from the affected watershed prior to ground infiltration for recharge 

of local aquifers. The project also restores native habitat to the project site with native 

landscaping, and incorporates wetlands, infiltration trenches and basins, bioswales, and 

treatment trains to reduce pollutant load concentrations prior to ground infiltration. 

The project included the transformation of an inert landfill to a flood control detention basin, 

wetland. 

The project provides flood protection, improved watershed health, increased open space and 

recreational opportunities, and increased wildlife habitat. 

Climate & 

risk 

Not only does the project mitigate flooding in an area that has historically had issues with 

severe floods 

The Sun Valley Watershed Multi-Benefit project prepares for long term adaptability for 

climate variations such as drought and floods by adjusting the operational levels of the 

detention and infiltration basins. 

 

Table 38. Exemplar project – Greenroads  

(from case study analysis; source data (Greenroads International 2015c)) 

Project Smokey Point Transit Center 

Year 2015 

Features Transport (transit hub); USA; Urban 

Award Level Silver 

Outcomes 6 quantitative; 13 qualitative 

Management 

& governance 
Local procurement: 99.7% regionally supplied materials by weight 

All 11 Project Requirements must be met including various management plans and 

baseline studies 

People & 

communities 

Artwork installation by community artist 

Bike lockers and other transit user safety amenities 

Over 10,500 square feet of sidewalks and sheltered pedestrian space 

Physical 

resources 
Pavement design life: long life concrete pavement 

99.7% regionally sourced materials by weight 

Long-life, low maintenance concrete pavement designed to take a beating 

Ecology & 

natural world 
Planting - trees & shrubs: >12,000 square feet native vegetated landscaping 

Water quality: 80.4% of infiltrated stormwater receives enhanced treatment 

Stormwater capture: 99.5% infiltration of stormwater 

A more than 6,000 square foot raingarden 

Over 12,000 square feet of natively vegetated landscaping within the site, including the 

raingarden 

Transport Cycleways / walk ways: >10,500 square feet of sidewalks & sheltered pedestrian space 

More than 12 transit trips per hour, with room for future growth 
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Project Smokey Point Transit Center 
The new facility includes innovative shelters, better pedestrian access, and better lighting. 

The purpose of the project was to expand facilities at an existing transit hub to increase 

safety for Community Transit's bus users and bus drivers, and provide for improvement of 

bus transfer services in the future. Smokey Point Transit Center serves more than 155 bus 

trips a day, and the new facility will allow for transfers and connections for five transit 

routes that serve the area. 

 

Table 39. Exemplar project – Infrastructure Sustainability  

(developed from case study analysis; source data (ISCA 2014)) 

Project Whitsunday STP Upgrades 

Year 2014 

Features Water (wastewater); Australia; Rural 

Award Level Excellent 

Outcomes 13 quantitative; 39 qualitative 

Management & 

governance 
Local procurement: 61% of total spend in Whitsunday region; 30% of total spend in 

greater Queensland 

Knowledge sharing clearly demonstrated with a number of internal and external 

events/initiatives undertaken to share sustainability lessons learnt 

Good management systems integrating the IS rating tool into practices 

Strong commitment to and application of sustainable procurement including local 

procurement: 

Lessons learnt and specific tools developed have been integrated into existing procedures 

to permit ongoing high level of sustainability performance across all new major projects 

People & 

Communities 
Customer sat results: No noise or vibration complaints 

Economic development and employment; local participation increased from 59% at the 

time of submitting for the Design Rating to 61% at the completion of construction 

Physical 

resources 
Recycled materials procured: Eco-cement with 40% fly ash (10,770 tonnes) 

Reuse of surplus materials: 100% (excavated materials reused on site); 7 structures 

repurposed 

Reduction in material use: 4,400 tonnes less materials incl 4,189 tonnes concrete, 368 

tonnes steel, 40 tonnes liquid sugar p.a. 

Energy use: 15.5% reduction (450MWh p.a.) 

Fuel use: hybrid vehicles ($3,000 saved) 

Water use: 2,966ML saved through more efficient use of recycled effluent (43%) 

Green concrete used for roads instead of asphalt to avoid long transport distances  

Use of 40% fly-ash blend in 40MPa concrete  

100% of excavated materials were beneficially reused on site 

43% reduction in water use across the project lifecycle. 3GL water saved over the 

operation life of the asset. 

Better dust suppression—sprinklers instead of water carts 

Green IT Strategy used for construction 

Hybrid vehicles for construction 

More efficient sludge dewatering methods—selection of ‘geotubes’ over sludge cartage 

Reduced electricity use through energy efficient processes and equipment—reduced by 

450MWh per annum 

Reduced water use through efficient use of recycled effluent 

Ecology & 

natural world 
Planting - trees & shrubs: 5,513 square metres regenerated habitat 

Habitat / species protection: 1,000 square metres wetland 

A total of 283 tonnes of carbon will be sequestered over the plants’ operational lives via 
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Project Whitsunday STP Upgrades 
the revegetation of 6,513m2 with local native species. 

The upgraded STPs will meet or exceed current and future (ie tightened) treated effluent 

discharge quality parameters and enhance water quality of receiving waters (including 

adjacent Great Barrier Reef areas). 

Biodiversity of each site has been improved with 21 and 25 new locally native plant 

species now occurring at the Cannonvale and Proserpine sites respectively. 

A Biodiversity Management Plan has been developed and implemented to ensure that 

these enhanced ecological values are maintained or further improved over the long-term. 

Climate & risk 

incl natural 

hazards 

Risks mitigated: 22 high or very high risks reduced to moderate or low 

CO2 savings: 20,510 tCO2e lifecycle reduction - energy; includes 3,149 tonnes from 

materials 

20% reduction in total scope 2 carbon emissions across the lifecycle of the project. 

Reduction in embodied carbon emissions of 1,661 tCO2-e (30%). 

Thorough, formal climate change risk assessment and implemented controls to reduce 22 

‘high’ or ‘very high’ risks to a ‘moderate’ or ‘low’ rating. 

Transport Hybrid vehicles for construction 

Innovation Innovation savings: $1.1 million (construction); $182,000 (operations) 

7.5.4 User perception of benefits – from the case studies 

The case study narratives were analysed using the NVIVO software and emergent coding 

structure. The analysis highlighted a number of perceived benefits from rating tool use for 

infrastructure owners and tool users (Figure 52 and case study quotes) with the top five being 

benchmarking sustainability performance, gaining knowledge and experience with 

sustainability issues and responses, recognising commitment and action related to 

sustainability, improving environment practices and providing a structured approach. These 

results corroborate and expand on the findings of a smaller study by Johansson which 

investigated two high profile projects which used CEEQUAL to support their sustainability 

objectives (Johansson 2011). According to Johansson the Crossrail programme used the 

rating system to benchmark sustainability performance between projects within their 

programme and with other projects, while Olympic Park used the rating system to validate 

what they were doing and to get external endorsement for their sustainability performance. 

The infrastructure owner and tool user interviews further investigated the benefits of tool use 

and those findings are presented in Chapter 8. Selected excerpts from the case studies are 

presented to provide added, more nuanced insight into the responses behind the grouped 

results. 
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Figure 52. User perceptions of tool benefits – from case study analysis 

 

CE153: CEEQUAL is a way in which we could benchmark the environmental design, 

management and future performance of a project and gauge where we sat within the 

industry.  

EN004: The evaluation of this project by the industry's leading sustainability rating system 

has allowed Public Works to benchmark the plan and showcase the County's ongoing 

commitment to sustainable practices. 

GR017: Working with Greenroads helped our relationship with the contractor…They wanted 

to learn and earn environmental points as much as we did. The contractor took some new 

approaches to construction and was excited to take that education to the next asphalt project. 

IS004: Applying the IS rating tool on the project provided a driver to change the way the 

project was delivered and more importantly the way in which project personnel may lead 

future projects. 

CE161: A key driver for the Blackfriars Station project was to achieve best in class 

performance in sustainable design and construction and as such the project team sought to 

achieve standards to far exceed basic requirements by targeting a CEEQUAL ‘Excellent’ 

award. 

(Source: Excerpts from certified project case studies) 
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7.5.5 Sustainability Outcomes from Certified Projects - key findings 

The outcome-related results from the case study analysis showed the rating tools do drive 

measurable and meaningful outcomes across areas important to sustainable infrastructure, 

albeit with a stronger level of outcomes in some areas than in others e.g. physical resources 

and people and communities. These results highlighted in particular the cumulative effects 

across a range of projects with evidence of projects achieving positive outcomes in each of 

the sustainability areas examined and of exemplar projects demonstrating achievements 

across a range of sustainability categories. While progress is clearly being made, there is an 

opportunity to increase performance levels in a number of areas and to deliver sustainability 

outcomes across a wider spectrum. These findings reflect to some degree the learning curve 

evident in the infrastructure industry, with many players still in the early stages of their 

sustainability education (Willetts et al. 2011, Vaillancourt et al. 2012). They also identify the 

opportunity for infrastructure owners to drive improvements in areas they deem to be 

important within the project context (Scanlon 2011). The benefits identified through the case 

study analysis illustrated how users articulate the value of the rating tools and demonstrated 

the ways in which the rating tools are starting to change the norm (Harré 2011, Rogers 2002) 

through building knowledge, providing structured frameworks and rewarding new behaviours 

(Prochaska, J. O. et al. 1992). 

7.6 Summary of Research Findings and Insights presented in this Chapter 

This chapter provided an analysis of rating tool use globally drawing on 119 projects which 

were certified using the infrastructure sustainability rating tools. The analysis results covered 

the level of use, characteristics of certified projects, information on outcomes achieved from 

a rating tool performance and a sustainability outcomes perspective, and an indication of the 

benefits experienced from rating tool use. The key findings from this chapter are:  

 Infrastructure sustainability rating tool use is growing, especially in those geographies 

where the tools were developed; 

 Some geographies, infrastructure types and project sizes are better catered for than others. 

The data shows that medium to large transportation projects in developed countries are 

well represented in rating tool certified projects; 

 Tool developers have access to a significant database of project information which can 

demonstrate sustainability outcomes achieved through tool use, support the value of and 

need for action at an industry level, and identify training and information gaps; 
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 Rating tool use can result in measurable and non-measurable sustainability outcomes, 

which, especially when considered collectively, demonstrated positive action in a 

conservative industry which has been slow to move. 

And the following insights were suggested: 

 Awareness of rating tool application bias in terms of geography, infrastructure type and 

project size will assist asset owners and tool users to better apply the rating tools to meet 

their needs. For smaller projects, projects outside of transport and water infrastructure, 

and projects in countries beyond the home geographies of available tools, especially 

developing countries, there is a greater learning curve in undergoing a rating and more 

limited access to case study examples and performance benchmarks; 

 The case study analysis of rating award levels achieved reinforced the findings from 

Chapter 6, that project rating level comparisons between and even within rating tools 

must be applied with caution; 

 Greater levels of transparency and more consistent approaches to project performance 

reporting within organisations and across the tools can better support an industry learning 

about sustainability and related best practice, provide useful benchmarking over time and 

facilitate meaningful communication to project stakeholders and funders; 

 While the current rating tools are evolving to fill some identified gaps (Chapter 5), more 

transparent and consistent acknowledgement of existing gaps and biases would contribute 

to an enhanced understanding of where the tools fit, how they compare and how they 

contribute within the broad sustainability context; 

 Role modelling is an important aspect of changing the norm (Harré 2011) and the case 

study narratives related to certified projects model what is achievable and demonstrate the 

broader benefits of engaging with the sustainability agenda. 

The interview analysis in Chapter 8 and 9 add to these findings by investigating factors 

related to real-life experiences of rating tool users. The analysis in Chapter 10 explores in 

some detail the aspects of behaviour change identified here. 
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8. Interview Analysis – motivations, outcomes and influence 

8.1 Introduction  

Earlier chapters have examined the tools and the outcomes they deliver through analysis of 

tool design and content, investigation of tool development, examination of practice and 

project performance, and analysis of certified project case studies. In the next three chapters, 

the results from semi-structured interviews with infrastructure owners (n=17) and tool users 

(n=46) are presented. The interviews examined the experience of tool use in the field, 

gathering data from designers, constructors and infrastructure owners who have worked on or 

managed the delivery of civil infrastructure projects and work programmes using the rating 

tools. As Udawatta et al. (2015) note in their study on improving waste management in 

construction, interviews can provide a deeper examination of the issues under investigation. 

The user perceptions and experiences captured in the interviews added to the findings from 

the case study and tool analysis research providing richness to the overall understanding of 

rating tool value and challenges. The research presented in Chapters 8 and 9 examined the 

interview data and identified initial key findings, and in Chapter 10 particular aspects from 

the data are analysed in more depth. This chapter presents results about the drivers, benefits, 

and project outcomes from rating tool use. Chapter 9 presents data and analysis on the factors 

which support or hinder positive project outcomes, the wider influence of the rating tools, 

governance aspects and other factors arising from the interviews. The interview method and 

analysis approach are detailed in Chapter 3 and the interview questions are in Appendix E. 

Table 18 shows the interviewees’ characteristics.  

8.2 Presentation of Results 

The interview results are presented as a combination of quantitative responses (from the 

yes/no and rated questions), coded responses from the NVIVO analysis and selected 

participant quotes which add more nuanced insights into the responses behind the quantitative 

and grouped results. Quotes are identified with a unique participant identifier, e.g. AI02 or 

BU07, to connect the quote with the research participant and to maintain confidentiality (I 

signals infrastructure owner and U signals tool user). Rated questions were scored from 1 to 

5, with 5 being the most positive. As a number of focus areas are covered in the interviews, 

key interview findings and their potential impact on the final research outcomes are 
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summarised at the end of each focus area. A sample of the NVIVO codebook is provided in 

Appendix J. 

8.3 Participant Knowledge of the Big Picture 

While the interviews focused on the real-life experience of tool use, they also investigated the 

degree to which infrastructure owners and users understood the bigger context (Chapter 4). 

Did those using the tools understand the challenges and the opportunities for infrastructure in 

contributing to sustainable development for society and the possible contribution of 

infrastructure projects to ‘big picture’ sustainability (Questions 19 & 20)? Did infrastructure 

owners consider that organisations like theirs could contribute positively to sustainable 

development (Question 16)? Responses to these questions identified the participants’ 

understanding of the need to keep pushing the boundaries of tool use and assessed their 

appetite to do so.  

Infrastructure owners and users rated the potential contribution of civil infrastructure to 

sustainable development highly, with a median rating of very strong (5 out of 5) for both 

groups. Many recognised infrastructure as an important enabler for society, as the foundation 

of what connects and supports the development of communities (Table 40). As well as 

recognising the positive potential of infrastructure to support communities, research 

participants highlighted challenges associated with infrastructure investment decisions 

including the need for a more strategic focus on benefits and costs and the lack of political 

will to make systems-level,  coordinated decisions. 

Table 40. Research participants’ views on infrastructure and sustainable development 

Themes identified Quote 

Infrastructure as 

enabler (n=31) 

AI02: I think fundamentally infrastructure is the enabler for people to live 

sustainable lives and move around sustainably. 

DI04: Infrastructure is a component of the community…a way to serve the 

community. The preservation or enhancement of the existing community as well as 

involvement in [the] new community is actually the ultimate. Their welfare is the 

ultimate goal of our infrastructure service. 

Future development 

and opportunities 

(n=21) 

BU07: I think when our infrastructure starts integrating a lot of characteristics that 

we see in our natural environment I think we’ll see a turning point in our 

understanding of what infrastructure can be. 

CU23: Infrastructure is everywhere. It could educate as well as be functional. You 

read about solar walkways and walkways that generate energy with people walking 

on them; those kinds of things.  

CU12: There’s a lot of impetus and huge opportunity to change - a lot of the 

technology especially in construction technologies haven’t changed for a long time. 
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Themes identified Quote 

Whole of life 

considerations 

(n=12) 

CU09: It’s one thing to actually build it. You’ve then got to look after it … it’s not 

just a fit and forget. There’s that long term responsibility to maintain it, adapt it. 

AU05: All parties involved in infrastructure development, especially those at concept 

planning and detailed design stage, need to examine the critical elements that will 

make that infrastructure as a whole be sustainable and serve communities from an 

enduring point of view. Infrastructure, in general, has to last for 30, 40 or 50 years. 

Recognising the 

need for change and 

the challenges 

(n=11) 

AU04: Broader sustainable infrastructure development is hindered by politics and 

the political cycles. Industry and government need to come together to drive a more 

coordinated approach. As it stands infrastructure development can be contrary to 

sustainable development. 

AU15: Unless you fundamentally change the way that we deliver things we are going 

to be committing two or three more generations to unsustainable infrastructure 

solutions. 

 

These results indicated the research participants had a good understanding of the wider 

context issues highlighted in the literature review in terms of the role of infrastructure in 

society, and of sustainable infrastructure beyond the individual project. Infrastructure owners 

(n=17) assessed the ability of their organisations and others like theirs to contribute 

significantly towards sustainable development, with results ranging from 3.5 (moderate to 

strong) to 5 (very strong), and a median rating of 5 out of 5. Research participants 

acknowledged the strategic and long term sustainability aspects associated with infrastructure 

investment and the immediate impacts at the project level. 

Table 41. Infrastructure owner interview quotes acknowledging the sustainability context of 

infrastructure development 

AI12: What we do has an impact on the UN Sustainable Development Goals in many areas: e.g. development 

of economic activity; addressing poverty through our procurement and employment strategies. 

AI17: We might be doing a road project but is that road project in line with Council’s longer term goals, or 

where our strategic evolution of [city] document is going. 

DI05: We really are writing the future if you will. These are facilities that are going to be on the grid for 50 

years. 

CI13: As a Government funded organisation we have to account for the spending of taxpayer’s money 

through value for money and whole life costs. 

CI07: The transport sector makes a big impact in terms of vehicle and carbon emissions; in terms of making 

transport more affordable. We have a whole role to play in regenerating areas. 

 

Moving from the organisational to the project level, tool users rated the ability of 

infrastructure projects to contribute to sustainable development (Question 19) from moderate 

to extremely strong (Figure 53). Their comments acknowledged multiple impacts and 

opportunities associated with infrastructure projects including the high volume of materials 

and other resources involved, ecological impacts on land, water and air and social impacts 
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including community needs, employment opportunities and community connectivity. Tool 

users identified the duration of such projects and the long service life of the end asset as 

providing the potential for action on sustainable development and the opportunity to 

influence behaviours and drive more innovative approaches. 

 
Figure 53. Tool users rate the ability of infrastructure projects to contribute to  

Sustainable Development 

 

CU22: There is potential to effect great change with infrastructure projects, … and maybe 

more so than building developments where you have one off schemes …Long lived and long 

gestation period infrastructure schemes have a bigger footprint sustainably and the bigger 

potential to affect that. 

DU06: What are the end goals? It's climate impact, it's cleaner water and decreased use of 

resources. Infrastructure has an enormous impact on all these things. 

AU06: Infrastructure projects are one of the major users of non-renewable resources. Use of 

alternate materials and reductions through good engineering and good design is key. 

Key Interview 

Findings 

Users and owners are knowledgeable about the bigger context of sustainability.  

Infrastructure owners see the potential of their organisations to contribute to Sustainable 

Development; and tool users see the potential of infrastructure projects to contribute to 

Sustainable Development 

Implications 

for outcomes 

There is value in acknowledging the big picture in the context of tool use; linking the 

broader understanding to the contribution the tools make.  

Important for the tools as they develop to better recognise, and not mask, the big picture. 
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8.4 Reasons behind Tool Use – drivers and objectives 

8.4.1 Formal tool use on infrastructure projects 

Tool users identified the most common driver for delivery teams to undertake a project rating 

(Question 6) being the client and/or funder requirement (Figure 54 and associated quotes). 

This finding applied across all four rating tools. Users indicated that the client may specify 

rating tool certification in the project contract or some level of sustainability assessment or 

performance, in which case the rating tool was used to satisfy that requirement. In some cases 

in Australia (n=4), tool users mentioned that additional financial incentives were provided for 

high levels of sustainability rating performance. 

 
Figure 54. Reasons tool users (those involved in project delivery) certify their projects 

 

CU05: I would say 90 percent of the ones I’ve worked on has been client specification. 

DU03: The primary driver, fortunately, has been that the city departments want to do the 

right project.  

CU20: Clients have had a corporate policy to identify their sustainability performance and 

so it [the rating tool] provides an external verification which they like.  
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Other drivers (recognition and reputation, support for a client’s sustainability policy, 

benchmarking performance, building track record) indicated a clear desire by project delivery 

teams (and their home organisations) to demonstrate and be recognised for sustainability 

related actions.  

Table 42. Tool user drivers - illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Drivers 
DU08: Branding the consortium around being more sustainable. But we’ve also 

found actually there’s a lot of linkage with efficiencies in the design and the 

construction phases linked to innovation. 

Reputation, Drive 

sustainability outcomes 

CU15: Another reason I’ve done it on two or three projects is because, when we 

know we’ve been doing some really good stuff from an environmental point of 

view and we’ve wanted to get recognition for it. 

Recognition, 

Benchmarking 

performance  
DU01: One of the main drivers is pride from the project team. I think a lot of 

project teams realise the good that the project as a whole is achieving and they 

want to showcase that. 

Recognition 

BU07: It was just a desire to increase their sustainable efforts and also partner 

up with a third party to really validate what they’re doing. … We felt that having 

a third party to bring in technical expertise and have a sense of the industry 

would provide additional value. 

Drive sustainability 

outcomes,  3
rd

 party 

validation 

 

While the client requirement drove certification in most cases (Figure 54), there were some 

cases (mainly in the UK where the rating tool has been in use longer) where experienced 

sustainability practitioners or senior managers from design or construction firms drove or 

indeed mandated tool use. For these users, the rating tool provided a structured mechanism to 

drive the sustainability agenda and sustainability outcomes on a project (see CU16 quote 

below), and furthermore, it helped to build the reputation of the designers or constructors as 

leaders in addressing sustainability.  

CU16: If I can get the project signed up to CEEQUAL I can drive the sustainability agenda 

… That is then how you get it accepted and taken into account at the highest level and that 

enables you to change, to get investment and to change design and construction strategies to 

improve the project in terms of sustainability and performance. 

CU24: The customer wasn’t even thinking about CEEQUAL … we could see that CEEQUAL 

was getting traction, what we wanted to do was to demonstrate that we had expertise around 

CEEQUAL so that when the next big job came out and CEEQUAL was part of a tender we 

already could demonstrate success. 

CU06: [Our firm] has a commitment to use it on projects greater than 50 million pounds in 

value. …It’s not been a contract requirement but when we’ve won the contract we wanted to 

do the assessment. 
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Experienced users in the UK who had worked with the CEEQUAL tool over a number of 

years (n=6) indicated a shift in practice over time: from the early days where the use of the 

tool was driven more by a desire to demonstrate credentials or to implement best practice to 

more of a contractual or compliance focus, raising the question of whether that shift could 

occur with the newer tools over time. 

Key Interview 

Findings 

The requirements and specification of the infrastructure owner to use a rating tool and/or 

to achieve and report on sustainability performance is a dominant driver for tool use.  

Individual players, especially those with experience in delivering sustainability 

outcomes on infrastructure projects, can use the rating tool requirement as a lever for 

raising the sustainability profile and performance on their projects.  

Implications for 

outcomes 

There is an opportunity for the clients / infrastructure owners to increase value – by 

articulating and setting targets; and measuring, tracking and reporting on outcomes. 

Experienced users and sustainability advisors can leverage the rating tool to drive a 

strong sustainability agenda and achieve new outcomes – going beyond just telling the 

story of what is being done well already. 

 

The research found that the main objectives for infrastructure owners (Question 7) related to 

driving sustainability outcomes on projects, alignment of project delivery with stated 

sustainability policies and commitments, and having a comprehensive, structured and 

consistent approach to sustainability (Figure 55 and Table 43). The ‘driving sustainability 

outcomes’ grouping (n=11) included an overarching desire to deliver more sustainable 

projects, to make the process of infrastructure management more sustainable and to deliver 

projects that were better for the environment and smarter in terms of resource use. 

Benchmarking performance and applying an industry recognised approach as well as using 

the rating as a vehicle for communication with stakeholders and for reputational enhancement 

were further objectives for infrastructure owners. Some owners saw the potential of the rating 

tools to drive collaboration within the project team as sustainability issues often crossed the 

traditional discipline boundaries of designers, environmental and stakeholder managers and 

constructors. Infrastructure owners showed an authentic desire to deliver positive 

sustainability outcomes and to find practical and reliable ways of doing so, as the quotes 

below demonstrate. 
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Figure 55. Reasons infrastructure owners want sustainability certification for projects 

 

 

Table 43. Infrastructure owner drivers - illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Drivers 

CI07: My ultimate objective is to get these projects to be delivered in as a 

sustainable way as possible, but having a tool like CEEQUAL … it really helps 

me to get some backing behind what I am saying. 

Drive sustainability 

outcomes, benchmark 

performance 

BI05: Number one we want to do the right thing, number two is we want to keep 

up to date with the industry and the leading edge of the industry and trying to do 

things with the latest technology and information that is out there. 

Drive sustainability 

outcomes, benchmark 

performance, reputation 

DI05: We have all the gung-ho leadership saying “Yes we want to be sustainable, 

we want to be a leader, etc. etc.” … these rating systems and tools it provides us a 

very tangible reference point for “Yes we actually are being sustainable” 

Benchmark performance, 

demonstrate policy, 

reputation 

CI19: I think having CEEQUAL probably helps prove to our ultimate customers 

… that the project is being delivered in the most sustainable way. 

Demonstrate policy, 

benchmark performance 

AI17: Part of it is trying to stimulate some more whole of life thinking; part of it is 

obviously the outcomes of the project and the level of sustainability we can get 

into that project; part of it is also looking at in a higher strategic sense where we 

see [the city] going. 

Drive whole of life focus, 

drive sustainability 

outcomes, demonstrate 

policy 

BI01: When you’re redesigning a road I hadn’t really ever thought about the 

street lighting on the road but Greenroads heavily rewards changing your street 

lighting to LEDs and it was motivating enough for me to reach out to a different 

department and say, “Hey, are you guys willing to pilot this or try this out?” 

Comprehensive approach 

to sustainability, drive 

sustainability outcomes 
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Key Interview 

Findings 

Infrastructure owners have an authentic desire to use the tools to deliver improved 

sustainability outcomes, demonstrate strategic sustainability commitments and 

benchmark performance.  

Infrastructure owners are keen on a comprehensive, structured and well-defined 

approach to sustainability performance which is accepted by industry  

A rating tool provides a mechanism and a common language for communicating about 

sustainability with colleagues, stakeholders and the supply chain 

Implications for 

outcomes 

Infrastructure owners (as clients) want to drive positive outcomes and are looking for a 

robust, structured and industry-accepted approach to doing so. There is an authentic 

desire to achieve positive outcomes and the rating tools are seen as a way to support that.  

Being clear on client objectives in using the rating tool allows better tool application and 

monitoring of outcomes at the project team level; the clearer the objectives, the clearer 

and more targeted the outcomes.  

Tools ratings and outcomes allow infrastructure owners to better support benchmarking 

across a portfolio of projects and an infrastructure network. 

 

8.4.2 Informal or ‘non-certified’ tool use 

The tools can also be used outside of certification and examining the non-certified use of the 

rating tools with research participants added to the data on the value of the tools and 

broadened the options to enhance use. The infrastructure owners (Question 4) and tool users 

(Question 4) were asked whether they used the tools in “non-certified” ways and, if they did, 

what they used them for. Seventy-seven percent of tool users and 59% of infrastructure 

owners indicated that they used the tools in non-certified ways. Figure 56 and Table 44 

summarise the different activities identified, with the most common use being to utilise the 

tools (and their supporting documentation) as a general guide or framework on sustainability 

and infrastructure. A number of participants (n=15) used the tools to undertake informal 

project assessments without going through the certification process, with one infrastructure 

organisation making significant non-certified use of Envision, and another requiring project 

teams to undertake a self-assessment on lower value projects using the Infrastructure 

Sustainability tool. Some participants referenced the tool content to incorporate sustainability 

thinking during feasibility and planning phases of a project (n=9), to inform organisational 

sustainability strategy, policies, and management systems for infrastructure development 

(n=11), or to assist with sustainability training (n=8). While non-certified project assessments 

lack the rigour and recognition of the formal third-party certification process, the data on 

non-certified tool use demonstrated the tools wider effects – with the total number of projects 

influenced by the rating tools clearly greater than the number of certified projects and with 
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the tools fulfilling the role of a much needed sustainability resource for the industry more 

generally. 

 
Figure 56. Reasons for using tools in non-certified ways - owners and users 

 

 

Table 44. Informal use - illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Non-certified use 

CU08: I do look to add in some of those best practice elements. Things like water 

footprinting’s something that not many clients are looking at and is within 

CEEQUAL.  

Guide or framework 

CU11: If you’re doing a program of projects or maybe a smaller project, you 

might just want to actually say, use the CEEQUAL methodology but not 

necessarily feel that you want to go the whole hog and have it certified. It still 

brings a good degree of rigor into your thinking, your thought process. 

Informal project 

assessment 

AU09: I worked in a regional capacity and we were developing some regional 

sustainability strategies. We used the CEEQUAL tool as a framework and a bit of 

a standard for best practice. 

Guide or framework 

CU16: On this project, we've actually developed an option evaluation tool, very 

simple. There's nothing else to help us evaluate options in terms of sustainability 

so we developed one. It's simply based on the CEEQUAL headings and some of 

the questions. 

Guide or framework 

DI04: We actually have put our best effort to use Envision as much as possible for 

all projects, or as many projects as possible, and from their planning and design 

phase. So far, around 150 projects have been rated [but not verified] using 

Envision. 

Informal project 

assessment, management 

systems 

BI05: We’re using that [Greenroads] as an education tool because when it’s all 

put into one package, … you can go over those issues really quickly instead of 

doing it hit and miss, here and there. 

Learning & awareness 

raising 
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Key Interview 

Findings 

The rating tools are used extensively beyond formal certification with some institutions 

using the tools to provide informal assessments or ratings – and build this into their 

overall approach. 

The tools are used by owners and users in other non-certified ways to inform 

management systems and policies and decision-making frameworks. 

Implications for 

outcomes 

Tools provide value beyond their formal use – for individuals and organisations and 

users shouldn’t limit thinking just to certification of projects – especially if you want to 

encourage a common way of thinking across the board. 

8.5 What the Tools Actually Deliver 

The above results cover the motivations for rating tool use and the outcomes being sought by 

infrastructure owners and project level tool users. The research presented in this section 

examined the experiences and achievements of use on individual projects and across 

programmes of work. 

8.5.1 Rating tool value and benefits 

Infrastructure owners and users were asked questions on the value of tool use, the measurable 

and non-measurable outcomes achieved and what the tools helped them to achieve that 

wouldn’t have achieved otherwise. Their responses were coded against themes that emerged 

from the data and the results identified the top five benefits from using the tools to certify 

projects (Figure 57) related to recognition and reputation (n=33), driving (n=27) and 

benchmarking (n=22) sustainability performance, providing a structured approach to 

sustainability (n=25) and increasing sustainability knowledge and experience (n=22). 
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Figure 57. The value of rating tool use – tool users and infrastructure owners 

 

Deeper analysis showed there were some differences between research participants, e.g. 

owner or user, new or experienced, in terms of the benefit they gained from rating tool use 

(Figure 58). For infrastructure owners benchmarking performance was the top benefit on 

average followed by reputational value, whereas for those applying the tools on projects e.g. 

sustainability advisors or project participants, reputational value was the top benefit followed 

by driving sustainability performance, a structured approach, introduction of new knowledge 

and then benchmarking performance. Unsurprisingly for those new to rating tool use, the 

introduction of new knowledge was the top benefit, and those with a high level of experience 

highlighted additional benefits such as supporting collaboration and increasing the profile of 

sustainability across the infrastructure industry. Recognition and reputational benefits were 

experienced in two ways – from within the infrastructure industry itself and from external and 

community stakeholders. Certification and ratings could enhance or reinforce the 

sustainability profile of infrastructure developers and build a track record and market profile 

for designers and contractors. Some research participants experienced that rating tool 

certification resulted in positive community perceptions of infrastructure development for the 
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completed project and provided a mechanism to talk about how a stated sustainability 

commitment was translated into tangible outcomes during project delivery. 

 
Figure 58. The value of rating tool use – by interviewee type and by level of tool use experience 

 

Research participants saw the value of the tools in driving and reporting on sustainability 

performance and delivering improved outcomes from a sustainability perspective – often 

making project partners and infrastructure organisations examine a broader scope of 

sustainability practices and push their knowledge and their actions further. As noted in 

Section 8.4, establishing a benchmark for performance was particularly important to 

infrastructure owners. 

Table 45. Rating tools delivering best practice - illustrative interview quotes 

BU06: From a design perspective I think the biggest benefit is a collection of best practices. A very well-

documented and researched collection of things that are available out there, some may be very easy that 

could easily be accessed by many projects; that we weren’t necessarily aware of before getting into it. 

CU24: From the point of view of using it as a guide and a prompt towards best practice and imbedding it 

within our management system, it's provided a consistently high level of performance. 

DU01: When you have a rating system in place it sets the bar higher and it creates a target; previously on a 

project we wanted to protect the environment and now we’re looking at ways to enhance the environment. 

AU06: It showed what sort of job we were actually doing – how good we were going against a standard. 

BI04: Going for Greenroads certification just brought in a lot of different elements where we said, “Okay, 

let’s look at everything here if we’re gonna go for certification.” You’re able to go to your elected officials 

and say, “Well, rather than just doing this stormwater project we’re really putting some love into this area.” 

 

Validation by a third-party organisation was identified as beneficial by a number of research 

participants. For one multi-billion dollar project, the use of a third-party tool was a 

requirement of the project governance body – providing credibility to the sustainability 

initiatives, targets and outcomes delivered by the project. In another case, a Californian-based 

Value / Benefit - coded from responses

Tool User 

(n=46)

Infrastructure 

owner (n=17)

Low 

(n=25)

Medium 

(n=17)

High 

(n=15)

Super User 

(n=6)

PR, reputation, recognition 27 7 8 11 9 6

Drives sustainability attainment 25 4 9 11 5 4

Comprehensive & structured framework 21 5 9 9 8 0

Benchmark performance 14 9 8 7 8 0

Introduces new knowledge 18 5 10 6 3 4

3rd party validation 14 4 5 6 6 1

Sustainability profile - project 12 2 4 6 3 1

Measurable outcomes achieved 10 4 7 3 2 2

Sustainability profile - wider 10 4 4 3 6 1

Supports learning 8 3 5 0 4 2

Collaboration 5 3 1 2 3 2

Common language 5 1 2 2 2 0

Financial savings 3 2 1 1 2 1

Interviewee type Tool Use experience level
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infrastructure owner indicated that being in a ‘Green State’ meant that the requirement to 

have third-party validation was essential in terms of stakeholder acceptability. 

Table 46. Value of third party validation - illustrative interview quotes 

CU10: It is recognised, it is third party and it is respected. When we are able to report to the external world, 

stakeholders and so forth; that we have achieved Excellent….it’s not us banging our own drum and it has 

that advantage. 

DI04: It's actually a third-party rating system, and it provides a more objective evaluation of our 

performance and the quality of our infrastructure service. 

DI05: If you don't do that type of third party certification you don't have bragging rights… in California 

especially.  

 

The recognition and reputational benefits highlighted were often gained after project 

completion, although during project delivery tool use can also enhance the project partners’ 

sustainability reputation with some stakeholders. Other benefits identified during project 

delivery were elevating and keeping environmental and social issues on the project agenda, 

encouraging collaboration through cross-discipline engagement to address sustainability 

issues and overall increasing knowledge and understanding of sustainability as it applies to 

infrastructure development. These benefits had the potential to contribute to improved 

sustainability outcomes for the immediate project as well as future projects. 

Table 47. Supporting sustainable behaviours - illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Benefits 

CI07: My colleagues who are imbedded in the project … constantly come to me 

and say, “Thank you for CEEQUAL, thank you for making this requirement, there 

was so many things that we would have lost that we thought we had on the design 

if it wasn’t for the CEEQUAL rigour”. 

Keeping sustainability 

on the agenda 

CU05: I get to speak to directors about environmental issues that they think are 

important because the scheme says they're important. So my role and my input is 

taken more seriously because they're using a sustainability scheme that we have a 

target to achieve. 

Elevating profile of 

sustainability 

CU06: Historically in the UK … it was quite adversarial between a client and a 

contractor. Now it's a much more collaborative approach and CEEQUAL helps 

that a lot. You get an award at the end of it so there's the PR value and self-

esteem for getting an award that's recognised across the industry. 

Encouraging 

collaboration 

BI08: …it's the sharing of information and the sharing of ideas. Having examples 

out there of projects that have been certified, that have been built is … more of a 

goal “if they can do it we can do it and we can do it better”. 

Increasing knowledge; 

encouraging action 

 

When asked about value and outcomes of using rating tools, quantitative environmental and 

social outcomes and financial savings were given less coverage compared to the areas such as 

recognition and reputation or increased knowledge as mentioned above. However the use of a 

rating tool did in some projects introduce new practices and technologies and raised the bar 
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and profile of these practices. In some cases, owners identified long-term costs savings in 

terms of resource efficiency and implications for operational and maintenance costs. 

Table 48. Financial savings and efficiencies - illustrative interview quotes 

AI01: It’s that ability to present the long term opportunity…and look at it in terms of here’s a business-as-

usual approach if we didn’t take sustainability seriously and compare that to actually adopting sustainable 

business practices and quantify the gap. 

DU06: It encouraged things like the reuse of materials, encouraging of the hiring of locals, the community 

involvement, the use of energy efficiency throughout. …would they have done that anyway? Maybe, but 

here’s an added encouragement to do it because sustainability is right up there on par with engineering 

design in terms of the client’s check list. 

BU06: We went out of our way to specify, but then also install certain things. Like for instance, we got points 

for using lighting fixtures, luminaires that are dark sky certified. And we wouldn't have done that otherwise. 

CU06: If you get things right, you’ll be minimising things like carbon, energy, water, waste. That’s the 

financial benefit. 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 

Benefits and value experienced by those involved with the tools include reputational 

benefits, benchmarking performance, improved sustainability knowledge and outcomes, 

and a vehicle for change at the project level and within industry.  

Value of tool use can be sustainability outcome related (measurable outcomes, increased 

knowledge), communications related (increased sustainability profile, recognition) or 

more process related (3
rd

 party validation, structured framework).  

Besides formal certification, there are a number of other uses or applications of the 

rating tools which can contribute to improving sustainability outcomes. 

As well as the end outcomes such as measurable achievements and recognition for 

sustainability, the use of the rating tool can be critical in keeping sustainability on the 

agenda at the project level.  

While the range of benefits is similar across all interviewees there are some differences 

when examined at a more detailed level. New users benefit most from the knowledge 

provided by tools, infrastructure owners benefit most from the ability to benchmark 

performance.  

Implications for 

outcomes 

Development of the tools focus often on sharpening and expanding the sustainability 

coverage of the tools. More focus could be put onto the ‘realities’ of tool use and how to 

get the most out of the opportunity of use or to better articulate and capture the value. 

Explicitly acknowledging the tools as a “process of change” is an important aspect of 

their value in a world needing to respond to the multiple challenges of resource scarcity, 

ecosystem threat, social inequality and cohesion and climate change. The tools drive 

specific measurable outcomes but also provide the conditions for change. 

The benefits or value from tool use differs to some degree depending on the perspective 

and experience of those applying the tool; it may be useful for users to better understand 

the value to infrastructure owners and what they are trying to achieve. It is also useful 

for infrastructure owners who are prescribing tool use to understand differences for 

users at different levels.  
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8.5.2 Rating tool attributes – positive and negative 

When asked specifically about the rating tool attributes they found more or less helpful 

(Question 10), the tool users identified the following as most positive: the sustainability 

framework and its broad coverage of sustainability topics, resources including the manuals, 

website and other tools, tool flexibility, and the relationships with tool verifiers, assessors and 

tool developers themselves. Fewer participants identified unhelpful tool attributes, and those 

attributes identified related mostly to individual credits rather than tool design as a whole. 

When asked to identify attributes missing or desired (Question 11) the following areas were 

most commonly highlighted: a better developed value case, more focus on social and 

economic issues, better management tools for implementation and more use of specific 

metrics. 

Key Interview 

Findings 

All users were positive about the rating tools and what they provided included the 

resources supporting the tools and the community of practice around the tools; unhelpful 

attributes mainly related to specific issues with individual credits. 

Desirable tool attributes related to increased coverage for social and economic issues 

and more specific metrics, as well as better management tools and a better articulated 

business case. 

Implications for 

outcomes 

Users generally focused more on the value of the tools they were using rather than 

which tool was better than another; for many users only one tool was available or 

promoted in their geography. 

On-going tool development, better implementation tools and data for building the 

business case were seen as important (see Chapter 9). 

8.5.3 Measurable outcomes achieved on projects 

The research participants identified a range of sustainability outcomes achieved on rated 

projects (see Figure 59 and quotes) with most relating to materials, resources and energy 

avoidance, reduction and reuse. These findings were similar to those from the case study 

analysis (Chapter 7). For some users, the achievement of an award rating in itself was seen as 

a tangible and measurable outcome, with one organisation tracking and reporting rating tool 

levels across their portfolio. 
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Figure 59. Project outcomes achieved – as reported by owners and users  

 

CU01: There was big savings in terms of use of recycled aggregates and I guess that’s part 

of the reason that it [the tool] was implemented. Material has tended to be the big one. 

DU01: I have seen a lot of advancement in our by-product synergies. I have seen project 

teams do a lot of leg work trying to see how they can reuse material going off site, or 

materials off site coming onto the site to be reused. 

CI14: We do already have quite a lot of key performance indicators that we trend and track, 

but in terms of the level of detail of some of the records I think that was one of the best areas; 

we managed to develop a really good case study on millions of tonnes of material which were 

saved and reused. 

The research participants had different experiences in terms of the degree to which the use of 

the tools influenced these achievements. In some cases targets and KPIs set within the project 

were seen as the real drivers with the rating tool providing more of a reporting and validation 

mechanism. Waste management and minimisation was seen as an area generally well handled 

by contractors, with the rating tool forcing more rigorous measurement and reporting on 

levels of savings and recycling. The research also suggested that in some geographies 

particular practices were more common than in others. Carbon assessment and reporting, 

which was often mentioned in Australasia and Europe, was seen as a newer focus in the USA, 

whereas the use of rain-gardens for stormwater management was already quite common 
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practice in Washington State, but not as common elsewhere. Other measurable outcome areas 

noted by participants related to community and stakeholders, ecology (especially stormwater 

management and vegetation), demonstrating achievement of compliance requirements 

(usually related to noise and other disturbances) and to changes in design and construction 

methods. 

Finally some participants highlighted measureable value from taking a more holistic view of 

tool use e.g. the elimination of project risks through more proactive management, the 

avoidance of future costs through reducing operational impacts of the asset, and even the 

potential to influence planning permission for a project through more explicit sustainability 

management or smart redesign of a project. 

Table 49. Delivering outcomes across the project life cycle - illustrative interview quotes 

CU09: The other measurable outcome is you’re less likely to get fined for noise, nuisance, pollutions and 

those sort of things. If you set things up you should pre-empt or actually eliminate the risk of those happening 

in the first place.  

DI04: We truly believe that sustainable practices in infrastructure have long-term cost saving benefits during 

the life of the project, especially when it comes to during the phase of the operation and maintenance. 

CU20: What it does is make people think about more of the project. So does it cause the design process to be 

somewhat different to what it would otherwise have been? So then does that mean that your project is “more 

likely to get consent…” which ultimately is a financial saving but not monetised… I think that’s actually 

where the bigger savings are. 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 

Measurable outcomes mainly related to physical resources e.g. reductions in or 

recycling of materials or waste; or the use of recycled materials or content. 

Measurable outcomes seemed difficult for the participants to articulate. In a number of 

cases participants highlighted the challenge of making a clear value case for tool use. 

Measurable outcomes are not consistently tracked and reported. 

Implications for 

outcomes 

These results raise the question about the reporting of project outcomes – both 

measurable and less measurable. It’s not enough just to have the rating. Greater level of 

transparent reporting is important for benchmarking and research (also see Chapter 7).  

Tracking outcomes has implications for being able to articulate and demonstrate the 

value of the tools. Especially over time as early enthusiasts / champions move on. 

While progress is being made, there is still opportunity to use the tools more effectively 

and to drive sustainability outcomes across a wider spectrum and in a more integrated 

way (also see Chapter 9). 

These findings reflect a learning curve in the infrastructure industry, with many players 

still in the early stages of their sustainability education and understanding.  
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8.5.4 Influence of rating tool use on project teams 

To understand better the tool influence of the tools on others involved in a rated project, the 

tool users assessed the degree to which the tools influenced project team thinking and 

behaviours in terms of sustainability (Figure 60).  

 
Figure 60. Rating tool influence on project team behaviour (reported by tool users) 

 

On average the impact on project teams was seen as moderate to strong. Most users were 

positive about the influence of the rating tool but some noted that this depended to a large 

degree on how the tool was implemented. 

Table 50. Rating tool use and project team behaviours - illustrative interview quotes 

DU06: It [Envision / sustainability] was put on par with everything else. It wasn’t a fringe part of it like 

"let’s do something nice to make it greener"; it was an integral part of the entire project and so that lead to it 

really being a driving force. 

AU10: People start to realise that some of the things they do anyway are sustainability contributors; get that 

'warm and fuzzy' feeling, and that feeling can get a bit addictive and drive further innovation. 

CU20: I’ve had instances where it doesn’t [influence] at all. Again, it’s back down to how the project is 

established. Whether it’s a bolt on or whether it’s integral is key. 

CU18: The CEEQUAL standard does influence people but it is fighting against the way that the industry is 

currently trained and it does take time within the project to convince people. It tends to have a positive 

influence on people and project teams but it does have some barriers. 

AU15: Project teams I've worked in have fallen into two categories: 1. Project started well with IS and 

recognised an integrated approach is needed and that we have to work together; 2. Project starts slow with 

IS; win the head but not the heart. 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 

The opportunity to influence sustainability thinking and knowledge of design and 

construction teams on projects through exposure to and involvement with a rating tool 

exists but is not always realised. 

Sustainability requirements as driven by the rating tools are often new to a team and 

challenge the status quo. 

Implications for 

outcomes 
The use of the rating tool presents opportunities to increase understanding and 
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knowledge about sustainability. However, the extent to which this makes an impact 

depends on the implementation of the rating tool and the project objectives – minimum 

compliance and rating achievement; using the tool to learn about sustainability; 

recognising good work and investigating new approaches; or a more holistic focus on a 

strong sustainability agenda.  

8.5.5 Added contribution from tool use 

To assess the ‘added contribution’ made through tool use, research participants were asked to 

identify the extent to which the rating tools drove sustainability outcomes that wouldn’t have 

been achieved otherwise. The tool users assessed the tools as making a moderate to strong 

difference on sustainability outcomes on average (Figure 61). Infrastructure owners 

commented on additional contribution but did not provide a rating and their comments are 

reflected in the quotes below. At the high end of the scale, users and infrastructure owners 

cited impacts on engineering and project managers, on the supply chain, on broadening the 

focus of sustainability understanding and action, and generally raising the bar. Others 

commented on the role of the rating to help document, demonstrate and communicate 

performance. Similar to corporate sustainability reporting which can be a way of gathering 

and sharing sustainability-related stories and performance under one unifying umbrella (IIRC 

2013). At the lower end, there were two scenarios: one where the project rating was seen as 

more of an evidence gathering exercise than something which drove new outcomes; and the 

other where the project already had a strong sustainability programme established and 

therefore used the rating tool for validation rather than to drive action and outcomes. 

 
Figure 61. Users assess the difference rating tools make to project sustainability outcomes 
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Table 51. Added contribution from tool use - illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Added contribution 

CU01: …without it you're really looking at what's the legal and contractual 

compliance… Whereas with CEEQUAL in place you do tend to look a little bit 

beyond that and you will be looking for opportunities for enhancement. 

Beyond compliance; 

enhancement 

CU02: …even at the design stage with the start of the project you could see that 

there was an effort made to employ alternatives into the project; that would save 

energy, which would save costs, which would protect the environment. 

Drives exploration of 

alternatives 

CU05: Sometimes with the assessment schemes, the stuff you do isn't that much 

extra – but it's demonstrable, measurable and recorded. 

Demonstrates and 

records sustainability 

outcomes 

AU14: If wasn't for a sustainability rating scheme chances are projects wouldn't be 

doing anything. 

Drives action on 

sustainability 

DI05: Typically again these rating systems are refined every few years and that bar 

gets a little bit higher. I am assuming Envision will be the same way… It really 

pushes this continuous improvement cycle. 

Raises the bar; drives 

continuous 

improvement  

BI05: …to have a central location where we can go to learn about new things that 

we can adopt is just invaluable in broadening our horizons of things we can 

accomplish. 

Access to 

sustainability 

knowledge base 

AI13: At the moment seen as additional burden - focus has been on collating the 

evidence. Different story once we start implementing earlier and properly in 

projects. 

Promise of 

improvements with 

early implementation 

CU11: The benefits of these tools [on large projects] are less apparent. I think on 

smaller projects which don’t have that rigour, you can use a tool like this to get a 

much higher level of performance. Whereas … we’re going to have a high level of 

performance anyway and then we’re increasing it slightly by using the tool.  

Benefits to smaller 

projects or those 

where limited 

sustainability focus 

CU10: We would have probably achieved what we have done on the environment 

with or without CEEQUAL. Its use has been that it gives you that third party 

verification. 

3
rd

 party verification 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 

The tools make a moderate to strong difference in terms of adding to project outcomes, 

however, experience varied. In some cases it was clear that without the rating little or 

nothing would happen to address sustainability, in other cases the rating tool forced the 

project to raise the bar, and in a few cases the tools confirmed the good work being done 

through an already strong sustainability agenda. 

Implications for 

outcomes 

These findings reinforce that the tools can make a difference – especially where 

knowledge is low and support is high – there is an opportunity to drive improved 

outcomes to the top end i.e. enhance use. While the tools have their critics the data 

suggests that they do “add” value. 

 

8.6 Summary of Research Findings and Insights presented in this Chapter 

This chapter provided information and insights on rating tool use drawn from interviews with 

infrastructure owners and tool users in the UK and Ireland, Scandinavia, the USA and Canada 

and Australia and New Zealand. The analysis results covered research participants’ 

awareness of the wider context of sustainability and infrastructure, motivations for tool use, 
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and an exploration of what outcomes were achieved at both the project and broader 

organisation levels. Questions of added contribution and the influence of informal use were 

also investigated. The key findings from this chapter are: 

 The analysis suggested most research participants understood the role of infrastructure in 

contributing to the broader context of sustainability, and the potential of infrastructure 

organisations and projects to contribute to improved sustainability outcomes; 

 Infrastructure owners (and funders) are significant drivers of rating tool use and their 

requirements and behaviours strongly influence outcomes achieved on certified projects;  

 Infrastructure owners demonstrated an authentic desire for improving sustainability 

outcomes.  

 The benefits of tool use varied with the experience of the user; 

 Rating tools provided value beyond their formal use or individuals and organisations, and 

the analysis showed significant levels of non-certified use; 

 The measurable and qualitative project outcomes identified by the research participants 

aligned with the findings from the case study analysis with physical resources being the 

most often identified measureable outcome; 

 Interviewees, in the main, assessed the tools as adding to existing sustainability 

performance achieved on projects. The extent to which the rating tools made an impact 

depended on the implementation of the rating tool and the project objectives. Project 

objectives ranged from minimum compliance and rating achievement; using the tool to 

learn about sustainability; recognising good work and investigating new approaches; or a 

more holistic focus on a strong sustainability agenda; 

 For projects with a strong sustainability agenda and experienced sustainability 

professionals in place, the tools often acted as a third-party validation of performance 

rather than a driver of performance. 

And the following insights were suggested: 

 The results from the interview analysis reinforced the value of investigating the ‘realities’ 

of tool use; 

 The rating tools provided infrastructure owners with an industry-endorsed framework to 

support their change agenda, and a mechanism for driving sustainability outcomes and 

benchmarking performance; 
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 For new users the tools introduced new knowledge, broadened their understanding of 

sustainability and ensured sustainability stayed on the project agenda. For experienced 

users and sustainability advisors rating tool certification could provide leverage to drive a 

strong sustainability agenda and achieve new outcomes; 

 The very existence of the rating tools in the market changed the conversations people 

were able to have about sustainability within the civil infrastructure industry. 

Chapter 9 presents further results from the interview analysis and focuses on project 

characteristics which support or hinder the achievement of sustainability outcomes (already 

hinted at above), the flow-on effects of rating tool use and some additional factors raised 

during interviews pertinent to enhancing tool use. 
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9. Interview Analysis – project implementation, governance and 

additional factors 

9.1 Introduction 

The interview results examined in the previous chapter provided insight into the aspirations 

and opportunities of the tools from actual use and analysed the drivers for and outcomes and 

influences from rating tool use. The research results and findings presented in this chapter 

investigated rating tool implementation at the project level, examining in particular the 

characteristics that supported or hindered achieving sustainability outcomes from tool use, 

with the objective of better understanding what tasks or behaviours might be encouraged or 

enhanced and what might be questioned or challenged. Infrastructure owner governance 

practices are examined and additional interview data pertinent to the research objectives and 

not covered elsewhere is summarised. As in the previous chapter, quotes from interviews are 

used to expand on quantitative and grouped results and key findings and implications for final 

research outcomes are highlighted at the end of each section. 

9.2 Implementing the Tools on Projects 

9.2.1 Ease of implementation 

Tool users’ experience of implementing the rating tools on projects ranged from difficult to 

very easy (Figure 62).  

 
Figure 62. Ease or difficulty of implementing a rating tool – tool users 
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Difficult experience was not necessarily seen as negative but more as challenging, especially 

for those new to rating tool use and to sustainability concepts. Difficult experiences related 

more to the characteristics of the rated project rather than the tool itself e.g. management buy-

in, team experience, the timing of implementation, and integration of the tool requirements. 

More experienced users (those identified as high experience and super users; n=15) 

emphasised the need for an early and rigorous approach to rating tool implementation, 

adequate resourcing, and integration of rating tool requirements into the project management 

and delivery systems.   

Table 52. User experience of formally applying a rating tool - illustrative interview quotes 

CU11: I don't think it's a difficult process. It just needs a bit of rigour and that's good … The important thing 

is then building that into your normal project processes. 

CU20: It’s easy. It doesn’t mean that you don’t end up with decisions still to be made that tactically might be 

hard or might not get the answer that you want because of a financial imperative or a time imperative.  

DU01: It hasn't been particularly difficult, it's just a matter of getting teams organised so that the 

information flows smoothly and the good work that they're doing is documented. Where we get a lot of 

hurdles is, the project is moving so fast or is so far along. 

AU09: Ideally, all parties would be working together to achieve the outcomes and the rating - but in some 

cases, we are required to deliver the rating and the client has been less aware of their role in what's involved.  

AU16: Professionally stimulating and challenging as a first time user. Many opportunities to look at 

solutions for the different aspects. It's a challenge but a good challenge. 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 

There is a range of experience as to the ease or difficulty of tool use on projects. 

Experiences relates more to the circumstances of the project than the tool itself. 

Difficulty and challenge of implementation are not necessarily seen as negative – there 

is a learning curve associated with rating tool implementation and building 

sustainability knowledge. 

Levels of experience in sustainability and rating tool use within a project team 

(sustainability advisor, client, designers, and constructors) have an impact on the ease of 

implementation. 

There are critical elements in resourcing and implementing the rating tools that affect 

project outcomes and the learning achieved for future projects. 

Implications for 

outcomes 

It is important to acknowledge the learning curve involved with rating tool use and to 

have realistic expectations of the effort required to achieve certification and to resource 

appropriately.  

Even experienced users struggle if there is a lack of commitment at the client or project 

management levels.  
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9.2.2 Project characteristics - supporting and hindering outcomes 

When tool users were specifically asked to identify the project characteristics which support 

or hinder good outcomes (project sustainability performance and associated rating scheme 

achievement) the factors highlighted above were reinforced and others added. Table 53 lists 

the project characteristics identified by number of users identifying each characteristic and 

how often they were mentioned, and a priority order based on frequency is suggested. 

Table 53. Project characteristics supporting or hindering sustainability outcomes (users; n=46) 

Project Characteristic Participants identifying 

the characteristic 

 (as coded in NVIVO) 

Times the characteristic 

was mentioned 

 (as coded in NVIVO) 
1. Client knowledge, participation & 

commitment  

29 39 

2. Timing of setup & implementation 26 43 

3. Project size* 18 21 

4. Project management ownership 17 21 

=5. Type of project or scheme 

=5. Team involvement & 

engagement 

14 18 

18 

7. Project partner support 13 15 

8. Sustainability advisor - role & 

experience  

12 14 

9. Project resourcing 11 15 

10. Project team experience 10 12 

=11. Holistic approach - whole 

project 

=11. Stakeholder interest 

=11. Contract type & specifications 

9 10 

10 

13 

=14. Level of ambition 

=14. Project planning requirements 

=14. Structured implementation & 

reporting 

8 9 

10 

11 

17. Ability to change design 6 9 

=18. Competition 

=18. Continuity & transition 

5 5 

6 

20. Clear project targets 3 3 

*Views related to project size were mixed – see narrative below 

The top two characteristics of client knowledge, participation and commitment and the timing 

of setup and implementation of the rating tool stood out above the rest by a considerable 

margin in terms of the number of users who identified them (29 and 26 out of 46) and the 

number of times they were mentioned (multipliers of 1.35 and 1.65 respectively). Tool user 

comments emphasised that to deliver improved sustainability outcomes it was not enough for 

infrastructure owners to specify a requirement to achieve rating tool certification. The client 

organisation could positively influence sustainability performance outcomes by considering 

sustainability requirements in the planning phase, reflecting them in project specifications 

and documentation, and by supporting the sustainability agenda throughout project delivery. 
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When asked what they might do differently to improve outcomes from tool use, infrastructure 

owners reflected some of the aspects identified by tool users such as better support from 

themselves, more efficient processes and alignment of systems and actions, increased 

sustainability knowledge, as well as a stronger focus across the project life cycle. 

Table 54. Importance of client commitment and participation - illustrative interview quotes 

BU03: From a ‘helpability’ standpoint…what I found is at the very beginning, is that the client/owner is 

really the key. If they’re excited about it and interested I think that makes a huge difference. 

AU03: Early engagement between client, designer and contractor …in some projects you can see continuity 

and a flow and understanding of what went before and that results in better rating tool results. 

CU25: The role of the client is pinnacle in the CEEQUAL process. I feel that if the client doesn’t set that 

brief from the outset that has clearly marked the sustainability environment, the ethos of the project, and keep 

that thread throughout I think that it can get lost. 

 

Early setup and implementation of the rating tool was identified by nearly 60% of users as 

being a critical component to achieving successful outcomes in terms of sustainability. As 

noted in the research (Armstrong et al. 2013, Gagnon et al. 2012, McLellan & Corder 2013) 

the earlier decisions are made in the project life cycle, the greater potential for optimal 

sustainability outcomes. Addressing sustainability early in the project allowed for a more 

holistic approach, for consideration of whole of life options and for the opportunity to embed 

sustainability thinking into the culture of a project and its supporting policies, plans and 

processes. Although some tools favoured early project phase engagement, e.g. Envision with 

its focus on the planning and design stages, and Infrastructure Sustainability and CEEQUAL 

with their separate Design and As Built ratings, the participant responses showed that these 

features did not guarantee early rating tool implementation on a project. Users of all four 

tools raised the issue of timing and the impact on sustainability performance, as demonstrated 

in the quotes below. A late start on rating tool implementation, especially where the tool was 

the sole factor driving a focus on sustainability, eliminated opportunities and often resulted in 

a retrospective evidence gathering exercise.  

Table 55. Importance of early consideration and implementation - illustrative interview quotes 

CU16: In terms of delivering value for money, then the earlier you’re involved with optioneering the better. 

Sustainability and environmental assessment is starting to go hand in hand … you’ve got to be able to put 

these things in place early on to get your money’s worth. 

DU07: Most important is that they spend some time at the front end becoming familiar and developing a 

design process that interrelates with Envision and especially so that they don’t miss paying attention to some 

of the things that can only be done early on such as setting up your stakeholder engagement process. 

AU10: Getting things in at concept design stage – can then be priced and included in the tender and written 

into the contract and scope of works. 

BU03: If you talk about Greenroads and you make the decision early in the project, I think it can be a higher 

impact. Whereas if it's at the end and it's sort of “Hey can we back document and show that this was 

sustainable?” then I think it's less. 
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Project size appeared third on the list of project characteristics that might impact 

sustainability performance; however, the data showed mixed opinions in this regard. While 

the majority of feedback on size suggested that smaller projects could not bear the added 

burden of project resourcing, robust systems, funding for new initiatives or evidence 

collection, not everyone shared that view. As the case study analysis showed CEEQUAL and 

Greenroads in particular had been used on a number of small projects (Chapter 7). Some 

interviewees also suggested that multi-site projects or larger projects which required multiple 

submissions were not without challenges. 

Table 56. Varying views on project size - illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Viewpoint 

CU16: I think they have to be over a certain size and I did a calculation on this, I 

think it was £10 million capital value. You’ve got enough to play with. 

Bigger is better 

CU21: I've been lucky to have really big ones, and I think, the reason why that makes 

it easier is because you have really comprehensive environmental impact assessment 

or environmental statements which answer an awful lot of the questions. 

BU03: Almost any project you do there’s certainly sustainable elements that can be 

done…If you start getting towards a very small project it gets a little more difficult to 

show the benefits. 

Size doesn’t matter 

AU09: Size doesn't seem to be a factor – [we’ve had] examples where it has worked 

really well on large and small projects; and challenges have also been pretty 

consistent on all sizes of project. 

CU12: Where you've got multiple projects it can really hinder getting a good 

outcome. Some of our sites where we've had maybe ten or 12 or more sites, they 

found it a lot more difficult to collate the evidence, to manage everything in the same 

way as one larger site. 

Big projects can be 

challenging 

 

Buy-in from project management was seen by many as important to achieving improved 

outcomes and performance under the rating tools. It was crucial that project management 

acknowledged the sustainability advisor or assessor as a coordinating and facilitating 

function, rather than a role which ‘delivered sustainability’. Other important people-related 

characteristics identified were support from project partners e.g. contractor or funder, and 

involvement and engagement of the project team. These were seen as positive when present 

and negative when absent. 

Table 57. Importance of buy-in from project stakeholders – illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Stakeholder focus 

DU03: You have to have management buy-in. That is real important on a project but 

especially if there’s going to be a change. 

Management  

AU07: The project manager needs to be on board; to drive culture change and buy-

in across the project – [sustainability is] much more than environmental. 
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Quote Stakeholder focus 

CU24: It comes down to people and it's the people that are actually based on a 

project that are driving it. They have got the tools to actually do it but it relies 

heavily on having good relationships with different people within the team. 

Project team 

CU17: Teams do need to actually actively be involved because the engineers need to 

come up with the solutions. It’s just that whole buy in. …Are they genuinely looking 

at the options and coming up with favourable ones? 

DU07: We're working with four or five partner companies that are less committed 

and … it's been quite hard to get them to actually pay attention and follow through. 

Project partners 

 

The role, experience and influence of the project’s sustainability manager or advisor was 

identified as impacting sustainability outcomes achieved on rated projects. This point was 

particularly identified by high experience tool users who had been rating tool verifiers. The 

outcomes achieved with projects using inexperienced advisors or assessors were likely to be 

less as their own knowledge and experience grew. Similarly sustainability knowledge and 

experience within the design and construction teams was identified as affecting what could 

realistically be achieved. Some research participants suggested that younger engineers were 

having a positive effect as they brought new knowledge to the industry. 

Table 58. Importance of people with the right skills and attitude - illustrative interview quotes 

CU16: Using a rating scheme per se on its own I think isn’t necessarily a huge influencer. If the people 

aren’t there driving it, and it’s got to be the right type of people.  

CU08: Where infrastructure’s really on the critical path, then people do the bare minimum to get over the 

line and miss some of those broader opportunities. I think that’s where you need the right people at the very 

front end of anything to put the ideas in; get them seeded early. 

AU16: Still some old dinosaurs who won't change and then others from a younger group who are looking at 

different ways of doing things. 

AU15: The experience of the Sustainability Manager and the way they approach team dynamics. Some 

…don't understand sustainability opportunities on specific projects or infrastructure [types]. 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 

There are multiple factors which can influence the outcomes achieved when using 

sustainability rating tools with the top factors relating to client involvement, project 

management leadership and engagement, timing of implementation, and resourcing and 

experience in sustainability and tool use.  

The client has an important role to play – being clear on objectives and priorities; 

specifying requirements in contracts; doing the upfront work during the planning and 

early design, and providing inputs for credit achievement. Organisational specifications 

and standards, e.g. materials or lighting, can also influence what delivery teams achieve. 

Timing of implementation of the rating tool has a number of impacts.  The later the 

rating tool implementation gets traction the fewer opportunities there are to influence 

decision-making, to embed sustainability thinking and to implement certain initiatives. 

Project management buy-in has a strong influence on the sustainability performance and 

outcomes achieved, and their level of buy-in influences other important factors such as 

timing, resourcing, and project ambition.  
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There were mixed views on whether projects of all sizes would benefit from rating tool 

use – many participants wouldn’t propose or use the tools on smaller projects.  

Implications for 

outcomes 

The project characteristics surrounding rating tool use have a significant influence on 

sustainability outcomes achieved on a project. Understanding and addressing these will 

influence the difference rating tools can make – for the project, for individual players, 

and along the supply chain. 

Infrastructure clients and sustainability managers could drive early decisions and more 

integrated whole of life approaches by building in meaningful gates to assess and track 

progress, e.g. level of project team training; design options report; innovation / 

opportunities register. 

It is important to recognise levels of experience and make allowance for the learning 

curve – at multiple levels across the project. 

There may be an opportunity to develop a smarter approach to use of the tools on 

smaller projects. 

 

9.3 Governance Aspects – how infrastructure owners specify tool use 

As infrastructure owners have a strong influence over the level and effectiveness of rating 

tool use, it is valuable to understand how they guide and support such use. Infrastructure 

owner research participants were asked about the approaches they took to rating tool use and 

whether and how their policies, management systems, and specifications incorporated or 

specified the rating tools. Forty-seven percent of the infrastructure owners interviewed 

worked in organisations that specified rating tool use in their policies or management 

systems, while others made decisions on tool use on a case-by-case or more ad hoc basis. 

Thresholds were often set above a specified capital value e.g. all projects over $500 K or all 

projects over $50 M, and then often included a minimum award level e.g. minimum of Silver. 

Others preferred to develop targets on a project-by-project basis, depending on a range of 

factors including project context, sustainability priorities, and stakeholder interest. As noted 

earlier, some infrastructure owners incorporated non-certified tool use into their 

specifications and often applied a mix of certified and non-certified use. 

Table 59. Examples of infrastructure owner specification for rating tools - from interviews 

Quote Specification type 

CI07: We've gone from a process where it was a kind of ad hoc approach… [to 

where] we systemised CEEQUAL with a requirement that said: “All projects 

involving civil engineering with an estimated final cost over 50 million, must use 

CEEQUAL and must achieve at least Very Good and ideally Excellent”. 

Rating tool 

minimum levels / 

thresholds 

DI05: Our board adopted a sustainability policy. In it, it calls for LEED Silver or 

equivalent for new projects. And so we have started using Envision as that 

equivalent. 

AI13: In [our] Sustainability Policy framework document we did specify IS targets 

and that is translated into contract requirements for projects. 
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Quote Specification type 

CI13: We are now having to report… on carbon, we report on biodiversity, we report 

on noise and we report on air quality. Each and every project we deliver must 

demonstrate how they have considered and/or delivered on sustainability irrespective 

of any…rating tool. 

Environmental KPIs 

/ targets 

BI01: We have a policy for implementing Greenroads and goals long-term are to get 

a project certified in all the different modes of transportation … The idea behind that 

was we would have a benchmark. 

Dependent on 

project type 

CI19: We don't require it but we would encourage our contractors to consider that 

now… In our term contracts, for example, we would say something like it's 

recommended or encouraged that the approving company would consider using a 

scheme like CEEQUAL. 

Non-specific 

 

Other governance aspects for supporting sustainability and rating tool use included the 

incorporation of requirements in management plans and specifications. While it was still too 

early for those infrastructure organisations who were in the early stages of sustainability 

consideration and rating tool use, for those with a reasonable amount of experience under 

their belt, a more formalised and integrated approach had begun to be implemented. 

DI04: We have just finished reviewing most of our infrastructure-related policies and 

programmes to identify additional room for improvement against what is required in 

Envision; we are also looking into our contracts and procurement policies. 

AI13: [We] have developed supporting guidelines and tools and updated a number of asset 

standards. 

Key Interview 

Findings 

About 50% of infrastructure owners specified rating tool use (a mix of certified and 

non-certified) in organisational policies. Others decided on a project-by-project basis. 

Some specified sustainability requirements in projects without requiring rating tool use. 

A common approach when specifying tool use in policy was to set a capital value 

threshold and a minimum award level.  

As infrastructure owners matured in their understanding of sustainability and 

infrastructure and the application of rating tools at the project level, they started to 

reflect requirements in decision-making frameworks, management systems, and 

specifications.  

Implications for 

outcomes 

There are different approaches to specifying the use of sustainability rating tools for 

infrastructure. It would be helpful for infrastructure owners to consider which approach 

best suits their context, needs and objectives. 

Recognising and working with the learning curve / stages of development would be 

useful for infrastructure owners in terms of setting objectives and expectations, and 

assessing performance. 
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9.4 Flow-on Effects – how the tools influence beyond the project 

9.4.1 Rating tool influence on individual future practice 

While the rating tools focus at the asset or project level, there is evidence from the research 

participants that rating tool use and indeed their very existence has an influence on the 

infrastructure industry, through impacts on individuals and their professional and personal 

practice, on infrastructure related organisations and their policies and practices and then more 

widely across the supply chain. The tool user interviews explored the extent to which these 

influences occurred. Most users (77%; n = 44) assessed the tools as having a strong or 

extremely strong influence on their own practice, citing enhanced knowledge and 

understanding of sustainability, in particular a broadening of knowledge beyond the 

immediate environmental impact areas, as well as enhanced confidence in working with 

others on sustainability issues, more recognition by others and the value of being part of an 

identified community of practice (Figure 63). Some participants also noted the spill-over 

effect into their practices outside of work e.g. in undertaking home renovations. Those 

respondents who rated influence of the tools on their own practice as low, all had strong 

existing sustainability or environmental knowledge. 

 
Figure 63. The ways rating tool use influenced individual practice 
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Table 60. Influence of rating tool use on individual practice - illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Type of influence 

CU06: It’s raised my awareness in a lot of specific areas…like biodiversity and 

ecology and water footprinting. That was something I really didn’t know a lot about. 

Enhanced 

sustainability  

knowledge 
CU04: Even if it’s not a CEEQUAL project but another project I’m working on, I 

would go back [to the manual] and look at certain questions and how I can challenge 

the project team or the design team. 

AU08: As an engineer the IS tool gives me a structure to work with.…The fact that 

the tool is industry endorsed helps to set a framework and then encourages me to 

push the boundaries. 

Confidence in 

sustainability action 

DU07: Prior to my involvement with Envision, my colleagues would never even have 

brought me in on almost any infrastructure project. Now me and my core team, we're 

the company experts and well known as that across the company. 

BU07b: I do think though of the tool and having it connect us with other like-minded 

sustainable focused engineers has allowed us to think creatively and adopt some 

other principles from other projects. 

Community of 

practice 

BU03: The biggest one [influence] is just the way I communicate with my clients and 

with the public about sustainability. Just having that language has changed the way I 

do that a lot. 

Enhanced 

communication 

DU01: I just went through a home renovation … and implemented many of the same 

sustainable concepts that are in the system. I also tended to look for ways to improve 

the community in which I live 

Beyond work 

practices 

9.4.2 Rating tool influence on organisational practice - tool users 

The level of influence of the rating tools on organisational practice varied amongst 

interviewees, with the impacts seen as less strong than the influence on individual practice. 

Infrastructure owners, who usually specified tool use on capital projects, varied in the degree 

to which the rating tools were embedded in their organisation’s policies and practices (see 

Section 9.3). For the tool users (sustainability advisors, environmental managers, project 

managers and engineers) the influence of rating tool use on the practices of their home 

organisations also varied (Table 61). The most common area of influence related to 

increasing organisational knowledge and understanding of sustainability, with some impacts 

on internal management systems and policies, and client offerings.  

Table 61. Influence of tool use on practices in user’s home organisation 

 - 1 (no influence) to 5 (extremely influential) -  

 Min Max 
Moderately 

Influential 

Very 

Influential 

Extremely 

Influential 
All respondents (n = 39) 1 5 10 9 5 

Construction (n = 15) 2 5 4 6 2 

Design (n = 19) 1 5 6 2 2 

Other (n = 5) 1 5 0 1 1 

 

When analysed by firm type, the influence of the rating tools on organisational practice was 

stronger for the construction firms than for design firms, and this finding is reflected in the 
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participant quotes below. A number of construction companies had established strong 

policies, changed management systems and undertaken organisational training in 

sustainability. Generally, design firms trained specialist staff to undertake assessments but 

were less likely to drive significant change at the organisational level as a result of rating tool 

use on projects (with a couple of exceptions). Nearly 50% of designers interviewed perceived 

no influence or a slight influence of the rating tools on their organisational practices. 

Table 62. Influence on organisational practice - illustrative interview quotes 

Quote Organisational type 

CU06: We’re using the manual and the pre-assessment sheet as a learning aid 

and that does raise awareness across the business… we’ve got our environmental 

documents and procedures in there. Those have been improved as a result of the 

CEEQUAL manual. And …it’s raising awareness of the social and economic 

impacts. 

Construction 

CU12: We've increased the number of assessors we have. ..Have put together 

more processes and procedures that are probably less pure environment focused 

and more sustainability focused. And also just having roles with sustainability in 

the title. Three or four years ago we didn't even really discuss sustainability. 

DU01: My position [Sustainability Director] is a year and a half old and this past 

year we’ve got a few projects certified and going into 2017 we’ve got probably 

double that in the line to get certified. So it's trending upwards. We currently 

have 70 Envision SPs (Sustainability Professionals). 

AU10: The majority of our staff haven't used the tool; about 12-20 people 

exposed to the tool across the Australian business. … Not yet standard practices 

that we do what is in ISCA - many projects still driven by a lowest price, 

business-as-usual approach. 

Design 

CU16: I don’t think the engineers I work with really get sustainability. So the lack 

of integration within the organisation is a bar to better sustainability 

performance. 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 

Rating tool use had a strong influence on individual practice beyond the single project: 

broadening knowledge of sustainability, providing a language for communicating 

sustainability and increasing the confidence of sustainability professionals. 

Tool use had a moderate influence at the organisational level, with experiences ranging 

from no influence to very strong, and constructors experiencing a greater influence than 

designers. 

Implications for 

outcomes 

Rating tools can be a vehicle for change beyond individual projects – at the individual 

and organisational level. 

There is an opportunity to drive stronger change in design firms – especially as 

integrating sustainability thinking into design is an area for improvement. 

9.4.3 Rating tool impacts on the wider industry  

As well as the influences at the personal and the organisational levels, some research 

participants identified the influence of the rating tools through the supply chain and at a wider 
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industry level, suggesting that the infrastructure rating tools, in similar ways to the building 

tools before them (Ahn et al. 2013, Conte & Monno 2012, Fenner & Ryce 2008), were 

driving a change within industry. These findings on the wider influence, indicated in the 

quotes below, surfaced unprompted in discussion with interviewees about the use and value 

of the rating tools generally. These aspects of beyond the project influence of the tools are 

examined further in Chapter 10, drawing on the research literature related to change, 

diffusion of ideas and complexity theory. 

Table 63. Signs of influence on the industry as a whole - illustrative interview quotes 

AI12: They [the rating tools] are a signal to the market for sustainability products and services - providing 

some traction along the supply chain. 

CU26: It creates a way for the whole industry to improve instead of everybody moving in different directions 

and not really talking the same language. 

AU16: Think we are right in the middle of a step change now throughout the industry. 

AU11: On [the project] a number of people were IS accredited professionals including the Design Manager 

and a number of engineers.  They are the same teams that will work on future projects – it pushed the team 

and the industry forward. 

CU20: I think in the wider marketplace, the fact that these tools exist in and of themselves - that changes the 

territory. So you may not necessarily use it, but the fact that it exists gives you an entrée to discussion, an 

entrée into raising some of the [sustainability] agenda. 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 

Industry participants using the rating tools identified the influence of the tools on the 

supply chain – designers, contractors, product suppliers and sub-contractors. The tools 

are a learning aid for developing sustainability understanding across industry. 

Learning on early projects (if done well) has the potential to have a flow-on effect to 

future projects and more generally across the industry. 

The fact that the rating tools are being used in the marketplace can raise the profile of 

sustainability and provide an opening for discussion. 

Implications for 

outcomes 

There is an opportunity to tune into these observations of industry impact. The sense of 

being part of something bigger can help promote the value of the rating tools and the 

profile of the sustainability agenda more generally. 

Evidence of industry influence can be important for policy makers, sustainability 

advocates and industry bodies. 

 

9.5 Further Issues reflected by Users and Owners 

While research participants identified positive outcomes and enhanced performance beyond 

standard practice from using the tools (Chapter 8), challenges and limitations related to rating 

tool use were also evident from the interviews as noted above. This section presents further 

findings from the interview analysis which aligned to some of the weaknesses identified in 
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the research for sustainability rating tools more generally. These aspects identify further areas 

to consider when looking to enhance use of the tools to improve sustainability outcomes for 

infrastructure. 

9.5.1 Promoting integrated whole of life design 

A number of participants raised a question of how far use of the rating tools drove changes in 

design and suggested that to deliver sustainability outcomes through design change, early 

intervention and active management of design initiatives was needed. While there was some 

evidence of changes in design through tool use, these were the exception rather than the rule. 

Table 64. Limited impact on design – illustrative tool user quotes 

BI01: We’ve added different elements here and there, but haven’t substantially changed overall design or 

approach to the project. The results of those projects and going through Greenroads has made them more 

user-friendly roads, they’re more pedestrian-friendly, thinking about the people living on the streets more 

and how they use it. 

CU16: What’s more difficult … is driving design changes based on whole life costing as a justification. … If 

you just implement it [CEEQUAL] and have a fairly standard approach, have you considered this, have you 

considered that, where’s the evidence, I don’t think you get the significant changes that will alter resources, 

energy use, the big savings that go along with that and whole life costing is the way to drive that. 

BU07: I wouldn’t really say that the design’s changed; I would say more it's a design add-on and I think if 

there were design changes that would have only been the case if we introduced Greenroads earlier on. And 

so I don’t think we can say there are any design changes. 

DU03: On two of the projects [we are] implementing, Envision caused the projects to change; so I think 

that’s proven itself. 

 

These findings from the tool user interviews were reflected by infrastructure owners (Table 

65), who rated the influence of rating tool use on how their organisation generally designed 

infrastructure as low to moderate. This feedback from tool users and infrastructure owners 

also reflected the earlier finding regarding the influence of the rating tools on the wider 

practices of design firms – an area where there is clearly more work to be done. 

Table 65. Limited impact on design – illustrative infrastructure owner quotes 

CI07: For us, it's much more about keeping things on the design table. Having CEEQUAL as a requirement 

stops things from being cut out in a drive for cost efficiencies. 

DI05: I don’t know if it's influenced the way we design and deliver infrastructure, but I think it fits in 

seamlessly with how we design and deliver infrastructure if that makes sense. 

AI12: Haven't progressed as much as we would like in terms of getting IS and sustainability into the design 

aspects of projects. 

 

Key Interview 

Findings 
The opportunity to increase the focus at the design end of projects was highlighted by a 

number of interviewees – particularly from an integrated approach; 

Implications for 

outcomes 
The opportunity exists to explore how to embed sustainability thinking in the design 

aspects of the project (whole of life approaches; integrated design). 
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9.5.2 Sustainability scope – addressing the triple bottom line 

As highlighted in the literature (Poveda & Lipsett 2011b, Veeravigrom et al. 2015) and 

evidenced in the interviews with tool developers and detailed tool analysis (Chapter 5), 

sustainability assessment frameworks generally and infrastructure rating tools in particular 

address environmental aspects more completely than social and economic. These findings 

were reflected in feedback from some research participants who noted that there were gaps 

with regard to sustainability impacts and opportunities relevant to their projects, most often in 

the social and economic areas, and that project outcomes in these areas were often driven 

outside of the tools. 

DI04: We can probably add a little more social side such as the environmental justice, or 

equity; social justice and social equity component of the infrastructure could be a good 

addition to the Envision rating system. 

CU10: On sustainability, our definition of sustainability around things like employment of 

local people and jobless people, apprenticeships, engaging with community on community 

projects and all those other things. …I don’t consider CEEQUAL or BREEAM or any of the 

others would be particularly strong in those areas at all. 

While the rating tools often expanded the understanding of sustainability scope for new tool 

users (as noted in Chapters 7 and 8), the quotes above highlight that more knowledgeable 

users were aware of some shortcomings and keen to see the tools expand to cover a more 

comprehensive sustainability agenda. A number of the closing comments from interviewees 

also highlighted the need for the tools to continue to develop and respond to a broader range 

of sustainability challenges. 

CU08: I’m hoping things like the environmental economics come in that will support broader 

decision-making so then if CEEQUAL’s looking for it then that will influence teams to be 

starting to think about it and that will start to improve the overall health of our projects. 

DU01: These rating tools need to evolve and as the industry takes hold of a rating system and 

starts using it the rating tool needs to up its game or become tougher so that it continually 

improves to push the envelope. 

DU08: We need them [the rating tools] to be even harder because we’re nothing like 

sustainable yet. We’re just more sustainable than we used to be. If we look at climate change 
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and the 2050 targets and the Paris agreement and 2 degrees - we need to be 80 percent better 

on everything than now in infrastructure… we’re not on track at all but the tools are still the 

best way to get there. 

9.5.3 Points chasing, role of a tool and the bigger picture 

In line with what was observed in the literature (Ainger & Fenner 2014, Muench, Scarsella et 

al. 2012), the research found evidence of what one participant called the “dark side” of rating 

tools. Some tool users focused on the system and the points, rather than using the tool 

framework to take a more considered review of sustainability issues and opportunities, 

identifying project priorities and using the tool to drive outcomes related to these. 

CU08: Quite a lot of them use you know the dark side of CEEQUAL …So there’s another 

business on the back of CEEQUAL which is advising clients of how to get the best score 

possible for their scheme with the minimum effort. 

AU04: There’s a bit of greenwashing going out there. You’re dealing with quite smart people 

and they feel that the tools can be a game that’s played, so you’re not really achieving 

genuine outcomes. 

In a similar vein, a number of more experienced users reinforced the importance of using the 

rating tools as “a tool” to support improved sustainability and not as an end in themselves. 

The research showed that many users understood the need to keep moving the agenda 

forward and that while the tools contributed to the bigger picture and could spark 

conversations about sustainability and infrastructure at the project and organisational levels, 

they did not replace the need for “broader conversations” related to sustainable infrastructure 

systems.  

Table 66. The rating tools as "a tool" - illustrative interview quotes 

CI13: I think they [CEEQUAL etc] are good but it's a tool and until people realise it's a tool; it's an end to a 

means and it's not a crutch. That is to me a very powerful message and that has to get across. 

DU01: You find that people just get hung up on the tool and getting good ratings and they’re just going to 

focus on what’s going to achieve the most points, as opposed what at the end of the day is a really truly 

sustainable project. 

AU09: The use of the IS tool shouldn't negate the need for the broader conversations about what kinds of 

infrastructure are we developing and also these things we are looking at like climate risk (with the rating tool 

at the individual asset level). Need to make sure that's not happening at the expense of broader analysis of 

our networks and how adaptive and sustainable they are more broadly and whether we are building the right 

assets. 

DU06: The end goal is not just to have a certified project; the end goal is to have these broader sustainability 

and resilience achievements.  
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Key Interview 

Findings 

There was evidence in the interviews of some tool users choosing to ‘play the game’; 

looking to put in minimal effort in for maximum points. 

Tool users identified rating tool gaps on the social and economic side of the 

sustainability agenda, and suggested that achievements in this space were less likely to 

be driven by the tools as they currently stand. 

A number of respondents recognised the need for the tools to keep developing, and to 

push the industry forward. Still a long way from ‘sustainable'. 

Important to recognise the rating tools are indeed just tools; and users and infrastructure 

owners need to take care not to miss the bigger picture.  

Implications for 

outcomes 

The opportunity exists to get more out of the rating tools. Can be driven by the client or 

senior sustainability professionals - if they become more active in defining and driving 

use of the rating tool and clearer on the outcomes they want to achieve.  

Need to keep moving the rating tools forward – expanding their coverage and the 

thresholds they set; connection between the rating tools and the evolving sustainability 

agenda is crucial. 

The rating tools don't exist in isolation, but rather within a system. It is useful to 

recognise that system and see the tools as part of moving the system forward. 

9.5.4 Building the business case for tool use 

Some owners and users saw a real need to build a better business case for rating tool use, 

particularly as their use of the tools matured. While most research participants were 

supporters of the rating tools (see Endnote below), even the most experienced users were 

challenged by others e.g. design and construction managers, to justify tool use and the 

associated resourcing and costs. Some experienced users justified tool use from a strategic 

risk management perspective, with the industry-recognised tools demonstrating and 

validating sustainability commitments and outcomes. 

Table 67. Interviewee comments about the business case for rating tools 

CU18: From speaking with a number of people through the years, the monetary benefits of using them is 

unclear in terms of whether a project performs better and you can attribute that to …using CEEQUAL. But 

they’re comprehensive and robust ways of demonstrating how you delivered against sustainability which can 

meet client expectations. 

AU09: We now need to articulate the value, and one of the most important things we need to do is capture the 

data from all of these [rated] projects on all of those measured outcomes.  

CU06: In some ways yes we’re having it difficult to get the business case [for using CEEQUAL] …but we’re 

going to in effect have our green and wider sustainability credentials externally verified. It’s sort of a 

governance issue and it definitely brings the project team together. 

CU11: There is a kind of value question there. Perhaps that needs to be addressed as to how much money is 

it worth paying; and then that money in terms of resources and so on. Not necessarily in terms of doing 

anything differently but just the resource that it takes in terms of people to manage this process; for a smaller 

incremental benefit in performance. 

AI17: That was probably one of the things I struggled with the most when I was trying to develop our 

business case. You're still relying on this argument of intangibles. 
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Key Interview 

Findings 

The need for a clearer business case for use of the tool and action on sustainability was 

identified; particularly in terms of on-going use of the tools once the first mover 

advantage began to disappear. 

The gathering of evidence in a format specifically required for the tool was seen as a 

significant investment; many had developed templates and processes for use across 

projects to make the submittal process more efficient.  

Implications for 

outcomes 

Improved reporting of outcomes will help build the business case. Not just the rating 

achieved but what was achieved in specific sustainability areas. 

Opportunity to think outside the box in terms of reducing the evidence burden, 

especially where projects are having to reformat existing materials to meet tool 

requirements, with no added value. 

 

9.6 Endnote – reinforcing tool value 

A third of the participants (20 out of 63) provided specific feedback, in closing, on the value 

of the rating tools, as illustrated in the sample quotes below. This data provided clear 

evidence that, despite some shortfalls in rating tool design and the challenges of 

implementation, the infrastructure sustainability rating tools provided practical tools which 

allowed design and construction engineers, sustainability advisors and infrastructure owners 

(clients) to increase understanding of sustainability and to deliver sustainability outcomes on 

projects and across the supply chain. There are clearly no perfect tools (Bartke & Schwarze 

2015) and while the research showed many areas for improvement, the case for practical 

frameworks which support learning and challenge thinking and deliver project level benefits 

(Boyle et al. 2013, Hurley 2009) was indeed supported by this research. 

Table 68. Closing interviewee comments on the value of rating tools - illustrative quotes 

CU11: In summary, I would say that they are definitely valuable. They can be a little bit heavy handed at 

times but I think overall there is a benefit.  

DU07: Our company is only one of the companies that I get to interact with…that have understood that this 

[Envision] supports the necessary and almost inevitable way we have to evolve the way infrastructure is 

designed. 

BU06: I think that the most valuable thing about this to me, and I guess my department, is the just learning 

what our options are.  

CI13: [CEEQUAL] does focus the mind and make one think a bit more as to what you are doing. If just that 

happens that to me is a substantial way forward.  

DI05: Our organisation is really committed to the triple bottom line and it's encouraging to see rating 

systems, especially like Envision, where I think there’s as much of an economic and social component to it as 

there are environmental.  

AI01: One of the most attractive aspects of the IS rating is that they are talking about leading edge...way 

ahead of our current thinking. Helps us to understand where we are currently at and provides an opportunity 

for us to develop a roadmap. 
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Key Interview 

Findings 

Many respondents emphasised the value of the tools at the end of the interview - even 

though they identified some limitations and challenges, overall they perceived the rating 

tools to be of value. 

Implications for 

outcomes 

There is an opportunity to build on the positive experiences. The rating tools are valued 

for the outcomes they deliver including the community of practice they provide and the 

impact they have on moving the industry forward from a sustainability perspective.   

 

9.7 Summary of Research Findings and Insights presented in this Chapter 

This second chapter on analysis of the interviews with infrastructure owners and tool users 

examined project characteristics which affect sustainability outcomes, current practices 

related to embedding rating tools in policy and management systems, and the flow-on effects 

experienced from rating tool use. Insights from the interviews on rating tool issues raised in 

the literature were also investigated. The key findings from this chapter are: 

 The research identified multiple factors which can influence the outcomes achieved when 

using sustainability rating tools, with the most identified factors relating to client 

involvement, project management leadership and engagement, timing of implementation, 

and resourcing and experience in sustainability and tool use; 

 There was evidence of learning curves related to the rating tools in terms of tool use 

itself, sustainability knowledge and skills, awareness of infrastructure sustainability 

solutions and technologies, and the integration of sustainability into organisational 

strategies and systems; 

 There were mixed views on whether rating tools can be used successfully on smaller 

projects; 

 There were signs of infrastructure owners taking steps to systematise their approach to 

rating tool use, e.g. development of specific policies, updating of existing management 

plans, policies and technical specifications; 

 Flow-on effects from rating tool use were evident at the individual, organisational and 

industry levels (explored further in Chapter 10); 

 Design firms were less influenced by rating tool use at an organisational level, in terms of 

flow-on effects to sustainability strategies, management plans and capability building; 

 Tool users struggled to articulate the business case for rating tool use, despite recognising 

the value of tool use; 

 Experienced tool users and sustainability managers identified weaknesses often 

associated with the rating tools: the danger of points chasing, lack of an integrated 
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approach, the need to recognise the big picture, limited social and economic 

considerations within the tools.  

And the following insights were suggested: 

 Recognition of the level of project team and supply chain experience could improve 

infrastructure owner and sustainability advisor strategies and approaches to setting 

sustainability and rating tool objectives and targets, and monitoring and assessing project 

performance; 

 Infrastructure owners and their sustainability managers can improve sustainability 

outcomes achieved through rating tool use by recognising their role in integrating 

sustainability into the planning and early design stages of a project, through considering 

organisational objectives and project context when specifying sustainability requirements, 

and supporting achievement of project level sustainability and rating tool outcomes; 

 Research on adapting rating tools for smaller projects and addressing obstacles including 

limited formal management systems and sustainability resources and costs of evidence 

collection and rating submission would be of value; 

 Infrastructure owners feedback indicated a maturing of organisational infrastructure 

sustainability capability over time; 

 The evidence of flow-on effects demonstrated that rating tools can drive change beyond 

individual projects; 

 Further research related to sustainability capability and integration in engineering design 

would be valuable, especially as integrating sustainability thinking into whole of life 

infrastructure design is an identified area for improvement; 

 Quantitative and qualitative outcomes from certified projects and evidence of positive 

flow-on effects from tool use build a strong business case for rating tool use, especially 

when considered from a strategic perspective; 

 Further tool development should continue to extend the scope across the life cycle and 

sustainability impact areas, and push knowledge and practice forward. 

The case studies and interviews have shown that the tools can deliver measurable 

sustainability outcomes, and that they have an important role in influence change. The next 

chapter further examines the tools as a “processes of change” in a world needing to respond 

to the varied challenges of resource scarcity, ecosystem threat, social inequality and cohesion, 

and climate change. 
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10. Rating Tool Use – behaviours, change and wider influence 

10.1 Introduction 

Chapters 7 to 9 presented the research findings from the analysis of the case studies and the 

tool user and infrastructure owner interviews. This chapter presents a deeper level of analysis 

of the rating tool use results to draw out further learnings on rating tool application and 

contribution and to inform the final research outputs. As noted in the literature review, the 

infrastructure industry has some way to go in understanding and addressing the challenges of 

sustainable development (Boyle et al. 2010, Vaillancourt et al. 2012, Willetts et al. 2011). 

The analysis and discussion below investigates the tools as creators and supporters of change, 

findings related to experience of individuals and maturity of organisations, and to the effects 

of tool use within the infrastructure system. In this chapter particular reference is made to 

interview comments from high level and super users as experienced professionals, and 

observers of other sustainability advisors, project teams and the infrastructure industry more 

broadly. These individuals had high levels of experience in using the rating tools, in verifying 

their use on other projects, and in considering sustainability within their own organisations 

and the industry more generally. 

10.2 Rating Tools as Processes of Change 

Tools and frameworks can support change by increasing knowledge and understanding, by 

providing guidance and steps to follow in transitioning to new behaviours (Prochaska, J. O. et 

al. 1992, Rogers 2002) and by providing a common language and community of practice 

around the new normal (Harré 2011, Maida & Beck 2016). The interviews and case studies 

provided evidence of the rating tools fulfilling a number of these roles. According to Harré, 

people are inclined “to reproduce what they see as ‘normal’ in any given situation” (2011, p. 

41) and therefore the more sustainable choices and behaviours are modelled and normalised, 

the more likely they are to be repeated. 

10.2.1 Supporters of behaviour change and culture creation 

The responses from research participants strongly demonstrated that the rating tools 

addressed the lack of knowledge and understanding of the sustainability agenda identified in 

the engineering profession and infrastructure industry through increasing and broadening 
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sustainability knowledge at the individual level and providing a learning aid for sustainability 

training and knowledge development at the organisational level. As the ‘social liberation’ 

process of change in Prochaska’s Transtheoretical Model (TTM) highlights, access to a 

structured framework with choices (sustainability categories and areas for action) and 

resources (training and manuals) empowers individuals to adopt new behaviours. The 

structured checklist of options and the performance level specification provided by the rating 

tools model familiar engineering approaches and behaviours (Gagnon et al. 2012, Tsai & 

Chang 2012) and link sustainability with the engineering identity as illustrated in the 

interview quotes below. 

AU08: As an engineer the IS tool gives me a structure to work with. 

BI01: You have a one-page checklist and you’d be surprised how motivating a checklist with 

points are [sic] to an engineer. 

This modelling of behaviours and link with identity are important aspects in normalising 

sustainable practices (Harré 2011). Interviewees reinforced the importance of the tools being 

seen as legitimate within the infrastructure industry, and acknowledged the value of peer 

support and the communities of practice associated with the tools. The tool framework itself 

was just one of the components that supported change. What was also valued by research 

participants, and identified as an essential to change creation (Maida & Beck 2016, Rogers 

2002), was the sense of belonging the rating tool communities of practice provided. 

CU12: What makes CEEQUAL so successful was the fact that it was endorsed by the Institute 

of Civil Engineers and I think that gave it a real legitimacy amongst the engineering 

professionals which I think was extremely important. 

AU15: Part of the reason IS has been successful in Australia is that it was developed by a 

group of influential people whose influence inspired others to become people of 

influence…one of the keys to success for rating schemes, as opposed to a movement of 

infrastructure sustainability, is around that community of practice and network of influences. 

The case study and interview research findings demonstrate that the tools fulfil the role of 

Prochaska’s processes of change (Prochaska, J. O. et al. 1992), including ‘consciousness 

raising’ through providing information and education, ‘social liberation’ through empowering 

individuals by  providing choices and resources, ‘helping relationships’ through providing 

peer support and peer networks with others wanting to advance the sustainable infrastructure 
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agenda, and ‘counter conditioning’ by providing a common language and framework for 

substituting old practices and approaches with alternative more sustainable practices. 

CU01: I also think with CEEQUAL that it helps to drive progress as well really because with 

each version there is a tweak to it and they really look ahead to what’s coming and what 

should we be doing and what are the emerging areas…I am sure there will be elements of 

circular economy and themes like that are creeping into it and as they gather momentum they 

become more core to the scheme. So it does drive progress on the sustainability agenda. 

CU06: Sometimes you can see people, the light bulb going on in somebody’s head who didn’t 

quite get it and they suddenly get it. It’s the eureka moment when they finally understand it. 

CI14: People were seeing the benefits of some activities that they do every day… That they 

were actually sustainable activities but they didn’t actually realise or recognise. It was good 

to see in that respect people’s awareness and almost the penny dropping; “oh actually that’s 

what sustainability is about.” 

10.2.2 Diffusers of ideas and innovation 

Rogers’ five strategies for accelerating the diffusion of preventive ideas and innovations 

(Rogers 2002) were also reflected in the research participants’ experiences. The research 

confirmed that tool users experienced positive benefits in terms of their own knowledge and 

development, and their levels of confidence in implementing sustainability practices. The 

findings identified multiple benefits from rating tool use including enhancing project and 

asset management systems, developing sustainability decision-making frameworks and 

allowing new conversations to be had with colleagues and clients. Participants identified the 

tools as increasing the confidence of sustainability advisors, providing opportunities for peer 

support and peer networks and influencing industry norms on a wider scale. As one 

infrastructure owner noted: There are some real champions who want to do the best they can 

on projects; the tool has enabled them to get traction. The findings related to confidence and 

champions are significant, as individual champions play an important role in sustaining the 

dialogue on new thinking and practice within industry until more substantive change takes 

place and learning is firmly embedded into policy (Westley et al. 2011). 

DU08: And it encourages innovation and people to sort of think differently to how they 

otherwise would have done. That in turn can highlight other ways of doing things better by 

prompting discussions with people that might not have ever talked to each other in the past. 
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The encouragement of innovation and thinking differently is a critical aspect of driving new 

technologies and behaviours or niche innovations (Geels 2004). Niche innovations support 

“experimentation, learning, stakeholder involvement, social acceptance, positive discourses, 

and opportunities for new entrants” (Geels 2012, p. 1244) and contribute to building the 

societal and business acceptance is needed to successfully transition to sustainability. 

10.3 Tool Use within the Wider System 

In Chapter 4, the system context of the rating tools, including the multiple players involved in 

the delivery of infrastructure, was outlined. The interview analysis findings related to flow-on 

effects and tool influence demonstrated that the tools do deliver more than just the outcomes 

achieved on any single project. As rating tool users develop sustainability knowledge, learn 

new ideas, and gain experience on individual infrastructure projects, that experience 

influences their future practice, exposes them to communities of practices where on-going 

learning and sharing of practice takes place, and provides them with tools that can be applied 

in a variety of ways to enhance sustainability outcomes and to progress the understanding and 

embedding of sustainability at the organisational level (illustrated in Figure 64). The research 

findings identified that the tools were applied within infrastructure organisations, 

construction firms and design firms (to a lesser degree) to promote sustainability thinking, 

increase knowledge and capability, influence policy and embed sustainability practices into 

project and asset management systems. There was also evidence of cross-discipline 

collaboration, which is clearly needed to address the challenges of sustainability and 

integrated thinking (Boyle et al. 2013). 

CU24: CEEQUAL for me forces those different disciplines to actually communicate; so it's a 

really good project management tool for just getting people to talk to each other. 
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Figure 64. Flow-on effects from rating tool use (diagram developed from interview results) 

 

The flow-on effects observed from the rating tool use analysis has, as complexity theory 

suggests (Innes & Booher 2000), potential impacts beyond the circle of influence of any one 

individual, as many such users each influencing their own circle have the potential to 

collectively produce outcomes that shift industries and communities. The research 

participants perceived such industry changes taking place and attributed these changes at least 

in part to the existence and influence of the rating tools. As noted by Westley at al. “to 

effectively address the convergent, non-linear and rapidly changing global problems … what 

we need to bring together and apply to these problems [are] as many different ideas – and as 

many different heads – as possible to trigger real transformations toward global 

sustainability.” (Westley et al. 2011, p. 772).  

DU08: It’s evolved over time from the perspective that when CEEQUAL came out in…If we 

look back at that now it would be very easy but at the time it wasn’t. So, it’s morphing all the 

time. … And you know, if you look at legislation catching the laggards; then the aspirational 

and much more positive way of looking at sustainability is to achieve the highest standards 

around these rating systems. 
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CU20: But I think in the wider marketplace, the fact that these tools exist in and of 

themselves - that changes the territory. 

The research demonstrated that the rating tools play a role in spreading the sustainability 

knowledge and practices amongst the individuals that use tools on projects, across the 

communities they participate in and within the organisations they work for. The impacts of 

the infrastructure sustainability rating tools are clearly not limited to projects which undergo 

rating and certification, but extend across the infrastructure industry via informal use and 

influence at an individual, organisation and industry level (Figure 65). The research 

evidenced the influence of the tools on the infrastructure supply chain, essential to 

organisations achieving sustainability outcomes (Meqdadi et al. 2017), and demonstrated the 

flow-on effects to future projects and contributions within industry to a “step change” in 

sustainability knowledge and practice. These tools deliver new information and practices into 

the civil infrastructure industry – an industry which has some way to go in understanding and 

addressing the challenges of sustainable development (Vaillancourt et al. 2012, Willetts et al. 

2011). As Harré (2011, p. 50) suggested “the more that sustainable practices are in the air, the 

more salient they become and the more likely individual people and groups of people 

(organisations, city councils, nations) are to replicate them.” 

 
Figure 65. Three levels of infrastructure sustainability rating tool impact (from interview results) 
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10.4 The Learning Curve – individual and organisational experience 

Fenner and Ryce noted in their study on building rating tools “where there is no learning 

curve there exists no learning” (2008, p. 59). Results from the interview analysis indicated 

that sustainability advisor and project team experience had an effect on the sustainability 

outcomes achieved when using the rating tools. Indeed the tools’ ability to introduce new 

knowledge and expand understanding of what sustainability might mean was identified as 

one of their main benefits, especially for new users. As one high level user indicated: The 

biggest benefit often comes with the next generation projects i.e. teams learn on the first 

project. In specifying project requirements, setting project objectives and developing 

sustainability management plans infrastructure owners, sustainability advisors and project 

teams would do well to account for the learning curve so clearly part of the rating tool 

implementation experience. As noted earlier, sustainability knowledge is still growing, 

sustainable technologies are developing and the understanding of sustainable systems and the 

interactions between components is constantly evolving. The high level user quotes below 

further illustrate the learning aspects of the tools, differences between what new users and 

experienced users can achieve and the opportunity presented by building on experience 

across the community of practice: 

CU06: Some of the verifications that I’m doing; some of the project parties are not that far 

along their sustainability journey… they will learn an awful lot and they will approach things 

differently next time they do it. 

CU16: Unless within your rating tool you require the identification, evaluation and 

ultimately the delivery of specific initiatives across the different areas in CEEQUAL, topics if 

you like, then you really won’t deliver sustainability and the potential of the project.  

CU08: I think if it gets reduced down to just a tick list, a compliance thing then I think it kind 

of misses the point. I think the ability of people like the verifiers to go and share best 

practice; it’s a two way dialogue…It’s a great way of upskilling the wider industry. 

The interview results showed evidence of a learning curve within infrastructure owner 

organisations as well. A number of research participants indicated changes in organisational 

behaviour and management approaches as they increased their understanding of the tools and 

their ability to influence the sustainability outcomes achieved on certified projects. More 

experienced users understood that the tools were a foundation to be built on, not an end in 
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themselves. In moving from early use of the tools, many infrastructure owners took steps to 

embed the rating tools into organisational policies and management systems. 

CI07: We've gone from a process where it was a kind of ad hoc approach to getting 

CEEQUAL …we agreed a new policy requirement; we systemised CEEQUAL with a 

requirement that said “All projects involving civil engineering with an estimated final cost 

over 50 million, must use CEEQUAL and must achieve at least very good and ideally 

excellent”. 

DI05: What we are really pushing ourselves to is to continue to use these rating tools but let's 

do it really strategically. So the reasons why we should be going after a credit is because we 

have already identified that that is a priority or that somehow supports a broader vision. 

CU11: I always call it a kind of CEEQUAL plus or BREEAM plus approach – which is don't 

confine yourself to the questions that are asked here. As an organisation are there any other 

values there? Things that are important to you, things that are material to your organisation, 

that aren't captured here that you still feel that you need to identify an objective and target 

around and monitor performance against.  

A number of infrastructure owners and construction firms demonstrated a maturing in their 

use of the rating tools, moving from an ad hoc approach to something more managed and 

more directed. As experience in using the rating tools developed, the rating tools moved from 

defining the agenda to supporting the agenda and managers began to recognise where they 

were on their sustainability journey and the steps they need to take to improve sustainability 

outcomes (Correia et al. 2017). 

10.5 Summary of Insights from the Analysis presented in this Chapter 

This chapter investigated how the results from the interview analysis related to the research 

on behaviour change, diffusion of ideas and complexity theory. The implications of the 

learning curve, evident in findings from the interview analysis, were also discussed. The 

insights from this chapter were: 

 The common framework and language provided by the tools, the case studies and 

exemplar projects and practices, and the peer network and support provided within the 

community of practice contribute to the development of new social norms and hence new 
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ways of behaving and thinking within the industry, thus contributing to the creation of a 

sustainability culture; 

 The use of the rating tools for project certification and broader non-certified use identified 

the tools as valuable mechanisms for supporting the change needed in the engineering 

profession and infrastructure industry; 

 The rating tools facilitated peer support amongst practitioners and provided access to 

communities of practice, both important factors in positive behaviour change and 

diffusion of new ideas; 

 By addressing many of the factors identified as important in change creation, the research 

found that infrastructure sustainability rating tools accelerated the diffusion of 

sustainability knowledge and practice within the system of infrastructure development 

and beyond; 

 More explicit recognition of the learning curve related to individual and team 

implementation of rating tools and to organisational action on sustainability and 

infrastructure can improve sustainability outcomes achieved at the project, organisational 

and industry levels. 

The next chapter moves from investigation and analysis to the synthesis of the findings and 

the development of the final models. 
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11. Models – development, validation and use 

11.1 Introduction 

The preceding seven chapters have presented the research analysis and results, exploring the 

wider sustainability agenda, the characteristics, content and application of rating tools, and 

the use of rating tools as documented by certified projects and experienced by infrastructure 

owners and project teams. In this chapter the final research outputs are presented. Given the 

multiple findings and insights from the data analysis and the nature of the systems where the 

rating tools exist, it is no surprise the research identified more than one model to improve 

sustainability outcomes. These research outputs, a context map and three models, address the 

research objective of developing a model/s that show how to enhance rating tool use at the 

tool, application and user levels; and show where and how the tools contribution could 

continue to push the development of sustainable infrastructure forward. The chapter 

summarises the model inputs from the preceding research phases, presents the map and 

models in detail and outlines how these were validated. Finally the chapter addresses how the 

map and models can be applied. The model development method is detailed in Chapter 3 and 

illustrated in Figure 8. 

11.2 Research Inputs into the Model 

As described in the method the model development process drew on the findings from Phases 

1-3 of the research, the associated literature and the researcher’s own industry experience. 

Reflections and insights were captured during the research process and synthesised to 

produce the resulting models. This section outlines how the findings from the various 

elements of the research provided input into the models which follow.   

Identifying the tools within the infrastructure delivery system (Chapter 4): In Chapter 4 

the wider context of the sustainability rating tools was examined and presented with a 

summary of the research and findings listed in Section 4.4. The implication of these findings 

for the model design was the positioning of the rating tools within their broader context (the 

map) and the development of interventions for improving outcomes from rating tool use 

which focus less on tool design, and more on rating tool understanding, tool implementation 

on projects and the use of the tools to support organisational strategy (the models). The map 
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highlights the important link between the evolving sustainability agenda and on-going rating 

tool development. 

Assessing tools against broader sustainability markers (Chapter 4): The analysis of the 

tools against identified markers for sustainable infrastructure in Chapter 4 investigated the 

alignment between the rating tool indicators, city indices and the UN SDGs (as proxies for 

local and global sustainability needs) with a summary of the research and findings listed in 

Section 4.4. The implication of these findings for the model design was an emphasis on 

transparency, addressed through the development of a tool comparison model, and the 

identification of a potential standard for rating tools. These findings reinforced that the 

evolving sustainability agenda, an identified realm within the map, must be linked to rating 

tool development and industry knowledge to ensure gaps in the existing tools are addressed 

and emerging sustainability issues are considered. 

Investigating tool development (Chapter 5): The analysis of rating tool development in 

Chapter 5 found rating tools were regularly updated to reflect new knowledge, add 

sustainability topics and measures, extend life cycle coverage, and expand to new 

geographies or streamline tool design. The implication of these findings for the model design 

was to recognise tool development as a valid component of the rating tool context (shown in 

the map), and to address any limitations of current rating tools through a proactive approach 

to identifying sustainability priorities at the project or organisational level (project and 

organisational models).  

Comparative review – index and indicators (Chapter 5): The analysis of the rating tools 

design and content presented in Chapter 5 demonstrated that while they were similar in terms 

of purpose and objectives and general design, the research identified specific biases for each 

of the tools and concluded greater awareness of tool content, bias and gaps would help inform 

those investigating and selecting tools, specifying tool use and applying the tools on projects. 

The implication of these findings for the model design was the inclusion of a rating tool 

comparison model, which provides tool users with a quick overview of the rating tools 

considered in this research and a set of key messages to guide tool selection. The model can 

guide analysis of existing or new infrastructure sustainability rating tools, and could form the 

basis of a standard for rating tools (described below). 

Comparative review – performance (Chapter 6): The analysis of how the four rating tools 

assessed the same sustainability practices and projects concluded that scores or ratings alone 
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are insufficient for communicating sustainability outcomes achieved or benchmarking project 

or organisational performance. The research also concluded more comprehensive reporting 

on quantitative and qualitative project outcomes would be beneficial in driving 

improvements. The implication of these findings for the model design was the caution on 

certified project comparisons included in the rating tool comparison model and the guidance 

on reporting of sustainability outcomes included in the project and organisational models. 

Case study analysis (Chapter 7): The case study analysis presented in Chapter 7 provided 

valuable information on actual tool use with a summary of the research and findings listed 

Section 7.6. The implication of these findings for the model design was the incorporation of 

tool use factors in the rating tool comparison model to provide users with insight into actual 

use as well as rating tool design characteristics, and the focus on proactive management of 

rating tool use in the project and organisational models. 

Interviews – with tool users and infrastructure owners (Chapter 8 - 10): The user and 

infrastructure owner interview analysis provided data on the experience, outcomes and 

benefits of rating tool use as well as insights into industry knowledge and awareness, and the 

influence of rating tool use at the individual, project and organisational levels, with 

summaries of related findings listed in Sections 8.6 and 9.7. The implication of these findings 

for the model design was reflected in the success factors in the project model, the maturity 

level characteristics in the organisational model, and the recognition of the learning curve in 

the project and organisational models. Further analysis of the interview results (Chapter 10) 

demonstrated the impact of the rating tools as processes of change, encouraging, supporting 

and catalysing action especially in an industry slow to change. A summary of the research 

and findings of this analysis are listed in Section 10.5. These findings were reflected in the 

focus of the models on enhancing rating tool use, recognising that the tools can improve 

sustainability outcomes for individual infrastructure projects when used intelligently, for 

individuals and their practice in future projects, and for organisations when they use the tools 

to increase their sustainable infrastructure capability and to support their sustainability 

strategy.  

11.3 Model Overview 

The Sustainability Outcomes and Rating Tools (SORT) Map and its four realms (Figure 66) – 

tool development and industry knowledge, project, organisational and evolving sustainability 

agenda – capture the context of rating tool development and application, and identify 
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intervention points and opportunities for improved sustainability outcomes. Three new 

models – the rating tool comparison model, the project use guidance model and the 

organisational infrastructure sustainability maturity model – are interventions based on 

specific research findings as noted above. Two additional interventions for improving 

outcomes related to rating tool use are identified, a potential standard for rating tools and a 

potential rating for infrastructure organisations and further research is required to develop and 

validate these. The map reflects in particular the system within which the rating tools exist 

with its multiple players and influencers as described in Chapter 4 and the learnings from the 

interview analysis in terms of the diffusion of new ideas and innovation, the nature of change 

and complexity theory as outlined in Chapter 10. Collectively the models and the interacting 

realms work together to improve sustainability outcomes for civil infrastructure – the ultimate 

purpose of the research. 

 
Figure 66. Sustainability Outcomes and Rating Tools (SORT) Map 

11.4 The SORT Map  

The SORT Map’s four realms, described in detail below, each represent an important aspect 

of the delivery of sustainability outcomes through rating tool use. Improvements to 
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sustainability outcomes can be enhanced by action in one realm e.g. project use, but greater 

improvement occurs when action, and interaction, takes place across multiple realms. 

11.4.1 The tool development and industry knowledge realm 

 
Figure 67. The components of the tool development and industry knowledge realm 

 

The tool development and industry knowledge realm (Figure 67) recognises that the rating 

tools function as part of a wider rating scheme which includes the tools themselves, on-going 

tool development, sustainable infrastructure communities of practice, and engagement with 

and education of those involved in the development and management of civil infrastructure. 

The research interviews with tool users and infrastructure owners identified access to a 

community of practice and the contribution to industry engagement and sustainability 

training as benefits of the rating tools, while the tool developer interview analysis showed 

clear links between the community of practice, industry stakeholders and on-going rating tool 

development. This realm contributes to: 

 Supporting tool users and sustainability champions, building communities of practice, 

promoting exemplar practice and projects; 

 Increasing sustainability knowledge across the civil infrastructure industry and building 

capacity to deliver sustainability outcomes at the project, supply chain and systems level; 
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 Ensuring that new sustainability knowledge and technologies as well as gaps and 

opportunities identified through project and organisational use are fed into the tool 

development process and reflected in the future tool updates, new versions and associated 

training; 

 Analysing sustainability outcomes achieved through rating tool use to validate and 

improve the rating tools and to build the value case for expanded use and integration;  

 Supporting asset owners, design and construction firms and supply chain partners to 

integrate sustainability requirements into policy, management systems and organisational 

decision-making especially as they move along the maturity scale. 

The rating tool comparison (RTC) model, presented in Section 11.5, identifies key tool 

components, summarises in-depth tool analysis and provides a comprehensive model for tool 

comparison. This model enables rating tool users to quickly assess infrastructure 

sustainability rating tool suitability, and provides information on tool bias. 

The potential to develop an infrastructure sustainability rating tool standard, which rating tool 

developers could report compliance against, has been identified for future research. Such a 

standard would ensure common principles are applied in the development of rating tools and 

that tool coverage in terms of sustainability scope and contribution to the wider sustainability 

agenda is more transparent and comparable across tools. An ISO standard for sustainability 

performance of civil engineering works is currently under development (ISO 2017) and a 

critical analysis of the standard should be incorporated into this next piece of research. 
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11.4.2 The project realm 

 
Figure 68. The components of the project realm 

 

The project realm (Figure 68) recognises the significant opportunities to improve outcomes 

from tool use at the project level as identified through analysis of the research interviews with 

tool users and infrastructure owners, e.g. the need for asset owner commitment and 

involvement, project management ownership, and clear objectives. These opportunities are 

reflected in the project use guidance model for users of different levels. The research showed 

that individual champions, construction firms, design firms (to a lesser degree) and 

infrastructure owners are all influenced in their sustainability practices through rating tool use 

at the project level with flow-on effects for future projects and for the civil infrastructure 

industry as a whole. This realm contributes to: 

 Improving project level outcomes by responding to best practice learnings from current 

practice (as reflected in the Project Use Guidance Model); 

 Educating project team members, supply chain representatives and key stakeholders 

through rating tool application on projects and therefore affecting individual, 

organisational and industry outcomes; 

 Enhancing and improving the tools through feedback into tool development from on-the-

ground tool use, especially in relation to sustainability context and gaps, and challenges 

with achieving the prescribed outcomes; 
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 Enhancing and promoting sustainability outcomes for civil infrastructure in the 

community of practice through sharing project achievements, challenges and innovations 

as well as reporting on measurable sustainability outcomes. 

A project use guidance (PUG) model, presented in Section 11.6, identifies key success factors 

for using rating tools on projects to improve sustainability outcomes. This model draws on 

research findings from the tool user interviews as well as the tool performance analysis 

conclusions related to reporting of project outcomes and the sustainability markers analysis 

conclusions related to sustainability scope. 

11.4.3 The organisational realm 

 
Figure 69. The components of the organisational realm 

 

The organisational realm recognises the importance of organisational policy, support and 

practice in guiding rating tool use in terms of infrastructure owners and design and 

construction firms (and potentially suppliers). The research showed that commitment and 

leadership from the key players makes a difference to the outcomes achieved at the project 

level. The role of the infrastructure owner in setting objectives and establishing priorities was 

identified as having a significant impact on the sustainability outcomes at the project level. 

Experienced rating tool users in particular reported variable project success depending on the 
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commitment and sustainability maturity of the asset owner and the project management. They 

also identified the danger of rating tool users applying a compliance approach rather than a 

best practice and continuous improvement approach. While achievements and improvements 

can be made by individuals and teams on a project by project basis, more strategic 

organisational responses are required to address long term, systems-level sustainability 

investments and challenges. This realm contributes to: 

 Ensuring the policies, procedures and practices needed to support high performance rating 

tool use at the project level are in place, including the establishment of context sensitive 

project objectives; 

 Enabling sustainability outcomes achieved on infrastructure projects to drive continuous 

improvement across an organisation’s infrastructure portfolio; 

 Linking the challenges and evolving knowledge of the sustainability agenda with the 

organisational environment and using this knowledge to drive more integrated 

organisational and industry responses. 

An Organisational Infrastructure Sustainability Maturity (OISM) Model, developed from the 

research outputs, identifies increasing levels of maturity (and practices) for an organisation 

using the rating tools to improve the sustainability outcomes related to infrastructure. This 

model, presented in Section 11.7, provides a roadmap for managers and sustainability 

advisors to design a development pathway for their organisation. 

The potential to develop an organisational rating based on the maturity model has been 

identified for future research. Such a rating (whether part of an existing scheme or as a 

separate framework) would rate infrastructure owners on their sustainability practices and 

performance, recognising the importance of acting beyond the individual project and 

providing a clearer signal (and incentive) for organisations to play a more strategic role in the 

SORT system. 
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11.4.4 The evolving sustainability agenda realm 

 
Figure 70. The components of the evolving sustainability agenda realm 

 

The evolving sustainability agenda realm incorporates aspects that inform and broaden the 

sustainability scope for civil infrastructure including various drivers and feedback loops, 

society’s understanding of sustainability and the emergence of new technologies and 

approaches. This realm recognises that evolving sustainability systems and associated 

responses (political and regulatory change; public pressure; new technologies; global targets / 

agreements) are important to rating tool development and infrastructure industry 

sustainability knowledge, drivers and responses. This realm contributes to: 

 On-going tool development - in terms of technical enhancements, performance priorities 

and targets, sustainability scope coverage across the triple bottom line, increased 

coverage of infrastructure life cycle phases, and increased connection between individual 

infrastructure projects, the infrastructure system and sustainable development; 

 Increasing knowledge and skills in sustainable infrastructure communities of practice and 

the infrastructure industry more widely including supply chains; 

 Informing infrastructure owners and their stakeholders of existing and emerging 

sustainability risks and opportunities which they must respond to. 
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There is no new model associated with this realm, but its inclusion in the map emphasises the 

need for rating tools to reflect current sustainability science and knowledge and to evolve and 

take account of new knowledge and developments. As an infrastructure organisation’s 

understanding of sustainability risks and opportunities matures, it is more likely to engage 

directly with this realm to inform strategy development. 

11.5 Rating Tool Comparison (RTC) Model 

The RTC model (Figure 71) provides a multi-dimensional, transparent and accessible 

mechanism for analysing and presenting individual infrastructure sustainability rating tools 

and for comparing and contrasting multiple tools. The model can be used to guide analysis of 

additional rating tools (existing or new), and could inform development of the standard for 

rating tools, proposed above. The RTC model draws on results from the tool analysis in 

Chapter 5, providing an overview of infrastructure types and life cycle phases covered and 

specific metrics on tool design, the number of categories and credits included and the focus 

and nature of the tool indicators (see Table 69 for explanation of model terms). The tool use 

data provides an understanding of current uptake and geographical coverage, drawn from the 

case study analysis in Chapter 7. The ‘key messages’ reflect research findings which provide 

often unstated depth and nuance to the comparison exercise. These messages communicate 

relevant research conclusions from the tool development analysis (Chapter 5), the tool 

performance analysis (Chapter 6) and the case study and user interviews (Chapters 7-9) not 

covered by the comparison metrics alone, e.g. tool selection trends, or caution in comparison. 

While tool selection is often limited by geography and infrastructure type, in some 

geographies a range of tools are available and findings from the forensic tool analysis and 

actual use can provide additional data to assist those investigating options. Conclusions from 

the performance analysis, infrastructure owner and tool user interview analysis including data 

on non-certified use and feedback from the model validation exercise (see below) indicate 

that a comprehensive understanding of the available tools, what they offer and their 

differences can contribute to better outcomes in tool specification and use. The RTC model 

extends and can work alongside the tool coverage graphic presented in Chapter 5. 

Table 69. RTC Model terms explained 

RTC Elements Explanation 

Categories High level themes of the rating tool assessment e.g. Management & Governance; 

Natural World. 

Credits / question sets Credits (Envision, Greenroads, IS) or question sets (CEEQUAL) are the lowest level 

at which an activity or outcome is assessed. 
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Indicator focus Indicators (credit or question set) for each rating tool were categorised as focused 

inside the project boundary e.g. energy reduction related to design and construction, 

beyond the project boundary e.g. improving community quality of life, or on a single 

element e.g. use of Quiet Pavement. The indicator focus reports on the findings. 

TBL coverage Indicators (credit or question set) for each rating tool were categorised as addressing 

economic (Eco), environmental (Env) and/or social (Soc) issues. Some indicators 

addressed more than one aspect. EES identifies indicators which covered all three 

aspects in some way. The TBL (triple bottom line) coverage reports on the findings. 

Prescriptive / 

performance 

Indicators (credit or question set) for each rating tool were categorised as being 

prescriptive or performance. Prescriptive indicators reward a particular activity e.g. 

install LED lighting, and performance indicators reward a level of performance e.g. 

reduce net embodied energy by x%. The prescriptive / performance ratio reports on 

the balance of these two indicator types for each tool. 

Median size (capital 

value) 

The capital value of certified projects from the case study analysis is used as an 

indicator of the size of projects using the rating tools in a formal way. 

Award split The certified projects from the case study analysis were categorised by the rating tool 

award level achieved e.g. Bronze, Silver, to demonstrate the spread of awards across 

the sample. The award split reports on the findings. 

 

The RTC model offers researchers and tool developers with a potential approach for tool 

analysis, emphasising a comprehensive approach which incorporates tool design and bias, 

coverage of sustainability issues and real-life usage factors. The RTC model (and background 

analysis) can be applied to updates of the four tools presented (e.g. new versions, new 

ratings) and to new infrastructure sustainability rating tools which emerge. The RTC model 

and supporting analysis could be adapted for comparison of other industry based rating tools. 
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Figure 71. Rating Tool Comparison Model 
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11.6 Project Use Guidance (PUG) Model 

The PUG model (Figure 72) provides information to rating tool specifiers and users on the 

factors that need to be in place to successfully achieve sustainability outcomes when using a 

rating tool on a infrastructure project. The model recognises that there is a learning curve in 

tool use for all parties, infrastructure owners, sustainability advisors, project teams and the 

wider supply chain, and hence two project levels and associated success factors are presented. 

The first level, Every Project, applies to all projects and is especially important for early users 

and projects teams who are still learning about sustainability and infrastructure, the rating 

tool content and mechanics as well as management aspects of successful rating tool 

implementation. The second level, Advanced User Project, includes factors which could be 

applied to any project but will gain more traction and deliver better outcomes when rating 

tool experience and sustainability understanding, expertise and commitment is high. Also 

included in the PUG model is guidance on setting project objectives for sustainability 

outcomes and rating tool achievements. In addition to contract specifications related to rating 

tool use and sustainability performance, there is a need to recognise opportunities and 

constraints such as infrastructure owner ambition, team and supply chain experience and 

project opportunity and sustainability context. A ‘low experience’ project for example would 

set objectives which focus, at least initially, on developing sustainability knowledge and on 

rating tool familiarisation. A project with ‘high stakeholder interest and/or concerns’ should 

include sustainability objectives which focus on the rating tool credits relevant to their issues 

and on stakeholder involvement and engagement. 

Finally the model highlights that the rating tool can play different roles on projects depending 

on project team (and supply chain) experience. For early and/or low experience projects the 

rating tool tends to lead the sustainability agenda and can act as enforcer (contractual 

requirement), educator (improves understanding and knowledge of sustainability), motivator 

(recognises and rewards the project team for sustainability initiatives and outcomes) and 

communicator (providing a common language for talking about sustainability). On projects 

where the advisors and team are more experienced, the ambition and commitment are high 

and project-specific sustainability goals are established, the rating tool supports the 

sustainability agenda and is more a benchmarking tool (for establishing standards and setting 

targets) and a third-party validator (for risk management and governance purposes). The PUG 

model draws on the results from the infrastructure owner and tool user interviews especially 

the factors supporting and hindering project sustainability outcomes (Table 53) and feedback 
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from experienced users and those working on large multi-year projects on addressing known 

rating tool weaknesses and pushing the boundaries of use. The model also responds to 

findings from the sustainability marker analysis (Chapter 4), the performance analysis 

(Chapter 6) and the case studies (Chapter 7). The PUG model factors are explained in  

Table 70. 

Table 70. PUG Model success factors explained 

Success Factors – Every Project 

Factor Explanation 
Asset owner 

involvement 

The involvement of the ‘client’ or infrastructure owner contributes significantly to 

achieving positive sustainability outcomes. Benefits from owner involvement 

include: pre-project consideration of sustainability, easier access to evidence of pre-

project sustainability decisions, more project-specific targets (not just a rating 

award), the ability to vary from standard specifications, and cross-project synergies. 

Project management 

commitment / ownership 

Management commitment and ownership on a rated project raises the profile of 

sustainability and prioritises its management e.g. setting project specific objectives 

and targets, adequate resourcing, integrated project approach, monitoring of 

progress, project team engagement and considered investment decisions. 

Project objectives for 

tool use and 

sustainability established 

To improve sustainability outcomes as a result of tool use, project teams should set 

project-related sustainability objectives and targets as well as the award level or 

rating score contractually required. More mature clients may provide project-

specific sustainability priorities and targets in addition to the rating requirements. 

Early rating tool 

implementation & 

sustained focus 

throughout 

Early rating tool implementation allows for management engagement, objective 

setting, opportunity workshops, and inclusion of sustainability factors in options 

assessment and value engineering – all factors which influence sustainability 

outcomes on rated projects. Sustained focus is particularly important for multi-year 

projects where there may be changes in key personnel. 

Adequate resource 

allocated to implement 

sustainability agenda 

People resourcing and budget allocations need to match the tasks involved with 

completing the rating tool requirements and identifying, implementing and 

monitoring sustainability initiatives. 

Systems implemented to 

track rating progress & 

monitor objectives 

Effective systems are critical for identifying opportunities and tasks, tracking and 

recording sustainability data, monitoring and reporting on targets and rating credit 

performance, and documenting evidence for reporting and verification.  

Reporting on 

sustainability initiatives 

& outcomes as well as 

rating score 

External reporting and communication should include sustainability metrics and 

qualitative achievements alongside the rating award to provide greater transparency 

on sustainability outcomes, to inform continuous improvement and to provide 

useful benchmarking between rated projects and across programmes of work. 

Additional Success Factors – Advanced User Projects 

Factor Explanation / Research reference 
Outcome based targets More advanced projects set measurable outcome-based targets for the sustainability 

issues and opportunities relevant to their project. These targets may be guided by 

the rating tool credits but should not be limited by them. 

Stronger focus on 

materiality 

More advanced projects will identify their material (most impactful) sustainability 

issues and opportunities and use these to guide their targets and actions (and credit 

selection). 

Stronger consideration 

of wider sustainability 

context 

Project teams who work to better understand local community issues and the wider 

project context, may identify opportunities inside and beyond the project boundary 

which they can address or collaborate with others to address. 

Whole project focus – 

sustainability integrated 

into design 

The consideration and integration of sustainability factors into the design aspects of 

civil infrastructure e.g. whole of life, resilience, user centric, systems-focused, can 

deliver more holistic sustainability outcomes. Advanced projects look beyond 

individual sustainability topics and credits. 

Identify initiatives and 

develop value case for 

Projects often focus on rating tool credits which are easy to achieve and reject 

credits which require more effort or investment even when they would add more 
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investments long term value. More advanced projects will identify beneficial initiatives and do 

the work required to build (or at least explore) the value case. 

Actively involve 

stakeholders in 

sustainability agenda 

Advanced projects share their sustainability objectives and initiatives with their 

stakeholders and look for opportunities to collaborate in setting and pursuing 

improved sustainability outcomes. 

Focus on continuous  

improvement 

Advanced projects will look for continuous improvement in driving sustainability 

outcomes – learning from use of the rating tools on earlier projects or, for large 

multi-year projects, on earlier packages of work. 

 

For those advising on and implementing sustainability rating tools on civil infrastructure 

projects the PUG model can inform resourcing and project planning, guide objectives setting 

and set a roadmap for development and progression in rating tool use. For those specifying 

rating tool use on projects (infrastructure owners or their advisors), the PUG model identifies 

where more specific guidance or contract requirements on tool use could lead to improved 

outcomes from projects. The PUG model is also of value to researchers as it provides a model 

for sustainability assessment implementation (including rating tools) which takes into account 

challenges identified by users and weaknesses highlighted in tool analysis research, making 

the link between the development and design of rating tools, and the practical implementation 

of sustainability considerations on civil infrastructure projects.  
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Figure 72. Project Use Guidance Model 
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11.7 Organisational Infrastructure Sustainability Maturity (OISM) Model 

The OISM model (Figure 73) provides a roadmap for infrastructure owners e.g. transport 

authorities or local councils, in their use of sustainability rating tools showing a progression 

from ad hoc rating tool use to transformative systems-focused tool application. The OISM 

model uses the maturity model approach (see Chapter 2) and shows the development of 

infrastructure owner organisations over time regarding their response to sustainability issues 

and their rating tool use. The OISM model presents five levels of maturity – Unaware, Early 

user, Managed user, Progressive user and Leading user. As an organisation’s knowledge of 

sustainability and sustainability rating tools matures, the role of the rating tool moves from 

awareness raiser to strategy supporter (reflecting Prochaska’s processes of change), rating 

tool use moves from ad hoc use through to supporting collaborative industry wide responses, 

and organisational reporting on infrastructure sustainability moves from reporting on ad hoc 

initiatives through to reporting on system-level outcomes. The OISM model shows that the 

sustainability rating tools can support organisational development at each level, reflecting the 

analysis on behaviour, processes of change and diffusion in Chapter 10. 

Progress along the maturity scale sees a shift from early stage focus on learning to mid-stage 

focus on management and consistency and finally to strategic leadership. Over time the 

organisation’s engagement with the sustainability agenda as it applies to infrastructure 

focuses less on compliance, project ratings and individual projects and more on strategic 

intent, better sustainability outcomes, continuous improvement of sustainability performance, 

and infrastructure as part of an interconnected system. The characteristics for each maturity 

level in the OISM model are described below along with likely barriers and associated 

responses. The OISM model draws on findings from the infrastructure owner and tool user 

interviews, especially the strong impact of infrastructure owner involvement on achieving 

project-level sustainability outcomes, the recognised potential for infrastructure organisations 

to affect sustainable development and the analysis of current governance and policy 

responses. The Progressive and Leading user levels address some of the weaknesses 

identified with rating tool use, particularly those related to the lack of a holistic integrated 

approach and the focus on rating scores rather than sustainability context and continuous 

improvement, and present a vision of organisations adopting a more strategic systems-

thinking perspective. As noted above, the potential to develop a sustainability rating for 

organisations, based on the maturity model, has been identified. 
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Figure 73. Organisational Infrastructure Sustainability Maturity (OISM) Model 
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Organisations move from one maturity level to the next through a process of learning and 

development (Reefke et al. 2014) as illustrated in Figure 74. At the early levels learning and 

progression is led by individuals or small groups in the organisation, and at the later levels 

this shifts to a broader group with executive involvement and sponsors at the governance 

level. Furthermore as sustainability knowledge evolves, understanding of sustainable 

infrastructure systems increases and rating tools respond, the baseline shifts and the OISM 

model’s maturity levels would need to be redefined. What is now identified as leading 

behaviour may in the future be viewed as business as usual (Cagnin et al. 2005).  

 
Figure 74. Progressing through the OISM model levels (adapted from Reefke et al, 2010) 

 

The PUG model targets sustainability outcomes at the infrastructure project level and the 

OISM model targets outcomes at the organisational level. Both models recognise the learning 

curve involved in sustainability understanding and rating tool use and reflect that in their 

design. There is a direct link between the OISM and the PUG models with more mature 

infrastructure owners understanding the proactive role they have in supporting, guiding and 

benchmarking project sustainability outcomes. The version of the OISM model presented 

here focuses on infrastructure owner organisations as they have a significant impact on the 

sustainability outcomes achieved from rating tool use; in when and how they apply the tools 

across the asset life cycle, in how they specify rating tool use on individual projects and in 

how they use the individual projects outcomes to drive continuous improvement across their 

infrastructure portfolio and the infrastructure system more broadly. Feedback from the 
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validation process (see below) identified that similar models could be equally useful for other 

organisational players such as design and construction firms and for project teams and this 

feedback is reflected in the future research opportunities identified in Chapter 12.  

11.7.1 Level 1: Unaware 

Unaware is the first level in the OISM model and describes an organisation relatively 

unengaged in the sustainability agenda in terms of the implications for infrastructure 

development and management. The Unaware stage is characterised by ad hoc activity and a 

focus by a few individuals on awareness raising and individual initiatives. A sustainability 

rating tool may be used to guide piecemeal actions e.g. assess carbon impacts of 

infrastructure activities or set waste targets, and to undertake early investigations such as a 

retrospective assessment of one or two projects. 

Table 71. Detail for Unaware Level 

Focus Establish a willingness to move from an ad hoc response to sustainability and 

infrastructure to an organisational response. 

General description Limited and ad hoc inclusion of sustainability practices in infrastructure projects. 

No strategy or policy on integration of sustainability principles and practices into 

mainstream infrastructure development or operations. 

Rating tool use Individuals within the organisation may use a sustainability rating tool in ad hoc 

ways and report informally on use to their direct management and colleagues. No 

formal consideration of tool use. 

Requirements to move 

to next level 

Raise awareness of opportunity (and potential risks of not acting) and build 

support. Introduce easy, low-hanging sustainability initiatives. 

Barriers to 

advancement 

Low sustainability knowledge and awareness in the organisation and supply 

chain. Lack of strong drivers to take action. Cost and resourcing associated with 

taking first steps unknown and/or not available. 

Actions to address 

barriers 

Expose selected organisational members to the sustainable infrastructure agenda – 

rating tools, project examples, local and international practice, current and 

emerging opportunities and risks. Identify and build allies. Identify opportunities, 

e.g. pilot projects, to take initial steps and to create early wins. 

Connect with a community of practice to develop knowledge and establish an 

initial network. Learn from others to identify relevant drivers for the organisation. 

What happens if stop at 

this level 

Sustainability on projects continues to be piecemeal. Action relies on individuals. 

Organisational learning and change is limited. 

11.7.2 Level 2: Early user 

Early User is the second level in the OISM model and describes an organisation relatively 

new to but willing to engage with the sustainability agenda and to understand its relevance to 

their infrastructure development and management. The Early User stage is characterised by 

investigation and learning and early initiatives including piloting of the rating tool. At this 
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stage the organisation is likely to become a member of a rating tool organisation e.g. 

Greenroads Foundation or CEEQUAL Ltd, undertake training in tool use and participate 

more actively in the community of practice. Due to the nature of infrastructure projects, often 

complex, multi-year undertakings, opportunities to trial the tool may focus initially on 

smaller projects or discrete aspects of large projects. During this time the infrastructure owner 

supply chain also starts to engage with the rating tools and the wider sustainability agenda 

and develop an understanding of the implications of tool use. Some parts of the supply chain 

may have experience already but interviews with tool developers, infrastructure owners and 

some tool users identified supply chain knowledge and experience as a limiting factor. At this 

level organisational sustainability champions or managers will look for promotional 

opportunities e.g. internal and external speaking engagements, recognition for certified 

projects or sustainability innovations, and will start to build the case for on-going 

advancement of the agenda. 

Table 72. Detail for Early User Level 

Focus Increase knowledge and experience. Expand awareness. Confirm value. 

General description Decision to investigate rating tool use and trial on a few projects. Learning to use 

tool and understand what it can deliver for the organisation. Engaging internally 

with key players, project managers, environmental specialists, stakeholder 

managers and procurement team Exposing the supply chain to the tool. Actively 

engaging with other tool users and the sustainable infrastructure community. 

Rating tool use Trialling rating tool on selected projects (or assets). Rating tool specified as a 

sustainability requirement in some tenders. Monitoring tool use and reporting on 

outcomes. Join rating tool organisation as a member and train staff (gain 

professional accreditations). 

Requirements to move 

to next level 

Engaging internally and externally about aims of tool use. Investigate internally 

what is required to move to a more consistent and embedded approach.  

Barriers to 

advancement 

Sustainability knowledge and awareness sits with a few individuals in the 

organisation. Resistance from project managers / supply chain. Value of increased 

rating tool use not clear or well-articulated. Cost / resourcing associated with 

taking next steps not supported. 

Actions to address 

barriers 

Support pilot projects to identify and achieve early wins. Promote pilot project 

achievements and champions internally and externally – raise the organisational 

profile especially with interested stakeholders and potential supporters. Build the 

value case drawing on pilot experience, experience of industry peers, forward 

programme and key drivers. Work with others to identify steps to embed rating 

tool practices e.g. policy, training, procurement approach. Create plan and 

proposal for next steps and secure management support and resources. 

What happens if stop at 

this level 

Ad hoc approach to rating tool use. Action limited to individual project teams. 

Tool use may fall away. 
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11.7.3 Level 3: Managed user 

Managed User is the third level in the OISM model and describes an organisation engaged 

with the sustainability agenda and ready to embed use of the rating tools into organisational 

policies and procedures related to infrastructure development, procurement and management. 

The Managed User level is characterised by establishing consistent and maintained 

management approaches to tool use and embedding sustainability requirements and minimum 

standards into polices, systems and procedures. The focus on management simplifies 

decisions about specifying tool use, managing implementation and reporting on progress. At 

this stage the organisation considers how to improve the outcomes from tool use (learning 

from initial projects), and how to remove barriers to progress e.g. introducing changes in 

specifications or procedures. Organisations understand that decisions they make at the 

planning phase of projects will influence design and construction sustainability outcomes, 

and that beyond individual projects there are sustainability considerations at an asset 

management level, for both new and existing assets. 

Table 73. Detail for Managed User Level 

Focus Consistent and managed approach to tool use supported by internal systems. 

Start to expand sustainability considerations and rating tool use further across 

asset life cycle. 

General description Rating tool use and minimum sustainability requirements reflected in policy, 

management systems and specifications. More consistent reporting on rating 

tool activity across the organisation’s project portfolio. Tool use in earlier 

feasibility and planning phases starts to inform project level sustainability 

objectives and results in a broadening of sustainability issues being addressed. 

Some consideration is given to sustainability outcomes in asset management. 

Rating tool use Consistent approach to use of tools in procurement – often minimum standards 

and thresholds established. Rating tools are used across multiple projects and 

programmes of work. At this stage there is smarter non-certified use of the 

rating tools to inform policies and procedures, and consider sustainability more 

widely across the asset life cycle. 

Requirements to move 

to next level 

Use sustainability outcomes achieved and understanding of the evolving 

agenda to inform organisational strategy and future targets. A desire to 

continuous improvement and to focus on asset networks rather than individual 

projects. 

Barriers to 

advancement 

Get stuck at the systems and management level: policies, procedures, audits 

etc. Motivation and enthusiasm of early rating tool usage subsides. Lack of 

strategic sustainability knowledge in the organisation. Senior management not 

engaged or motivated to take further steps. 

Actions to address 

barriers 

Continue promotion of organisational achievements; pursue recognition and 

awards. Establish regular reporting and target setting. Share progress and 

learning internally and externally. Build organisational sustainability 

knowledge and capacity; share best practice, establish relationships with 

leading organisations in the relevant infrastructure sector. Develop sponsors at 

management and governance levels and work to understand what it takes to get 

sustainability on the strategic agenda. 

What happens if stop at 

this level 

Focus stays on compliance with internal systems and achievement of project 

ratings rather than best practice, continuous improvement and innovation. 
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11.7.4 Level 4: Progressive user 

Progressive User is the fourth level in the OISM model and describes an organisation 

committed to pushing the boundaries in their understanding and actions related to 

infrastructure sustainability. The Progressive User level is characterised by continuous 

improvement, high standards of performance and a focus on best practice and innovation. 

Organisational infrastructure sustainability performance and targets shift from a focus on 

ratings and award levels to the strategic management of sustainability opportunities and risks 

and achievement of meaningful and relevant sustainability outcomes. Progressive User 

organisations recognise sustainability decisions as strategic and relevant to their core business 

operations. They work with their stakeholders and supply chain to understand and resolve 

sustainability issues and develop innovative, transferable solutions.  

Table 74. Detail for Progressive User Level 

Focus Sustainability integrated into organisational decision-making and measures of 

success. 

General description The organisation considers sustainability as an integral aspect of infrastructure 

development – in terms of risks and opportunities. Continuous improvement 

underpins sustainability approach and the organisation has developed a more 

sophisticated understanding of sustainability. The outcomes from rating tool use 

help inform programme and network improvements and investment decisions. 

Rating tool use Rating tools are part of an overall organisational approach to infrastructure 

development and operations and tool use priorities are linked to the organisation’s 

strategic sustainability priorities. Gaps in sustainability performance are identified 

and investigated. 

Requirements to move 

to next level 

Start to collaborate with other organisations at a strategic level to address industry 

challenges. Develop position as an influential and leading organisation. 

Barriers to 

advancement 

Implications of sustainability, systems and infrastructure interconnectedness not 

well understood. Potential collaborators resistant to working together to address 

systems challenges. Sustainability leadership position beyond organisational 

focus - not seen as priority. 

Actions to address 

barriers 

Participate in broader industry conversations and identify organisational 

opportunities and risks. Expand organisational sustainability knowledge – expose 

management and board to new thinking and expertise. Expand strategy and target 

setting to incorporate a systems view. Involve supply chain and key stakeholders 

in strategy development. Work with sponsors to set system or industry level 

targets. Build relationships with relevant managers in partner organisations – 

share achievements and challenges, identify opportunities for collaboration. 

What happens if stop at 

this level 

Strong position but progress is bounded – focus stays inside the organisational 

system and its owned results. 

11.7.5 Level 5: Leading user 

Leading User is the fifth and final level in the OISM model and describes an organisation 

taking a holistic view of infrastructure and sustainability and committed to working with 
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others to provide infrastructure systems which support societal sustainable development 

goals. The Leading User level is characterised by looking beyond organisational boundaries 

to achieve integrated sustainability outcomes and by taking a leadership role at a sectoral and 

industry level. Leading User organisations are advocates for sector and industry development 

and work with others to remove barriers and pursue integrated responses to sustainability 

challenges and opportunities. The Leading User level is aspirational and draws on the gap 

analysis assessment of the rating tools against the UN Sustainable Development Goals 

(Chapter 4) and the findings from the interviews which identify the potential of infrastructure 

owner organisations to strongly contribute to sustainable development. These findings 

highlight the potential for great connection between sustainability issues related to 

infrastructure and current practices by infrastructure owners. 

Table 75. Detail for Leading User Level 

Focus Driving industry and systems change through organisational leadership and 

collaboration with others. 

General description Sustainability is core to the organisation’s infrastructure development and 

management. Significant sustainability outcomes are achieved and ongoing 

stretch targets are set. Strategy and associated targets include outcomes which 

focus beyond the organisational boundary. The organisation looks beyond its 

borders and develops opportunities to work with others to drive sustainability 

outcomes at a systems level. 

Rating tool use On-going rating tool use as part of organisation’s infrastructure development and 

asset management programme. New tool versions drive improvements at project 

and asset level. Strong focus on working with others to identify the new 

sustainability tools required to embed integrated and collaborative decision-

making and action into infrastructure systems design and delivery. 

Requirements to move 

to next level 

Organisations at this level are constantly looking to innovate and improve, 

responding to the evolving sustainability agenda and emerging knowledge and 

technological advances. They partner with other leaders and innovators to address 

current and emerging sustainability challenges. 

 

11.8 SORT Map Revisited 

The SORT Map describes the key components of the system where the infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools operate and develop. The Map illustrates that to improve 

sustainability outcomes from rating tool use changes to the rating tools e.g. through extending 

their life cycle coverage or improving their design, address only one aspect of the rating tool 

system. This research which has examined the rating tools from contextual, internal design, 

project performance and usage and user perspectives has identified multiple interventions 

points (and associated models) to improve sustainability outcomes from rating tools and has 

provided a Map which can be used to consider and investigate further interventions. The 
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description of the Map and the three models also highlights linkages between the realms and 

the models. For example, maturity of the infrastructure owner organisation impacts on the 

project realm in terms of how the organisation specifies rating tool use and how actively 

owner representatives are in tool implementation at the project level. Effective use of the 

rating tools at the project level delivers improved sustainability outcomes, increases the 

sustainability knowledge and skills of advisors and project team members which impacts on 

future projects, industry knowledge and engagement, and organisational policies and 

procedures. The rating tool comparison and key messages associated with the rating tools 

assists infrastructure owners with tool selection and application, and provides sustainability 

advisors with better understanding of the rating tools as a resource for achieving 

sustainability outcomes, whether through formal or non-certified use. 

11.9 Map and Model Validation 

The SORT Map and the three models were validated through engagement with a range of 

industry stakeholders. This further validation, in addition to direct input from the research 

findings, was to test that the map and models made sense to the industry stakeholders, that 

they appeared logical when presented alongside the research findings, and that they appeared 

useful in the context of enhancing rating tool use to improve sustainability outcomes. The 

process also tested for any aspects that were unclear and for perceived gaps. The process 

included Skype interviews with two UK-based ‘super users’ from the initial tool use 

interviews, a New Zealand-based workshop with 12 industry participants, and two further 

New Zealand-based face-to-face interviews with a sustainability advisor / tool user and an 

infrastructure owner involved in specifying the rating tools. The participants included 

employees from infrastructure organisations, design consultancies, construction firms and 

academia, with 77% of those providing feedback having rating tools experience. At each 

validation event (workshop and interview), the research process and findings were presented 

by the researcher, clarification questions were answered and then the participants answered a 

series of questions, either verbally or in writing, on initial versions of the overall map and 

three models: 

 Does [map / model] appear useful? 

 What do you like about it? 

 Is there anything you might question or change? 

 Is there anything you would add? 
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Comments on the participant’s response to the research findings and overall comments were 

also collected. A summary of the validation feedback is provided in Table 76. 

Table 76. Model Validation Process Feedback 

Validation aspect Summary of comments 
Overall Map The overall map made sense, with some explanation, in terms of providing context 

and highlighting the intervention points, the various factors and the drivers.  

 

Suggested that graphic could be enhanced to better illustrate the connections and to 

more clearly identify the four quadrants / realms. Connections to the supporting 

research could be more explicit. 

Rating tool 

comparison model 

Seen as being a useful, easy to follow one-page summary – simple and succinct 

overview of key information; helping users to understand the basics across the 

various tools; important to have awareness of differences between tools used locally 

and those used overseas; sufficient detail for a valid comparison. Helpful if 

distinguishing between competing options and suitability. Key messages seen as 

practical. Data on prescriptive vs performance indicators interesting. 

 

Suggested better explanations of the data points needed. Some reflection of 

geographic context might be useful. 

Project use 

guidance model 

Project use guidance model seen as useful. Overall model seen to highlight the 

important success factors, drivers and different viewpoints. For more experienced 

users the success factors and two levels of use aligned with their experience. Concept 

of tool leading and tool supporting seen as useful. Model seen as identifying another 

layer of complexity which would be useful when educating practitioners. 

 

Suggested more information needed to clarify the factors and terminology used – 

where possible be more specific. Identify the target audience / user for the model e.g. 

project team. 

Organisational 

maturity model 

Maturity model seen as very useful, highly developed and easy to follow. Model seen 

as breaking down the phases well and very useful for identifying a company position 

in industry and the next steps required to argue for change / improvement. In 

particular participants liked the ‘requirement for next level’ which identifies 

progression steps. Top level of extended / leading seen as a challenge for 

organisations to meet. 

 

Suggested that such a model could be equally useful to apply to project teams, and 

other organisational players – design firms or construction firms. Some clarification 

of terminology needed. Too detailed in current form. Would be useful to more clearly 

separate project challenges and organisational challenges. Suggestion to illustrate 

continuous improvement detail at the later levels. 

Additional 

comments covered 

In-depth comparison of tools and the associated investigation seen very positively; 

adds real value. 

Practitioners agreed that there is risk of compliance-type use; and that you need 

individuals with knowledge and commitment to sustainability to get good 

sustainability outcomes from the tools.  

Some aspects not clear – links between UN SDGs and the tools; the impacts of 

geography on sustainability outcomes. 

Would be good to see added commentary on how tools shape industry. 

 

The interview and workshop participants confirmed that the research and resulting models 

make a valuable contribution to industry by increasing tool knowledge, providing new 

perspectives on how to improve sustainability outcomes at the project level, and identifying 

value beyond the one-off project to the organisational level. Suggestions made in terms of 
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clarifications, improved model design, clearer connectivity between the models and broader 

application to the sustainable infrastructure agenda were considered in finalising the research 

outputs. Some feedback highlighted future research opportunities e.g. maturity models for 

construction and design firms. 

11.10 Other Research Outputs 

In additional to the SORT map and the RTC, PUG and OISM models, the research outputs 

include those figures developed to illustrate findings in individual research phases: the Rating 

Tool Coverage graphic in Chapter 5 and the Rating Tool User Flow-on Effects and Levels of 

Rating Tool Use graphics in Chapter 10.  

11.11 How the Research Outputs Improve Sustainability Outcomes 

The purpose of the research was to evaluate the ability of market-based infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools to improve sustainability outcomes for civil infrastructure 

development and identify mechanisms to facilitate future improvement, and the map and 

models outlined above are a response to that purpose based on the findings from the research 

phases outlined in Chapters 4 to 10. This section illustrates where the map and models and 

other research outputs can add value. 

For infrastructure owners currently using the infrastructure sustainability tools or 

considering their use (and sustainability advisors working with infrastructure owners): 

 Organisational positioning and strategy: The SORT map and the maturity model are 

designed to inform organisational strategy and to assist infrastructure owners to engage 

with the sustainable infrastructure agenda at the highest level. The SORT map positions 

the rating tools not just as a tool for individual projects, but more broadly as contributors 

to industry engagement, a link to the evolving sustainability agenda, sustainability 

educators and supporters of organisational strategy. The maturity model outlines a 

roadmap to sustainability leadership, and provides a means for organisations to assess 

their current position, determine their desired future position and design a pathway for 

advancement. The SORT map and the three models will assist engagement with senior 

management and the organisational governance group and can inform infrastructure 

sustainability training initiatives and forums for managers, policy makers and project 

managers and project partners.  
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 Rating tool application on projects: Infrastructure owner organisations can significantly 

influence the outcomes achieved when rating tools are used on their infrastructure 

projects and a proactive rather than a laissez-faire approach is recommended. The RTC 

model makes organisation aware of the factors to consider in tool selection and provides 

them with a framework for reviewing and assessing rating tools. The PUG model can 

inform action prior to and during project delivery in terms of rating tool prerequisites and 

project involvement, and the development of tender specifications and requirements e.g. 

sustainability priorities, sustainability resourcing and reporting requirements. The PUG 

model also provides an audit framework for assessing a rated project’s progress towards 

achieving positive sustainability outcomes.  

 Culture creation and change: Infrastructure owners should more explicitly recognise 

the behaviour change aspects of rating tool use when developing their sustainability 

strategies and plans and to look for ways to maximise the value the tools deliver across 

the formal, informal, and influencing spectrum. 

 Value case development: The value case consideration of sustainability in infrastructure 

development and management and for rating tool use evolves as organisations move 

along the maturity spectrum. The research outputs related to the benefits of tool use on 

projects, the formal and informal impacts of tool use and the flow-on effects from use at 

the individual, organisational and industry levels can inform value case development and 

move the value conversation from projects and their ratings to organisational performance 

and governance, and ultimately industry collaboration and leadership.  

For project teams (and their sustainability advisors) considering use of or required to use 

rating tools on projects: 

 Project establishment and planning: The PUG model is designed to guide a project’s 

overall sustainability management plan and in particular planning for rating tool 

implementation and management on projects. The success factors, considerations for 

setting objectives and the early and advanced levels provide a project team with guidance 

based on extensive project experience as captured in the research.  

For construction firms and design firms currently required to use the tools on projects they 

are delivering and/or firms who are positioning themselves as leaders in sustainability: 
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 Organisational infrastructure sustainability strategy and actions: The SORT map, 

RTC and PUG models and other research outputs are designed to guide and inform 

organisational strategy related to infrastructure sustainability and rating tool use, to 

develop or enhance project-level procedures, and to provide training for sustainability 

advisors and project managers using the tools. While the maturity model is designed for 

infrastructure owner organisations, consideration of maturity levels may be of value for 

construction and design firms wanting to take a leading position in sustainability. For 

design firms (where the impact of rating tools on organisational policy and practices is 

lower) the research outputs could be used to generate discussion and inform action at the 

organisational level. This is particularly important when the role of design in delivering 

sustainability outcomes is considered. There is an opportunity for early adopters to take a 

lead. Design firm uptake is identified as an area for future research. 

For sustainability advisors (in addition to the project-specific applications above) who 

provide advice to infrastructure owners and/or project delivery firms: 

 Sustainability consulting and advice: The SORT map, models and additional research 

outcomes related to individual users and rating tool use can inform strategy development; 

tool comparisons; training development; infrastructure sustainability assessments and 

recommendations. 

For tool developers who develop current and future tools and provide strategic advice and 

training to industry: 

 Strategic positioning: The research outputs, (SORT, PUG, OISM, RTC plus rating tool 

use and influencer findings), provide insight into the strategic context and opportunities 

related to the infrastructure sustainability tools. These insights can inform rating tool 

development and guidance, as well as inform new tool development; whether that be for 

rating organisations or for assessing infrastructure systems. 

 Community of practice guidance and development: Draw on the research outputs for 

training modules and guidance on: project-level rating tool implementation; value case 

considerations; sustainability advisors – entry and advanced levels. 

11.12 Summary of this Chapter 

This chapter outlines the development and validation of the SORT Map and the RTC, PUG 

and OISM models which individually and collectively contribute to improving sustainability 
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outcomes for civil infrastructure. They provide practitioners, tool developers and researchers 

with evidence-based insights into the workings and opportunities of the infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools, and address specific limitations identified in the literature review 

and the tool analysis. The map and models place the tools in context, encourage greater 

transparency of tool bias and outcomes reporting, and provide project and organisational 

models which encourage more intelligent tool use, while recognising the learning curve 

inherent in transforming an industry which has been slow to recognise and address the 

challenges of sustainable development. 

The next chapter discusses the overall research findings, with a particular focus on the 

opportunities the research presents to contribute to sustainable development on a large scale – 

beyond individual projects and organisations to society at large. 
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12. Closing the Loop – discussion of the research findings 

12.1 Introduction 

This research started as an inquiry into the value of infrastructure sustainability rating tools 

and the contribution they make to sustainable outcomes for civil infrastructure. In particular 

the inquiry focused on four existing market-based tools specified and applied increasingly by 

industry, with a desire to build on industry practice, to enhance the outcomes from use and to 

identify the scale of the opportunity the tools presented. Previous chapters have presented the 

results of the multiple research phases within this inquiry, analysed the findings from each of 

the phases, and developed models aimed at enhancing rating tool use and driving improved 

outcomes at the project and organisational level. This chapter closes the loop between the 

research purpose and the research findings and answers the ‘so what?’ question, showing how 

the tools can continue to push the development of sustainable infrastructure forward. 

Reflections on findings related to the rating tool design are presented in Section 12.2 – what 

they deliver and don’t deliver, and what they could do to address identified gaps. Section 12.3 

reflects on the big picture opportunities identified by the research findings, and Section 12.4 

illustrates how the research findings and the models have responded to those opportunities. 

Section 12.5 highlights the value of the research approach taken in investigating assessment 

tools and frameworks and Section 12.6 highlights where remaining gaps for investigation 

exist. 

12.2 The Rating Tools in Perspective – reflecting on research findings 

The major findings of the research relate to rating tool implementation factors, experience 

levels of tool users and infrastructure owners, and the tools as influencers of change. These 

findings directly address the knowledge gaps identified, and are reflected in the maps and 

models. 

The findings from the rating tool design and content analysis do however provide specific 

insights for tool application and future development. These insights are summarised below: 

 The rating tools do provide a practical framework for initiating and delivering 

sustainability-related outcomes and assessing sustainability performance on civil 

infrastructure projects; 
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 There are gaps in the sustainability areas covered by the tools, with a stronger focus on 

environmental outcomes than social and economic. The research showed new tool 

versions continued to expand their sustainability scope to address these gaps; 

 Differences in how rating tools assess sustainability and award sustainability performance 

levels highlight the need for greater transparency in collecting, reporting and 

benchmarking rating outcomes; 

 There are clear linkages between the infrastructure rating tools, and what cities are trying 

to achieve in terms of sustainability outcomes, and what societies are trying to achieve at 

a national and global level. But there are also significant gaps in tool coverage especially 

in terms of overarching societal outcomes and integrated infrastructure systems and the 

rating tools would do well to openly track progress in addressing those gaps; 

 Current tools focus more at the infrastructure project level than the asset level, but all 

tools consider asset operations in their credits and some tools have ratings for operations, 

maintenance and terms contracts. Infrastructure owners could more actively use the tools 

across their asset portfolio – both to rate projects and to inform policies and specifications 

which support sustainability outcomes;  

 Current tools have a limited focus on integrated design and on the infrastructure system as 

a whole. Some tools provide ratings or guidance for the feasibility and planning stages of 

infrastructure development to address these gaps, but evidence of system-wide impacts 

requires more specific research. 

It is important for the evolution of the tools to address current limitations, especially if they 

are to capture the opportunities discussed below. 

12.3 Strategic Context and the Big Picture Opportunities 

The next two sections step back from rating tool design to reflect on the big picture 

opportunities identified through the research and to signal how the rating tools might 

contribute to these opportunities, based on the research findings.  

12.3.1 The need for sustainable infrastructure  

The research literature identified the significant opportunities related to civil infrastructure 

and sustainability in terms of the levels of infrastructure development activity, opportunities 

to improve and enhance quality of life for all, and the essential role of infrastructure to 

support people to live within the capacity of the natural world (New Climate Economy 2016). 
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Badly designed infrastructure puts pressure on land and natural resources and impacts 

negatively on the social, natural and built environments (Mulligan 2011, Berardi 2013). If we 

do not invest in sustainable infrastructure, we will exacerbate rather than resolve current 

environmental and social challenges and lock future generations into costly legacy systems 

that do not meet their needs (Corvellec et al. 2013). The civil infrastructure industry has the 

opportunity to play a leading role in the sustainability journey and yet it is an industry that 

has been slow to respond. 

12.3.2 The reach of the tools and the link to Sustainable Development at the city 

and global levels 

The built environment sustainability rating tools have been recognised as contributing 

strongly to the green building revolution (Ahn et al. 2013, Conte & Monno 2012, Fenner & 

Ryce 2008). The context and marker analysis in Chapter 4 identified an even greater potential 

for the civil infrastructure rating tools given civil infrastructure’s wider reach and 

connectedness. The infrastructure tools have the opportunity to drive better public 

infrastructure by educating and influencing infrastructure owners, their policies and practices, 

by upgrading the knowledge of and encouraging innovation in the engineering industry and 

by increasing public awareness of and demand for more sustainable infrastructure. The 

marker analysis identified clear connections between the infrastructure rating tools and the 

goals and targets for sustainable communities and societies. The analysis also identified 

significant gaps which need to be addressed as the tools continue to evolve. 

12.3.3 Rating tool stakeholder appetite to address the big picture 

Tool developers saw their rating tools as transitional mechanisms on a pathway to embedding 

sustainability considerations into civil infrastructure development and as catalysts for 

continuous improvement. In describing their ‘ultimate goals’ tool developers highlighted the 

opportunity to use the ‘big data’ and the power of the rating tools to drive improvement and 

transform the infrastructure industry into one where all were ‘building better’. Similarly, 

interviews revealed that infrastructure owners and experienced rating tool users understood 

infrastructure was critical to achieving sustainable development on a societal scale and that 

infrastructure owners and those working on infrastructure projects could contribute positively 

to improving outcomes related to the bigger picture of sustainability and infrastructure. Many 
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interviewees articulated an authentic desire to bring about change. These findings indicated 

an appetite within the infrastructure industry to drive better sustainability outcomes. 

12.4 The Research Findings and Response to Opportunities 

This section presents specific research findings which respond to the big picture opportunities 

described above – highlighting the role of the rating tools in driving further change. 

12.4.1 Growing level of rating tool use and evidence of tool expansion 

The research identified growing use and expansion of the market-based rating tools within 

the civil infrastructure industry. The case studies alone provided an indication of growth in 

rating tool use from three certified projects in 2003 to 415 certified projects in early 2016. In 

addition to the growth in tool use, the research identified an evolution of the tools over time 

with new versions of the market-based tools being released every 4 – 6 years, and with each 

new version the rating tools expanded to address new sustainability topics, issues or 

technologies, and to cover additional aspects of the infrastructure life cycle. 

This evidence of growth in tool use and of evolution in tool expansion emphasises the 

opportunity presented by the rating tools to be a vehicle for delivering and promoting 

sustainable outcomes for infrastructure. Add to this the reach of the tools as highlighted 

above and the opportunity multiplies. 

12.4.2 The rating tools do deliver sustainability outcomes on projects 

The research identified quantitative and qualitative sustainability outcomes achieved on 

certified projects across a range of performance areas. The results from the case study 

analysis in particular highlighted the collective opportunity of sustainability outcomes from 

rating tool use and the findings from the interviews on added contribution and benefits of 

tools use confirmed that many of these outcomes were driven through rating tool use. 

This evidence of contribution, benefits and actual sustainable outcomes achieved on certified 

projects emphasises that rating tool use can deliver substantive benefit to society from a 

sustainability perspective. The research also identified the need to improve reporting on 

sustainability outcomes associated with rating projects. Such reporting would assist with 

better articulation of the value case associated with tool use and would provide valuable 

benchmarks across a range of infrastructure assets and project types. 
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12.4.3 Can do better at the project level 

The research identified and prioritised a number of factors which supported and hindered the 

achievement of sustainability outcomes at the project level. In particular the role of the 

infrastructure owner was identified as critical. The PUG model provides a framework for 

improved outcomes at the project level while recognising different levels of user experience. 

The OISM model provides a framework for infrastructure owners to move from ad hoc and 

passive use of the rating tools, to a more engaged and strategic approach that drives 

continuous improvement and ensures project outcomes are relevant and reported. 

This evidence of the ability to improve outcomes from rating tool use at the project level, 

demonstrates that, while measureable outcomes are being achieved on projects, by creating 

the right set of conditions additional and more strategic outcomes are possible. 

12.4.4 Change for individuals, organisations and industry as a whole 

The research identified that the rating tools have an influence on sustainability outcomes 

beyond the individual certified project. The interview analysis showed evidence of changes to 

individual practice, and the integration of sustainability requirements in organisational 

policies, systems and specifications. In addition the tools were identified as a resource to 

inform the integration and adoption of sustainability concepts beyond formally assessed 

projects. Deeper analysis using a behaviour change lens provided insights into the role the 

rating tools play in supporting and driving change at an individual, organisational and 

industry level. 

This evidence of the flow-on effects from tool use, and the tools as creators and supporters of 

change shows that the rating tools should not be seen as just a simplistic approach to a 

complex situation, but as mechanisms for influencing the infrastructure industry on a large 

scale. 

12.4.5 Infrastructure organisations to lead 

The research identified that infrastructure owners can make a significant difference to the 

infrastructure sustainability outcomes achieved with rating tools at the project and 

programme level. The SORT map and the three models emerging from the research are all 

tools which can support infrastructure owners to take a more targeted and meaningful 
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approach to rating tool use and the maturity model in particular provides managers with a 

roadmap which accelerates sustainability leadership and industry transformation. 

12.4.6 Evolution of the tools 

While some infrastructure rating tools are expanding to cover the planning and feasibility 

stages of infrastructure development and the operations phases of infrastructure assets, there 

is little evidence currently that they are affecting change in infrastructure planning and asset 

management. Research on progress in this area would be beneficial. 

12.5 Note on the Research Approach 

Viewing the tools from an infrastructure system perspective allows researchers and tool users 

to recognise the wider value of the tools and to identify multiple intervention points for 

improvement. The more holistic approach adopted here moved the research focus from tool 

comparison to a focus which acknowledged the value and opportunity the infrastructure 

rating tools (and potentially other assessment frameworks) provide.  

During the research process the importance of the tools as processes of change and diffusers 

of innovation emerged. In future studies it would be valuable to put a stronger emphasis on 

these aspects in the initial research design. 

12.6 What’s Left or Missing – outstanding gaps 

The map, models and other outputs developed from the research have responded to a number 

of the opportunities outlined in this chapter. In addition to these responses is the question of 

how to accelerate the adoption of the rating tools, how to develop the rating tools to 

incorporate a stronger focus on integrated design, and how to more strongly connect the 

rating tools to the big picture sustainability outcomes for society. These are areas for further 

investigation. 

Two specific pieces of future work which address some aspects of these gaps have been 

identified in more detail: 

1. To research the development of a rating standard which provides a transparent lens for 

rating tool development and comparison and better links a tool on a consistent and robust 

basis with the big picture sustainability context. Such a standard might include a set of 

principles e.g. similar to the Bellagio Principles or the GRI principles for sustainability 
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reporting; and sustainable infrastructure indicators important to a sustainable society (linked 

to the UN SDGs or similar) against which infrastructure sustainability rating tools could 

report compliance. 

2. To research the development of an infrastructure sustainability rating for an organisation. 

Such a rating could provide a mechanism for infrastructure owners and delivery organisations 

to assess their capability to deliver and design sustainable infrastructure. A focus at the 

organisational rather than the project level has the potential to accelerate the industry shift to 

a strategic level, moving from individual project to the infrastructure network and system, 

and from individual champions to whole organisations. 

12.7 Summary of this Chapter 

This chapter considered the findings and outputs from the research from a strategic 

perspective, specifically addressing the research objective to show where and how the tools 

can continue to push the development of sustainable infrastructure forward. The research 

findings and outputs create the opportunity to do more than improve the sustainability 

outcomes of individual certified projects. The research has identified opportunities to bring 

about a ‘step change’ within industry in infrastructure sustainability. 

The next and final chapter summarises the research objectives, the research undertaken and 

overall findings and conclusions. It presents the contributions of the work to the research 

community and to broader society, and outlines recommendations for action and further 

research. 
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13. Conclusions and Recommendations 

13.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this thesis was to examine the ability of market-based infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools to improve outcomes for civil infrastructure development, and 

identify opportunities for future improvement. The multi-method and international scale 

research has delivered substantive findings, conclusions and strategic and operational models, 

which enhance outcomes from rating tool use, add to the existing body of knowledge and 

identify further areas for research. This final chapter summarises the research intent, findings 

and contribution. The research objectives are reviewed, the main findings summarised, and 

the contributions to academic research and to broader society presented. Finally, 

recommendations and opportunities for further research are highlighted. 

13.2 Summary of Research, Key Findings and Conclusions 

13.2.1 Research summary and objectives review 

The literature review identified knowledge gaps related to the civil infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools generally, and to their real world use and related practitioner 

experience in particular, including the flow on effects at the individual, organisational and 

industry levels.  The research undertaken to address these gaps were an investigation of the 

infrastructure system and the sustainability context within which the tools function, a review 

of tool development, a forensic examination of the design and content of four rating tools, 

analysis of nearly 120 case studies, and interviews with over 60 tool users and infrastructure 

owners who had worked on more than 450 rated projects. Outlined below is a summary of 

how each of the research objectives was examined: 

To understand and assess how the infrastructure sustainability rating tools can and do 

contribute: where and in what form; considering the tools themselves, their application and 

the role of tool users. 

The ‘tool contribution’ objective was addressed through: 1. An in-depth review of tool design 

and content; 2. Analysis of tool application at the project and practice levels; and 3. Real-life 

tool use and user experience through the case study and interview analysis. Additional 
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analysis of the influence and impacts of tool use from the perspective of behaviour change, 

diffusion of ideas and complexity theory provided substantial insights into the tools as 

catalysts of change. 

To recognise and examine the limitations of the tools in contributing to sustainable outcomes. 

The ‘limitations’ objective was examined through: 1. Assessment of the tools against the 

needs of sustainable cities and nation states; 2. In-depth tool analysis and assessment of tool 

performance at the practice and project levels, which identified differences in design, content 

gaps, tool biases and issues with transparency and reporting; and 3. The interview analysis, 

which identified limitations related to tool implementation and highlighted factors which 

hindered (and supported) the achievement of sustainability outcomes on projects. 

To recognise the evolution towards sustainability and examine how the tools develop in 

conjunction with the evolution of thinking. 

The research addressed this ‘evolution’ objective in the literature review, the investigation of 

the tools in their wider context and the assessment of the tools against city and global markers 

for sustainability. The mapping of rating tool development to date, and the analysis of the 

tool development process and plans also informed findings related to this objective. The 

examination of the tools as processes of change recognised the importance of developing 

individuals, professions and industries. 

To develop a model/s that show how to enhance rating tool use at the tool, application and 

user levels; and to show where and how the tools’ contribution could continue to push the 

development of sustainable infrastructure forward. 

A structured synthesis of the research findings and insights resulted in: 1. A context map, 

which demonstrated the system within which the rating tools can push the development of 

sustainable infrastructure forward; and 2. Three models to enhance rating tool use: the Rating 

Tool Comparison (RTC) Model, the Project Use Guidance (PUG) Model and the 

Organisational Infrastructure Sustainability Maturity (OISM) Model. The strategic 

examination of opportunities in Chapter 12 illustrated the potential of the tools as they 

continue to evolve and develop in use. 
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13.2.3 Key findings and conclusions 

The research identified findings and insights at each phase, some strategic and some 

operational. The key findings and conclusions that moved the research forward and 

contributed most to the model development and opportunities identification are presented 

here.  

 By considering the tools as components within a greater system, researchers and tool 

users can recognise the wider value of the tools and identify multiple intervention points 

for improvement. By adopting a systems view the focus moves from tool comparison to 

opportunity identification and highlights that the collective impact of available tools is 

more important than identifying the ‘best’ tool. The SORT map provides a framework for 

seeing the tools within the whole; 

 Each tool has its own biases, and understanding these better informs tool selection and 

use, and future tool development. The RTC model provides a mechanism for 

understanding; 

 Increased transparency of tool coverage, bias and gaps enhances the robustness of the 

tools themselves, drives continuous improvement and recognises the evolution of 

sustainability knowledge. Increased transparency of rated project results enhances 

knowledge about achieved and possible sustainability outcomes, highlights knowledge 

gaps or other barriers to progress, and demonstrates the collective impact of outcomes 

achieved helping build the value case desired by users and identify the scale of the 

opportunity. These transparency requirements are reflected in the RTC, PUG and OISM 

models; 

 The rating tools play different roles: educator; ignitor; enforcer; standard; validator; 

strategy supporter, depending on the user experience at the project level and the maturity 

of the organisation specifying or implementing the tools. Explicitly recognising these 

differing roles and experience levels helps in setting relevant objectives and defining 

realistic expectations. These conclusions are built into the PUG and OISM models; 

 Projects applying the rating tools can achieve measurable and non-measurable 

sustainability outcomes, and the level of outcomes achieved is hindered or enhanced by a 

number of factors. The research identified key success factors for early users and 

advanced users and these are incorporated into the PUG model; 
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 The rating tools act as processes of change and diffusers of new ideas, particularly 

important in an industry slow to change. They contribute significantly to driving 

behaviour change and creating a sustainability culture not just on individual certified 

projects but through flow-on effects to future projects, organisations and the broader 

industry. This conclusion is illustrated in the SORT map and informed the OISM model 

development; 

 While the rating tools may not adequately address all areas that come under sustainability 

right now, the research shows that the tools do expand their coverage over time – through 

new ratings and enhancements to existing ratings. The important connection between the 

evolving sustainability agenda and rating tool development is illustrated in the SORT 

map; 

 The infrastructure industry must respond to the magnitude and urgency of the 

sustainability challenges faced by society, and the opportunities identified in this research 

demonstrate that infrastructure sustainability rating tools, when used intelligently, can 

play an important role in supporting that response. The higher levels of the OISM model 

highlight the opportunity for strategic change and the SORT map demonstrates the vital 

links between the tools, projects, infrastructure organisations and the evolving agenda.  

13.2.4 Limitations  

Limitations to specific elements of the research analysis are described in the method chapter 

and highlighted where relevant in individual results chapters. The research focused on the 

four market-based rating tools in use at the time and did not include bespoke tools or other 

rating tools developed in academic research. This focus was deemed appropriate as the 

market-based tools had an established pool of certified projects, experienced users and 

publically available source data.  

The rating tools and case studies analysed and the infrastructure owners and tool users 

interviewed were associated with infrastructure development and projects in developed (and 

mainly English speaking) countries. This is a recognised limitation, however it is hoped that 

findings from this research will provide valuable insights for researchers and users in 

developing countries as similar infrastructure rating tools gain traction in those geographies. 

The broad-ranging approach selected for this research had its own limitations. The focus on 

the rating tool context and on real life experience and use, limited the level of critical analysis 
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of the tools at a detailed technical level. To some degree there was an assumption that the 

tools appropriately addressed the sustainability issues they included. The research also 

uncovered a number of opportunities for investigation within the problem domain, which 

were unable to be closed out in the timeframe available.  

13.3 Contribution to Research and to Broader Society 

13.3.1 Contribution to research 

The research sits broadly within the meta-discipline of sustainability science and engineering 

(Boyle et al. 2013, Mihelcic et al. 2003, Muench, Scarsella et al. 2012) and draws on the 

fields of behaviour change (Abrash Walton 2016, Harré 2011, Prochaska, J. O. et al. 1992) 

and diffusion of ideas or innovation (Geels 2004, Rogers 2002) to examine the wider 

influence of the tools, and the field of sustainable supply chain management (Babin & 

Nicholson 2011, Correia et al. 2017, Reefke et al. 2014) to design the infrastructure 

sustainability roadmap for organisations. 

The broad and multi-faceted investigation into the rating tools has provided a comprehensive 

exploration of the territory in which the tools operate, from individual project to global 

perspective, and has allowed a holistic response to the research findings, providing a suite of 

models. While singly the models add value to rating tool users, specifiers and infrastructure 

organisations, collectively the models and the results findings recognise and respond to the 

systems nature of sustainability and infrastructure (Boyle et al. 2010, Vanegas 2003). All 

aspects of the research combined: big picture investigation, detailed tool analysis and tool use 

research, have generated research findings and outputs that would not have been reached by 

investigating only one path. In particular the strong focus on ‘real-life’ data through the 

analysis of multiple case studies and interviews has uncovered greater insights on tool use 

and opportunities for future research. The results and findings from the ‘usage’ aspect of the 

analysis add significantly to the existing knowledge in the sustainable infrastructure research 

space. By focusing beyond the internals of the tools, and examining where the tools fit in the 

world they are trying to fix, the research outcomes enhance the value of all tools in the 

process. 
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13.3.2 Contribution to broader society 

The research has produced outputs and identified opportunities which contribute significantly 

to broader society. In the first instance the research findings and outputs contribute to those 

working with infrastructure sustainability rating tools, whether they are infrastructure owners, 

sustainability advisors, project team users or tool developers, by providing operational 

responses and strategic approaches to enhancing the outcomes achieved through tool use. The 

lessons and models from the research are of value not just to those using the four rating tools 

investigated but to all those using or investigating infrastructure sustainability rating tools or 

formulating strategies to address sustainability issues within civil infrastructure – whether at 

the project team or organisational level. The insights into flow-on effects and the role of the 

tools as processes of change add to the business case for action and provide additional 

inspiration to those championing the infrastructure sustainability agenda. 

The infrastructure industry as a whole must respond to the current and future challenges of 

sustainable development. The research findings and outputs provide valuable frameworks and 

insights on how infrastructure sustainability rating tools do and can accelerate the 

transformation of the industry and the changes in practice needed to respond to sustainability 

requirements and opportunities. The maturity model in particular provides a road map for 

building strategic capability within the industry and creating leading organisations who will 

act as catalysts and exemplars for others. The SORT map provides a framework for thinking 

about the various components and interdependences of the infrastructure and sustainability 

system and illustrates how those components can work together and evolve to shift the 

industry towards a more sustainable future. At an operational level the findings on project 

outcomes and exemplar projects, from the case studies particularly, contribute to the value 

case for addressing sustainability at the project, programme and industry levels.  

Civil society benefits from the design, delivery and operations of sustainable infrastructure 

and of the services that infrastructure delivers to enhance quality of life and to protect and 

restore the natural environment. The better armed the infrastructure industry is to support 

society’s journey towards sustainability the more likely society is to achieve its ambition of 

sustainable development, and this research has contributed to that. 
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13.4 Recommendations  

This section reinforces recommendations for action related to rating tool use and presents 

opportunities for further research. The recommendations identify issues and topics emerging 

from the research that have great potential to produce interesting, contemporary and useful 

research outputs in both an academic research context, and for relevant professionals in the 

infrastructure industry. 

13.4.1 Recommendations for Action 

Recommendations on use of the research outputs by industry are presented in Chapter 11. 

These recommendations aim to provide industry with practical ways of using the research 

outputs to advance the infrastructure sustainability agenda. 

13.4.2 Recommendations for further research 

Two specific areas for future research have been described in detail in Chapters 11 and 12. 

These are: 

 To research the development of a rating standard which provides a transparent lens for 

rating tool development and comparison and better links a tool on a consistent and robust 

basis with the big picture sustainability context; 

 To research the development of an infrastructure sustainability rating for an organisation. 

In addition, further areas for research emerging from this study are: 

 The maturity model presented in Chapter 11 focused on the infrastructure owner as they 

were identified through the research as a significant driver of rating tool use. The research 

also identified that construction firms had taken steps to integrate sustainability aspects 

into policies and management plans. Development and testing of a maturity model for 

construction businesses would be of value; 

 Design firms were identified in the research as engaging less with the infrastructure 

sustainability agenda across their organisation and yet designers have a significant role to 

play in integrating sustainability considerations into design. There is an opportunity to 

investigate the role of design consultancies in particular: why they don’t currently lead, 

what the barriers or disincentives are, and how to that turn around; 
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 Some infrastructure rating tools are expanding to cover the planning and feasibility stages 

of infrastructure development and the operations phases of infrastructure assets. Research 

on progress in this area would be beneficial; 

 The findings from the research were developed in the context of developed countries and 

yet there is a significant requirement to deliver sustainable infrastructure in the 

developing world which meets the needs of current and future generations. This research 

could be extended to accommodate developing countries, particularly as infrastructure 

sustainability rating tools for developing countries are researched (Diaz-Sarachaga et al. 

2017) and some of the market-based tools are expanding into these geographies. 

13.5 Final Words 

The market-based infrastructure sustainability rating tools have their limitations, especially 

when we consider sustainability challenges on a national and global scale. And it can be 

tempting to dismiss the tools as failing to address the big picture.  

This research has investigated the rating tools in-depth and has found that if used intelligently 

the rating tools have a strong contribution to make. The SORT map and the tool analysis, 

project and organisational models are designed to help users apply the tools more effectively 

at an operational and strategic level. Overall there is a big task ahead and a concerted effort is 

needed to address the sustainability challenges faced by the infrastructure industry. This 

thesis plays a role in that concerted effort, and the outcomes and recommendations presented 

here should be taken on-board by industry players where these rating tools are being used or 

considered for use. 
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Appendix A. Tool Developer Interview Questions 

Background 
1. Please provide your title and describe your role. 

Part One: Current rating tool(s) and their development 

2. Please confirm the types of rating tools (e.g. design, construction, operations) within your scheme and 

when the first version of each rating tool was released.  

3. Please confirm the current version of the rating tool(s) within your scheme and the year when this version 

was released.  

4. If this wasn’t the first version released, what were the main developments (additions, changes or removals) 

reflected in the current version?  

5. Are there any plans for a new version of the existing rating tool(s) in the next 2 years?  Y/N 

6a. If yes, what is planned and when is it/they due for release.   

6b. What will be the main developments (additions, changes or removals) in the new version? 

7. What are the main factors which influence or drive development of your rating tools? 

Part Two: New rating tools planned 
8. Are there any additional rating tools planned under the scheme e.g. to address a different life cycle phase 

or project type? Y/N  

9. If yes, what tool / tools and what is the main purpose?  

Q10 and Q11 repeated if multiple tools planned: 

10. Is it currently under development? Y/N 

11a. If yes: what is the likely launch timeframe?  

11b. If no: what is the plan for development and likely launch timeframe? 

Part Three: Ultimate Goal for Development 
12a. At this point in time how would you assess the overall rating scheme development? 

(on a scale of 1 – 10, where 1 is embryonic and 10 is fully developed) 

12b. When you envisage the rating scheme and tools as fully developed, what would they be able to do that 

they can’t do now? What would their reach be? 

Part Four: Open section 
13. Is there anything else you wish to add that would help me understand the developing nature of your 

infrastructure sustainability rating scheme? 
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Appendix B. Detailed Listing of Tools – Categories, Sub-categories and 

Credits 

CEEQUAL (V5.1) 

Category Sub-category Credits / Question Areas 

1. Project 

Strategy 

1.1 Overall strategy for the 

project concept and design 

1.1.1 Principles of sustainable development 

1.1.2 Economic impacts and benefits assessments  

1.1.3 Social impacts and benefits assessments 

1.1.4 Environmental impacts and benefits assessment 

1.1.5 Climate change adaptation 

1.1.6 Project resources strategy 

1.1.7 Contribution to more sustainable living 

1.1.8 Delivery of strategic assessments 

1.2 Overall strategy for 

construction 

1.2.1 Construction management strategy 

1.2.2 Construction resources strategy 

1.2.3 Social impacts and benefits during construction 

1.2.4 Environmental impacts during construction 

2. Project 

Management 

2.1 Basic principles 

2.1.1 Environmental and social aspects assessment 

2.1.2 Coordination of environmental and social aspects 

2.1.3 Identification and prioritisation of impacts 

2.2 Sustainability management 

2.2.1 Sustainability management mechanisms 

2.2.2 Implementation of mechanisms  

2.2.3 Success of mechanisms 

2.2.4 Sustainability training 

2.2.5 Principles of sustainable development 

2.3 Contractual and procurement 

processes 

2.3.1 Project team communications 

2.3.2 Selection process for designers and contractors  

2.3.3 Environmental and social performance in contracts 

2.3.4 Delivering resource efficiency 

2.4 Delivering performance on 

environmental and social aspects 

2.4.1 Whole of life approach 

2.4.2 Whole life: climate change adaptation 

2.4.3 Whole life: construction methods and materials 

2.4.4 Sustainability targets for construction 

2.4.5 Sustainability targets for operation 

2.5 Communicating sustainability 

performance 

2.5.1 Workforce consultation on sustainability performance 

2.5.2 Communicating best practice 

3. People and 

Communities 

3.1 Brief and design 
3.1.1 Considerate behaviour 

3.1.2 Innovative solutions in nuisance mitigation 

3.2 Consultation with 

stakeholders 

3.2.1 Community consultation 

3.2.2 Stakeholder consultation 

3.3 Effects on neighbours and 

planning of mitigation measures 

3.3.1 Identification of potential effects on neighbours 

3.3.2 Mitigating effects on neighbours 

3.4 Implementation and 

monitoring during construction 

3.4.1 Construction effects on neighbours 

3.4.2 Implementation of mitigation measures 

3.4.3 Monitoring of effects on neighbours 

3.4.4 Achievement of effective mitigation during 

construction 

3.4.5 Enforcement notices 
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Category Sub-category Credits / Question Areas 

3.4.6 Physical damage by vibration 

3.4.7 Visual impact during construction 

3.4.8 Mitigation of operations effects 

3.5 Continuing engagement with 

relevant local interest groups 

3.5.1 Responsibility for community consultation 

3.5.2 Community engagement 

3.5.3 Community demographics 

3.5.4 Partnership links 

3.6 Effectiveness of the 

community engagement 

programme 

3.6.1 Recording community comments 

3.6.2 Assessing community comments - design 

3.6.3 Assessing community comments - construction 

3.7 Human environment, 

aesthetics and employment 

3.7.1 Wider social benefits 

3.7.2 Health and welfare issues 

3.7.3 Involvement of local firms 

3.7.4 Enhancement beyond functional requirements 

3.7.5 Community diversity 

4. Land Use 

and 

Landscape 

4.1 Basic principles on land use 

(whether above or below water) 

4.1.1 Project location alternatives 

4.1.2 Justification of site suitability 

4.1.3 Land use efficiency 

4.1.4 Temporary land use 

4.1.5 Previous use of site 

4.1.6 Conservation of soils and other on-site resources 

4. 2 Contamination of land and 

beds of the sea, estuaries, rivers 

and lakes 

4.2.1 Contamination risk assessment 

4.2.2 Contaminated land specialists 

4.2.3 Land contamination management procedures 

4.2.4 Evaluation of remediation options 

4.2.5 Ground-generated gases 

4.2.6 Implementation of remedial solution 

4.2.7 Long-term effectiveness of remedial solution 

4.2.8 Prevention of future contamination 

4.3 Flood risk 

4.3.1 Flood risk assessment 

4.3.2 Flood risk based enhancements 

4.3.3 Implementation of enhancement proposals 

4.3.4 Long-term flood resilience and adaptation 

4.4 Basic principles on landscape 

issues 

4.4.1 Landscape and visual factors 

4.4.2 Local landscape character 

4.5 Landscape-related legal 

requirements 

4.5.1 Impact on landscape character 

4.5.2 Landscape development policies 

4.5.3 Existing vegetation 

4.5.4 Non-vegetative features 

4.6 Implementation and 

management 

4.6.1 Landscape design proposals 

4.6.2 Advance landscape works 

4.6.3 Appropriateness of species selected 

4.7 Completion and aftercare 4.7.1 Long-term management plan 

5. The 

Historic 

Environment 

5.1 Baseline studies 5.1.1 Baseline studies and surveys 

5.2 Legal requirements, planning 

guidance and consultation 

5.2.1 Statutory consents 

5.2.2 Consultation 

5.3 Conservation and 

enhancement  

5.3.1 Listed or registered heritage assets 

5.3.2 Setting for listed and registered assets 

5.3.3 Archaeological remains 

5.3.4 Mitigation of impacts on archaeological remains 
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Category Sub-category Credits / Question Areas 

5.3.5 Appropriate materials and specialist skills 

5.4 Information dissemination 

and public access 

5.4.1 Reporting 

5.4.2 Public learning 

6. Ecology 

and 

Biodiversity 

6.1 Basic principles 

6.1.1 Land of high ecological value 

6.1.2 Consultation with nature conservation organisations 

6.1.3 Ecological works plan 

6.2 Legal requirements 
6.2.1 Surveys for protected species 

6.2.2 Injurious or invasive species 

6.3 Conservation and 

enhancement of biodiversity 

6.3.1 Existing ecological features 

6.3.2 Existing ecological features - monitoring 

6.3.3 Existing ecological features - implementation success 

6.4 Habitat creation measures 

6.4.1 New wildlife habitats  

6.4.2 Special structures or facilities for wildlife 

6.4.3 Net increase in area / features of high value 

6.5 Monitoring and maintenance 
6.5.1 Ongoing ecological management 

6.5.2 Programme for monitoring 

7. The Water 

Environment 

7.1 Basic principles 7.1.1 Impacts on the water environment 

7.2 Legal requirements 
7.2.1 Consultation with regulatory authorities 

7.2.2 Regulatory actions 

7.3 Protection of the fresh water 

and marine environments 

7.3.1 Pollution prevention 

7.3.2 Long-term monitoring of impacts 

7.3.3 Sustainable drainage systems 

7.3.4 Managing run-off at source 

7.3.5 Water quality during construction 

7.4 Enhancement of the water 

environment 

7.4.1 Improving the water environment 

7.4.2 Incorporating existing water features 

7.4.3 Capturing run-off for beneficial use 

8. Physical 

Resources - 

Use and 

Management 

8.1 Basic principles 8.1.1 Policies and targets for resource efficiency 

8.2 Embodied impacts 
8.2.1 Life cycle assessment 

8.2.2 Implementation reductions identified in LCA 

8.3 Design for resource 

efficiency 

8.3.1 Material resourcing efficiency - planning 

8.3.2 Material resourcing efficiency - implementation 

8.3.3 Cut and fill optimisation 

8.3.4 Durability and low maintenance 

8.3.5 Long-term planned maintenance 

8.3.6 Soil management 

8.3.7 Beneficial re-use of topsoil 

8.3.8 Future disassembly / de-construction 

8.3.9 Materials Register 

8.4 Design for reduced energy 

consumption and carbon 

emissions in use 

8.4.1 Energy and carbon emissions reduction 

8.4.2 Implementation of reductions 

8.4.3 Opportunities for renewable / low-carbon / zero-

carbon energy 

8.4.4 Incorporating renewable / low-carbon / zero-carbon 

energy 

8.5 Energy and carbon 

performance on site 

8.5.1 Energy consumption - consideration during design 

8.5.2 Energy consumption - consideration by contractor 

8.5.3 Construction plant - selection and maintenance 

8.5.4 Renewable / low-carbon / zero-carbon energy during 

construction 

8.6 Water use 

8.6.1 Embodied water 

8.6.2 Water consumption during operation 

8.6.3 Water consumption during construction 
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Category Sub-category Credits / Question Areas 

8.7 Responsible sourcing, reuse 

and recycling of materials 

8.7.1 Responsible sourcing of materials 

8.7.2 Locally-sourced and recycled materials 

8.7.3 Sourcing of timber 

8.7.4 Retention of existing structures and materials 

8.7.5 Reclaimed or recycled materials 

8.7.6 Reclaimed or recycled bulk fill and sub-base 

8.8 Minimising use and aspects 

of hazardous materials 

8.8.1 Hazardous materials 

8.8.2 Application of coatings 

8.8.3 Low VOC and/or biodegradable coatings 

8.8.4 Hazardous materials assessments 

8.9 Site waste management 

planning and legal compliance 

8.9.1 Site waste management planning 

8.9.2 Duty of care  

8.9.3 Transfer station / recycling centre performance 

8.9.4 Permitting for waste treated on or used on site 

8.9.5 Hazardous or special waste 

8.10 Wastes and management of 

arisings 

8.10.1 Clearance and disposal of existing vegetation 

8.10.2 On-site use of demolition arisings 

8.10.3 Beneficial reuse of excavated materials 

8.10.4 Inert waste diverted from landfill 

8.10.5 Non-hazardous waste diverted from landfill 

8.10.6 Surplus materials 

8.10.7 Materials storage 

8.10.8 Beneficial reuse of surplus materials 

9. Transport 

9.1 Basic principles 

9.1.1 Relationship to the transport network 

9.1.2 Transport effects of the completed project 

9.1.3 Access for pedestrians and cyclists 

9.2 Operational transport 

9.2.1 Need for additional transport infrastructure 

9.2.2 Enhanced operational transport outcomes 

9.2.3 Resilience of the transport network 

9.2.4 Adaptability of the transport network 

9.2.5 Performance for non-motorised users 

9.3 Construction transport 

including nuisance and disruption 

9.3.1 Planning construction traffic movements  

9.3.2 Transport effects of construction activities 

9.3.3 Minimising disruption from construction traffic 

9.3.4 Success in minimising construction traffic impacts 

9.3.5 Movement of construction materials 

9.4 Minimising workforce travel 9.4.1 Workforce travel planning 

9 Categories 48 Sub-categories 179 Credits / Question Areas  
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Envision (V2) 

Category Sub-category Credits / Question Areas 

Quality of Life 

Purpose 

QL1.1 Improve community quality of life  

QL1.2 Stimulate sustainable growth and development  

QL1.3 Develop local skills and capabilities  

Community 

QL2.1 Enhance public health and safety  

QL2.2 Minimize noise and vibration  

QL2.3 Minimize light pollution  

QL2.4 Improve community mobility and access  

QL2.5 Encourage alternative modes of transportation  

QL2.6 Improve site accessibility, safety and wayfinding  

Wellbeing 

QL3.1 Preserve historic and cultural resources  

QL3.2 Preserve views and local character  

QL3.3 Enhance public space  

 QL0.0 Innovate or exceed credit requirements  

Leadership 

Collaboration 

LD1.1 Provide effective leadership and commitment  

LD1.2 Establish a sustainability management system  

LD1.3 Foster collaboration and teamwork  

LD1.4 Provide for stakeholder involvement  

Management 
LD2.1 Pursue by-product synergy opportunities  

LD2.2 Improve infrastructure integration  

Planning 

LD3.1 Plan for long-term monitoring and maintenance  

LD3.2 Address conflicting regulations and policies  

LD3.3 Extend useful life  

  LD0.0 Innovate or exceed credit requirements  

Resource 

Allocation 

Materials 

RA1.1 Reduce Net Embodied Energy 

RA1.2 Support sustainable procurement practices 

RA1.3 Use recycled materials 

RA1.4 Use regional materials 

RA1.5 Divert waste from landfills 

RA1.6 Reduce excavated materials taken off site 

RA1.7 Provide for deconstruction and recycling 

Energy 

RA2.1 Reduce energy consumption 

RA2.2 Use renewable energy 

RA2.3 Commission and monitor energy systems 

Water 

RA3.1 Protect fresh water availability 

RA3.2 Reduce potable water consumption 

RA3.3 Monitor water systems 

  RA0.0 Innovate or exceed credit requirements 

Natural World Siting 

NW1.1 Preserve prime habitat 

NW1.2 Protect wetlands and surface water 

NW1.3 Preserve prime farmland 

NW1.4 Avoid adverse geology 

NW1.5 Preserve floodplain functions 

file:///C:/Users/kerry/Documents/PhD/Topic/Research/Tools%20analysis/Tools_desc.xlsx%23RANGE!C5
file:///C:/Users/kerry/Documents/PhD/Topic/Research/Tools%20analysis/Tools_desc.xlsx%23RANGE!C14
file:///C:/Users/kerry/Documents/PhD/Topic/Research/Tools%20analysis/Tools_desc.xlsx%23RANGE!C23
file:///C:/Users/kerry/Documents/PhD/Topic/Research/Tools%20analysis/Tools_desc.xlsx%23RANGE!C33
file:///C:/Users/kerry/Documents/PhD/Topic/Research/Tools%20analysis/Tools_desc.xlsx%23RANGE!C40
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file:///C:/Users/kerry/Documents/PhD/Topic/Research/Tools%20analysis/Tools_desc.xlsx%23RANGE!C54
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file:///C:/Users/kerry/Documents/PhD/Topic/Research/Tools%20analysis/Tools_desc.xlsx%23RANGE!C40
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file:///C:/Users/kerry/Documents/PhD/Topic/Research/Tools%20analysis/Tools_desc.xlsx%23RANGE!C73
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NW1.6 Avoid unsuitable development on steep slopes 

NW1.7 Preserve greenfields 

Land & water 

NW2.1 Manage stormwater 

NW2.2 Reduce pesticide and fertilizer impacts  

NW2.3 Prevent surface and groundwater contamination 

Biodiversity 

NW3.1 Preserve species biodiversity 

NW3.2 Control invasive species 

NW3.3 Restore disturbed soils 

NW3.4 Maintain wetland and surface water functions 

  NW0.0 Innovate or exceed credit requirements  

Climate & 

Risk 

Emissions 
CR1.1 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

CR1.2 Reduce air pollutant emissions 

Resilience 

CR2.1 Assess climate threat 

CR2.2 Avoid traps and vulnerabilities 

CR2.3 Prepare for long-term adaptability 

CR2.4 Prepare for short-term hazards 

CR2.5 Manage heat islands effects 

  CR0.0 Innovate or exceed credit requirements 

5 categories 14 sub-categories 60 credits (including 5 ‘Innovate or exceed’ credits) 
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Greenroads (V1.5) 

Category Sub-category Credits / Question Areas 

Project 

requirements 

- 

PR-1 Environmental Review Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PR-2 Lifecycle Cost Analysis 

PR-3 Lifecycle Inventory 

PR-4 Quality Control Plan 

PR-5 Noise Mitigation Plan 

PR-6 Waste Management Plan 

PR-7 Pollution Prevention Plan 

PR-8 Low-Impact Development 

PR-9 Pavement Management System 

PR-10 Site Maintenance Plan 

PR-11 Educational Outreach 

Environment & 

water  

- 

EW-1 Environmental Management System 

EW-2 Runoff Flow Control 

EW-3 Runoff Quality 

EW-4 Stormwater Cost Analysis 

EW-5 Site Vegetation  

EW-6 Habitat Restoration 

EW-7 Ecological Connectivity 

EW-8 Light Pollution 

Access & equity 
- 

AE-1 Safety Audit 

AE-2 Intelligent Transportation Systems 

AE-3 Context Sensitive Solutions 

AE-4 Traffic Emissions Reduction 

AE-5 Pedestrian Access 

AE-6 Bicycle Access 

AE-7 Transit & HOV Access 

AE-8 Scenic Views 

AE-9 Cultural Outreach 

Construction 

activities 

- 

CA-1 Quality Management System 

CA-2 Environmental Training 

CA-3 Site Recycling Plan 

CA-4 Fossil Fuel Reduction 

CA-5 Equipment Emission Reduction 

CA-6 Paving Emission Reduction 

CA-7 Water Use Tracking 
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CA-8 Contractor Warranty 

Materials & 

resources 

- 

MR-1 Lifecycle Assessment 

MR-2 Pavement Reuse 

MR-3 Earthwork Balance 

MR-4 Recycled Materials 

MR-5 Regional Materials 

MR-6 Energy Efficiency 

Pavement 

technologies 

- 

PT-1 Long-Life Pavement 

PT-2 Permeable Pavement 

PT-3 Warm Mix Asphalt 

PT-4 Cool Pavement 

PT-5 Quiet Pavement 

PT-6 Pavement Performance Tracking 

Custom credits 
- 

CC-1 Sustainable Transportation Professional (STP) 

CC-2 Workzone Safety 

CC-3 Pavement Smoothness 

CC-4 Roadside Revegetation (pilot) 

CC-5 Electric Vehicle Infrastructure 

CC-6 Alternative Energy 

CC-7 Freight Access 

CC-8 Design for Disassembly 

CC-9 VOC Reduction 

Project 

requirements plus 

5 categories plus 

customer credits 

 48 Credits (PRs and voluntary credits); plus custom credits. 
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Infrastructure Sustainability (V1.0) 

Category Sub-category Credits / Question Areas 

Management & 

Governance 

Management 

Systems 

Man-1 Sustainability leadership and commitment 

Man-2 Management system accreditation 

Man-3 Risk and opportunity management 

Man-4 Organisational structure, roles and responsibilities 

Man-5 Inspection and auditing 

Man-6 Reporting and review 

Man-7 Knowledge sharing 

Man-8 Decision-making 

Procurement and 

purchasing 

Pro-1 Commitment to sustainable procurement 

Pro-2 Identification of suppliers 

Pro-3 Supplier evaluation and contract award 

Pro-4 Managing supplier performance 

Climate change 

adaptation 

Cli-1 Climate change risk assessment 

Cli-2 Adaptation options 

Using Resources 

Energy and Carbon 

Ene-1 Energy and carbon monitoring and reduction 

Ene-2 Energy and carbon reduction opportunities 

Ene-3 Renewable energy 

Water 

Wat-1 Water use monitoring and reduction 

Wat-2 Water saving opportunities 

Wat-3 Replace potable water 

Materials 

Mat-1 Materials footprint measurement and reduction 

Mat-2 Environmentally labelled products and supply chains 

Emissions, 

Pollution & 

Waste 

Discharges to Air, 

Land & Water 

Dis-1 Receiving water quality 

Dis-2 Noise 

Dis-3 Vibration 

Dis-4 Air quality 

Dis-5 Light pollution 

Land 

Lan-1 Previous land use 

Lan-2 Conservation of onsite resources 

Lan-3 Contamination and remediation 

Lan-4 Flooding design 

Waste 

Was-1 Waste management 

Was-2 Diversion from landfill 

Was-3 Deconstruction/ Disassembly/ Adaptability 
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Ecology 
Ecology 

Eco-1 Ecologically sensitive sites 

Eco-2 Ecological value 

Eco-3 Biodiversity enhancement 

Eco-4 Habitat connectivity 

People & Place  

Community Health, 

Well-being and 

Safety 

Hea-1 Community health and well-being 

Hea-2 Crime prevention 

Hea-3 Community and user safety 

Heritage 

Her-1 Heritage assessment and management 

Her-2 Monitoring and management of heritage 

Stakeholder 

Participation 

Sta-1 Stakeholder engagement strategy 

Sta-2 Level of engagement 

Sta-3 Effective communication 

Sta-4 Addressing community concerns 

Urban and 

Landscape Design 

Urb-1 Site and context analysis 

Urb-2 Site planning 

Urb-3 Urban design 

Urb-4 Implementation 

Innovation Innovation Inn-1 Innovation 

6 categories 15 sub-categories 52 credits 
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Appendix C. Performance Project Supporting Information 

The information in table below is a sample of the Project’s features and practices recognised 

in the rating tool assessments, mapped against the various rating tool credits relevant to that 

feature or practice. The table was used to ensure each assessment included the same practices. 

Where no credits are listed against a practice, then no credits existed in that specific tool for 

the practice.  

PROJECT FEATURE / PRACTICE CEEQUAL 

credits 

Envision 

credits 

Greenroads 

credits 

IS  

credits 

PLANNING / BASELINE STUDIES     

Assessment of Environment Effects (AEE) 

completed (includes review of environmental, 

social, cultural, economic impacts related to the 

project); resource consents gained and 

implemented. Studies undertaken by appropriate 

technical specialists. Consultation carried out as 

required with a range of affected and interested 

parties. 

2.1.1; 2.1.3; 

2.2.5; 3.2.1a; 

3.2.2; 3.3.1; 

3.5.1; 3.5.2; 

3.6.1; 3.6.2;  

4.1.2; 4.4.1; 

5.1.1; 5.2.1; 

6.1.1; 6.2.1; 

7.1.1; 7.2.1; 

9.2.2 

QL1.1; 

QL2.2; 

QL2.4; 

QL3.1; 

NW3.1 

PR-1; EW-6; 

EW-7; AE-3 

Dis-1; 

Dis-2; 

Dis-3; 

Dis-4; 

Dis-5; 

Hea-1; 

Her-1; 

Sta-1; 

Urb-1 

Project purpose: existing Viaduct replaced by a 

wider, stronger and safer structure. Will enhance 

motorway traffic flow, improve local pedestrian 

links and facilitate the opportunity to develop 

underneath the structure. 

3.7.1; 9.2.3 QL1.1; 

QL1.2 

  

MANAGEMENT / SYSTEMS     

Various organisations involved in the project 

have publicly stated commitment to sustainability 

- often referred to in environmental, social and 

economic terms. Alliance project team had just 

delivered project which won a number of 

environmental and sustainability awards. 

 LD1.1; 

LD1.3 

  

All organisations have policies, plans and 

systems to support and promote resource 

efficiency, covering design, construction and 

operations. 

8.1.1    

KRAs and KPIs developed for performance 

against non-cost measures and targets 

(community, safety, urban design, quality, 

environmental management and performance, 

carbon footprint, travel plan, recycling, network 

performance, traffic management, skills 

development, knowledge sharing, innovation / 

value for money, early delivery, stakeholder 

satisfaction and engagement; team culture); 

incorporated in Alliance agreement; pain and 

gainshare applied. 

2.1.1; 2.1.3; 

2.2.5; 2.3.2; 

2.3.3; 2.3.4; 

2.4.4; 3.1.1a; 

3.2.1b; 3.3.2; 

3.4.7; 7.2.2; 

9.1.3; 9.3.1 

QL1.1; 

QL2.1; 

QL2.4; 

QL3.1; 

QL1.3; 

QL3.2; 

LD1.2; 

LD1.3; 

LD1.4; 

CR1.1 

 Man-1; 

Pro-1; 

Hea-1;  

Her-2; 

Sta-1; 

Urb-3 
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PROJECT FEATURE / PRACTICE CEEQUAL 

credits 

Envision 

credits 

Greenroads 

credits 

IS  

credits 

KRA / KPI Management and reporting; monthly 

governance report; risk register and reporting; 

environmental and stakeholder management 

plans and reporting; internal and external audit 

process 

2.2.1; 2.2.2; 

2.2.3; 2.3.4; 

2.4.4; 3.1.1c; 

3.4.2; 3.4.3; 

3.4.4; 3.5.2 

LD1.2  Man-1; 

Man-5; 

Man-6; 

Pro-1; 

Hea-2; 

Her-2; 

Sta-1; 

Urb-3 

Quality control plan; contractor has ISO 9001; 

audits undertaken by parent company in line with 

management system requirements. 

  PR-4; CA-1 Man-2; 

Man-5 

One Accredited Professional on design team; for 

purposes of assessment assume person 

CEEQUAL, Envision, Greenroads or IS trained. 

  CC-1 Man-4 

KRA/KPI coordinator in place; all KPIs have 

management owner; Environmental and Planning 

manager; Stakeholder manager. 

2.1.2; 3.5.1 LD1.2  Man-4 

Induction processes and tool box talks. Whole of 

team communications around the KRAs and 

KPIs. One Team approach – team culture / 

recognition. 

2.2.4; 2.3.1; 

2.5.1; 3.1.1b; 

7.2.2 

LD1.3   

Risk and opportunity register and process run 

through the planning, design and construction 

process.  Reporting and monitored by 

management team and governance group. 

4.1.2b   Man-3 

Design and construction options assessment and 

value engineering and innovation considered 

environmental and social aspects (environment; 

safety and stakeholders; KRAs). Innovation 

stories published on outcomes. 

2.4.3; 3.3.2; 

3.7.1; 8.3.1 

8.3.2 

QL2.1  Man-3; 

Man-8 

PROCUREMENT / SUPPLIER 

MANAGEMENT 

    

KRAs/KPIs and commitments to environmental 

and social aspects (particularly safety) reflected 

in contracting. Separate environmental targets for 

key subcontractors not monitored.  

2.4.4b QL2.1  Pro-1; 

Pro-2; 

Pro-3; 

Pro-4 

Local businesses / employment – no specific 

targets set; or % of impact on local community 

tracked / recorded. Some evidence of local firms 

benefiting from project. 

3.7.3 QL1.4  Hea-1 
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Appendix D. Case Study Codebook (sample) – outcomes and benefits 

Node Name Description 

Benefits - user perceptions: Case study narrative which describes the benefits of using the rating tool 

and generally taking a 'sustainability' approach 
Benchmark performance Refers to the ability to assess a project's performance from a sustainability 

perspective; mentions an industry standard, benchmark or verification 

Build sustainability experience Increases the project team's knowledge and experience of what sustainability 

means on a project; increases opportunity to do more on future projects 

Cost savings Specifically mentions cost savings - whether through avoided project costs or 

future operational costs. 

Drove collaboration across 

designers, constructors etc 

Using the rating scheme resulted in cross-discipline and cross-party 

collaboration which delivered increased value 

Drove enhanced value across 

TBL 

Specific mention of value achieved from an environmental, social and/or 

economic perspective - action was driven or encouraged by the tool. 

Improved environmental 

practices 

Specifies initiatives related to environmental outcomes mentioned e.g. 

monitoring, species protection, improved construction practices, use of 

recycled materials. 

Improved stakeholder 

engagement 

Includes improved practices as well as perceived improved alignment with 

stakeholders 

Recognise commitment & 

action 

Using the tool allowed project partners to demonstrate their commitment to 

sustainability; project teams were recognised and rewarded for their 

sustainability work and outcomes achieved. 

Structured framework & tool The value of the structure or framework provided by the tool is mentioned; 

systematic approach. 

Sustainability integration Using the rating scheme facilitated the integration of sustainability 

aspects into design and/or construction 

Qualitative outcomes: Case study narrative which describes outcomes or initiatives which would 

result in improved sustainability outcomes 
Climate & risk incl natural 

hazards 

Focus on risk assessment and adaptation measures; also specific carbon 

management and reduction. Detailed actions related to energy use and 

reduction of materials in ‘Physical resources’ node. Includes natural hazard 

avoidance or adaptation. 

Ecology & natural world Covers habitat protection and creation, species protection and minimising 

disturbance, biodiversity, landscaping, pollution prevention, vegetation and 

planting, green infrastructure, land use, monitoring programmes, stormwater 

treatment options, water quality and restoration. Water use and efficiency in 

‘Physical resources’ node. 

Innovation Anything identified as a sustainability innovation - tool; technology; process 

or approach. 

Management & governance Covers management systems and plans; overall strategy, procurement 

approach; commitments; training. 

People & communities Includes stakeholder engagement and work with the local communities; 

workforce and skills development; archaeology and historical aspects; 

minimising disruption during construction; cooperation with local 

stakeholders; safety; accessibility; enhanced quality of life; enabling 

economic development; use of local suppliers; community initiatives incl 

working with schools and volunteering. 
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Node Name Description 

Urban design and joy in use Covers urban design aspects; particular features that focus on visual and 

social amenity. Subset of People & Communities to align with Quantitative 

Outcomes categories. 

Physical resources Covers materials reduction, selection and transportation, recycled content, 

eco-label products, whole of life design, prefabrication, energy and water 

efficiency and savings, rainwater harvesting, alternative energy and fuel use, 

waste management and minimisation, reuse and recycling, and demolition 

planning. 

Transport Covers multi-modal transport and interfaces, increased and improved public 

transport, reduced congestion, use of alternative fuels, reduced need for 

transport and travel, workforce travel planning, off-road transport for 

construction materials, and cycling and pedestrian facilities and accessibility. 
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Appendix E. Tool User and Infrastructure Owner Interview Questions 

Tool user - questions 

Background: 
1. What is your title and role at work? 

Part One: Your infrastructure sustainability rating tools use 

2. Which of the following infrastructure sustainability rating schemes / tools have you used on projects?  

CEEQUAL; Greenroads; Envision; Infrastructure Sustainability (IS). 

3. How many infrastructure projects have you worked on that have been certified under such a rating 

scheme? Any which are currently seeking certification? 

4a. Have you also used the rating schemes in non-certified ways on infrastructure projects? Y/N 

4b. If yes, please describe. 

5. What role have you usually held on these projects (i.e. where the rating scheme is used)? 

Part Two: Drivers, experience of use, success factors and barriers 
6. On the certified projects you have worked on, what have been the drivers for seeking certification under 

the rating scheme? Please rate these in priority order from most important to least important. 

7a. How would you rate the experience of implementing the rating scheme and achieving certification (on a 

scale of 1-5)? 1 = very difficult; 2 = difficult; 3 = neither difficult or easy; 4 = easy; 5 = very easy 

7b. Why did you answer as you did in 7a?  What was easy or difficult? 

8. In your experience, what project characteristics (e.g. size, contract type, client, stakeholder interest) 

support a good outcome in terms of a project’s sustainability performance and rating scheme achievement? 

9. What project characteristics (e.g. size, contract type, client, stakeholder interest) hinder a good outcome in 

terms of a project’s sustainability performance and rating scheme achievement? 

10. What attributes of the rating scheme do you find most useful? 

11. What attributes of the rating scheme do you find least useful? 

Part Three: Value and Outcomes from rating scheme use 
12. From your experience, what do you see as the value of using infrastructure sustainability rating tools?  

13. What measurable outcomes, if any, have you seen projects achieve as a result of using such a rating 

tool/s?   

14a. Please rate how much a rating scheme helps projects achieve sustainability outcomes that wouldn’t have 

been achieved otherwise (scale of 1-5)  

1 = no difference in achievement; 2 = slight difference in achievement; 3 = moderate difference in 

achievement; 4 = strong difference in achievement; 5 = very strong difference in achievement 

14b. Why did you answer as you did in 14a?  

15a. To what extent does using a rating scheme influence how project teams think and act in terms of 

sustainability (on a scale of 1-5)? 

1 = no influence, 2 = slightly influential, 3= moderately influential, 4 = very influential, 5 = extremely 

influential 

15b. Why did you answer as you did in 15a?    

Part Four: Influence of the tools and their use 
16a. Please rate how the use of these tools has influenced your own practice on infrastructure projects (on a 

scale of 1-5)? 

1 = no influence, 2 = slightly influential, 3= moderately influential, 4 = very influential, 5 = extremely 
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influential 

16b. If you answered 3 or more on 16a, please describe what has changed. 

17a. Please rate how the use of these tools has influenced your organisation’s practices on infrastructure 

projects (on a scale of 1-5)? 

1 = no influence, 2 = slightly influential, 3= moderately influential, 4 = very influential, 5 = extremely 

influential 

17b. If you answered 3 or more on 17a, please describe what has changed or has been put in place as a result. 

18a. Is the use of the rating tool/s specified in your organisation’s policy / standards or guidelines?  Y/N 

18b. If yes, please describe the specifics.   

Part Five: Sustainable Development and Infrastructure 
19a. Sustainable development is about “ensuring the needs of the current generation are met without 

compromising the needs of future generations”  

Please rate the ability of infrastructure projects to contribute to that outcome (on a scale of 1-5)? 1 = not at 

all; 2= slight; 3 = moderate; 4 = strong; 5 = very strong 

19b. Why did you rate as you did in 19a?   

20a. What about the ability of infrastructure in general to contribute to that outcome? 

1 = not at all; 2= slight; 3 = moderate; 4 = strong; 5 = very strong 

20b. Why? 

Part Six: Open section 
21. Is there anything else you wish to add that would help us understand your use of the sustainability rating 

tools and/or their contribution to sustainable infrastructure? 

Infrastructure owner – questions 

Background 
1a. What is your title and role at work? 

1b. Briefly outline your professional background. 

Part One: Infrastructure sustainability rating tool use in your organisation 
2 a. Which of the following infrastructure sustainability rating schemes / tools are used by your 

organisation?  CEEQUAL; Greenroads; Envision; Infrastructure Sustainability (IS). 

2 b. Are there any other infrastructure sustainability rating schemes you use? 

3. How many of your infrastructure projects have been certified under the CEEQUAL; Greenroads; 

Envision; Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) rating schemes?  If precise number not known – provide 

estimate: 1-5; 5 – 10; >10. 

4a. Do you also use these rating schemes in non-certified ways on infrastructure projects? Y/N 

4b. If yes, please describe. 

5a. Is the use of the rating tool/s specified in organisational policy / standards or guidelines?  Y/N 

5b. If yes, please describe the specifics including how long these have been in place. 

6. Do you have specific targets for use of these tools?  E.g. all projects over a certain size or of a certain 

types 
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Part Two: Objectives and benefits / value delivered 
7a. What are your organisation’s objectives in using these rating tools? Please rate these objectives in 

priority order from most important to least important. 

7b. For each of the objectives you have identified above; how would you rate current performance (on a 

scale of 1-5)? 

1 = very poor; 2 = slightly poor; 3 = moderate; 4 = good; 5 = excellent 

8. What measurable outcomes, if any, has your organisation achieved as a result of using such a rating 

tool/s?   

9. What other (non-measurable) outcomes has your organisation achieved as a result?   

10. What has the use of the rating tool(s) helped the organisation to achieve that wouldn’t have been 

achieved otherwise?  

11. What could be added to or included in the rating scheme to improve its value to your organisation? 

12. Is there anything your organisation could do or plans to do differently when using the rating tools that 

would improve the outcomes you achieve? 

Part Three: Influence of the tools and their use on your organisational strategies and 

practices 
13a. Where does sustainability fit within your organisation’s overall infrastructure development strategy 

(on a scale of 1-5)? 

1 = no consideration; 2 = slight consideration; 3 = moderate consideration; 4 =  strong consideration; 5 = 

very strong consideration 

13b. If 3 or more describe how. 

14. What new sustainability policies or practices exist within your organisation as a result of using the 

rating tools?  

15a. How has the use of these tools influenced the way the organisation designs and delivers infrastructure 

(on a scale of 1-5)? 

1 = no influence, 2 = slightly influential, 3= moderately influential, 4 = very influential, 5 = extremely 

influential 

15b. If 3 or more describe how. 

Part Four: Sustainable Development and Infrastructure 
16a. Sustainable development is about “ensuring the needs of the current generation are met without 

compromising the needs of future generations”  

Please rate the ability of infrastructure organisations (like yours) to contribute to that outcome (on a scale 

of 1-5)? 

1 = not at all; 2= slight; 3 = moderate; 4 = strong; 5 = very strong 

16b. Why? 

17a. What about the ability of infrastructure in general to contribute to that outcome (on a scale of 1-5)? 

1 = not at all; 2= slight; 3 = moderate; 4 = strong; 5 = very strong 

17b. Why? 

Part Five: Open section 
18. Is there anything else you wish to add that would help us understand your use of the sustainability 

rating tools and/or their contribution to sustainable infrastructure? 
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Appendix F. Sustainability Scope Review – City and Global 

Sustainable Outcomes Marker Set Coverage – analysis against City Indices 

Theme Markers Sustainable City 

Indices  

(indicator match) 

Marker 

count 

Rating 

tools 

(coverage) 

% 

coverage 

Economy / 

Jobs / 

Education 

Literacy; education; skills 

development 

8 

8 

Y 

38% 

Economically active; 

employment rate 

9  

Income levels; inequality; 

living wage 

6 Y 

GDP overall; per capita 7  

Ease of / cost of doing 

business 

11  

Business innovation; 

entrepreneurial 

3  

Logistics; commute / travel 

times 

5  

Green economy; green jobs 6 Y 

All tools touch on the Economy theme to some degree; but not extensive. Greenroads increased focus in Version 

2 - living wage; Envision looks at impact on wider economy; Infrastructure Sustainability plan to release an 

Economic Theme in Version 2. 

Health / 

Security / 

Access to 

services 

Life expectancy; general 

health; active living 

8 

8 

 

25% 

Work-life balance; leisure 5 
 

Access to housing; 

affordability 

5 

 

Mobility; PT; multi-modal 8 Y 

Improved drinking water; 

access 

8 

 

Sanitation; wastewater; 

access  

7 
Y 

Poverty alleviation 9 
 

Social services especially for 

the vulnerable 

2 

 

Coverage for the Health theme: Health and Safety – mainly during construction; multi-modal aspects covered; 

water quality; accessibility touched on; poverty not specifically addressed. 

Resilience / 

Community 

Social and cultural diversity 3 

8 

 

88% 

Safety and security 4 Y 

Quality public spaces 2 Y 

Air quality; particulates 8 Y 

Art and culture; 

development and access 

5 
Y 

Cultural and natural heritage 

preservation 

2 
Y 

Natural hazards; 

preparedness and resilience 

5 
Y 

User satisfaction with 

infrastructure 

1 
Y 

 High level of coverage in the Resilience and Community theme. 
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Theme Markers Sustainable City 

Indices  

(indicator match) 

Marker 

count 

Rating 

tools 

(coverage) 

% 

coverage 

Land use / 

Natural 

Resources / 

Pollution 

Productive land; food 3 

8 

Y 

88% 

Green spaces 8 Y 

Natural resource protection; 

ecosystems; no invasive 

species 

9 

Y 

Water quality 7 Y 

Preserving non-renewables / 

virgin materials 

8 
Y 

Complete neighbourhood; 

compact city (density; 

connected) 

3 

 

Ambient noise; noise 

pollution 

1 
Y 

Ambient light; light 

pollution 

1 
Y 

High level of coverage in the Land use / Natural Resources area. 

Resource Use 

/ Greenhouse 

Gases 

Energy use / reduction; 

efficiency 

15 

6 

Y 

100% 

Renewable energy use 13 Y 

GHG emissions; reductions 11 Y 

Waste management; divert 

from landfill 

6 
Y 

Recycling; recovery 6 Y 

Water efficiency 6 Y 

High level of coverage in the Resource Use / GHG area.  

Governance / 

Ethics / 

Participation 

Rule of law; civil & human 

rights 

5 

7 

Y 

43% 

Public / civic participation 3 Y 

Gender equality  4 
 

Public Finance; Reserves 2 
 

Environmental policy; action 

plan 

4 
Y 

Environmental justice 2 
 

Connected to global cities 3 
 

Governance / ethics focus is at project level; stakeholder involvement can address participation if done well; 

environmental policy / actions covered; broader issues of justice / human rights / gender not specifically covered. 

   45 28 62% 
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Sustainable Outcomes Marker Set Coverage – analysis against UN SDGS 

Summary 

Table   #targets 

Rating 

Tools 

coverage % 

SDG 1 End poverty in all its forms everywhere 7 0 0% 

SDG 2 

End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition 

and promote sustainable agriculture 8 0 0% 

SDG 3 

Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all 

ages 13 1 8% 

SDG 4 

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and 

promote lifelong learning opportunities for all 10 1 10% 

SDG 5 Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls 9 0 0% 

SDG 6 

Ensure availability and sustainable management of water 

and sanitation for all 8 3 38% 

SDG 7 

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all 5 2 40% 

SDG 8 

Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic 

growth, full and productive employment and decent work 

for all 12 2 17% 

SDG 9 

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and 

sustainable industrialization and foster innovation 8 3 38% 

SDG 10 Reduce inequality within and among countries 10 0 0% 

SDG 11 

Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, 

resilient and sustainable 10 6 60% 

SDG 12 Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns 11 5 45% 

SDG 13 

Take urgent action to combat climate change and its 

impacts 5 2 40% 

SDG 14 

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine 

resources for sustainable development 10 1 10% 

SDG 15 

Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial 

ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat 

desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and 

halt biodiversity loss 12 2 17% 

SDG 16 

Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable 

development, provide access to justice for all and build 

effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all 

levels 12 1 8% 

SDG 17 

Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the 

global partnership for sustainable development 19 0 0% 

    169 29 17% 

KEY:  

      =0% 

     >0%<10% 

     >10%<20% 

     >20%<50% 

     >50% 
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Appendix G. Rating Tool Topic Analysis (sample) 

The topic analysis was completed using CEEQUAL sub-categories and associated credits as the baseline. The Envision, Greenroads and IS 

equivalent credits i.e. those which covered the same criteria, were mapped against the CEEQUAL credits and are listed in the equivalent credit 

columns. The shaded cells indicate where there was limited or no coverage. The analysis for 3 CEEQUAL categories is presented in the table. At 

the end of the table credits not covered across the tools are outlined along with commentary on how innovation was address. 

CEEQUAL 

categories / 

subcategories 

CEEQUAL credits 

(Version 5.1) 
Envision equivalent credits 

(Version 2) 
Greenroads equivalent 

credits 

(Version 1.5) 

IS equivalent credits 

(Version 1.0) 

PROJECT STRATEGY 

1.1 Project strategy – 

overall strategy for 

the project concept 

and design 

1.1.1 Principles of sustainable 

development 

1.1.2 Economic impacts and benefits 

assessments  

1.1.3 Social impacts and benefits 

assessments 

1.1.4 Environmental impacts and 

benefits assessment 

1.1.5 Climate change adaptation 

1.1.6 Project resources strategy 

1.1.7 Contribution to more 

sustainable living 

1.1.8 Delivery of strategic 

assessments 

QL1.1 Quality of life – purpose 

(improve community quality of life) 

QL1.2 (stimulate sustainable growth)  

QL1.3 (develop local skills and 

capabilities) 

QL2.4 Quality of life – community 

(improve community mobility and 

access) 

LD2.2 Leadership - management 

(improve infrastructure integration); 

CR2.1 Climate and risk – resilience 

(assess climate threat) 

CR2.2 (avoid traps and vulnerabilities) 

CR2.3 (prepare for long-term 

adaptability) 

Overall strategy; climate change 

risk and adaptation not covered 

 

PR-1 Project requirements 

(environmental review process) 

Sustainable living / quality of 

life not covered 

 

Man-1 Management and 

governance – management 

systems (sustainability 

leadership and commitment) 

Man-3 (risk and opportunity 

management) 

Cli-1 Management and 

governance – climate change 

adaption (climate change risk 

assessment) 

Cli-2 (adaptation options) 

1.2 Project strategy – 

overall strategy for 

construction 

1.2.1 Construction management 

strategy 

1.2.2 Construction resources strategy 

1.2.3 Social impacts and benefits 

during construction 

1.2.4 Environmental impacts during 

construction 

Construction phase not covered PR-4 Project requirements 

(quality control plan) 

PR-6 (waste management plan) 

EW-1 Environment and water 

(environmental management 

plan) 

Man-1 Management and 

governance – management 

systems (sustainability 

leadership and commitment) 

Man-3 (risk and opportunity 

management) 

Plus construction plan credits. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Project 2.1.1 Environmental and social LD1.1 Leadership – collaboration PR-1 Project requirements Man-1 Management and 
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CEEQUAL 

categories / 

subcategories 

CEEQUAL credits 

(Version 5.1) 
Envision equivalent credits 

(Version 2) 
Greenroads equivalent 

credits 

(Version 1.5) 

IS equivalent credits 

(Version 1.0) 

management – basic 

principles 

aspects assessment 

2.1.2 Coordination of environmental 

and social aspects 

2.1.3 Identification and prioritisation 

of impacts 

(provide effective leadership and 

commitment) 

(environmental review process) 

PR-4 (quality control plan) 

PR-8 (low impact development) 

AE-3 Access and equity (context 

sensitive solutions) 

CA-1 Construction activities 

(quality management system) 

governance – management 

systems (sustainability 

leadership and commitment) 

Man-3 (risk and opportunity 

management) 

2.2 Project 

management – 

sustainability 

management 

2.2.1 Sustainability management 

mechanisms 

2.2.2 Implementation of mechanisms  

2.2.3 Success of mechanisms 

2.2.4 Sustainability training 

2.2.5 Principles of sustainable 

development 

LD1.2 Leadership – collaboration 

(establish a sustainability management 

plan) 

EW-1 Environment and water 

(environmental management 

system) 

CA-2 Construction activities 

(environmental training) 

CC-1 Custom credits 

(sustainable transportation 

professional) 

Man-2 Management and 

governance – management 

systems (management system 

accreditation) 

Man-3 (risk and opportunity 

management) 

Man-4 (organisational 

structure, roles and 

responsibilities) 

Man-5 (inspection and audits) 

2.3 Project 

management – 

contractual and 

procurement 

processes 

2.3.1 Project team communications 

2.3.2 Selection process for designers 

and contractors  

2.3.3 Environmental and social 

performance in contracts 

2.3.4 Delivering resource efficiency 

No specific credit for including 

environmental or social performance in 

contracts, but guidance manual suggests 

this approach can be used to achieve 

performance in a number of areas. 

No specific credit for including 

environmental or social 

performance in contracts, but 

guidance manual suggests this 

approach can be used to achieve 

performance in a number of 

areas. 

Pro-1 Management and 

governance - procurement and 

purchasing (commitment to 

sustainable procurement) 

Pro-2 (identification of 

suppliers) 

Pro-3 (supplier evaluation and 

contract award)  

Pro-4 (managing supplier 

performance) 

2.4 Project 

management – 

delivering 

performance on 

environmental and 

social aspects 

2.4.1 Whole of life approach 

2.4.2 Whole life: climate change 

adaptation 

2.4.3 Whole life: construction 

methods and materials 

2.4.4 Sustainability targets for 

construction 

LD1.2 Leadership – collaboration 

(establish a sustainability management 

plan) 

LD3.3 Leadership – planning (extend 

useful life) 

PR-2 Project requirements (life 

cycle cost analysis)  

PR-3 (life cycle inventory) 

PR-10 (site maintenance plan) 

CA-8 Construction activities 

(contractor warranty) 

PT-1 Pavement technologies 

Man-6 Management and 

governance – management 

systems (reporting and 

review) 

Man-8 (decision making) 
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CEEQUAL 

categories / 

subcategories 

CEEQUAL credits 

(Version 5.1) 
Envision equivalent credits 

(Version 2) 
Greenroads equivalent 

credits 

(Version 1.5) 

IS equivalent credits 

(Version 1.0) 

2.4.5 Sustainability targets for 

operation 

(long life pavement) 

PT-6 (pavement performance 

tracking) 

2.5 Project 

management – 

communicating 

sustainability 

performance  

2.5.1 Workforce consultation on 

sustainability performance 

2.5.2 Communicating best practice 

LD1.3 Leadership – collaboration 

(foster collaboration and teamwork) 

LD1.4 (provide for stakeholder 

involvement) 

PR-11 Project requirement 

(educational outreach) 

Man-7 Management and 

governance – management 

systems (knowledge sharing) 

PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES 

3.1 People and 

communities – brief 

and design 

3.1.1 Considerate Behaviour 

3.1.2 Innovative solutions in 

nuisance mitigation 

QL2.1 Quality of life – community 

(enhance public health and safety) 

AE-1 Access and equity (safety 

audit) 

AE-3 (context sensitive 

solutions) 

Hea-1 People and place – 

community health, well-being 

and safety (community health 

and well-being) 

3.2 People and 

communities – 

consultation with 

stakeholders 

3.2.1 Community consultation 

3.2.2 Stakeholder consultation 

 

LD1.4 Leadership – collaboration 

(provide for stakeholder involvement) 

Limited focus on stakeholders in 

credits  

AE-3 Access and equity (context 

sensitive solutions) 

Hea-1 People and place – 

community health, well-being 

and safety (community health 

and well-being) 

Sta-1 People and place – 

stakeholder participation 

(stakeholder engagement 

strategy) 

Sta-2 (level of engagement) 

Urb-3 People and place – 

urban and landscape design 

(urban design) 

3.3 People and 

communities – 

effects on neighbours 

and planning of 

mitigation measures 

3.3.1 Identification of potential 

effects on neighbours 

3.3.2 Mitigating effects on 

neighbours 

QL2.2 Quality of life – community 

(minimize noise and vibration) 

QL2.3 (minimise light pollution) 

CR1.2 Climate and risk – emissions 

(reduce air pollutant emissions) 

PR-5 Project requirements 

(noise mitigation plan) 

EW-8 Environment and water 

(light pollution) 

CA-5 Construction activities 

(equipment emissions reduction) 

CA-6 (paving emissions 

reduction) 

PT-4 Pavement technologies 

Dis-2 Emissions, pollution 

and waste – discharges to air, 

land and water (noise) 

Dis-3 (vibration) 

Dis-4 (air quality) 

Dis-5 (light pollution) 
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CEEQUAL 

categories / 

subcategories 

CEEQUAL credits 

(Version 5.1) 
Envision equivalent credits 

(Version 2) 
Greenroads equivalent 

credits 

(Version 1.5) 

IS equivalent credits 

(Version 1.0) 

(cool pavement) 

3.4 People and 

communities – 

implementation and 

monitoring during 

construction 

3.4.1 Construction effects on 

neighbours 

3.4.2 Implementation of mitigation 

measures 

3.4.3 Monitoring of effects on 

neighbours 

3.4.4 Achievement of effective 

mitigation during construction 

3.4.5 Enforcement notices 

3.4.6 Physical damage by vibration 

3.4.7 Visual impact during 

construction 

3.4.8 Mitigation of operations effects 

QL2.2 Quality of life – community 

(minimize noise and vibration) 

 

PR-5 Project requirements 

(noise mitigation plan) 

CA-5 Construction activities 

(equipment emissions reduction) 

CA-6 (paving emissions 

reduction) 

Dis-2; Dis-3; Dis-4; Dis-5 (as 

above) 

3.5 People and 

communities – 

continuing 

engagement with 

relevant local interest 

groups 

3.5.1 Responsibility for community 

consultation 

3.5.2 Community engagement 

3.5.3 Community demographics 

3.5.4 Partnership links 

LD1.4 Leadership – collaboration 

(provide for stakeholder involvement) 

PR-11 Project requirements 

(educational outreach) 

Hea-1 People and place – 

community health, well-being 

and safety (community health 

and well-being) 

 

3.6 People and 

communities – 

effectiveness of the 

communication 

engagement 

programme 

3.6.1 Recording community 

comments 

3.6.2 Assessing community 

comments - design 

3.6.3 Assessing community 

comments - construction 

Construction phase not covered No credit on effectiveness of 

engagement; stakeholder focus 

limited 

Sta-3 People and place – 

stakeholder participation 

(effective communication) 

Sta-4 (addressing community 

concerns) 

3.7 People and 

communities – 

human environment 

aesthetics and 

employment 

3.7.1 Wider social benefits 

3.7.2 Health and welfare issues 

3.7.3 Involvement of local firms 

3.7.4 Enhancement beyond 

functional requirements 

3.7.5 Community diversity 

QL1.3 Quality of life – purpose 

(develop local skills and capabilities); 

QL2.4 Quality of life – community 

(improve community mobility and 

access) 

QL2.6 (improve site accessibility, safety 

and wayfinding) 

AE-1 Access and equity (safety 

audit) 

AE-3 (context sensitive 

solutions) 

Hea-1 People and place – 

community health, well-being 

and safety (community health 

and well-being) 

Hea-2 (crime prevention) 

Hea-3 (community and user 

safety) 

Urb-1 People and place – 
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CEEQUAL 

categories / 

subcategories 

CEEQUAL credits 

(Version 5.1) 
Envision equivalent credits 

(Version 2) 
Greenroads equivalent 

credits 

(Version 1.5) 

IS equivalent credits 

(Version 1.0) 

urban and landscape design 

(site and context analysis) 

Urb-2 (site planning) 

Urb-3 (urban design) 

 

 CEEQUAL Envision Greenroads Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

CATEGORIES / 

SUB-

CATEGORIES / 

CREDITS – not 

covered above 

CEEQUAL areas not specifically 

covered by any of the other tools: 

Specific focus on seabed 

Transport dealt with as a separate 

area under 9.1-9.4 and more 

comprehensively. 

More specific questions and focus at 

construction phase e.g. construction 

strategy; energy use in construction 

phase 

Requirements for client; design and 

constructor set separately and/or 

collectively.  

LD3.2 Leadership – planning (address 

conflicting regulations and policies); 

specifically encourages project team to 

work with regulatory authorities to 

address regulatory aspects which limit 

sustainable outcomes 

NW1.6 Natural world – siting (avoid 

unsuitable development on steep 

slopes); specific focus on locating 

infrastructure in hazardous terrain 

CR2.2 – 2.5 Climate and risk – 

resilience  

Climate risk assessment and adaptation 

planning covered by CEEQUAL and IS; 

however other aspects of resilience such 

as earthquakes and resource scarcity not 

as well covered elsewhere. 

PR-9 Project requirements 

(pavement management system) 

EW-4 Environment and water 

(stormwater cost analysis) 

AE-4 Access and equity (traffic 

emissions reduction) 

All covered above. 

 CEEQUAL Envision Greenroads Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

INNOVATION 

Coverage 

Points available within specific 

credits for innovative approaches or 

technologies. 

CEEQUAL philosophy is that 

innovation should be integrated with 

the rating system rather than 

rewarded separately (email from 

Technical Director) 

Innovation and exceeding requirement 

credits – within each category; rewards 

innovation in terms of technology and 

approaches and/or performance which 

goes further than the requirements for 

the highest level.  

Custom credits allow for 

sustainable actions and practices 

which are not included within 

the existing credit set; they can 

be innovations and/or areas not 

yet covered. Sustainability 

benefits (as defined by 

Greenroads) must be proven. 

Innovation; a separate 

category.   

They can be technologies 

and/or approaches. Level of 

reward by geography – 

regional first; country first or 

world first.  
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Appendix H. Indicator Type Summary 

 

CEEQUAL Credits % of Credits Envision Credits % of Credits Greenroads Credits % of Credits IS Credits % of Credits

Total 179

Total 

(less innovation credits) 55 Total 57

Total 

(less innovation credits) 51

No weightings No weightings No weightings No weightings

Prescriptive (total) 160 89% Prescriptive (total) 42 76% Prescriptive (total) 55.5 97% Prescriptive (total) 34 67%

Prescriptive (with targets) 19 Prescriptive (with targets) 9 Prescriptive (with targets) 19.5 Prescriptive (with targets) 9

Performance 19 11% Performance 13 24% Performance 1.5 3% Performance 17 33%

Indicators with targets 38 21% Indicators with targets 22 40% Indicators with targets 21 37% Indicators with targets 26 51%

No weightings No weightings No weightings No weightings

Individual element 19 11% Individual element 0 0% Individual element 11 19% Individual element 0 0%

System - within 125 70% System - within 39 71% System - within 37 65% System - within 44 86%

System - without 35 20% System - without 16 29% System - without 9 16% System - without 7 14%

Weighted Weighted Weighted Weighted

Individual element 18.6 10% Individual element 0.0 0% Individual element 13.6 24% Individual element 0 0%

System - within 121.0 68% System - within 38.6 70% System - within 33.2 58% System - within 45.3 89%

System - without 39.4 22% System - without 16.4 30% System - without 10.3 18% System - without 5.7 11%

No weightings No weightings No weightings No weightings

Economic 62 35% Economic 33 60% Economic 18 32% Economic 27 53%

Environmental 140 78% Environmental 45 82% Environmental 46 81% Environmental 40 78%

Social 85 47% Social 29 53% Social 18 32% Social 32 63%

Eco/Env/Soc 17 9% Eco/Env/Soc 13 24% Eco/Env/Soc 4 7% Eco/Env/Soc 16 31%

Eco/Env only 35 20% Eco/Env only 15 27% Eco/Env only 11 19% Eco/Env only 9 18%

Env/Soc only 31 17% Env/Soc only 6 11% Env/Soc only 10 18% Env/Soc only 5 10%

Eco/Soc only 8 4% Eco/Soc only 5 9% Eco/Soc only 0 0% Eco/Soc only 2 4%

Eco only 2 1% Eco only 0 0% Eco only 3 5% Eco only 0 0%

Env only 57 32% Env only 11 20% Env only 21 37% Env only 10 20%

Soc only 29 16% Soc only 5 9% Soc only 4 7% Soc only 9 18%

Other mgt 0 0% Other mgt 0 0% Other mgt 4 7% Other mgt 0 0%

Weighted Weighted Weighted Weighted

Economic 66.9 37% Economic 32.9 60% Economic 18.5 32% Economic 26.4 52%

Environmental 145.2 81% Environmental 44.7 81% Environmental 48.0 84% Environmental 42.4 83%

Social 82.9 46% Social 29.5 54% Social 19.7 35% Social 25.9 51%

Eco/Env/Soc 21.3 12% Eco/Env/Soc 12.9 23% Eco/Env/Soc 2.8 5% Eco/Env/Soc 12.4 24%

Eco/Env only 35.8 20% Eco/Env only 14.7 27% Eco/Env only 14.3 25% Eco/Env only 12.5 25%

Env/Soc only 30.3 17% Env/Soc only 6.3 11% Env/Soc only 12.7 22% Env/Soc only 4.9 10%

Eco/Soc only 7.2 4% Eco/Soc only 5.3 10% Eco/Soc only 0.0 0% Eco/Soc only 1.5 3%

Eco only 2.6 1% Eco only 0.0 0% Eco only 1.4 2% Eco only 0.0 0%

Env only 57.8 32% Env only 10.7 20% Env only 18.1 32% Env only 12.6 25%

Soc only 24.0 13% Soc only 5.0 9% Soc only 4.2 7% Soc only 7.1 14%

Other mgt 0.0 0% Other mgt 0.0 0% Other mgt 3.5 6% Other mgt 0.0 0%
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Appendix I. Credits for Sustainability Practice Scenarios 

1. Sustainability Management Scenario 

Rating Tool Applicable Credits 
Credit 

Achievement 

CEEQUAL 

2.1.1 Was there documented commitment to consider and assess the 

environmental and social aspects of the project? 
Full 

2.1.2 Coordination of environmental and social aspects (identified 

person) 
Full 

2.1.3 Identification and prioritisation of impacts (risk and opportunity 

assessment) 
Full 

2.2.1 Have appropriate mechanisms been put in place to manage the 

project's environmental and social risks, impacts and opportunities? 
Full 

2.2.2 Implementation of mechanisms (regular checks; other) Full 

2.2.3 Success of mechanisms (have the results been assessed) Full 

Envision 
LD1.1 Provide effective leadership and commitment Full 

LD1.2 Establish a sustainability management system Full 

Greenroads EW-1 Environmental Management Plan Full 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Man-1 Sustainability Leadership and Commitment Full 

Man-2 Management System Accreditation Full 

Man-3 Risk and Opportunity Management  Full 

Man-4 Organisational Structure, Roles and Responsibilities  Partial 

Man-5 Inspection and Auditing Full 

Man-6 Reporting and Review Partial 

2. Waste Minimisation Scenario 

Rating Tool Applicable Credits 
Credit 

Achievement 

CEEQUAL 

8.9.1a Site waste management planning (site management plan) Full 

8.9.1b Site waste management planning (KPIs and targets been met) Full 

8.10.3 Beneficial reuse of excavated materials Full 

8.10.4 Inert waste diverted from landfill Full 

8.10.4 Non-hazardous waste diverted from landfill Full 

Envision RA1.5 Divert waste from landfills Full 

Greenroads 

PR-6 Waste Management Plan (required) Full 

CA-3 Site recycling plan Full 

MR-2 Pavement Reuse Full 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Was-1 Waste Management  Partial 

Was-2 Diversion from landfill Full 

3. Local Employment Scenario 
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Rating Tool Applicable Credits 
Credit 

Achievement 

CEEQUAL 

3.7.3 Has the client set specific targets to actively encourage local 

firms to quote for work?  Have these targets been achieved during 

construction?   

Full 

Envision 

QL1.2 Stimulate Sustainable Growth and Development; asks "Does the 

project create a significant number of new jobs during the design, 

construction and operation?" 

Partial 

QL1.3 Develop local skills and capabilities Partial 

Greenroads No credits focused on local employment or skills development (V1.5) n/a 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Hea-1 Community Health & Well-being (where skills and employment 

are a priority area) 
Partial 

4. Climate Change Risk Scenario 

Rating Tool Applicable Credits 
Credit 

Achievement 

CEEQUAL 2.4.2 Whole Life: Climate Change Adaptation Full 

Envision 
CR2.1 Assess Climate Risk Full 

CR2.2 Avoid traps and vulnerabilities Partial 

Greenroads No credits for climate change risk assessment and adaptation (V1.5) n/a 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Cli-1 Climate Change Risk Assessment Full 

Cli-2 Adaptation measures Partial 

5. Historical Scenario 

Rating Tool Applicable Credits 
Credit 

Achievement 

CEEQUAL 

5.1 Baseline Studies and Surveys  Full 

5.3.1. a) Listed or registered heritage assets Full 

5.3.2 Setting for listed and registered assets Full 

5.3.5 Appropriate materials and specialist skills Full 

5.4.1 Reporting Full 

5.4.2 Public Learning Full 

Envision QL3.1 Preserve Historic and Cultural Resources Partial 

Greenroads AE-9 Cultural Outreach Partial 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Her-1 Heritage assessment and management Full 

Her-2 Monitoring of heritage Full 

6. Urban Design Scenario 

Rating Tool Applicable Credits 
Credit 

Achievement 

CEEQUAL 
4.4.1 Landscape and visual factors Full 

4.4.2 Local landscape character Partial 

Envision QL3.2 Preserve views and local character Partial 
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Greenroads AE-9 Cultural outreach ($ spend requirement not met) n/a 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Urb-3 Urban design Partial 

Urb-4 Implementation Partial  

7. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Scenario 

Rating Tool Applicable Credits 
Credit 

Achievement 

CEEQUAL  

8.2.1 LCA Partial 

8.2.2 Implementation of reductions (choice of materials, components 

and design solution) 
Partial 

8.3.1 Materials efficiency - planning Partial 

8.3.2. Materials efficiency – implementation Full 

8.4.1 Energy and carbon emissions reduction (in use) Full 

8.4.2 Implementation of (in use) reductions  Partial 

8.5.1 Energy consumption - consideration of construction energy use 

during design 
Full 

8.5.2 Energy consumption - consideration by contractor Full 

8.5.4 Renewable / low carbon / zero-carbon energy during construction Full 

8.7.2 Locally sourced and recycled materials Full 

Envision 

RA1.1 Reduce net embodied energy Partial 

RA1.3 Use recycled materials Partial 

RA1.4 Use regional materials Partial 

RA2.1 Reduce energy consumption Partial 

CR1.1 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions Partial 

Greenroads 

PR-3 Life cycle inventory (greenhouse gases only) Full 

MR-4 Recycled Materials Partial 

MR-5 Regional Materials Partial 

CA-4 Fossil fuel reduction Full 

MR-6 Energy efficiency Partial 

Infrastructure 

Sustainability 

Ene-1 Energy and carbon monitoring and reduction Full 

Ene-2 Energy and carbon reduction opportunities Partial 

Mat-1 Materials lifecycle impact measurement and reduction Partial 
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Appendix J. Tool Use Interviews Codebook (sample) 

Name Description 

Tools - non-certified use: Aspects of how to tools are used in non-certified ways 

Building sustainability into 

bids 

Used the tools to assess projects from a sustainability perspective in bids and 

proposals; or proposed them as a way of achieving sustainability requirements in 

tenders. 

Feasibility & planning Used the tools to inform the feasibility and planning stages of projects; often the 

themes from the tools were used in options assessment or feasibility studies 

Guide or framework Tool themes and content used as a guideline or framework for sustainability on 

projects; sometime to develop simpler frameworks for non-certified projects 

Informal project assessment Used the tools to assess a project's sustainability performance; either a complete 

assessment under the scheme but not certified by the 3rd party; or a high level 

review under the main themes. In some cases infrastructure owners required a 

self-assessment. 

Learning & awareness 

raising 

Beyond project use the tools are used for learning, raising awareness, 

communication and conversation about sustainability 

Management systems, 

policies & strategy 

Tools and tool content used to inform sustainability systems, policies and 

strategies - institutional aspects - asset owners and also contractors; less so for 

designers. 

Drivers for tool use - end user: What drives the use of tools on projects 

3rd party validation 3rd party or external validation of sustainability performance and claims; proof 

for stakeholders 

Added financial incentive In addition to the client requiring use of tool as part of the contractual 

requirement in some cases there was an added KRA / financial incentive to 

achieve a higher award level. 

Benchmark performance Driver for using the tool is to benchmark performance on a project/s against some 

sort of sustainability standard. Sometimes used to establish a baseline from which 

to improve. 

Building track record Driver to use tool is to build track record for sustainability on projects; to support 

winning more work in the future 

Client or funder 

requirement 

Tool use on the project/s was a contractual requirement; or specified in some way 

by a client or a funder; may just specify a sustainability assessment or may 

specify a rating tool. Sometimes a specific award level is required. KRAs are 

sometimes used to push performance to a higher award level. 

Deliver financial savings Tool use driven by the desire to save money - especially over the life cycle of the 

project 

Drive sustainable outcomes Driver for tool use is to improve sustainability performance; use the tool as a 

vehicle for driving improvements on a project 

Learning & awareness Tool user drives learning amongst project stakeholders including designers and 

supply chain 

PR, reputation, recognition Driver for tool use - PR, recognition, stakeholder kudos 

Support client sustainability 

policy 

Where mention is made of the tools being used to support or align with a client's 

sustainability policies or commitments; Reference to designer or constructor 

policies coded to the PR / reputation group. 
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